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The Anti-Nuclear Party have reprogram-
med power station robo-equlpment to 
empty the containment vault and attack 
all human staff. They have scattered 
eighteen canisters of highly dangerous 
radioactive fuel-rods throughout the 
seven-storey building. You have 30 
minutes, an armour-piercing machine-gun 
and a personal jet-pack. You have the 
latest antl-radlatlon suit. The building has 
decontamination showers that may help 
you; but you will be fighting against time, 
intense radiation, robo-weapons, and all 
of this In a hostile environment with 
dangerously open floors, and the ever-
present threat of failing down the vault. 
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LOOKING 
AHEAD 
THERE'S something disorienting 
about January - it's suddenly easy 
to feel lost without a seasonal 
prop. Still, by the time you read this 
it'll be well nigh Valentine's day 
and the round of gimmickry can 
resume. 

The games producers will be 
accused of gimmickry again this 
year, as the rush of tie-ins 
accei6fat8s. Some software 
houses - most egregiously 
Gremlin Graphics and Piranha -
are all but devoting themselves to 
tie-ins, it seems. And you'd hardly 

think the universe could take 
another master. 

But the top games this month 
are good old-fashioned state-of-
the-art stuff - an eminently 
playable martial-arts challenge 
from System 3 in IK+, an exciting 
flight simulator from Firebird in 
Ftying Shark and a classically text-
only adventure from Level 9 in 
Knight Ore. 

"mere's an interview with the 
minds behind Level 9 in the new-
look Adventure Trail, too - and we 
hope you'll write to let us know 
how you find that section. 
(Signpost and Signstumps will 
return next month, when there's 
space - and Lloyd has something 
defensive to say about space in 
the Forum . . . ) 

HAPPY GNU 
YEAR 
New to CRASH this month are one 
game-reviewer and two Staff 
Writers. Nathan Jones from 
Church Stretton developed an 
unhealthy attachment to 
Mirrorsort's Andy Cappsoon after 
his arrival at the Towers, but we'll 
still let him come in every Saturday 
for re-education sessions. 

Gordon Houghton joins us as a 
Staff Writer from Blackburn in 
Lancashire, via three years at 
Oxford studying for joint honours 
in horizontal scrolling and 
comparative arcade adventures. 
And Mark Caswell, who's been 
contributing the odd comment for 
several months, joins that small 
but intrepid band that roves from 
mag to mag. 

IN THE NEXT 
CRASH 

THERE'S GOLD 
THAT THAR MAG 

It's CRASH'S 50th issue - and to celebrate the golden 
anniversary there'll be 
MORE THAN £2 ,000 WORTH OF PRIZES 
dOd d 
16-PAGE TECH NICHE SUPPLEMENT 
plus. . . 
• FANZINE RLE 
• RUN IT AGAIN 
• THE CRASH CHALLENGE 
• ON THE SCREEN 
• PAGES AND PAGES OF TIPS AND REVIEWS 
It's all In CRASH Issue SO, on sale Thursday February 25 
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FOR THOSE 
OLYMPIC MOMENTS 
AFTER getting the Spectrum sports 
scene fit with chart-topping 
compilation Game Set And Match, 
Ocean has jumped on the Olympic 
bandwagon with ABC Sports Winter 
Olympics - a £19 95 interactive VCR 
game tor two to si* players. Ocean 
claims it's the first of its kind in Britain 
and points the software giant toward 
CO games. 

Winter Olympics uses a board for 
play and a video for illustration - no 
computer - in a race through nine 
events from the real-l if e Winter Olympic 
Games, held this February in Calgary. 
Canada. Ocean Chairman David Ward 
describes it as a breakthrough in video 
board games, pointing out that in 
previous games the pictures on the 
screen had nothing to do with what's 
on the board - in them it's kind of 
coloured wallpaper' 

But, says Ward, Winter Olympics -
developed by California-based 
specialists Three Star Group - is 
different because you really play rather 
than just watch. 'It's a halfway jump to 
an interactive laser disc. What it brings 
to the marketplace is the answer to 
psychologists principal cntictsm of TV 
- that it is a passive process, that you 
sit there and don't do anything about it-' 

So in Winter Olympics you sit there 
through a teMo-15-second clip from 
award-winning ABC Sports television 
coverage of past Winter Olympic 
Games, and then take your turn on the 
board. At the end of the clip a grid of 
numbers appears on the screen, 
changing rapidly like t he frame-counter 
on a video film, and when the player 
pauses the video it comes to rest with 
two numbers displayed - your pause 
button takes the place of dice. 

Those two numbers indicate points 
and spaces for each of the three 
coloured trails - red, blue and green -
on which players move across the 
board Depending on what colour he's 
on, the player takes the appropriate 
number of points for the sport he's just 
watched and moves the appropriate 
number of spaces 

Each player accumulates points in 
every event and the game continues 
until all nine gold medals have been 
won - the first player to get 500 points 
in an event and pass over the 
appropriate gold space on the board 
wins that medal, the next takes the 
silver medal, the third the bronze 
medal. Medals add to the final score. 

8 CRASH February 1988 

and the highest score when all gold 
medals have been collected wins the 
game. 

The nine events are slalom, speed 
skating, figure skating, cross-country 
skiing downhill skiing ski jumping 
bobsled, hockey and luge (solo 
tobogganing} 

On passing over a medal space (or 
one of the "snowflake spaces') you 
collect an Olympic Moment card, which 
can give you extra points or turns, make 
you miss a turn or take you via a ski lift 
to another of the three trails - named 
after recent reaHife Winter Olympics 
sites, Calgary, Sarajevo (in Yugoslavia} 
and Lake Placid (near New York). But 
disaster spaces can break your skis.. 

Ocean's Ward explains the new-style 
game's appeal: 'In the past VCR-based 
games were completely linear, with 
results that never varied. Once a tape 
was put together, there was no way to 
change It. The only variables In first-
generation VCR games came from the 
cards which players picked up. 

But with this new technique, the 
video tape in effect changes each time 
the game is played. Unlike other games 
Winter Olympics MUST be played with 
the video tape, and will have a much 
longer playing life span simply because 
results are different each time.' 

Stilt, Winter Olympics is a game of 
chance with very little strategy 
involved, and with good luck a single 
turn can earn you up to 10.000 points, 
probably enough to win the game. (At 
the London launch, former Miss Great 
Britain Debbie Greenwood beat 
Canadian-bom David Jensen, presenter 
of ITVs music show The Roxy, 14.000 
to 11,000 in an hour-long match -
commenting coyly 'I've never won 
anything before !) 

Ocean hopes to attract computer-
owners who recognise the software 
house's logo on the packaging. David 
Ward sees it as family entertainment, 
describing the TV as a focus of family 
life, a' cool fire' to gather around in the 
evening 

With Winter Olympics Ocean joins 
Gremlin Graphics in the move to board 
games - Gremlin plans more to follow 
its recent Gary Lineker Footballer Of 
The Year. And the next interactive VCR 
game on Ocean's launch list is MISL 
Soccer Shootout, an indoor-soccer 
game with over 150 video c lips {Winter 
Olympics has some 180). scheduled for 
release in March or April. 

NEWS 
H E 
PAW 
GILSOFT' S Professional Adventure 
(Voterutility (97% in CRASH Issue 40) is 
now available on +3 disk 

Other new releases for the new 
model, the first Spectrum with a built-in 
disk drive, include Rainbird's flight 
simulation Starghdei97X in Issue 36). 

And Kempston Data's £8.95 
Spectrum Joystick Interface has been 
updated for + 3-compatibility 

PRISON 
FOR 
PIRATE 
A SOFTWARE PIRATE has been sent 
to prison for 12 months. 29-year-old 
Gerhard Martens of Torquay pleaded 
guilty to 14 different charges which 
included forgery and copynght 
infringement. 

Martens had been prating business 
software but the Federation Against 
Software Theft hopes the sentence -
the first jail term for a software pirate m 
Britain-will deter pirates of all kinds of 
software 

NOW IT'S BMX NINJAl 
WHAT'S IN A NAME AT ALTERNATIVE 
NOTHING'S too alternative for 
Alternative Software, the budget label 
that's shot close to the top of the sales 
charts without all the noise of Code 
Masters and Mastertronic. 

Ex-biologtst boss Roger Hulley 
studied the Spectrum-owning animal 
and deduced that the title sells a 
budget game - so now he reckons BMX 
Ntnja's sure to be a hit! 

'BMX games sell extremely well and 
martial-arts games sell extremely well,' 
explains Hulley, 'so we're putting the 
two together for BMX Ninja and it's 
going to be a monster. 

The programmers are having a great 
time, all jumping up and down and 
saying 'Can I do that bit? Can I do that 
bit?'. 
• The name's the thing: Alternative 

Software's Roger Hulley 
celebrates another 
Piranha rerelease 

We don't take ourselves too 
seriously on the games,' admits Hulley, 
whose Alt ernative label is just the tip of 
a software empire which also Includes 
two distribution companies and a 
duplication outfit. 

But there's more to sales than silly 
titles, he says - sometimes a subtle 
change can make all the difference. 
That's why he renamed Martech's Uchi 
Mafafor its£1.99 Alternative rerelease 

' The name didn't click so we put the 
sport first and our title is called Judo 
Uchi Mata, which really sells.' 

It's the same story with Piranha's 
Nosferatu. one of many Piranha titles 
(including Trapdoor) which Alternative 
offers at budget price. 

Huliey's calling it The Vampyre. 
Nosferatu- we're de-emphasising the 
word' Nosferatu1 because it doesn't do 
anything for us.' 

Packaging packs "em into the 
software shops, too, so Alternative 
often changes the covers of its 
rereleases - which include Moon 
Cresta (Incentive) and Everyone's A 
Wa/(K(Mikro-Gen) and usually sell 
between 40.000 and 100.000 copies 
each. 

'We'd never believe in putting a 
product out without a screenshot. And 
the idea is it must be seen to be good 
value for money. The proof of the 
pudding is in the eating and we're not 
going to sleep on our laurels.' (Mixing 
his metaphors he'll stretch to.) 

Alternative's sales expert, 
advertising man David Palmer, agrees. 
The only way you sell a budget game is 

through your cover, ' he stresses Take 
a good, popular game, put a strong 
illustration on it and watch it shoot into 
the charts. 

'But I've always felt that most 
software companies are very cynical 
toward their market - they trounce out 
this cartoony, babyish style to sell to 
what is essentially Adrian Mole. 

'But we sell to a very wise, albert 
young, audience." 

And the fans of Alternative's bnghtly-
packaged rereleases and cheap, cheap 
comptlat ions (three games for £ 1.99 on 
a Triple Decker) will soon wise up to 
what's in a BMX ninja game. 
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PLEASE NOTE: this offer i t aub j oc t onty t o 

ttw dt tcount* de ta i led a bove : o t he r 

dtacourrta a u d i • * C R A S H w b e c t b e r a ' 

extra d iscount* a n d the n o r m a l C R A S H 

Mod Order bulk-buying d i s c o u n t s d o no t 

•PC<y to g a m « » v M thi o u g h Cht» q f tar . 

The g a m * * above w e r e rev i ewed In 

Buy THREE £ 2 . 9 9 games 
and GET ONE £ 2 . 9 9 
game FREE! 

Take your pick from the 
budget bundle 

£2.99 GAMES 
ANARCHY Rack-\\ 
DRAUGHTS GENIUS Rack-It 
LAZER WHEEL MAD. 
LEVEL 5 MAD. 
JWOTOSMAD. 
OCEAN CONQUEROR Rack-It 
SARACEN Americana 
U.CM MAD. 
WAR CARS Firebird Srtver 

l a a uee 43. 44 . 45 . 46. 47 a n d 48 Ot C R A S H , 

a n d m o i l a re ava i lab le , b u t C R A S H c a n n o t 

g u a r a n t e e t ha t they a r e ready yet . It In 

d o u b t g ive Agg i e (a l ia* C a r o l Kinsey) a r ing 

o n (0584) 5620 t o f ind ou t w h e t h e r t h e de l ay 

wiH b e l onge r t h a n 26 days . 

MAIL 
ORDER 

AND THEN THERE'S . . . 
ACfiCascade Games £7.20 (48K| £7 95|128K) 
ALIENS (US VERSION) Electnc Drums £7 99 
ANDY CAPPt/mnOH 7 95 
ATHENA Ocean £6.40 
BALLBREAK.ER Gftl £6 40 
BLOCKBUS TERS TV Games £6 40 
WMVTSMflflUSGo*i«40 
BUBBLE BOBBLE f rebtfd C6 40 
CALIFORNIA GAMES US Gold £6 40 
CLEVER A SMARTVugic Bylest? 20 
CONRENMMGr*n*n £6 40 
DAN DARE K Vr^n Games £6 40 
DEATHORGLORYCRLV.K 
Offl£KTOflGren!>n Graphics t6.40 
OWLLERVKonbvt CH9* cassette. EH.40 Oak 
DftLWO«Fire6rd£6.40 
frfPrwnE7 95 
FlRETFAPtkctK Dreams E7.99 
FL YING SHARK Firebird £6 40 
GALACTIC GAMES Aclrwswi £7 99 
GARY UNEKERS SUPER STAR SOCCER C6 4Q 
GAUNTLET HJS Gokl £6 40 
GflVTOfl Ocean £6 40 
GMWHfPMooProse £7.95 cassette. EtO^OcJsk 
HYSTERIA Software Projects £6 <0 
INDIANA JONES US Gold £6 40 
INSIDE OUTING The Edge £720 
JACK THE NIPPER II IN COCONUT CAPERS Gremlfl &aphcs £6 40 
JACK THE RIPPER CRL E7 20 
KNIGHTMARE Activistcm E7.99 
MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE -THE MOVIE Gramto Raphes E6 40 
«4S*lfG«m.nGf3phCsE6.40 
MERCENARY fiovagen £7.95 
MYSTERY OF THE fRLEf rib,ta £6.40 
NEBULUS HewsonC640 
OUT OF THIS WORLD Reakttr £720 
OyrffLWUSGoid£640 
PHANTOM CLUB Ocean C6 40 
PSYCHO SOLDIEROcean £6 40 
RAMPAGE Adwsion £7 99 
RYGAR US GoW £6 40 
SALAMANDER Konam £6 40 
SCRUPLES :-an Games £7 95 cassette £11.95dish 
STREET MASStfMeiboi/ne House £6 40 
SNMWUXInfogrynes £7.9$ 
STVWkMflS0oro«*E7 95 
SUPER HANG-ON taw sen £7 99 
SUPERSPRINT Adiv^sw £7 95 
TERRAMEX 0 jcWIva £6 40 
THUNDERCA TS Ei'te £6 40 
THUNDERCEPTOR/FAS T W' FURtOUSCJ} £6 40 
TOUR DE FORCE Gremlin £6 40 
TRANTOR- THE LAST STORMTROOPER GO £6 40 
WINTER OL YMPtADTrwon £640 
WIZBALL Ocean £6.40 
«cyrwACE£640 
XCKLogotron £6.40 
YES PRIME MINISTER Mosac £11 95 
YOGI BEAR Pranha £7 95 

SPECIAL DISCOUNT OFFER 
I would like to order the following game<s) as they're at such fab and 
groovy pnees thanks to Aggie's sudden burst of generosity. I've listed 
below what I would like and I've enclosed a cheque or postal order for 
the correct amount, made payable to NEWSFIELD LIMITED 

Prices include postage, packing and VAT in the UK. Overseas Orders 
please add El .00 per order for Europe, and £1.50 (normal mail) or £2.50 
{air mail) per order for all other countries. 

Name c n 4 8 

Address 

Postcode 

PLEASE DEBIT MY VISA/ACCESS ACCOUNT C 

I with to pay by Visa/Access (delete as applicable) 

Signature Expiry Date 

Please Charge My Account No-

MAJL ORDER, PO BOX 20, LUDLOW, 
SHROPSHIRE SY8 1DB 

RJLL-PRICE GAMES 

TITLE PRICE 

BOBBLE RrtBG/i: h U O 

SUBTOTAL £ 
BUDGET GAMES 
TITLE PRICE 

SUBTOTAL £ £ (jQ 
FREE BUDGET GAMES 

P&P included 
TOTAL -
PAYMENT . . 
ENCLOSED £ b 1*0 
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NOW AVAILABLE FOR 
THE SPECTRUM AND AMSTRAD 
Just took what they said about the 
Commodore version 

C & VG HIT 
If you cringe every time all those 
superlatives are rolled out for each 
successive senuine arcade action blast em 

up sensation, buy Mesa and throw away 
your dictionary" ^ 

GAMES MACHINE 
" addictive, hishly polished and wry fast.' 

COMMODORE USER 
. a shoot em up for the professional marksman " 

CCI (Arcade Game of the Vtar) 
I "... simply the best shoot'em uo I've played" 

ZZAP 
I j " a shoot'em up par excellence-watch out for it" 

DONT MISS IT! 
£9,99 
£14.99 

Spectrum 48 128 Cassette £8 99 Amstrad CPC Cassette £9,99 
Spectrum 13 Disc £14 99 AmstradCPC Disc £14 99 

mcirlech 
Martecn is the registered trade mark of Mart*ch Games Limited, 
Martech House, Bay Terrace, Pevensey Bay, Edst Sussex BN24 6EE 
TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME PHONE (0323) 768456 TELEX: 878373 Mdrtec G 



'TQASRIEVL 

SUPER HANG-ON 
Producer: Electric Dreams 
Retail price: £9.99 
Authors: Chris Wood and ZZKJ, from a Sega coin-op 

[hen you had that Raleigh 
with stabiliser wheels, W! 
no-one would have 

thought you'd come to this -
crouched over a racing motorbike 
with wheels about to lay rubber 
across tour continents. 

You wait at the race's start line, 
coot, calm and collected. 
Suddenly the jostling group of 
bikies that surrounds you is away, 
scorching off into the distance. 
You accelerate after them, 
watching closely the speedo at the 
top of the screen. When the crucial 
figure of 280 kph is reached, the 
bike's turbo kicks in. Then you 
begin to eat up the other riders as 
if they were on punctured 
tricycles. 

You're loath to ease off the 
throttle, knowing that to do so 
costs you valuable time, but 
sometimes the situation demands 
sharp braking. The bike can use all 
of the road, switching from side to 
side to avoid the other bikes and 
apex through the bends of the 
track. 

If your steering isn't all that it 
might be and you touch another 
rider, or slip off the main track, 
speed Is lost - and that means 
valuable time is gone too. And you 
can't do anything about riders who 
strike you as they come burning 
through, losing you yet more 

seconds. 
Worse still, should you make 

contact with one of the wayside 
features, an advertising hoarding, 
a tree or a pile of boulders, you 
have a wipeout on your hands and 
the bike is destroyed. No serious 
injury is involved and you are 
quickly on a spare, but now time is 
even tighter. 

J NICK L 
" Super Hang-On could easily 
be called Eriduro Racer II - I 
can find hardly any 
differences. Riding a road 
bike rather than a dirt bike 
doesn't change the game 
much. Still, there's more 
colour here than In Enduro 
Racer - of course that causes 
some attribute problems, but 
the extra reality is worth It. If 
you already own Enduro 
Racer there's no point In 
getting this, but It's worth a 
look If you're shopping tor a 
motorbike sim. " 

The clock ticks away all too fast 
at the head of the screen. Flash 
beneath the finish gantry before 
that zero second arrives, and 
you're on to the next stage with 

any remaining time carried over. 
Each successive track asks more 
of the rider, daring him to go faster 
and to take more chances before 
the ever-lowering time limit is 
reached. 

If you successfully ride the six 
tracks of Africa, you and your 
machine are transferred to Asia 
(ten stages), then to America (14 
stages), and finally to Europe with 

its 18 tracks. Each new continent 
is a greater test of skill than the 
last, with points building up as you 
wheelie your way around the 
world. 

After all this, if you feel your bike 
lacks a little something, you can 
pep up its capabilities by 
increasing the sensitivity of its 
handling - and off you go once 
more. 

J PAUL L 
" After seeing US Gold/Epyx's appalling Super Cycle I was afraid 
Super Hang-On might be another such arcade great ruined by 
thoughtlessness. But though It's certainly not up to the standards 
of Enduro Racer, It's an incredible achievement. 

The front end offers a cleverly-constructed array of options, 
though I found only one combination useful: high sensitivity with 
attributes off. And once you find the right settings the game is a 
joy, both playable and addictive. 

The levels of difficulty are just right; i fs pretty easy to finish the 
first two African tracks in your first session, but to get any further 
requires perseverance and restrained use of the turbo. 

If you've been looking forward to Super Hang-On you wont be 
disappointed. " 

M% 

Super Hang-On: 'superb' 
challenge from a Sega coin-op 

• Tricky riding as the dock ticks on 

IBYML 
" The chance to set your 
bike's response does a lot for 
Super Hang-On - you can ride 
like you want to. And though 
there ana set angles for 
taking comers, that makes It 
easier to assess how to 
tackle each one. The major 
problem I had was wtth 
drunken drivers cutting me 
up. " 

83% 

I COMMENTS L 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: large detailed bikes, 
with jerky but fast animation 
Sound: super biking effects 
Options: to colour or not to 
colour, that is the question . . . 
plus three levels of control 
response 
General rating: not quite up to 
Enduro Racer, but a superb 
and challenging coin-op 
conversion 

Presentation 8 7 % 
Graphics 8 6 % 
Playability 76% 
Addictive qualities 8 5 % 
OVERALL 85% 
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GARY UNEKER'S 
SUPERSTAR SOCCER 

Producer: Gremlin 
Graphics 

Retail price: £7.99 
Author: Chris Kerry 

with In direct competition 
Ocean's Matchday II comes 
Gremlin's latest big-name 

licence, Gary Lineker's Superstar 
Soccer. Similar to Mr Ritman's 
game, this gives the player the 
dual aspects of management and 

real playing action, but 
approaches them quite differently. 

The game is structured into tour 
divisions of sixteen teams, with the 
player's team starting in the fourth, 
playing both league and cup 
games. Any of the four division 
tables can be examined, as well as 
a teams' statistics, set-up and list 
of players. 

• Cameron's rooting for local 
Herelord... 

When the player starts a match, 
he can change the control of the 
coach, centre forward and goalie 
to human or computer. If all three 
are set to computer control, the 
player can elect not to watch the 
match, but just let the computer 
work out the result. 

The player only has one 
footballer to control for the whole 
match - the computer follows the 
action on the ball, which means 
that the player's centre can be a 
long way off screen. When the 
player has the ball, he can either 
pass, by holding the joystick 
towards a player and tapping the 
button, or shoot, by holding down 
the button. 

A knock-out league cup 

J NICK I 
" What has happened to the 
software industry? There are 
more football games on the 
market than I've had hot 
dinners - and that's saying 
something! Unfortunately 
Gary Uneker's Superslar 
Soccer holds nothing new. 
The game Isn't very well laid 
out, and the options menu is 
cluttered with text. The 
playing screen isn't any 
better, with poorly animated 
and difficult-to-see 
footballers running around 
the garish pitch. Gary 
Uneker's Superstar Soccer is 
a sort of cross between 
Football Director and 
Matchday II - but hasn't the 
flair or play ability of either. " 

54% 

competition is also held during the 
season, giving the player a chance 
to go for a trophy as well as the 
league title. 

BYML 
" Not having control over the whole team is strange - you can't 
even tell which player is under your control, making the action 
hard to follow, especially when you're at one end of the pitch and 
the ball Is at the other! It also means that you have a much less 
significant part In the game - in Matchday II you have a feeling of 
complete control and are able to set up moves how you want to. 
In the light of Matchday II, Gary Lineker's Superstar Football is a 
very poor offering - 1 know which one I'd rather buy. 

33% 

Producer: Endurance 
Games 

Retail price: £9.95 cassette 
Authors: Kerry Kevill, Iris 

Luttring and Billy 
Barry 

The computer version of Eye 
follows the structure and 
content ol the board game, 

but provides computer opponents 
to pit your wits against. 

The action is played on a' board' 
of 32 coloured sections, formed by 
two opposing sets of spirals lying 
within a circle. Rotating the spirals 
creates a shifting moire pattern 

JBYML 
" Eye Is a completely new 
concept, but once mastered, 
there's little to kaep you 
playing. The computer 
opponents are quite 
challenging, but overall I 
found that the gameplay was 
rather samey, and lacked any 
excitement or thrills. Playing 
the game with a couple of 
human opponents is fun, but 
I wouldn't recommend the 
computer version of Eye if 
you're likely to be playing it 
on your own. " 

43% 

and causes different coloured 
sections to appear in one of four 
set patterns. 

To win the game, a player must 
place a specified number of 

I PAUL L 

" If anything, Eye improves on the original board game, but as 
far as I'm concerned, the programmers have made the best of a 
bad job - the board game is nothing to write home about. What 
makes Eye so unlikeable is the lack of variety - there's only a few 
things to do and most of the time is spent waiting for the 
computer to take its turn. There are plenty of good computer 
board game interpretations on the Spectrum - but I'm afraid Eye 
isn't one of them. " 

48% 

I MIKE I 
" I've played the board game a couple of times and, to be quite 
honest, can't say that I found It particularly enjoyable. The 
computer version plays very similarly, and offers little more than 
some computer opponents. The gameplay isn't much fun, and 
after a couple of sessions I grew increasingly bored. Eye is 
beautifully packaged, but is very overpriced for what it offers. If 
you really want to play Eye, buy the board game. " 

48% 

counters in the corresponding 
colour sections on the board. The 
number of counters used depends 
upon the number of players, and 
the program accounts for between 

one and four participants, either 
human or electronic. 

• Something's gone off colour in the 
mind's Eye 
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JROBINI 
" Gary Lineker's Superstar 
Soccer ts very much In the 
vein of Football Manager. 
Managing a football team 
and guiding It to the top of 
the league does have Its 
appeal, but I prefer to control 
the action on the field rather 
than off I t The graphics are 
barely average, with very 
little to make them stand out. 
On the whole this is a good 
football management game, 
but Matchday II is still the 
definitive football game as 
far as I'm concerned. " 

67% 

COMMENTS [ 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: Cluttered text on 
the options screen, and poor 
during a game 
Sound: lacking 
Options: extensive menu 
system, with plenty of on-
screen information 
General rating: a 
disappointing football game 
which falls far short of its 
potential 

Presentation 
Graphics 
Payability 
Addictive qualities 
OVERALL 

5 0 % 
4 4 % 
4 7 % 
4 4 % 
5 2 % 

I COMMENTS I 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: a clear 
representation of the board 
game 
Sour ind: simple spot effects 
and title tune 
Options: definable keys and 1 -
4 players option 
General rating: an average 
conversion of a none-too-
impressive board game 

L 
RAMPAGE 

Producer: Activision 
Retail price: £9.99 
Authors: Bob Pape 

In yet another big licensing deal, 
Activision have bought the cult 
arcade game Rampage to the 

home computer market. 
Between one and three players 

take the part of mutated monsters 
George. Lizzie or Ralph, as they 
set about destroying a city full of 
buildings. 

inflicted, it collapses in a cloud of 
dust. 

All three monsters have damage 
meters, which are decreased 
every time they're hit by hail of 
bullets from army helicopters and 
tanks, or stay on a collapsing 
building. An entirely diminished 
damage meter has fatal 
consequences. 

To supplement their energy, the 
monsters collect a wide vanety of 
edible objects in the windows of 
buildings, and protect themselves 
by smashing the army vehicles 
that fire at them. 

The game ends once all three 
monsters have returned to their 
human alter-egos. 

JBYML 
" Although Activision have 
successfully included the 
three player option in this 
conversion, things get 
cramped both on and off 
screen. To be honest, I find 
the gameplay rather dull -
there's no chance of 
annihilating the armed 
forces, and consequently 
Rampage just becomes a 
race to find good food, with 
nothing to do except avoid 
crumbling buildings. The 
action gets dull quite quickly, 
and even with a couple of 
other players to spice things 
up, there's little to keep you 
playing. " 

GS'v 

The monsters are initially 
dropped onto the screen, and are 
confronted by several buildings, 
all of which are destroyed to 
advance to the next level. This is 
achieved by climbing up the sides 
of buildings, and either smashing 
out the windows, or knocking 
holes in the side. Once enough 
structural damage has been 

J MIKE L 

" Rampage Is a pretty jolly game, and boasts some very bright 
graphics. Some of the screens are very attractive (as attractive 
as half a dozen multi-storey buildings can be, I suppose) and the 
characters are great. The gameplay appeals to my vandal and 
sadistic instincts, and going around smashing whole buildings 
down and eating people is highly enjoyable. Then there's the 
extra fun of being buried under rubb le . . . However, the 
gameplay lacks variety and consequently I doubt Its long-term 
appeal. " 

62% 

• A beauty of a beast 

J NICK L 
" Graphically, Rampage is 
really good - skyscrapers, 
roads, railway tracks and 
trees are all excellently 
drawn, and the backdrops 
are great, with pylons and 
transmitters to add to the 
realism. The basic idea is one 
of chaos - you have to bite 
and punch pieces out of the 
buildings and eat passing 
cars. The monsters are all as 
violent as each other, which 
can cause a problem when 
one turns against youl In 
some of the windows of 
buildings there are little 
people which give you extra 
energy if you eat them! I 
thoroughly enjoyed playing 
Rampage, and with an extra 
player or two H becomes 
even more fun-smashing! " 

80% 

I COMMENTS L 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: large, intricately-
detailed monsters with 
colourful backgrounds 
Sound: stomping and bashing 
effects only 
Options: 1 -3 players 
General rating: a competent 
conversion that should appeal 
to fans of the original 

Presentation 78% 
Graphics 73% 
Payabi l i ty 6 7 % 
Addictive qualities 65"/.. 
O V E R A L L 6 9 % 
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Presentation 7 1 % 
Graphics 5 6 % 
Payability 4 8 % 
Addictive qualities 4 9 % 
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Producer: Electric Dreams 
Retail price: E9.99 
Authors: Source, from a Data East coin-op 

There's a burning skyscraper 
down on Arcadeville's main 
street, and the fire is 

spreading to the neighbouring 
blocks. 

The player takes control of a 
firefighter who is sent to put out 
the blaze. The hero starts at the 
base of the first tower equipped 
only with a fire-resistant suit, jet-
pack and water cannon, and 
climbs up the vertically scrolling 
building. 

Women and dogs are trapped in 
the conflagration, and are rescued 
when touched, the hero supplying 
them with a parachute so they may 
float to safety. He also 
extinguishes fires with his cannon, 
revealing either a cash bonus or a 
bonus icon. These endow him with 
the ability to fire horizontally, 
giving added protection, or initiate 
his jet-pack, blasting him up the 
building and saving precious time. 

As he climbs, the fireman avoids 
a continuous stream of debris that 
rains down on him, and negotiates 
impassable areas such as 

J NICK L 
" Firetrap seems simple and 
boring to begin with, but 
further investigation proves 
this wrong. The graphics are 
adequate, with some cute 
touches like the little dogs 
(ah!) that have to be rescued 
and sent down to the ground 
on a parachute. The only 
thing that I didn't like about 
thegameisthelackof van ety 
- to me the only difference 
between tower blocks was 
their colour, and that the fire 
gets more severe on higher 
levels. Firetrap is a fun 
change from the usual 
violence or aliens, but may 
become a little tedious after 
a few towers have been 
extinguished. 

71* 

flagpoles and smooth patches that 
give no grip. Should he be hit by an 
object or touch any fire, the 

J PAUL L 
u Electric Dreams have been 
a bit quiet of late and it's 
good to see them come back 
with some new games -
Nihilist last issue and now 
Firetrap. The screen display 
has been planned Just right -
there's not too much visible, 
but just enough to give you a 
(fire) fighting chance. What 
impressed me most was the 
vast about of detailed 
graphics being moved 
around the screen very 
quickly and smoothly. 
Everything about Firetrap is 
slick, and to cap it all the 
gameplay is very addictive! " 

• Stop the home fires burning In 
Electric Dreams's slick, addictive 
Firetrap 

character falls several stories and 
loses a life. The game ends when 
all his five lives are lost. 

J MIKE i 
" I've got to give ft to Data East - they've come up with a v< 
novel 3D game. The gameplay isn't the fastest I've ever pto 
but it provides a challenge and is fairly addictive. The graphics 
are very well drawn and the characters detailed and clear. But 
there is one snag - the fire chief and the falling objects tend to 
blend into the building, which can make things difficult on higher 
levels. If you're after an unusual and enjoyable game - look up 
Firetrap. 

77% 

8 C O I ? £ 
I 2 B B I I 1 

n o s f i o t 

Presentation 75% 
Graphics 80% 
Payability 77% 
Addictive qualities 78% 
OVERALL 78% 
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A NEW WORLD FROM RUSSIA 

one of the all lime computer classics unbelievably 
addictive it s perfectly simple and simply perfect 94% Zzap 64 

Available on Commodore 64/128 Tape and Disk Spectrum Tape and Disc 
Amstrad CPC Tape and Disk Amstrad PCW Tape and Disk BBCfleclron Tape 
and Disc MSXTape Alan ST Disk Amiga Disk IBM PC and Compatables 

Published by Mirrorsoft Lid Alhpne House 66-73 Shop I anp Innrinn r r ^ P A i i n 



ALL GAMES AVAILABLE FOR: 
SPECTRUM C O M M O D O R E AMSTRAD 7.95 ea. 8 .95 ea. 8 .95 ea 

CASSETTE 

I 
...the Warrior King 

The latest hit coin-op from Taito. 
Lands that produce men of 

legend, dragon slayers, lie in his shadow - | 
guardians of evil fear his fire spewing sword, 

the axe he weilds as swift as lightning State of the art programming 
makes a true simulation of the Arcade hit for your home micro. Enjoy superb 
graphics and realistic action as R ASTAN takes on a world of dangers-magical | 
wizards, fire breathing lions, bats, snakes, skeletons and finally the living dead. 
Is It more than] 

I N I S O I I W A R E L I M I 1 I D • 6 C / 



ALL GAMES AVAILABLE FOR: 
C O M M O D O R E SPECTRUM & AMSTRAD 12.95ea. 14.95 ea. 

Having survived the 
bloodsucking monsters of the first 

phase, you progress on to the actual 
Road itself. 

This is where the fun really begins. You wilt meet 
vampires, two and three headed monsters - the 

head will fly at you on its own, just when you think you 
are gaining the upper hand. 

Collect icons to build up the firepower necessary to fight 
off your aggressors. 

Action and excitement all the way with this 
macabre and unusual game; which has that 

elusive extra something to keep you 
coming back for more. 

© 
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Producer: Gremlin 
Graphics 

Retail price: £7.99 
Author: Tim Miller 

Across the continents of the 
world you flash on your 
bicycle made for one. Bum 

in the air, head down, you pedal 
over a variety of courses, 
competing against the clock and 
ten other competitors in your race. 

But this cycling extravaganza is 
not just a simple matter of athletic 
prowess and saddle soreness -
the course is full of obstructions 
and unsportsmanlike people who 
want you and your bike upended 
and temporarily out of the race. 

From the road s surface pop 
barriers and obtrusive posts: 

coiled snakes strike; squat sumo 
wrestlers block the highway and 
groups of thugs shuffle from 
roadside to roadside. 

Ramps also obstruct the way 
ahead, but these can be used to 
leap over obstacles and ahead of 
the competition. 

If you have three crashes (each 
is indicated by a nifty piece of 
advertising for a well-known 
national computer magazine) 
you're out of the race for good. 

Your position is shown on a map 
below the main, horizontally-
scrolling course screen. And your 
placing is vital, for only by winning 
a stage of the race can you move 
on to the next, held in a far distant 
country. 

So you must concentrate on 
speed, avoid the obstacles - and 

J PAUL L 
" This makes a pleasant change from the usual arcade 
adventures and beat/shoot-'em-ups that have appeared on the 
Spectrum lately - and I f s also a good game. Though It's not a 
direct tie-in with the Tour De France, Tour De Force has all the 
features of the real-life race (apart from the dulcet tones of 
Channel 4 commentator Phil Ugget): people all over the road, 
Coke bottles and even maniac cyclists who try and kick you off 
your bike. The realism gets confusing when your rider is lost 
among the crowd of other bikes, though. Sound Is used well - the 
different countries where you race are identified by national 
tunes - and it's good to see Gremlin Graphics diversifying from 
the usual genres with this delightfully playable game. " 

71% 

Pedal power: Tour De Force 

abandon the tew moral scruples 
that you have by taking other 
riders off with some choice 
jostling. 

But bike racing is hot and thirsty 
work. To finish the race on a bike 
rather than a stretcher you'll have 
to take on drinks by directing the 
bike through the bottles, glasses 
and casks that stand on the 
tarmac. 

J MIKE L 
- Tour De Force is tike a jazzed-up full-price version of 
Mastertronic's Milk Race, but the Jazzing up hasnt added to the 
ptayability. The first level of Tour De Force is difficult, and the start 
is confusing; it takes quite a few seconds to work out which of 
the 11 riders is you. There's not much gamepiay to keep you 
going beyond the start line, either. " 

53% 

• ' Humorous and detailed graphics on a last-scrolling road' 

KNIGHTMARE 
Producer: Activision 
Retail price: £9.99 
Authors: MO Software, JP Dean, EM Dean and Focus 

Creative Enterprises 

K nightmare is a TV licence 
with a difference, based on 
the ITV/Anglia TV series 

which starred school-age role-
players in a fantasy castle of 
computer graphics. In the 
Activision game, a sad distressed 
knight has been cast through time 
and space to a place he does not 
know, and he must survive. 

He can ask things, look, dig and 
even drink, selecting commands 
and responses to other 

characters' suggestions from a 
multiple-choice set. 

As the knight progresses 
through these dank dungeon 
rooms, he encounters people, and 
there are beasts who can help him 
by answering his questions. Like 
him, they talk in speech bubbles. 
But he will also encounter goblins, 
snakes, and bats. 

A burning candle at the side of 
the screen shows how much life 
the knight has left. 

JPAUL L 
" Knightmare is very complex, and though most of the actions 
you must take make sense, when you have to repeat things It 
gets monotonous. Visually Knightmare is very attractive, with the 
individuals detailed and accurately drawn - and the oracles have 
a very commanding appearance. The main fault of Knightmare is 
that j fs very, very hard - end will prove a great challenge to the 
most capabla adventurers. " 

77% 

More information is available 
from two oracles - but one is 
helpful and the other is malicious. 
And because it's not a detective 
game, you cannot cross-question 

them about their replies. 
If the knight survives long 

enough, he can gather Merlin's 
Magic. There are many spells, and 
only by trial and error can you find 

JBEN L 
" This one's a toughie - It took me ages to get out of the first two 
screens. Knightmare has great graphics but the pace is a little too 
fast Though the word commands are difficult to use at first they 
soon become easier, and very fast. Still, Knightmare will take a 
long time to master - which may or may not be a 
recommendation. " 

60% 

• A hard day's knlglrt in Knightmare 
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JBYML 
" Tour De Force uses portrait 
graphics where plan-view 
splodges could have been 
expected - but there still isn't 
enough displayed on each 
screen for you to avoid 
certain objects. You have to 
memorise the course, or go 
too slowly to get a 
reasonable finishing 
position. Still, there's 
something about collision 
with stationary obstacles 
that just boosts the 
addictiveness. " 

68% 

A countdown at the bottom of 
the screen shows how you're 
doing lor time. 

I COMMENTS I 
Joysticks: Kempston, Sinclair 
Graphics: humorous and 
detailed monochrome 
graphics (avoiding clash) on a 
fast-scrolling road 
Sound: national tunes for each 
country, with crash'n'bang In-
game effects 
General rating: original and 
addictive gameplay 

J BYM L 
" A nightmare Indeed -
there's one correct response 
to every situation, no 
variation is permitted, and 
the system of Knightmare 
soon gets too dictatorial. " 

48% 

out what they do. One squashes 
the nasties, but not all are so 
useful: if things get really 
desperate, resort to hurling bricks 
at the goblins. 

J COMMENTS I 
Joysticks: Kempston, Sinclair 
Graphics: book-like 
presentation, 'turning pages' 
from one screen to the next, 
using isometric views of 
monochromatic rooms 
Sound: uninteresting 
General rating: beautifully 
presented, but too difficult to 
reward most players 

CLEVER & SMART 
Producer: Magic Bytes 
Retail price: £8.99 
Authors: Volker Marohn, Olaf Marohn and Holger 

Ahrens 

Clever and Smart are two 
German cartoon 

characters now on the 
Spectrum screen - a pair of private 
eyes, complementing one another 
with their multifarious talents. 
Clever is master of disguise and 
can slip into something a little 
more unrecognisable to complete 
his investigations. Smart, his ever-
present chum, is the intellectual of 
the two. 

they find of interest. There are 
numerous flats, restaurants, 
shops, the kindergarten, a prison, 
and phone boxes which can pass 
on useful messages. 

Clever and Smart get paid in 
advance, so they have money to 
purchase useful things and eat out 
in restaurants (hunger is an ever-
present problem). The money 
won't last long, but they can live 
on the edge ofthe law. enter a flat 

In this licence released by Magic 
Bytes, one of Ariolasoft's many 
new labels. Or Bacterius has been 
kidnapped, and the two have been 
hired to find him. 

You start off in the streets of a 
town. There Clever and Smart can 
move among the buildings, 
investigating and entering those 

and steal a chequebook, forging 
the owner's signature to draw 
more cash. 

But there are hazards on the 
street, such as killer cars and the 
occasional bomb. 

Roaming around the town may 
produce valuable clues, but going 
underground may be even more 

• Clever & Smart, neither 

worthwhile. Enter the sewer 
system, locate the telephone 
cables, and Clever and Smart can 
start listening to telephone 
conversations. Like any other 
sewer, this one has rats, and 
contact with rats makes the two 
heroes hungry (if not logical). They 
can deter rats by wearing rat suits, 
but if the cat comes they've got 
real problems. 

Locating a kidnap victim is hard 
enough at the best of times, and 
what with hunger, stolen 
chequebooks. sewers, and 
remembering the names of 
all Ariolasoft's labels (whatever 
happened to Viz Design?), Clever 
and Smart have a lot to contend 
with. 

L CRITICISM L 
• " Clever & Smart is one of the 
weirdest games I've had the 
misfortune to play recently. It's 
difficult to get into, because the 
documentation is so bad, and 
once you do work out what' s going 
on it's boring. The nice title is 
about all that Clever & Swart has 
got going for it - and that's a 
shame because the idea is fairly 
sound, albeit not original. " 
BEN 27% 

• " Clever & Smart is weird - It 
takes a while to work out what's 
going on and I'm not sure the 
effort is worth it. The graphics 
are colourful but on the whole 
very simplistic, and the 
animation of the two characters 
is unrealistic, though the sound 
is effective. Clever & Smart isnt 
too hard, but it's boring. " 
ROBIN 44% 

• "If you're a maze-minded 
maniac this is for you. Clever & 
Smart /'s totally maze-oriented, so 
it isn't Bym-compatible. and the 
hyperactive characters don't add 
any the enjoyment. I would find 
grovelling around in real sewers 
much more exciting than trying to 
take bearings on the blank wails in 
this game. ' 
8YM 65% 

L COMMENTS L 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: large, colourful and 
simplistic graphics 
Sound: no musk: but effective 
spot FX 
General rating: an odd and rather 
boring game, licensed from 
German cartoon characters 
whose twee humour may not 
appeal to the British market 

Presentation 58% 
Graphics 47% 
Payabi l i ty 42% 
Addictive qualities 28% 
OVERALL 45% 

T 

Presentation 67% 
Graphics 75% 
Payability 56% 
Addictive qualities 68% 
OVERALL 62% 
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Producer: Firebird 
Retail price: £7.95 
Authors: Dominic Robinson and John Cumming of 

Graftgold 

In Firebird's latest Taitocoin-op 
conversion, the player gets the 
chance to take to the skies in 

the Flying Shark, a World War II 
biplane, and fly a solo mission into 
enemy territory. 

The action is played over a 
vertically scrolling backdrop, with 
squadrons of enemy fighters flying 
in to attack from the top of the 

screen. The ground is littered with 
gun emplacements, and tanks and 
ships attempt to blast you out of 
the sky with a volley of well-aimed 
shots. 

The Flying Shark is equipped 
with a double-barrelled gun and an 
unlimited supply of ammunition to 
blast the enemy. This firepower is 
increased when the floating 
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J BEN L 
" Flying Shark Is certainly a fast shoot*'em>up, and boasts plenty 
of action - but 1 did find the small playing area and the 
monochromatic graphics a little off-putting. Another annoying 
point is the fact that the attack patterns never vary from game to 
game, though to be fair there's far too many to memorise. Still, if 
you like shoot-'em-ups, give Flying Shark a go. " 

82% 

• 'Another great shoot-'em-up': Flying Shark 
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symbol dropped occasionally by 
the last aeroplane in a squadron is 
collected. To supplement the guns 
are a limited supply of smart 
bombs which destroy everything 
on screen. 

There are five levels to conquer, 
with further levels including 

confrontations above the high 
seas against missile-spitting 
battle ships and patrol boats. 

The player starts off with a fleet 
of three planes, and extra ones are 
earned at 50,000 and 150,000 
points, and for every 150,000 
points thereafter. 
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• 'Extremely detailed objects on a smoothly-scrolling background' 

J PAUL L 
" Authors Cumming and Robinson must have rattled this one off 
at a fair pace! It seems like only yesterday that these two were 
coming out with 'original' games at Hewson. They may have lost 
their originality at Firebird, but they've still come out with a 
superbly playable and terribly addictive game. The action is fast 
and the graphics attractive, and the only thing lacking is a decent 
tune. The Graftgold/Firebird combination seems to have worked 
very well here! 

85% 

J DAVE L 
" I've never seen the arcade 
game, but If this conversion 
is any thi ng to go by, the coin* 
op must be something 
special. Firebird have put 
together a marvellous game, 
which looks and plays very 
much like 1942, with the 
objective being to advance 
as far forward as possible 
and shoot every object that 
moves. One minor 
annoyance is that the plane 
is the same colour as the 
surroundings, but 
nevertheless that niggle 
doesn't stop Flying Shark 
being one of the best arcade 
conversions I've ever 
played. " 

87% 

ICOMMENTS L^ 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: extremely detailed 
monochrome objects with 
smoothly-scrolli ng 
background 
Sound: effective gunshot and 
explosion noises 
Options: definable keys 
General rating: another great 
shoot-'em-up from the 
Robinson/Cumming 
partnership 

Presentation 81 % 
Graphics 80% 
Payability 85% 
Addictive qualities 89% 
OVERALL &5% 
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GRYZOR 
Producer: Ocean 
Retail price: £7.95 
Authors: P Owens,M Jones 

Those sneaky Durrs from the 
distant planet Suna have set 
up a secret base on Earth, 

where they begin their terrible plan 
to take control of the world's 
weather conditions by building a 
huge atmosphere processing 
plant. 

If the Duns succeed in initiating 
a new Ice Age, the resulting chaos 
would provide the ideal situation 
for the aliens to overthrow the 
human race. The Duns must be 
stopped at all costs. 

Lance Gryzor has been chosen 
to enter the alien processing plant, 
and find and destroy its control 
room and the alien mother ship. To 

I NATHAN I 

accomplish this he must lorce his 
way through two scrolling sections 
of enemy outposts before blasting 
a hole in the wall of the processing 
plant and moving inside. 

Once in the complex, a map 
becomes available which Gryzor 
can follow to lead him through the 
labyrinth of tunnels as he makes 
his way through the plant. 
However, passage is continually 
hampered by force fields, 
automatic weapons systems and 
alien guards which threaten to 
remove one of Lance's six lives. 

Gryzor protects himself by using 
his rifle which can be topped up 
with extra ammunition by 
collecting weapon capsules. 
These become available on the 
destruction of the alien's weapon 
stores and carriers. 

" Gryzor is a very poor game graphically, but it's surprisingly 
addictive. This is due to the amount of action that has been 
crammed into this shoot-'em-up: jumping off cliffs and bridges 
into enemy infested waterways, somersaulting over the various 
alien assassins and then blowing them to bits, infiltrating their 
base and then destroying it! The speed that your character is 
capable of is quite surprising: you can perform many different 
moves very quickly, which makes the action hectic and 
satisfying. Unfortunately the addictive nature of the game is 
outweighed by the rubbish graphics and sound, poor 
presentation and high price. " 

56% 

• 'Rubbish graphics'? 

DAVE 
" Gryzor Isn't a bad game overall: it has a fair challenge to work 
through, is slightly addictive and requires some skill on later 
screens. Colour is neatly used with only the odd clash occurring 
during the game, but It doesn't really contain any wonderful 
graphics that set it apart from the norm. Ocean have made a 
reasonable attempt at the conversion and with a bit more to get 
your teeth into they would have had a real winner. " 

56% 

• Gryzor. from the age of poor conversions 

Producer: US Gold 
Retail price: £7.99 

Sega's best-selling arcade 
racing game has just been 
converted to the Spectrum 

by US Gold - which claims it sold 
over 200,000 copies in its first two 

J BYM L 
" This must have one of the 
worst multiloads in history! 
As soon as the checkpoint is 
reached the action instantly 
freezes and the next track 
loads, and as soon as it's in 
the action starts without 
warning. This wouldn't be 
too bad if you only had to 
spend a couple of seconds 
waiting, but sometimes the 
wait goes on for ages, and 
it's easy for your attention to 
wander, the action to restart 
and the car crash. The 
gameplay is very slow, and 
the graphics and sound are 
generally disappointing. Out 
Run isn't a great 
conversion. " 

63% 

weeks, breaking all records and 
setting it to beat Gauntlet on total 
sales. 

The objective in Out Run is to 
race a Ferrari Testarossa to one of 
eight destinations within the time 
limit. 

J MIKE L 
" Why are US Gold doing this 
to me? First California Games 
turns out to be a massive 
disappointment, and then 
Out Run - a classic arcade 
machine - turns out to be 
another disappointment. 
Fair enough, the 128K 
version has an excellent tune 
which doesn't appear to slow 
the game down, but, I ask 
myself, is it possible to slow 
it down further tha n it al ready 
Is? The traffic on the road is 
jerky and badly animated, 
and the road itself isn't 
exactly the paragon of 
smoothness. US Gold have 
made the best job they could, 
but it just isnt enough - Out 
Run is a full-price, full-scale 
letdown. " 

59% 

INICK _ 
" At last Out Run has arrived on the Spectrum! But all those of you 
that are expecting this to be just like the arcade version had 
better leave the room right now, because you're going to be so 
disappointed. The graphics are as well drawn as is possible on 
the Spectrum, and sound on the 128K is absolutely fantastic! The 
only thing that lets the game down is the lack of colour (which is 
usual for this type of race game). On the 48K you also have to load 
each track separately which is a mite frustrating, but the problem 
is resolved on the 128 because once you have loaded the track it 
stays in the memory. Out Run is an essential purchase for all you 
budding arcade gamesters - miss it and you'll regret it for the 
rest of your life! " 

93% 

The screen shows a 3-D view of 
the track from above and behind 
the player's Testarossa. The car 
has two gears and an accelerator, 
which come into effect as soon as 
the starting lights go green. 

A digital speedometer and rev 
counter inform the player of the 
car's current performance as it 
negotiates dips and curves and 
dodges other traffic. Should the 

car run into the back of another 
vehicle it loses speed, but driving 
into a large roadside feature 
throws the car off the track and 
leaves the driver and his girlfriend 
sitting in a dazed stupor till their 
veh icTe is placed back on the road. 

The action is played against a 

• Writing otl another Testarossa 
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I MIKE I 
" It's not really the month of 
good conversions, is it? The 
funky 128K tune on the title 
screen is bearable but 
unfortunately the game 
doesn't come anywhere near 
in terms of payability. The 
multlload Is strangely 
annoying: in games like Out 
Run, I could put up with it, but 
for some reason Gryzor's 
system really got on my 
nerves. The graphics are 
poor and badly coloured with 
appalling animation, and the 
whole game style becomes 
extremely annoying. Gryzor 
is poor, bad value, and 
unattractive: a game I don't 
like at all. " 

35% 

Producer: Mirrorsoft 
Retail price: £9.95 
Authors: Blitter 

Animations 

Andy Capp, the flat-capped 
Northerner of Daily Mirror 
comic-strip fame, is once 

more in financial trouble. His 
precious dole cheque has been 
stolen, and his ever tolerant wife 

1 NATHANI 

Flo is demanding money again. 
Andy has a week in which to 
retrieve his cheque AND raise 
some money to keep Flo off his 
back. 

JBYML 

On leaving his house, our 
antihero finds himself in the 
familiar surroundings of his 
neighbourhood, where he walks 
along the many streets, and enters 
unlocked buildings such as the 
pub, police station and even the 
local Job Centre. 

The Lancashire lad must find out 
who has stolen his cheque by 
gathering as much information as 

he can from the characters he 
meets. Poor old Andy needs a 
drop of Dutch courage before 
interrogating his friends though, 
so a visit to the local pub is the first 

I MIKE I 
" Andy Capp is quite a jolly 
little game. There isn't much 
todobutforthefirsthalfhour 
or so it's quite entertaining. 
The graphics are very good; I 
especially liked the fight 
sequence! Mirrorsoft's 
version of the famous 
cartoon character is 
extremely accurate (I'm a 
keen Daily Mirror fan) and it 
works well. That's not to say 
it's addictive, however, since 
the action is slow and 
becomes tiresome after a 
while. I couldn't really 
recommend Andy Capp, but 
I'm sure some people will 
enjoy It. What I want to know 
is when someone's going to 
do Alex from The 
Independent. " 

73% 

order of the day. Andy's state of 
inebriation is constantly monitored 
by an 'alcometer' shown below 
the main screen. 

Actually getting into a pub can 
be difficult, since the rent man 
frequently waits at the door to 
collect Andy's money. There are 
others who also give Andy a hard 
time, especially the local bobby 
who knows that Andy is on his 
wanted list. 

If Andy feels that ab individual 
should be taught a lesson, he can 
use the boxing glove icon at the 
bottom of the screen to engage in 
some gentlemanly fisticuffs. 
Punch-ups quickly reduce his 
alcohol level, however, and a pub 
must be found fast! If he engages 
in too many rounds of boxing he 
can find himself up before the 
judge with a hefty fine to pay. He 
must also be careful that in the 
scuffle, he doesn't lose his wallet. 

Such things can only worsen 
Andy's sad plight, sp to augment 
his scant financial resources. Andy 
can take a chance on picking the 
winner of the next horse race, and 
with a bit of luck scrounge some 
cash from the barman or get away 
with Flo's handbag without her 
knowing. If all else fails, he can 
always get a job! 

/ COMMENTS I 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston. 
Sinclair 
Graphics: cartoon-type 
characters and backgrounds, 
accurate to Reg Smythe's 
original 
Sound: simple title tune and 
very poor in-game effects 
General rating: plenty of 
appeal for all Andy's readers 

Presentation 65% 
Graphics 70% 
Payability 75% 
Addictive qualities 73% 
OVERALL 73% 

COMMENTS 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: poorly drawn and 
animated 
Sound: inviting 128K title tune; 
poor in-game effects 
General rating: not living up to 
the arcade original's high 
standards 

Presentation 49% 
Graphics 45% 
Payability 53% 
Addictive qualities 55% 
OVERALL 49% 

constantly decreasing time limit. 
Failure to reach the next 
checkpoint within the limit ends 
the game. When a checkpoint is 
reached one of two routes Is 
chosen, and the next part of the 
course loaded from tape, and 
extra time is added to the total so 
the player can progress. 

When the fifth course is 
completed the game ends. 

[COMMENTS I 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: the individual 
vehicles are accurately drawn 
but jerky animation detracts 
from this realism 
Sound: superb 128K rendition 
of the arcade tunes, the 48K 
lacks such enhancements 
Options: three levels of 
difficulty 
General rating: views were 
split between 'the best you 
could have expected' and' a 
poor translation of a great 
arcade game' 

" I found it great fun to control Andy's boisterous pursuits and I 
was soon going round clad in flat cap and braces, fighting with 
the local police and rent man, chasing after my girlfriend and 
then downing a few in the local pub. The graphics are just like 
those in the comic strip and really capture the whole feel of 
Andy's lifestyle There are some decent sound effects and also an 
Andy Capp anthem when you die. 

The game itself Is rather hard: I found tasks such as keeping 
my alcometer up and paying the rent quite difficult. I also found 
it too easy to stray away from my quest to fight everyone in sight 
and chase numerous girlfriends which proved much more fun! 
Andy Capp stays in with the light-hearted newspaper cartoon 
and is sure to be a hit with fans of strip. " 

77% 

" The graphics in Andy Capp are clear and very well drawn with 
some great animation. If you're used to the Tai-Pan-style layout 
you won't get lost, but everyone else should indulge in a little 
cartography to ensure rapid progress. The adventure-type 
actions obviously help the game but are a little confusing at first; 
they do take a bit of exploration to discover their capabilities. A 
wider range of speech and actions would push the game to a 
higher payability rating, but this should entertain you for a 
while. " 

68% 

• Andy Cappr. the Daily Minor character accurately reflected 
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Graphics 71% 
Payability 75% 
Addictive qualities 75% 
OVERALL 72% 
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L DYNATRON MISSION 
Producer: Mastertronic 
Retail price: £1.99 
Authors: Paul Hargreaves 

When you joined the space 
forces, nobody said it 
would be like this. But 

here you are on an alien space 
base trying to retrieve eight 
Dynatron Cores. These places are 
fraught with danger, and you're 
only allowed three lives. 

The alien bases consist of high-
tech chambers and underground 
caverns through which you can 
run, jump and duck, and you can 
increase or reduce your power as 
necessary. 

But it can be hard work looking 
for Dynatron Cores and your body 
knows it. An electrocardiogram 
(ECG) shows your heartbeat as it 
switches between vigorous 
activity and contemplation of your 
next move. If the beat rate gets too 
high you're in trouble. 

To provide some help on your 
heart-thumping quest there are 
sliding platforms that pass over 
ravines, slides that move you so 
fast they get you there before 

u've gone, light stairs and 
idges, and trampolines that can 

yoi 
brii 

JBEN~L 
" Hmmmm, this I've seen 
before. Dynatron Mission 
looks and plays like so many 
other budget platform 
games, and frankly It offers 
nothing new. Strolling 
around the pretty graphics 
isn't particularly compelling 
and timing jumps carefully to 
dodge nasties lost i's appeal 
years ago. The problems 
involved are quite difficult, so 
Dynatron Mission may well 
appeal to hardened problem-
solvers but there's not much 
here to attract anyone who's 
already got a few games of 
this genre. " 

50% 

increase your jumping height. 
Retracting bridges can give you 
some assistance, but must be 
used with the greatest of care. 

And you have to keep a close 
watch on the strange world around 
you, because airborne aliens have 
a horrifying touch that even a quick 
dab of TCP won't cure. So cuddle 
them at your peril. 

These aren't all the horrors that 

await, either - laser beams can 
slice your carcass neater than a 
Dewhurst butcher, and hydraulic 
pistons flatten you very effectively. 

When you collect one of the 
Cores, a defence system is 
automatically triggered and a 
timer begins a countdown. The 
alien complex must be left before 
this reaches zero or your body 
particles will be ripped asunder. 
So get cracking, and collecting the 
other seven. 

• Dynatron Mission: the old Ideas 
are the best ones 

J NICK 
" Dynatron Mission is an 
excellent game, full of colour 
and detailed graphics. It's a 
bit similar to another 
Mastertronic game, Universal 
Hero - something fishy there! 
But even if you already own 
Universal Hero you'll find this 
a fantastic game and be 
addicted in a second. It's full 
of hidden extras, such as the 
spaceman's heartbeat, and 
the animated sequence at 
the start Dynatron Mission Is 
brill, so get mapping it! " 

M% 

[COMMENTS I 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: intricately detailed 
with liberal use of colour 
Sound: the odd spot effect 
Options: definable keys 
General rating: an enjoyable 
and involving game, but much 
like the others In its genre 

PRO GOLF II 
Producer: Atlantis 
Retail price: £1.99 

It's off to the links once again, 
and your bag of clubs hangs 
heavy on the caddy's shoulder 

- but that doesn't worry you. 
because you're about to play 
some great golf. 

Two courses are available to 
you, Lytham and Royal 
St George's. On each you can 
decide whether to play a single 
round, or a four-round pro 
championship against up to 17 
players. The prevailing weather 
and ground conditions can be set, 
or given a random element. The 
wind speed and direction are 
vitally important, as both can 
seriously affect the flight of the 
ball. 

At each hole you can select one 
of 13 clubs. Club selection is made 
with regard to how the ball is lying, 
on what type of surface (fairway, 
bunker, rough), and how far it 
needs to oe hit. 

The strength of the swing is 
another variable. There is also the 
possibility for backspinning. 

Once the ball has been hit on to 
the green, the putter is 
automatically selected as the 
appropriate club, but you still have 
to determine the direction and 
strength of the shot. This time the 
slope may be the problem. 

As with all golf courses, there 
are hazards like sand bunkers, and 
on these courses in the game there 
are water traps and some areas 
which are out of bounds. If you get 
stuck in one of these, only certain 
clubs may be used to get you out 
and back in the contest. 

L CRITICISM L 
• " There have been dozens of 
golf games released over the years 
especially budget ones. But Pro 
Golf It seems to have taken 
features from lots of versions and 
put them all together to produce a 
very well presented and playable 
game. The great thing about this 
golf game is its so easy to play and 
understand what's going on even 
with its sickeningly bright 
colours. " 
NATHAN 61% 

• Full of holes: Pro Golf II 

• • • • 

2 H o l C 1 
P a r 3 
v r d s 2 0 7 

• " Pro Golf II is bad. Seriously 
bad. The graphics are chronic, 
the gameplay is worse. " 

20% 

• " There's no doubt about It, if 
you don't know everything there is 
to know about golf you won't 
understand, let alone like. Pro Golf 
II. Rather too much has been 
crammed into the sfcreen and I find 
the same problem as with golf on 
TV: the ball disappears because it 
is so small and the background so 
fuzzy. Atlantis set themselves a 
hard test trying to turn golf to the 
computer and they failed, 
miserably. " 
IYM 23% 

L COMMENTS L 
Joysticks: none 
Graphics: bad use of colour with 
simply-defined targets and 
scenery 
Sound: barely a beep to be heard 
Options: championship or medal 
competition 
General rating: tor unchoosy golf 
fans - at least it's cheaper than the 
real gear 

Presentation 
Graphics 
Payability 
Addictive qualities 
OVERALL 
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ISO MUCH FOR SO LITTLEI] 
There is nothing that can compare with the incredible value for money ottered by Atari's 
520ST-FM For only £260 (+VAT £299>, you can purchase a powerful 512K RAM computer 
with a 96 key keyboard (Including numeric keypad), MIDI interlace, GEM, a palette of 51? 
colours, mouse controller, and a 512K built-in disk drive. The 520ST-FM has a TV modulator 
built-in, and comes with a lead to allow you to plug it straight into any domestic colour 
television set. The mains transformer is also built-in to the keyboard, so there are no messy 
external boxes. You couldn't wish for a more compact, powerful and stylish unit. Atari ST 
computers are now firmly established in the UK. there are nearly 500 software titles already 
available for a wide variety of applications and the list is growing all the time. And that's not 
atl. When you buy your new 520ST-FM (or any Atari ST computer) from Silica Shop, you will 
gel a lot more. Including a FREE Silica ST Starter Kit worth over £100 Read the ONLY FROM 
SILICA taction on the left, to see why you should buy your new high power, low price 520ST-
FM from Silica Shop, the UK's Noi Atari Specialists. For further details of the range of Atari 
ST computers and the FREE Siiica ST Starter Kit, complete and return the reply coupon below 
ATARI 520ST-FM NOW ONLY £260 (+VAT-£299)| 
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STREET HASSLE 
Producer: Melbourne 

House 
Retail price: £8.99 
Authors: Beam Software 

It's not easy being a superhero. 
You stand out in a crowd, 
attract attention to yoursetf and 

have to beat off admirers. 
Underwear Man is one such 
crusader - but unfortunately he 
takes things a bit too seriously and 
attacks anyone that comes near 
him. 

The player takes control of UM 
and battles hordes of weird and 
wonderful characters, individually 
at first, and then in groups on 
higher levels. UM isn't exactly 
defenceless, and has an array of 
simple kicks and punches, and 
some special moves, including the 
deadly ear tweak! 

At the top of the screen are two 
energy bars. The first denotes 
UM's energy level and remains on 
screen throughout the game, white 
the second appears only when an 
opponent draws near. As the 

• 'Lovely cartoon-style graphics and plenty of payability' 

• Comic strip: Melbourne House's Street Hassle stars Underwear Man 

J PAULL 
" Street Hassle boasts some lovely cartoon-3tyle graphics and 
has plenty of payability to back them up. It also has a great sense 
of humour, making it far more fun than regular combat games. 
The characters are great such as the old granny who attacks you 
with her umbrella and the vicious little dog which comes flying at 
you - but the best has just got to be the huge gorilla who throws 
bananas as well as powerful punches. If you enjoy beat 'em ups 
and have a good sense of humour - go for Street Hassle " 

76% 

combat ensues, both bars 
diminish according to contact 
made between the two parties. 
Should UM's energy disappear 
completely, he loses one of this 

three lives. 
Lost energy is replenished by 

catching the winged hearts that 
are periodically released by a 
midget in a trench coat. Care 

J NICK L 
" Another beat 'em up hits the street! Street Hassle is a really bad 
influence to all those impressionable young people out there. 
Head butting little old grannies, kneeing blind men and exploding 
overweight people are all in this game (how corrupting!). The 
graphics are excellently drawn, and the animation Is detailed and 
smooth. The only drawback is the multiload which forces you to 
wait around. Still, Street Hassle is worth a look - If you can stand 
the hassle of going down the street to buy it! " 

77% 

Producer: Virgin Games 
Retail price: £9.95 cassette, 
Authors: Sentient Software, 

board game 

Scruples is the latest in a long 
line of board games to be 
translated to the Spectrum, 

and requires the players to answer 
awkward and often embarrassing 
questions. 

The game is played by three to 
ten human or computer-controlled 
players, with each player having a 
different character make-up. 
Human players choose their own 
personalities, and if the computer 
plays, it decides for itself what sort 
of a person it is. Each player 
chooses a face from the ten 
provided, which is displayed next 
to the board, and the action 
begins. 

Each player has from three to 
five question cards, and answer 
cards with 'yes', 'no' and 
'depends' on them. The bottom of 
the screen provides prompts for 
asking questions and challenging 
answers. 
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£14.95 disk 
from a Milton Bradley 

J NICK L 
" I haven't played the board 
game, but if it's anything like 
the computer game, it must 
be pretty good. The graphics 
are excellent with very neat 
playing cards and people 
with different expressions on 
their faces. There are 
cheerful jingles and tunes 
played throughout the game, 
adding that extra 'je ne sals 
quo!'. Answering the rather 
embarrassing questions is a 
lot of fun too - although 1 did 
find it a little dull when 
playing with computer 
opponents - they're just too 
inhuman! Scruples is an 
excellent conversion of the 
board game, which should 
definitely be played in a 
group! 

73% 

JbymL 
" Certainly a game to sit down to with a gang of friends for a long 
winter evening of self-generated entertainment. However, I 
much prefer the board game - it brings out the true character in 
people by the way they answer, as opposed to setting the 
characteristics with the computer. Lively debates don't occur 
between computer opponents - it's far more fun playing with a 
couple or group of humans. Try it for family playing. " 

75% 

/PAULL 
" Putting the electronic element into Scruples has really kilted the 
board game. It's not as much fun knowing what the computer 
thinks, compared to seeing -other people cringe at their own 
answers. The implementation is sound, but the game doesn't 
project itself enough for any 'real' fun. I doubt very much whether 
players of the Scruples board game will find much fun in the 
computer version - 1 know I didn't. " 

65% 

• Awkward questions: Virgin Gaines's Scruples 

YOU ARE IN i -TRUCTEO TO 
STRIDE I Y YOUR U N I O N 

OUER AN IS-S-UE W I T H Z~ 
WHICH YOU STRONGLY Z~ 

C'ISAOREE. C'O YOU z ' 
CONTINUE TO WORIH =-

mm 



J MIKE L 
" Street Hassle is a really 
wicked game! The graphics 
are highly amusing, and the 
gamepiay has more depth 
than most of the beat 'em ups 
I've played. The main 
element is humour, with 
plenty of laughs as the hero 
battles a series of whacky 
characters with his arsenal 
of even whackier moves! A 
brilliant laugh, slightly 
lacking staying power, but 
fun nonetheless. " 

73% 

should be taken, however, since 
on higher levels this character also 
rolls out bombs, and unless UM 
swiftly tosses it off screen he loses 
another life. It's certainly all go in 
Melbourne these days . . . 

i COMMENTS7_ 
Joysticks: Sinclair, 
Kempston. Cursor 
Graphics: large and cleverly 
animated graphics with 
effective backgrounds 
Sound: more bash and blow 
effects 
General rating: a beat em up 
with plenty of variation and a 
Pythonesque sense of humour 

Presentation 79% 
Graphics 80% 
Payability 81% 
Addictive qualities 78% 
OVERALL 75% 

If a player thinks that another 
player's answer to a question is 
incorrect, he may challenge, and 
the other players vote on whether 
the challenge is to be accepted or 
not. The penalty for losing a 
challenge is an extra question 
card. Since the objective is to get 
rid of all the question cards, this 
isn't desirable - so be honest. . . 
even if you have to embarrass 
yourself! 

I COMMENTS I 
Joysticks: Cursor. Kempston. 
Sinclair 
Graphics: plain, but effective 
Sound: reasonable tunes and 
jingles are played throughout 
Options: three to ten human or 
computer-controlled players 
General rating: a good 
interpretation of the board 
game which works best when 
played in a group 

Presentation 74% 
Graphics 68% 
Playability 75% 
Addictive qualities 71 % 
OVERALL 71% 

L CALIFORNIA GAMES 
Producer: US Gold 
Retail price: £8.99 
Authors: Epyx 

This latest Epyx sports 
simulation gives players the 
chance to compete in six 

radical new games under the 
sweltering Californian sun. 

In half-pipe skateboarding, the 
player performs as many stunts as 
possible. Points are awarded for 
the difficulty of stunts attempted, 
and the highest score wins. Three 
falls signals the start of the next 
event-thefoot bag,orhackysack. 

Here, the player keeps a small 
bean bag in the air by kicking it or 
bouncing it off head and 
shoulders. Each successful 
manoeuvre earns points, and a 
varied succession of kicks is even 
more fruitful. Again, the highest 
total wins. 

Surfing appears next, and the 
surfer moves backwards and 
forwards along the face of the 
wave, keeping close to its 'curt' to 
gain maximum points. Points are 
also awarded for the speed and 
length of ride, and for the number 
of difficult manoeuvres 
accomplished. Four wipeouts 
signals a premature end to the 
contest. 

Next, it's back on land for the 
rollerskating event, which takes 
place along a seafront sidewalk. 
The course is completed within the 
time limit, and points are earned 
for spins and jumps. 

Three falls means 
disqualification and the start of the 
penultimate event, which sees the 
player perched on a B MX racing 
bike about to set off across a 
hazardous desert course. The 
winner finishes the course in the 
fastest time, with extra points 
being earned by performing stunts 
along the way. Two minor falls are 
allowed during the course, but one 
'serious* mishap ends the event. 

The final sport features the 
Flying Disk (or Frisbee). with three 
attempts in which to throw the 

• California Games wipes out 

circular disk to a waiting catcher. 
The throw is made by setting the 
speed and angle of trajectory and 
control moves to the catcher who 
is directed to grab the disk as it 
flies past. Points are awarded for 
the length of throw and the degree 
of athleticism accompanying the 
catch. 

r CRITICISM l 
• " California Games is a real 
disappointment. Whether or not 
it's because the Spectrum simpjy 
isn't up to a game of this 
complexity, or because the 
programmers have skimped on 
this version I'm not sure - but it 
certainly isn't up to the standard 
I'd expect. The graphics are poor 
on most, if not all the events, and 
playability is sadly lacking 
throughout. The final nail in the 
coffin is the high price tag. 
California Games is a major 
mistake-don't buy it. " 
MIKE 39% 

• " I thought the whole point of 
multiloads was that by 
sectioning the game up, more 
memory could be used on each 
event. Perhaps I'm wrong. It 
certainly doesn't seem to be the 
case with California Games. You 
have to watt for each event to 
load In - and when you get there 
It just doesn't seem to have been 
worth i t The graphics and 
gameplay seem to bear no 
connection with the supposedly 
high Epyx pedigree. Definitely 
not recommended. " 
BYM 41% 

• " California Games is a total 
waste of time and money. The 
graphics are dismal, the colour is 
pathetic and the sound - what 
sound?. You have to load and re-
load all the events, and once 
completed you have to start all 
over again> The screen is so 
cluttered with stray attribute 
problems that it often looks as 
though the game has crashed! I'd 
steer well clear of this. " 
NICK 30% 

L COMMENTS 1 
Joysticks: Cursor. Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: lacking in colour and 
detail 
Sound: disappointingly sparse 
Options: to play/practice one or 
all the events 
General rating; the poorest Epyx 
release yet: lacking payability and 
addictiveness 

Presentation 55% 
Graphics 42% 
Playability 43% 
Addictive qualities 43% 
OVERALL 36% 
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COMB ATZONE 
Producer: Alternative Software 
Retail price: £1.99 

Colonel Mentor, ace of air 
aces, has been ordered out 
of retirement to combat an 

enemy threat. Stretching out his 
arthritic limbs the old, bold Colonel 
goes to work, flying over alien 
territory. 

As he moves onward, with the 

landscape scrolling vertically 
beneath him. the fighter pilot 
encounters hordes of enemy craft 
intent upon shooting him down. 
The Colonel's fighter is equipped 

• Arthritic: Combat Zone 

with a basic blaster, aimed with a 
cursor, which can take out these 
irritating machines. For greater 
destructive power. Mentor can 
engage bombs which can destroy 
pulsing enemy ground 
installations. 

This arsenal can further be 
increased if an enemy supply ship 
is captured by running into it. 
When Mentor does this, a hyper 
bomb becomes available. When 
the hyper bomb is detonated it 
destroys all enemy fighters in its 
vicinity. 

But the fighter's fuel and the 
Colonel's lives are limited-this old 
soldier doesn't just fade away. 

L CRITICISM 1 
• "Yet more vertically-scrolling 
shoot-"em-ups . . . this one has 
cramped graphics, small, jerky, 
colourless and hard to distinguish 
from the ground. Good points are: 
no vile colours, and a useful aiming 
device. " 
BYM 64% 

• " Combat Zone Is enough to 
put anyone off shoot-'em-ups 
for life. The scrolling is very slow 
and there's no evidence of 
sound. The sight used to aim is 
no help whatsoever, and neither 
is the optional cheat mode -
because the intolerable game is 
easy enough anyway! " 
NATHAN 21% 

L COMMENTS 1 
Joysticks: none 
Graphics: cramped and confused 
Sound: uninteresting 
Options: cheat mode 
General rating: a poor 
monochrome shoot-'em-up 

Presentation 52% 
Graphics 42% 
Payability 42% 
Addictive qualities 25% 
OVERALL 43% 

SUPER STUNTMAN 
Producer: Code Masters 
Retail price: £1.99 
Author: P Williamson 

AS an amazingly competent 
stunt man, you have to steer 
a car over a vertically 

scrolling course covered in rocky 
outcrops and cacti, and jump river 
ravines by using ramps as you 
progress across the landscape. 

The route is also hampered by 
the appearance of other vehicles 
which attempt to run the car off the 
road - these are swiftly removed 
by using the vehicle's forward-
firinq blasters. 

• Back to basics: Code Masters's Super Stuntman is a mediocre Spy Hunter 

Collision with ground features 
and vehicles incurs dents which 
are indicated on the damage 
monitor at the top of the screen. 
Too much damage effectively 
writes off the car, and there are 
only three with which to complete 
the stunt. 

On reaching the river, the car is 
replaced by a speedboat which is 
used to negotiate the islands and 
waterways. Opposing traffic is 
again encountered and dealt with 
in a similar fashion. 

J PAUL L 
" Spy Hunter returns - well, almost The cars, sound, playability 
and backdrops are all below standard, but what shocks me most 
about Super Stuntman is how basic and old-fashioned the game 
is. Nothing in It is particularly well done - the graphics are very 
simply animated, the effects sound more like something out of a 
Geiger counter than a computer game and the collision detection 
just has to be seen (or not seen should I say) to be believed. 
Something else that caught my attention was the fact that you 
retain the car's damage indicator when steering the boat! 
Where's alt that Code Masters flair gone? " 

39% 

Jmmhm mm 

jbyniL 
" You'd better have a 
photographic memory If you 
want to get through this one 
as knowing what's about to 
appear is vital if you want to 
stay in one piece. The car's 
slow response can be 
annoying, but still adds to the 
excitement of this high-
speed driving game. The 
graphics are pretty decent, 
with some tasteful colours, 
and while the damage 
monitor Is a good idea, it 
remains fairly superfluous. 
Give it a try if you're into 
violent racing. " 

66% 

/COMMENTS I 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics; both stages have 
clearly defined character 
blocks 
Sound: grinding title tune with 
Geiger counter spot effects 
Options: define keys 
General rating: average Spy 
Hunter clone which provides a 
thrill or two 

Presentation 73% 
Graphics 57% 
Playability 48% 
Addictive qualities 61% 
OVERALL 53% 
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A W O R T H Y 
SUCCESSOR TO THE EVER POPULAR 

MATCH DAY FOOTBALL 
A G A M E W H I C H HAS 

R E M A I N E D IN T H E READERS CHARTS FOR 3 YEARS! 
Written once again by Jon Ritman and Bernie Drummond this NEW Match Day Is the 

result of all the customer feedback and advice on how to create the pinnacle In computer soccer. 
Pit yourself against the CPU or with 2 players- full league or cup competition with unique code - save facility. 

Jump, head, volley and kick (using the kick meter) to move the ball from playct to player with automatic 
deadbail set ups and goalkeeper control. 

D IAMOND DEFLECTION SYSTEM™ ensures realistic ball 
ricochet and the action comes with 

full music and sound FX. 
If you want the very best In foot-

ball for your micro then there's only 
one choice... MATCH DAY If with 
multi-menu system makes the home 

B - i • computer come alive. OCOOI is the registered trademark of Ocean Software Limited 

Occan Software Limited Ocean House • 6 Central Strf*r • M - i r v ^ n r m-> c m c 
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The anniversaries are coming thick and fast this year - Christmas, 
the Australian bicentenary, 150 years since my grandmother first 
said 'do as you would be done by', and so on. The last burst of 
CRASH'S historical extravaganza - the conclusion of the CRASH 
Directory - is this month too, so it seems £30 of software should go 
to the first letter for its moving tribute to the half-century of 
C R A S H . . . which seems like 50 years sometimes. 

STRAIGHT 
FROM THE 
CHART 
Dear Lloyd, 
I'm sure you're aware that next 
February CRASH reaches a quite 
brilliant naif-century of issues. I'm 
sure you're planning a rather 
special issue tor the time and may 
I be among the first to congratulate 
you, as a loyal reader, witn every 
precious issue stored away in a 
tidy heap in my bedroom 

Times have changed since the 
early days of 3 0 Deathchase, Ant 

Attack and Bugaboo but for me 
those wilt always be the best days. 
The CRASH History is a lovely 
piece of nostalgia f or us fans of the 
old classics like Football Manager, 
Manic Miner and The Hobbit. 

I remember you saying once 
that CRASH is 'not just a 
magazine, more a way of life'. So 
true. After a TV interview, one of 
your team said' yesterday we were 
just nobodies, now we're only 
bigger nobodies'. Well, for one 
Spectrum-owner the names of 
Lloyd Mangram and Robin Candy 
will rank alongside Freddie 
Mercury and Ian Rush among my 
childhood memories. The down to 
earth chit-chat style, some call it 
self indulgence, arouses a special 

NEW — TRANSFER PACK 4 
S P E C T R U M TAPE TO DRIVE 

A software system to convert many old and new TAPE based 
programs to your DRIVE (no matter what type) + OTHER USEFUL 
UTILITIES. Most jerky programs and others (e.g. with zero counter) are 
EASILY converted to drive. Pack has at least 7 pro rograms! Opus/Beta 

• TYPE of Spectrum owners add £ 1 for OPTIONAL extra program. State' 
+ name of drive when ordering (e.g. 128K Spectrum and Microdrive). 
£11.99 on TAPE (E12.W on cartridge for 48k Spectrums only). (£6 if 
updating) 
INFORMATION SHEETS - £1 each - approx 8 TRANSFERS of 
POPULAR programs per sheet - needs TP4. Up to No. 50 available. 
SPECIAL DEAL - Nos 1-20 for E3. Nos 21-30, 31-40 or 41-50 £3.60. 

M/DRIVE OWNERS NEED MICROTRANS 
MICROTRANS 2b - lor m/drive to m/drive back-up. easy ERASE, tape 
to drive (inc header less) - does NOT convert programs. Includes MICRO-
TAPE and RUN programs. ONLY £4 on TAPE. £5 on Cart. ALL Spectwms. 
CODE COMPRESSOR - Many uses, but ideal for use with hardware 
devices that dont compress saved code! ONLY £3.50 
MO RISK! - ALL PROGRAMS CARRY OUR MONEY BACK GUARANTEE (not updates I 
LERM DEPT CR 11 BfftCOHSflELD CLOSE. WHITLEY SAY. NE25 9UW ltd 091-25336251 

as FRUITY 
THE ULTIMATE FRUIT MACHINE GAME 

* HIGHLY PLAYABLE * FAST SPINNING REELS 
* IMPROVED S O U N D * HOURS OF FUN 

FEATURES INCLUDE 
H I G H SPEED ROULLETTE • NUDGES * SPECIAL FRUIT 

REEL CLIMB * FEATURE SYMBOL 
Send cheque or P.O. to ROSSWARE (Dept 45), 646 London Road 

Westcliff, Essex SSO 9HW 
For fast delivery put Cheque Card number on back of cheque 

magic in me. 
What does it matter that the 

solution to Everyone's A Watty is 
given away, that arcade 
adventures appear in an 
adventure chart, that games are 
not given a percentage rating for 
sound or that Match Day is not 
Smashed? To someyoung people 
it matters one hell ol a lot. The 
Spectrum Is more than a toy - it, 
like CRASH becomes a way of life. 
It's escapism, it gives a fed up 
mind a reason to live - like a drug 
if you like. You'vegot nogirltriend. 
no money and mum and dad are 
always on your back but you can 
kick hell out of a few Ninjas and 
sabre-toothed ores. It whiles away 
those cold, dreary lonely nights by 
sending you off to the forest of 
Dreams in the Land of Midnight, 
Atic Atac's Castle or whatever 
tickles your fancy. 

In-depth reviews, a superb 
Hotline Chart, comprehensive 
playing tips, great competitions, 
catering for minority tastes like 
educational programs and PBM. 
I've read the Terminal Man over 
and over again, loved exploring 
the game maps (the original Jet 
Set Willy map set new standards 
in playing tips and I won't ever 
forget the perfect Knight Lore 
drawing) and will never forget the 
thrill when I first got a letter 
published in the magazine. 
Incredibly trendy sarcasm or 
pretend fantasy writers just do not 
work, so I'm so glad CRASH has 
stuck to good old homely 
Brewster, Stone. Kean and 
Mangram - to a reader like me you 
lot begin to get a bit like soap 
opera people rather than real 
person up in the place called 
Ludlow only famous for its Safari 
Park really. 

Well, now that I've flattered the 
lot of you and thanked you ever so 
kindly, I'd like to present these 
amazing statistics based on the 
CRASH Hotlines for issues 1 -
46 . . . 

Most issues at Number One 
(games) 

1 Gaum/ef US Gold 
8 (and still there) 

2 Sabre WW/Ultimate ... 6 
3 Commando Elite 5 

Most issues at Number One 
(producers) 

1= Ultimate and Elite 
10 (3 games each) 

3 US Gold 9 (2 games) 
4 Software Projects 

6 (2 games) 

Most games in the Top Three 
(producers) 

1 = Ultimate and Ocean . 6 

3 Elite 4 
4 Beyond 3 

Most issues at Number One in 
Adventure Chart (games) 

1 Heavy On The Magick 
(Gargoyle Games) 10 
2 The Hobbit (Melbourne 
House) ... 5 (and still there) 
3= Doomdark's Revenge 
(Beyond) and 

Lord Of The Rings 
(Melbourne House) 4 

Most issues at Number One in 
Adventure Chart (producers) 

1 Gargoyle Games 
12 (3 games) 

2 Melbourne Hous 
11 (3 games) 

3 Beyond ..... 8 (3 games) 
4 Level 9 ...... 5 (4 games) 

Personalty, I find this makes 
quite interesting reading. If 
anybody wants to know who's 
had most Number Ones on 
either chart I'll say that every 
producer with more than one 
Number One does appear in 
each 'Most Issues at No 1 by 
producer' chart, so if you 
understand what I'm saying you 
can work It out for yourself. 

Yours CRASH-readingly, 
Mike Roberts, Okehampton, 
Devon 

PS Do you realise it's 3 years since 
Ultimate released Knight Lore/ 
Underwurlde. THREE YEARS! 
How time flies. I don't know! 

Roger Kean, who moves from 
subject to subject and is about to 
move to the Philippines for four 
weeks, promises me he's got 
some inside info on what 
Ultimate's been doing SINCE 
Knight Lore and Underwurlde -
coming soon. In the meantime, 
can see Robin and I are going to 
argue over who gets to be Freddie 
Mercury and who's Ian Rush - but 
thanks for your comparisons Mike. 
The Spectrum does become a way 
of life, as you say. though whether 
that's an entirely healthy thing I 
don't know. (There must be more 
to life than this...) And your last 
paragraph belongs on a puzzle 
page, so try this one: if 49 issues of 
CRASH each measured 210cm by 
300cm and there were 88 lines of 
8-point text on each line written by 
a staff of five in three weeks flat on 
a desk that's not big enough, 
should Match Day have been a 
Smash? 
LM 
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UPGRADING 
UPBRAIDING 
Dear Lloyd, 
Having read Jonathan Khan's 
letter (Issue 48) it looks like you did 
no research for your reply. Advice 
was to buy a + 2 as more bits were 
needed tf bought an Atari. What 
bits? Compare. 

+2 £139, built in Datacorder 
+3 C199. built in disk drive 
Atan 520 STFM £299 built in 

disk drive and lead for TV 
Theadvert also stated that 6 free 

games came with the + 2 and + 
3. WH Smith is giving away 6 free 
games with the 520 ST. What more 
bits do you need?? Also, the +2, 
+3 and 48K machines that page 
in/out different memory pages. 
The 520 ST is 512K all accessible. 

Simon N Goodwin (p143 Issue 
48) says that the ST is a disposable 
machine? At £299 disposable?? 
Also that games are just prettier 
versions of 8 bit games. I agree 
that at the moment a tot of the 
games are upgrades of 8 bit ones 
but they are much better than the 
Spectrum ones. In GFL 
Championship Football on 
Spectrum the linemen can't be 
seen individually. It is just a whole 
mess due to colour clashes!! The 
Atari version is much more clear 
with one team in red and one in 
blue. No colour clashes. 

Once the sales of the ST rise, 
better games will be released 
using the 16 bit chip to its full. 
Remember when the 16K 
Spectrum appeared the first 
games were upgrades of ZX81 
games. 

The Spectrum Is now an ancient 
computer and the quality of the 
games will not improve. 16 bit 
computers are now 'the' 
computers. The Amiga and ST are 
similar to the C64 and the 
Spectrum. One has better sound 
and graphics but the other is 
substancialty cheaper. More 
people will buy the ST for the same 
reasons more people bought the 
Spectrum. As sales Increase so 
will quality of software until the 
68000 processor is pushed to its 
limits as the Z80 has been pushed. 

Don't be short-sighted Lloyd, 

St into a magazine that deals with 
-bit computers. 

Henry Shades, Glasgow 

I hate to pull a truism on you Henry, 
but the opposite of short-sighted 
is long-sighted. The hyperopia 
(LMLWD) can see forever, but not 
the end of their nose - and there's 
no sense abandoning the 
Spectrum now when the 
standards of 16-bit games (in 
graphics, particularly) are filtering 
down to the 8-bit programmers. 
The ST's a fine machine (I'm an 
Impact fan as you probably 
guessed last month) but the 
quality of Spectrum games is 
improving - look at the number of 

high Smashes we've had lately -
and the argument that it's 
'ancient' is a nonstarter. The 
latest' technology is always 

hyped and it's very easy to be a 
victim of fashion. 
LM 

PRAISE FOR THE 
MULTIFACE 3 

Dear Lloyd, 
A few months ago I bought a +3. 
When I opened the box I found 
there was no cassette lead so I 
looked in the manual and it told me 
that I could get a suitable cassette 
lead quite easily. I went to our local 
Dixons and asked for one. They 
didn't know anything about it so I 
finally ended up visiting every 
electrical shop in Aberystwyth 
until finally one shop told me that 
no such lead existed and it would 
cost a fiver for them to make one, 
I shelled out a fiver and when I tried 
to plug it in. the plug wouldn't fit, 1 
had to cut most of tne rubber 
protective casing off the jack 
before it would fit. 

My problems didn't end there -
I had written programs of my own 
on my old 128K Speccy and I had 
to plug my +3 up to my MIDI 
system with tone and volume at full 
blast to load them. 

Then a couple of months ago I 
started subscription to CRASH 
and saw a preview of the Multif ace 
3. You made it look so good I 
bought one and have found that a 
+3 and a Muttiface 3 are a brilliant 
team. I would not recommend 
buying a +3 without buying a 
Multiface 3 too. 

I have also found that if you 
erase and resave things on disk 
the disk gets corrupted after a lot 
of use and regular formatting is 
needed. 
Neil'The Computerised Rocker' 
Humphreys, Aberystwyth 

You may be the computerised 
rocker but there's only one Freddie 
Mercury. 
LM 

ON THE 
SCREAM 
Dear Uoyd, 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAARRRRGGG 
HHHIIIIIItll!! Now you may (or may 
not) be wondering why such a 
strange expression of feeling 

starts this letter. Well, the wierd 
combination of letters and 
punctuation brings across my 
feeling towards one of your staff. I 
am fed up with Mike Dunn writing 
every issue that every screen 
printed gets a full colour framed 
and mounted screen dump 
courtesy of Rainbird. 

This month (Issue 48) he wrote 
how his extra room would be just 
the 'usual barefaced editorial lie'. 
Who is he to talk about lying? I 
don't know about other On The 
Screen artists, but I have had two 
screens printed, one in Issue 45 
(October), and one as far back as 
Issue43 (August), but have had no 
sign of any screen dump. In Issue 
46, we were told 'don't despair. 
Rainbird's Clare Edgeley is on the 
case.' 

I have already written twice to 
M ike D. and once to the Forum, but 
have had no reply. Please can you 
just tell me, and many other people 
trying to get the promised dump, 
why they are not forthcoming, and 
when they will be? 

I also have a couple of 
complaints to make: Why is it that 
you are always complaining about 
lack of space, and then you waste 

It all by putting a Christmas logo 
right in the middle of your Forum? 

I'd just like to say well done for 
the massive amount of pull-outs in 
the Christmas Special. the CRASH 
history, the 3-D bits, the concise 
reviews, the exclusive previews, 
the excellent tips, the good 
covers, the arcade reviews, the 
CRASH sampler, the colour 
screenshots, the numerous 
competitions and the great 
features; need I say more? CRASH 
is still the best. 
Mark Otway, Shepperton, 
Middlesex 

We are very aware of the On The 
Screen problems and are 
genuinely trying to sort them out -
fo be honest perhaps there's more 
administration involved than 
we'd planned for, which is why 
things have been moving slowly. 
Just keep on hassling Mike D and 
you'll get through his headphones 
eventually. Lack of space is a 
funny thing - there's never enough 
space for all the different articles 
you want to print but then there's 
always those few inches too much 
for the ones you end up with! 
LM 

FIITMLL i GUCE 
Sports Simulations from E A J Software (Established 3 Years) 
. SKILL . TAC.TICS DECISIONS STRATEGY 

4 CLASSIC Strategy Games packed with GENUINE & REALISTIC Features 

PREMIER II CAN YOU HANDLE ALL OF THIS ? • Play ail teams Home 4 Away Unque 4 
Comprehensive Transfer Market Features - Full Team 4 Suoswute Selection In-Match Sub-
stitutions -Named 4 Recorded Goal Score's Match Ingres Team Mora=e Transfer Demands 
• Full Squad listings crt ALL teams showing deta-is ol ALL Players «i the League Financial 
Problems 7 SMI Levels Manager's Salary - Continuing Seasons Offers to Manage Other 
Clubs • Full League Table - Attendances Season Ticket Sales • SacHigs - Save Game - Team 
Styles - Bank Loans Match Receipts and SO MUCH MORE 1 

EUROPEAN H THE MOST COMPLETE EUROPEAN SIMULATION YOU CAN BUY i Home 
IN4A' 

to 
P ^ H P 

Timer. Named 4 Recorded Goal Scorers, Comers. Free Kicks. Goal Times. Disallowed Goals 

£ Away Legs Full Penalty Shoot-Out («tn SUDDEN DEATH) • 2 IN-MMCH Substitutes 
Allowed Away Goats Count Double (if DRAWN') Full Team 4 Substitute Setocton Extra Time 
- 7 Sk* Leva's - Disciplinary Table - Save Game - TEXT MATCH SIMULATION including Match 

Sending Of Injury Time. Penalties. Bookings - Enter your own PREMIER II Winning Team and 
MUCH MORE 1 

won.D CHAMPIONS • A COMPLETE WORLDCUP SIMULATION -Select Fr«ndi*s - Squad 
of 25 Players • Qualifying Round 2 In-Maich Substitutes - Disciplinary Table Select Tour 
Opponents - Save Game - Change Player 4 Team Names Quarter Final Group - Player gam 
experience as competition progresses 1 Skid Levels - E mra Tirrw Penalty Shoot-Out - TEXT 
MATCH SIMULATION including Bookings. Goal Times. Named 4 Recorded Goa1 Scorers. 
Injury T*ne. Comers. Free Kicks. Match Clock, Penalties - and MUCH MUCH MORE 1 

CRICKET MASTER A SUPERB SIMULATION OF ONE DAY CRICKET - Captures the DRAMA 
and ATMOSPHERE ol the One Day Game Woather, Wicket 4 OutfieW Conditions Baiting 4 
Bowling Tactics • Team Selection - Fast. Spin 5 Medium Pace Bowlers 4 Types ol Batsmen 

Select F«id Layout 3 Skill Levels Wdes Byes No Ba Run Outs - Mis'ieu Dropped 
Catches • Scoreboard Batting 4 Bowing Analysis Run Rate Run Single Opton 3 Game 
Speeds STAR FEATURE Complete Match Overview showing Bail by Ba» Acton 4 Com men 
lary and MANY MORE FEATURES. Price includes a FREE pad of CRICKET MASTER 
Scoresheets 

Spectrum Commodore 
64 1 128 

Amstrad 
CPC 

Tape Disc *3 Tape 5 1/4" Disc Tape 3* Disc 

£6.95 CI 095 £7 95 £10 45 £7.95 £11.95 
£695 £10 95 £7 95 £10 45 rVa rv'a 
£695 £1095 £7 95 £10 45 £7.95 £11 95 
£7.95 £ U 95 rva rva £8 95 £12 95 

Software 
availability 

PREMIER II 
EUROPEAN II 
WORLD CHAMPIONS 
CRICKET MASTER 

GREAT VALUE buy any 2 Games and deduct £2 00 Irom total 
SUPERB VALUE buy any 3 Games and deduct £3 00 from total 
FANTASTIC VALUE buy any « Games ana deduct £5.00 from 
total 
An Games available by MAIL ORDER lot IMMEDIA FEdespatcn 
by H( Class Post. Prices include P 4 P (add £ 1.00 Ou tsde UK) 
and full instructions. 

PLEASE STATE MACHINE AND SPECIFY TAPE or DISC 

. Send to: E 4 J SOFTWARE, Room 3.37 Westmoor Road. ENFIELD. Middlesex. EN3 7LE. 
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AN AMERICAN 
IN CRASH 

Dear Uoyd, 
As an American staying with my 
pen-pal on a brief visit to your 
country Cm not fully justified to 
take part in your Forum. I have only 
seen the last two issues of CRASH 
and am not. to be honest very 

knowledgeable on the state of 
Spectrum software. However, 1 
thought you might appreciate a 
different perspective. 

In general, I was pleasantly 
surpnsed by the British software 
industry. Sure, most of my friends 
have 16-bit micros, and our 
software is accordingly more 
sophisticated, with disk 
adventures comprising an entire 
world and arcade-standard 
graphics, but I now believe that in 
comparison to the British industry, 
in part icular that of the smaller and 

* PARADISE * 
A low cost Play By Mail computer moderated 
strategy/wargame for beginners and experi-
enced players. 50 player games. Fixed deadline 
turns every fortnight. Start up costs £2 (inc. 2 
free turns). Each turn costs only £1 (No extras). 
To play in paradise or for more info write to Viking 
Games, 15 Greenhill Gardens, Alveston, Bristol, 
BS12 2PD. 

Quality Approved Computer Serv ice Centre 
We repair all Sinclair Computers & Peripherals 

LOOK: While you wait service / fixed prices. 
SPECTRUM £16.95 FULLY INCLUSIVE 

ALL units fully overhauled and guaranteed 
ALL Computer Spares available by post or over 

the counter 
Keyboard Membranes Spectrum Rubber Mat £ 4 . 9 5 
ZX81 £ 4 . 5 0 Spectrum Power Units £ 1 2 . 6 0 
Spectrum £ 4 . 2 5 4116 Memories 50p 
Speclum + £ 4 . 9 5 4164 Memories £ 1 . 1 0 

Please add £1 p &p 
Upgrade your Spectrum to a Spectrum + £ 2 9 . 9 5 + £ 1 .50 p&p 

For help or advice give us a ring (0202) 665313. 
Trade & School Enquires Welcomed 

Q.E.S., Unit A, 3 9 Lagland St, P o o l * , Dorset B H 1 5 1QG. 

AT LAST! 
SPECTRUM SPARES 

A T R E A L I S T I C P R I C E S 
All pr ices include pos t /pack ing , handl ing and V A T 

ULA6C001 £11.99 SPECTRUM K/BOARD MEMBRANE £4.99 
128k ROM £11.99 SPECTRUM K/BOARD MAT £5.49 
Z8UA £2.99 SPECTRUM K/BOARD TEMPLATE £4.99 
7805 REG £149 SPECTRUM+MEMBRANE £9.99 
4116 RAM £1.49 MODULATOR £9.99 
SPECPSU £10.49 S/MANUAL £22.99 

Remember all priccs include P&P. handling and VAT 
Full spares list available / Trade enquiries wclcome Access/Visa. 24-hour T.A. service SPECTRUM REPAIRS £ 9.99 + PARTS 

ELECTRONIC SERVICES 
176 VICTORIA ROAD WEST, CLEVELEYS, BLACKPOOL FYS 3NE 

Tel. (0253) 822708 

older micros like the Spectrum, the 
human factor is somewhat 
lacking. The 'homeliness' of the 
Spectrum seems to have created 
a friendly, human atmosphere with 
friendly rivalry and programmers 
who seem like real people. CRASH 
reflects this atmosphere, with its 
jokey insults towards other 
magazines like C&VG and Sinclair 
User (which, as far as I can judge 
from seeing a few issues, come 
across as tacky, amateur 
imitations of the Newsfield 
magazines), I think you have 
achieved a very good balance 
between professional and 
informality. CRASH with its many 
illustrations, colourful appearance 
and good layout looks neither too 
strictly ordered nor sloppy and 
unprofessional. However (it had to 
come) the human element I 
praised above has resulted in what 
I feel are human errors. I hope you 
will take these points in the spirit of 
constructive cnticlsm in which 
they are offered. 

Firstly, the feature called Run It 
Again last month presented eight 
games with little in common apart 
from the fact that they all featured 
something with two or more 
wheels. Now. I have been well 
informed on this and I cannot see 
any connection between Turbo 
Esprit, Paperboy. Enduro Racer 
and Glider Rider. One is a 'cockpit' 
view game about drug dealers, 
one is a humorous arcade game, 
one is an isometric game (about a 
hanglider.for God's sake), and the 
last is a straightforward motorbike 
racer. Neither the graphics, the 
gameplay or the scenanos have 
anything in common, and to call 
them all 'race games' seemed to 
be stretching the genre a little. 
Why not group together games 
with the same style gameplay, for 
instance games based around the 
Nemesis theme, or Breakout 
games? 

My second complaint is about 
the 'fanzine' in your Christmas 
issue. This seems a complete 
waste of time and space to me. 
and performed no task except for 
providing six people with a space 
in CRASH, and even their names 
had a somewhat fictional ring 
(Bertie Brie? Andres Whitham-
Smythe?) Moreover, the content 
was bland and uninteresting, 
reviewing games already 
adequately covered in CRASH. 
The black and white screen dumps 
were unattractive after the colour 

pictures of the main magazine, 
and I'm afraid 1 can't see how this 
could help any budding fanzine 
editor; how many of them have the 
equipment to dump screns from 
games and insert them into text as 
you did? You call the computers 
you used' cheap' but the Amstrad 
PCW8256 costs £400 the last time 
I looked. All in all Crunch came 
across as a joke, and a pretty poor 
one considering that many people 
are struggling to sell their own, 
probably far more intelligent and 
witty, fanzines without the help of 
expensive equipment. One final 
point: if this is a one-off. why the 
announcement that 'you CAN 
have YOUR say in the mag'? 

Finally, your Forum itself. In my 
opinion, a few short, lightweight 
letters are essential to Keep the 
tetters pages enjoyable to read, 
but in the issues I have seen a 
good part of the letters were of lists 
of Top Ten 48K music. I expect you 
have all heard enough criticism of 
the Spectrum, and I think it's a 
great little machine, but it has to be 
said that music is not its strong 
point (even on the 128). To me, 
compiling these charts seems as 
worthwhile an occupation as 
listing the Top Ten Vic games. I 
hope I haven't offended too much 
and that you don't mind a few 
comments from a lousy Yank. 
CRASH is a fine magaz me despite, 
or perhaps because of, the 
occasional hiccup. 
Richard Shay, USA 

The connections between those 
Run It Again games may be 
tenuous, but then if you want to 
argue the point you could say the 
whole ethos of Run It Again is 
meaningless - it's not as if each 
person just buys one Breakout or 
Nemesis game and must get the 
best, so a strict consumer-guide 
approach is pointless. Run It Again 
is just supposed to be a read, a 
way of discussing how different 
games approach a similar subject 
- not necessarily in the same way. 
Perhaps the salient point of the 
article you mention was, indeed, 
how many different approaches to 
vehicles there are on the 
Spectrum! On the other hand, I 
think your criticisms of CRUNCH 
are largely justified - and the 
editorial team learned something 
about famines themselves, which 
is that they take much, much 
longer to do than you expect! 
LM 

Music charts, 16-bit vs 8-bit, the state of CRASH, the wickedness of 
the world . . . letters keep on coming and when there's space to fit 
them in there's never time to get them all answered with thought-
provoking comments and an elegant balance of wit and expression, 
typeset, printed and on the shelves In time to provoke the next 
mailbag. Still, keep t r y i n g . . . I'm still Freddie Mercury, Lloyd 
Mangram that is, and I'm still at: 

PO Box 10 
Ludlow 

Shropshire SY8IDB 
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TOUR DE FORCE 
Capture the thrills and excitement of international 
Grand Prix Cycling with TOUR DE FORCE. 
Can you master the techniques required to win 
each leg of the competition, defeating the 
champion riders and proceeding through to the 
next country? 
As the action heats up, the going gets 
tougher - your opponents don't like to see you 
in front, and by fair means or foul will try 
to hinder your progress. 
From the crack of the starter's pistol to the 
presentation of the coveted yellow 
Jersey - experience the agony and ecstasy of 
international cycling as it really happens. 

CBM 64/128 &AMSTRAD 
CASSETTE €9.99 DISK £14.99 
SPECTRUM 43K £7.99 

BLOOD VALLEY 
Archveult the hideous and mighty leader of the 

Firedrake has decreed that you must be hunted down 
like an animal and brought to sentence, 

your only chance of survival Is to escape the valley. 
Do you hive the will and resourcefulness to succeed not 
only against your opponent, but the creatures and eerie 

beings of the fantasy world of Orb as well? 
"lawd on the DU ELM ASTIR series by Mark Smith and Jamie Thornton. 

published by Armada, part of Collins Publishing Group". 

CBM 64/128 &AMSTRAD 
CASSETTE £9.99 DISK £14-99 

AMIGA £19.99 ATARI ST £19.99 
SPECTRUM 48K £9.99 

Gremlin Graphics Software Ltd., 
Alpha House. Ifi Carver Street, 

heffleld Si 4« . Tel: (0742) 753423 



21st CENTURY WARRIOR 

The Apache... Fierce and elusive, like its warrior namesake 
. . . Capable of defeating enemy tanks, infantry, and hostile 
aircraft on the modern electronic battlefield. 
Gunship's revolutionary 3-D graphics enable you, the pilot, 
to fly into the world's hottest trouble spots . . .You'll use an 
unbelievable array of high tech information and weapon 
systems, including lasers, video cameras, night viewers, 
radar warnings, jammers, computers, missiles, rockets, 
flares and a 30mm cannon! Successful missions will be 
rewarded with medals and rank promotions. 

GUNSHIP is available for the CBM 64/128K,Spectrum and 
coming soon for IBM PC and compatibles. 

PROSE 
S I M U L A T I O N • S O F T W A R E 

Please send copy/ies of Gunship CBM 64/128 • Cassette £14.95 • Disk £19.95. 
Spectrum • Cassette £9.95 • Disk £12.95 • Further details. 
Name (block capitals) .Address.. 

Post Code. 
(enclose £. 
or debit my Access/Visa card. Expiry date 

including 55p P+P. Cheques payable to MicroProse Software Ltd. 
No . C E E U E 

a/C/288 
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I've kept my Now Year resolution so far - this year I'm checking 
a/'the POKEs before we print them! If you can send in your POKEs 
on tape ready to run I can check them much more easily and there's 
less chance of typing mistakes slipping in. 

Before I start the tips this month I would just like to say that the 
photo of me shaking hands used in last month's CRASH Challenge 
was false. It must have been made using Morkie's Photofit kit. Fume. 

There are three outstanding maps this month - for Ocean's 
Athena, Elite's Thundercats and everyone's fave, Wizball from Ocean. 
But so many maps have arrived that in the May CRASH (Issue 52, on 
sale April 28) there'll be a map spectacular with 16 pages of your 
creative cartography! 

GETTING HIGH IN 
NEBULUS 
Hewson's Nebulus was a big hit 
with everyone and now Karl 
Savage of Barnsley has come up 
with these tips for the first two 
towers. £30 of software is 
climbing up to K a r l . . . 

LEVEL ONE -
TOWER OF 

Walk right and enter the door. 
Once on the other side, dodge the 
eyeball nastie and go left. Stand on 
the lift and go up, but don't go 
through the door yet. Wait till a 
spinning nastie resembling a star 
comes on the screen from the 
right. Let it get close to you (careful 
timing is required), and just when 
it's about to hit you go through the 
door. 

Now go left onto another lift and 
go up. Once you're up, don't worry 
about the ball-shaped nastie. just 
go right and get on the lift. Once up 
here, you'll encounter some 
flashing blocks. Shoot these away, 
then shoot the bouncy ball. 

Go toward to the foot of the 
steps and watch the floating 
eyeball. The second it goes up, 
bound up the steps and you 
should just miss the spinning 
nastie entering from the left. Go 
through the door at the top of the 
steps and you'll find yourself on 

another platform with a bouncy 
ball. Shoot it, get on the lift and go 
up. 

Now move left and wait at the 
edge of the platform till the f ami I iar 
spinning nastie enters the screen. 
When it does, drop down off the 
ledge. Shoot the bouncy ball, 
dodge the eyeball and go left. 
Here, a series of platforms will 
collapse, leaving you on a lift. 

Go up (it's a long way!) and when 
you get to the top you'll see some 
platforms going right to a door. 
The first of these platforms will 
collapse if you walk on it, so leap 
over it and enter the door (you 
should have just missed the 
spinning nastie coming from the 
left). On the other side, go left to 

the lift and wait till the hovering 
eyeball moves to the right. Quickly 
hop on the lift and go up. 

Go left to the door, but don't use 
it yet. The spinning nastie wil I enter 
the screen, and when it gets close 
enter the door. Once on the other 
side, move right, enter the door, 
and you've completed the first 
tower! 

LEVEL TWO -
REALM OF 
ROBOTS 
Go left from the start and leap over 
the gaps. Climb onto the lift and go 
up. When the robot nastie goes 
down, leap over it and onto 
another lift. Go up, enter the door, 
and you should have missed the 
spinning nastie, coming from the 
right. 

Once on the other side of the 
tower, dodge the robot and go left 
up the steps. At the top there is a 
lift, which you should hop on and 
go up. 

Now wait outside the door, and 
the spinning nastie should enter 
from the left. When it gets close, 
enter the door. On the other side, 
go right, wait till the nastie robot 
goes down, and then leap across 
to the lift. Go up, walk left down the 
stairs (dodging the nastie, of 
course) and get onto the lift. 

P L O V C R X 
O O O O O Z B O 
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spinning ni 

entered from the left as you were 
going down the steps. Let it pass 
overhead and then go up on the 
lift. Go left and through the door. 
On the other side you will drop 
down onto a ledge with a lift on the 
left end. 

Let the spinning nastie (coming 
from the right) pass over, and wait 
till the hovering baddie is out of the 
way. Then climb on the lift and go 
up. There is a door at the top, but 
don't use it. Instead, go left and up 
the stairs, being careful not to 
bump into any patrolling robots 
(this is a really tricky bit). The 
spinning nastie will enter as you 
are climbing the stairs - but in 
doing so. you should miss it. 

Once you are safely at the top 
you will see a platform poised 
above a lift. Wait till the nastie 
beneath moves out of the way, 
then stop on the platform. It should 
collapse, and you will be left on the 
lift. Go up. enter the door at the 
top, and you will have conquered 
the second tower. 

A POKEing 
TAPE TO BEAT 
ALL POKEing 
TAPES! 
There's a new POKEing tape out 
called HACK PACK, written by 
The Nightshift. It's a collection of 
over 100 self-running cheat 
routines for games old and new. 
Each routine displays onscreen 
prompts, so you can't go wrong! 
(At least, I didn't when [tested It 
- but then I'm extraordinarily 
bright) You can obtain this cas-
sette by sending a cheque or 
postal order for £2.50 made out 
to Softlink (N.I.) to: Softlink (N.I.), 
19 Dunloy Gardens Newtow-
nabbey, Co Antrim, Northern 
Ireland BT37 9HZ. And don't 
forget - CRASH brings you all 
the POKEs fit to POKE! 

SHORT 
CIRCUIT 
TREAT 
John Morris has found an excit-
ing extra game on Ocean's Short 
Circuit called Fruit Machine. John 
says it's better than Short Circuit 
itself. Ail you have to do is load 
the game as usual and then fol-
low these instructions: 

r. get programs, search draw unit, 
get blue passcard. I, search palm, 
get coin, d, d, d. use blue pass-
word. open door, d, r, u. go to 
desk, use pound coin. 

If you keep searching the desk, 
you keep getting the pound coin 
- up to 50 more times. And there 
you have a free (well, sort of) 
rival to Code Masters's new Fruit 
Machine Simulated 
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THE S I N C L A I R ZX S P E C T R U M - 3 W I T H 6 F R E E G A M E S A N D A JOYSTICK. 



ADVANTAGE ZX SPECTRUM+3. £199 

The new Sinclair ZX Spectrum +3 is a real hero - because it helps 
you to be one. 

While you're a daring motorbike rider or the all-conquering 
intergalactic warrior, you're gaining priceless experience in 
handling computers. 

Loading games is quick and easy with the built-in disk-drive. 
You'll be in the thick of the action in seconds. And the fantastic 
128K memory gives you the power to outsmart the most 
sophisticated enemy. 

Get to grips with the latest high-tec graphics on the vast 
universe of games available (six of which come free). And there's 
a free joystick to give you ultimate control. 

But the real hero is the person who buys it For the 
ZX Spectrum +3 is only £199, so they've really saved the earth. 

ZX SPECTRUM + 2. £139 

The amazing ZX Spectrum +2 has a built-in datacorder - to save you 
the bother of tape recorders and leads. The advanced 128K memory 
helps you get the most from the vast universe of games available. 

Every model comes complete with six free games to start 
you off, and a free joystick to make you super agile. 

With the advanced Sinclair technology you can afford to let 
your imagination go wild. Because at £139, only your enemies pay 
heavily. 

BE WHO YOU WANT TO BE. 
Available at: Allders, Boots. Clydesdale. Comet Connect, Currys, Dixons. John Lewis, 
John Menzies, Lasky's, Tandy." W.H. Smith, Visionhire, Wigfaiis, and all good 
independent stores. *zx soectrum+2 
Recommended retail once Smean ZX Spectrum - 2 £139 .nduding VAT. Sinclair Specfum -t 3 £190 including VAT 
at 110 87 Prices suotect to change wanout ptar notice 

Please tell me more about the SINCLAIR ZX Spectrum +2 Q ZX Spectrum+3 

Name-
Address. 

S C 3 
Amstrad pic, Brentwood House, 169 lOngs Road. Brentwood, Essex CM14 4EF. Tel: (0277) 262326 

m m m 
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Ding^dfng. Oh drat, there's 

never anyone at the desk 

well let s glance through th® guest Irst while we wait 

SUITE 1 
INTER-
NATIONAL 
MATCHDAY 

«o win 99-0 and 
abort the match as it is about to 
start - you'll win 99-0' 
(occupant: Stephen Kilroy) 

SUITE 2 
BUBBLE 
BOBBLE 

keyboard and ! ^ 10n 
again 0 a n d you win be a , l v e 
(ocr i lnar .1 . u 

STAY ON THE PARK 
PATROL K 

gives Infinite lives 

'340 DATA 91,8,207,57,195,175.50,189.210, 
»i 195.32,203,705439 ,< 

RENTAPOKE JON 

Load the header nl . 

j^wtype RUN and press ENTER 

3hdearlrf<wu . • • • 

P lea«wr , te in W i t t , ™ ™ " W 

s w a 

s*°oc
r° 

^enp 

" " — • • — - - UP. Try a ga in „ . „ 

•/OF BLADE 
SHARPENED 
'an Williams of Brartfo^ 

5 CLEAR 32767 
6 LET T=0: LET W=0 

10 FOR FVfe=5006 TO 65051 
15 READ A: POKE F,A 
20 LETT=T+W»A: LETW=W+1 
25 NEXT F 
30 IFT<>94278THEN PRINT "ERROR IN 

DATA": STOP 
40 LET A$="STOP CLOCK": GOSUB 1000 
45 IF Q=1 THEN POKE 65026,50 
50 IF A$=" DOORS ARE UNLOCKED" 

THEN GOSUB 1000 
55 IF Q=1 THEN POKE 65029,50 
60 IF A$="NO ENEMY" THEN GOSUB 

1000 
65 IF Q=1 THEN POKE 65032,50 
70 IF A$="INFINITE ENERGY" THEN 

GOSUB 1000 
75 IF 0 = 1 THEN POKE 65035,50 
80 IF A$="INF)NITE TIME TO SET BOMB" 

THEN GOSUB 1000 
85 IF Q=1 THEN POKE 65040,50: POKE 

65046 34 
100 PRINT AT 10,4;" START JOE BLADE 

TAPE" 
110 LOAD ""CODE 
120 RANDOMIZE USR 32768 

1000 LETQ=0 
1005 INPUT +A$+"(Y/N) LINE 0$ 
1010 IF Q="Y" OR Q$="y" THEN LET Q=1 
1020 RETURN 
2000 DATA 33,248,221,34.84,254.205.64, 

254,33,0,254.34,132,255,195,44,255, 
62,201,33,80,150,33,2.150.33,140,143. 
33,220,147,62,54,58.43,120,33,1.38, 
42.44,120,195,0.96 



II 
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THE SECRET 
UH MASKED 
And here 3t last is the POKE to make you invincible in Gremlin 
Graphics'* Mask I. It's been sent in, neatly typed in Oifl fmiith trxt, by 
David Martin of Saltbum. 

REM MASK I POKE 
LET T=0: LET W=0 

» FOR F = 3 2 0 0 0 T O 32051 
1 READ A: POKE F,A 
' | ^ ; T + W . A : L E T W = W + 1 

• A T I " : STOP ™ E N P R , N T " E R R O R 

S T 1 0 ' 7 ; " S T A R T MASK I TAPE' 
R A N D O M I Z E USR 3 2 0 0 0 

^ 1 7 , 1 7 0,62,255.55,205 

DATA 33,136,169,17,214,11 
DATA 62,255,55,205,86,5 

DATA 33.50 ,36 ,34 ,229.170 
DATA 62 .134 .50 ,231 .170 
DATA 195,242.169 

IN 

'ITCH INPUTS- AS EASY 
AS 1-2-3! 

No longer do you have to 
delve into a mass of leads to switch 
from one TV input source to another, instead you can select 
and reselect your input - at the push ol a button! 

Our unique 3-2-1 Aenal Switch allows you the choice of three 
different signal sources, plus the normal aerial socket. You can 
choose to switch from your TV aenal to video recorder, 
computer, video game, cable and sattette converter instantly. 
It is even possible to use the unit in reverse mode and feed up 
to three TVs from one input source It's as easy as 1-2-3! 

The switch is manufactured m the U.K. to high specifications. 
It includes gold plated switch contacts which ensure very low 
signal loss and a high degree of isolation between adjacent 
inputs. II is even guaranteed for 5 years. 

Oder your unit today by filling tn the coupon below or ringing 
us on 0686 24508 for immediate despatch 

To: Cambnan Ctetitxitore. Newtown, PowysSYl64LF 
Please send me • 3-2-1 Aenal Switches (a £4.99 each (inc p&p) 
Payment by ChequePostal Order, or please deW my Access Visa card 
lorC 

GM/E1 

Card No 
Name 

[ Address...... 

wwmihim« IMIIII|«« 

. Expty date 

LIFE WISH 3 
We got a Gremlin Graphics 
game to go with Death Wish 3, 
the film starring Charles Bran-
son, and now we've got a few 
POKEs to go with the game! 
Chris Wild of Shaw is responsible 

for these, and life should be a 
mite easier after you've typed 
them in. Mutbface 1 owners can 

• I n 
IKE 38678.183: 

POKE 39353,183: 
POKE 43301,183 

. . . which is a bit easier on the 
old pinkies. 

just type i 
POKE; 

10 REM DEATH WISH POKE tC\ 1QA7 

40 LOAD ""CODE 
50 LET ADD=33117 
60 READ N 
70 IF N=999 THEN GOTO 100 

, 2 0 ° ^ 5 0 . 2 2 . ' 5 1 . 5 0 . 1 8 5 . , 5 3 : 
REM INFINITE AMMO 

Thanks to readers C&ve SneJlmg of Crawley, Sussex and 
Nick San^won of Chelmsford. Essex, who sent us their indexes of the 
CRASH Playing Tips 

COMPETITION 
TIME . . . 
It's time for another exciting Playing Tips comp - and let's hope 
plenty of you dare to tackle Dan. Entries for the Driller map comp 
last month seemed to get lost in the new dimension . . . so I'm 
still wafting for a complete Driller map and the prizes from 
Incentive are still up for grabs. 

The challenge this time la to provide working, non-Muttiface 
POKEs for Virgin Games's Dan Dare II. And the prize is worth 
hacking for £30 worth of software plus a fat full-colour book 
featuring the very earliest Dan Dare comic strips from 1950 and 
1951! It's one for the collectors - which Is probably why it's called 
(deep breath) Dan Dare Pilot Of The Put ure Deluxe Collectors Edition. 

Send your entries to the usual address, marking the envelope 
DAN DARE COMP. 

It's good to be back at wort* after the ten days of 'compulsory' 
holiday over Christmas. All that lazing about, eating, drinking and 
being merry is enough to tire any normal Playing Tips editor out, 
but I can handle I t And I'll be at it again next month with another 
competition and loads of your POKES, tips and maps. Please 
send them all to: 

CRASH 

PS: If you send a map please draw it in dark ink on white paper -
It makes our temperamental artists' lives easier when they come 
to prepare It for printing. 
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" In Knight 
impressed by Rainbird's mas-
terly grasp of what even the 
nonadventurer wants. One of 
the best features is the ability 
to examine almost everything 
within reach; examining the 
various sorls of trees is an 
experience in itself! The only 
problem is the speed with 
which you can die; if you hap-

Cfi to fall into a fight, then 
urs of careful adventuring 

can be gone in a flash. Still, in 
a game of this complexity, 
these are the things you have 
to look out for. 

Knight Ore is an atmos-
pherii, intriguing, absorbing 
(time-consuming) ana 
thoroughly worthwhile adv-
enture. Together with the 
excellent novella, Level 9's 
achievement more than jus-
tifies the high price. " 
MIKE 94% 

C-A 

KNIGHT ORC 
PRODUCER: Rainbird 
RETAIL PRICE: £14.95 (three tapes! 
AUTHORS: Level 9 

jNrjf*^! e're always ready to 
> ' IJW^i "press our sympathy for 
U ^ S u k j t h c persecuted and the 
' y ft) exiled, and in the three-

• ' part Knight Ore you tan 
take on the role of a persecuted and 
exiled ore, wandering helplessly 
around Middle Earth, running the 
risk of being injured or killed by 
almost anyone you meet. 

As Level 9's text-only adventure 
begins you are lanced by a knight 
on his horse. You do survive, but 
the landscape you find yourself in is 
far from encouraging. There is a dis-
mal fairground, a hideous-looking 
castle, and a gallows on the skyline. 

And when you set out on foot it's 
a lonely journey. Ask any of the 
c harat ters on I he road for help, and 
they alt say 'Get lost busier'. 

There's no comfort to be found 

ZF 

in the Ore's Head Inn, either. It has 
an 'atmosphere of gloom and 
depression', and the licensee cer-
tainly doesn't serve beer to ores. If 
you linger in the pub long enough, 
violent incidents arise. 

But being killed isn't so much a 
setback as you might have feared. 
You are promptly carted off to 
Paradise (or is it Valhalla?!, and you 
can get booted out by a rather 
stuck-up Valkyrie equally promptly. 
Your stay in Paradise may not last 
more than a few seconds - enjoy it 
while you can, before you resume 
the trials and tribulations of (he 
game. 

The three subgames Loos>edOre, 
A KindOt Magk and t forties Of Tht> 
Mountain Kilty are eac h on a differ-
ent tape and together make up the 
Knight On world. 

" Never has so much been 
packed on so few chips for so 
many. Knight Ore is so com-
plex it's an absolute pleasure 
to play - not so much a game, 
more of a book in which you 
can write your own ending. 
The text is beautifully-written, 
both interesting and informa-
tive story; the vocabulary is 
extremely user-friendly and 
'real' sentences or even 
paragraphs can be con-
structed. 

But what makes Knight On 
so atmospheric is the number 
of characters roaming about 
the place - they don't just 
exist as in most adventures, 
they actually have lives all of 
their own, just as much as the 
player. 

The price is hardly high for 
a game that will supply such 
long-lasting entertainment 
and involvement. " 
PAUL 93% 

It's a world of magic, wilh 21 
spells to learn, but also a world of 
woods, glades, spinneys and groves 
of all kinds of trees, and ynu can 
spend much time wandering 
around them (or through the 36-
pagc handbook and novella). In 

some parts of the woodLind there 
are golden objects to be found; 
other areas have nothing at all to 
offer. Probe every nook and cranny 
you can, though the program will 
never lire of telling you thai 'that's 
probably just scenery'. It's an ore's 

" Knight Ore is a highly com-
plex fantasy adventure, full of 
murder, mystery and suspense 
- and the odd piece of wit! A 
few graphics would have gone 
down well, bul the program is 
easy to use and the pu/iles 
are challenging. " 
NICK 90% 

COMMFNTS, 

GRAPHICS: text only 
ATMOSPHFRF: beautifully-
crafted desc riptions bring the 
game to life, and the text-only 
display allows you to visualize 
exactly what you want (as 
£ory or as simple as your imag-
ination allows!) 
GENERAL RATING: a com-
plex, challenging adventure 
packed with detail - Level 9's 
nest to date, and that's saying 
something 

Loosed Ore 

A Kind of Magic 
- Hordes of the Mountain King H $ 

NOVELLA & PLAYGUID-

Presentation 
Vocabulary 
Complexity 
Addictive qualities 
OVERALL 
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LEVEL HEADS 
SOFTOGRAPHY 
Smashes all the way 
Level 9 was established in 1981 and the Austin (earn s first releases 
included Space Invasion and Extended BASIC. Then the adventures, most 
of Ihem on the level 9 label itself, started coming . . . 

title CRASH review 

1982 
Colossal Adventure 
Adventure Quest 
Dungeon Quest 
flThese three titles were released in one package by Rainbird in 1987 as 
Silicon Dreams) 

1983 
Level 9 starts writing for the Spectrum 
Snowball 
Lords Of Time 

9/10 Issue 6 
recommended Issue 3 

1984 
Level 9 begins clue-sheet system for helpless adventurers 
Return To Eden 
Erik The Viking 

1985 
The Secret Diary Of Adrian Mole Aged 13 V* 
Emerald Isle 
Red Moon 
Worm In Paradise 

1986 
The Price Of Magik 
fewels Of Darkness 

1987 
Knight Ore (for Rainbird - review this issue}) 
Gnome Ranger (on the Level 9 label) 

1988 plans 
Time & Magik (for Rainbird) 
an adventure of Arthurian England (on the Level 9 label) 

8/10 Issue 11 

9/10 Issue 23 
9/10 Issue 16 
9/10 Issue 20 
9/10 Issue 26 

94% Issue 30 
94% Issue 36 
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Y 
ou might have thought 
only shopkeepers live 
above the shop, but 
four terraced houses in 
Bracknell are the 

the price-range there but Pete 
says 'we do not intend to sell on 
the basis of price, but of quality. 

' It's a bit early to tell how sales 
are going,' he continues,' but if it 
carries on at its present rate, half 

You can get more over with 
text than with graphics 

offices, workshops and homes of 
the Austin brothers. They are 
Mike, Nick and Pete, and they 
spend most of their time looking 
after the shop - Level 9 
Computing, the adventure 
factory responsible for Emerald 
Isle, Gnome Ranger and now 
Knight Ore. 

When I met them in November 
they had pretty well decided on 
the games for 1988 and sadly it 
looks as though the most 
interesting, a combined arcade' 
adventure, game will not be 
released for the Spectrum. 
Though the Austins are keeping 
I he story line a secret, it's likely to 
be a u n e with text - too much 
text for the Spectrum's memory. 

Level 9's next Spectrum title 
will appear about Easter, 
presenting the further 
adventures of the wonderful 
Ingrid Bottomlow in a Gnome 
Ranger II. Pete sees her as a sort 
of young Norah Batty, so perhaps 
we'll see her before her stockings 
wrinkle. 

Planned for the end of 1988 is 
a survival game which will 
involve problems solved for real 
by Pete Austin in the great 
outdoors of Berkshire. This will 
be text-only on the Spectrum - a 
great loss, considering the 
graphics in Gnome Ranger. 

GNOME IN THE USA 
Level 9 is branching out into Ihe 
arcade adventure field, but it's 
unlikely the Austins will stray 
much further yel. They see little 
prospect of the educational-
software market growing large 
enough to be profitable, and for 
similar reasons they are unlikely 
to introduce a budget label -
particularly as in the 16-bit 
market their prices start al 
£14.95, with many costing twice 
as much. 

They have, however, recently 
started selling in the USA and 
have gone in at $19.95 (about 
£11). That's near the bottom of 

" d J n d h 

credibility of a game is lost if 
you're in a medieval setting and 
you find a battery-ope rat 
torch, he says, though many 
players lake that as part of the 
fantasy). 

of our of all our sales will be 
there.' Four Level 9 tilles have 
already gone on sale in Uncle 
Sam's great republic: Silicon 
Dreams, laws Of Darkness, 
Gnome Ranger and Knight Ore. 

BACK FROM A LONG 
SILENCE 

Commenting on why Level 9's 
sales have stayed high in a 
notoriously fickle market, the 
Austins explain that they always 
write the games Ihey most wish 
to play themselves - and have 
found, so far, that most others 
like them too. 

There was a long silence from 
Level 9 after Silicon Dream-and 
then two adventures released in 
ouick succession. Mike explains 
that the gap of almost a year was 
largely because all Level 9's 
games were being converted and 

EMBARRASSING 
TITLES 

Another problem is that the titles 
of many adventures are so long 
and weird that people find it 
embarrassing to ask for them in 
the shop, says Pete. He thinks this 
is why The Hobbit still sells so 
well - it's a short, simple title 
which is easy to remember. 

Celtic names (realor invented) 
also get the thumbs down, as they 
are very difficult for most people 
to pronounce correctly and if 
spelled in a more English fashion 
only offend the Welsh or Gaelic 
speakers. 

A third of level 9's sales are to 
women, which is most unusual in 
the software market. Pete 
comments: 'I feel that the main 
way to make women more 
interested in computers is to 
change the advertising. Most 
advertising seems to emphasise 
the violent aspect of games and 
while nobody wants things like 
My Little Pony prancing about, it 
would be better to point out that 
computer programs can be 
interesting, informative and 
broaden the mind. Unfortunately 
violence does succeed in selling. 
If you have an essentially boring 
concept the best way to jazz it up 
is to add some blood. This is what 
Hollywood has been doing 
successfully for years, but what 
you really need is a good script.' 

If you have a boring concept 
the best way to jazz it up is to 

add some blood 

greatly expanded to run on 16-bit 
machines - mainly the Atari ST, 
but also the Amiga. Now this has 
been completed, and the Austins 
hope to release four to six games 
in 1988. 

The Austins are confident their 
games will win, believing no 
other programmers offer 
anywhere near enough pure 
strategy along with the puzzle-
solving. Pete, particularly, 
believes most other adventures 
simply aren't logical enough, and 
often contain anachronisms (the 

He suggests that 'what 
magazines like CRASH should do, 
rather than ban violent or overly 
aggressive advertising, is relegate 
it to the back of the magazine 
where it's less obvious'. The 
perennial argument against that 
is that many people actually read 
magazines from back to fronl. 

VOMIT GAMES 
All the Austins dislike the kind of 
game where characters are 

violently decapitated and a little 
nome comes along and kicks the 
ead off the screen. They hope 

that these games, which they call 
'vomit games' after their usual 
sound effects, are just a passing 
phase that will disappear as the 
industry grows up. In their games 
there is almost no attacking, and 
in Gnome Ranger Ihe worst that 
happens lo anyone is that the 
witch gets her wand broken. 

Even in earlier Level 9 games, 
where il was sometimes possible 
lo kill characters, they would 
come back laler in the game, as 
ghosts, and cause more trouble 
than if you'd left them alone. 

THE PUZZLE NOTTHE 
PICTURES 

The Austins would also like to 
change the way that in so many 
top-selling games all the effort 
goes into presentation and 
graphics, rather than gameplay. 
They say they've always done 
things Ihe otner way round - the 
important thing has been the 
puzzle, not just pretty pictures. 

Going on to explain now they 
think adventuring will develop, 
the Austins all agree that there 
will be much more interaction 
between player and nonplayer 
characters (NPCs). The object is 
to make these NPCs far more real 
and to construct puzzles which 
will be impossible to solve 
without their cooperation. In 
other words, the adventure will 
become more like an interactive 
book. 

' I think that for a long lime to 
come there wilt be a market for 
text-only games, in the same way 
that though many people have 
videos book sales are still very 
good,' says Pete.' You can take in 
a lot more information by reading 
than by watching TV. This is why 
when books are adapted for TV 
and radio half the plot must be 
left out. You can get more over to 
the player by the use of text than 
graphics - this is especially true 
of trie home computer where 
graphics are still relatively 
crude.' 

The Austins intend to carry on 
using graphics - and some 
movement, such as clouds and 
rippling water - and more mood 
music, though Ihey won't put 
that on the Speccy. 

They are also working on a 
basic problem with all 
adventuring: though you can 
read quickly, inputting is very 
much slower, despite the use of 
abbreviations. They haven't 
solved the problem yet. Says 
Pete: '1 don't like icons. A 
number of people use Ihem, but 
they don't give enough flexibility. 
It then looks like a multiple-
choice game, which to me 
essentially gels rid of too many of 
the puzzles.' 
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+ For 2 years we have been saying that Ml I T I FACE IS THE ESSENTIAL SPECTRUM COMPANION. 

Our adverts tried to describe on one page what reviews uniformly praised on many. 
We believe everything was said about it already (please send a SAE if you missed it) and ^ ^ 

everybody - even the extraterrestrials - knows that when it comes to copying Spectrum programs between 

\¥\ 
| tape/disc/cartridgeAvafer, there is ONLY one way, ONLY one solution, ONLY one product: 

the MULTIFACE. 
There is ONLY one thing we have not done: we never considered dropping the price, as 

we feel MULTIFACE is the best value for money (and there is no competition left anyway). 
But as our bid to celebrate the opening of THE YEAR OF THE ROBOT, you will have 

an opportunity to buy through mail order ALL of ROMANTIC ROBOT hardware with MifillBBi 
and software with BflTTiWQp This unique offer will last until February 1988 only -

provided the aliens will not get hold of the whole lot first . . . . Need we say anymore? 
The otter Includes MI LTIFACE :t r<* Spectrum+.1, Ml'LTIKACE 12* for any other Spectrum, MIL.TIKACB I f<»i 4SK Spn inim. * 

Ml LTIPRINT Parallel prililer intcrfmf for I2IV4* Spwtrum, and the VIDEOFACK DIGITISEK - all with m O g l l j j f l iIm. 
III.' GENIE disasM-inhlc-r (for MILTIKACE I / 128 / Ml LTH'RI.VT), MUSiC TYPEWRITER and TRANS-KXI'RI-XS - .ill w i l h | W ' f » M ! i l 
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YES, BUT IT WAS WORTH THE 
JOURNEY - THEY EVEN HAD IT 
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I enclose a c h e q u e / P O for £ * * 

or debit my ^ ™ No 

Name Card expiry. 

Address 

Please send -
MULTIFACE ONE 
MULTIPRINT 

w/through port 
GENIE/GENIE 128 

C 3 4 . 9 5 D MULTIFACE 128 £ 3 9 . 9 5 0 
£34.95 • MULTIFACE 3 £ 39.95 Q 
£ 3 9 . 9 5 O w/through port C 4 4 . 9 5 D 
£ 6 . 9 5 • VIDEO DIGITIZER C64 .00Q 

MUSIC TYPEWRITER Ĉ  4 . 9 5 • WRIGGLER £ 2 . 9 5 D 
TRANS-EXPRESS cartridge • d iskD w a t e r • £ 6 95eq 

N M i t f f l i I f M t M L T f t 15 Hayland Close London NW9 0LH 2 4 hr® 0 1 - 2 0 0 8 8 7 0 G 3 



A FABULOUS PHILIPS 
COMPACT DISK 
GHETTOBLASTER 
COURTESY OF HEWSON 

PLUS 25 COPIES OF THE FOUR SMASH HITS COMPILATION FOR THE RUNNERS-UP 

Hewson are about to launch their second compilation pack, called Four 
Smash Hits. This little beauty contains Exolori, Uridium +, Zynaps and 

Ranarama. and is well worth shelling out a tenner for. 
If you fancy owning this compilation but can't be bothered to pay for 

it, you could always enter our competition. which features 25 of them as 
runnefs-up prizes. 

1 1 s H S p A N Y Z T c C C A • 1 0 0 H A H 0 M z M v U K M t 1 R E U A A L U A L G 1 C A 
1 
• R A P T H 0 1 P S 1 s A R • 1 Y G N 0 H X D F P S D T A 1 
1 F L L A 0 E 1 A A P R T N 
• 
• 0 E N Q R Z R W N O O A Y I 1 L Z Y O F A U N E 0 S R S 
1 
1 K W A C D N M Q B H S A E 
I S P 0 R T Y M A U E D N L 1 1 H 0 0 D U N 1 T L M L U G 
1 • E 1 Z P L M 0 Q U A M L A • 1 D E v E N 1 N G S T A R E 

A small incentive is also on offer in the shape of a copy of the compila-
tion plus a Philips portable CD/cassetteAuner with five-band graphic 

equaliser and four speaker-system. 
Interested? Good. Find the ten Hewson games hidden in the 

word square below, and one of these prizes could well be yours (game 
names consisting of two words or more appear as a connected block). 

When you've found the hidden 
Hewson games, just write the titles 
on the back of a postcard or sealed 
envelope with your name and 
address - and don't forget to put our 
address on the other side! 

It's: HERE'S LOOKING AT 
HEWSON COMP, CRASH, PO Box 
10, Ludlow, Shropshire SY8 1DB. 

Entries must be received by March 
8, and the decision of CRASH 'S 
appointed judges is final in all 
respects. They just may feel like 
blasting your ghetto, so look out. 
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THE DEVIL 
T H E ' ^ H 
AT LAST, after months of bashing out Frontline on my old battered 
typewriter, I have a shiny new superconvenient Amstrad PC word 
processor. With this marvel of fairly modern technology I can rearrange 
all my sarcastic comments at the touch of a button, instantaneously 
delete paragraphs of philosophical waffle, change typeface to my heart's 
content, and even correct my appalling spelling. I am enchanted. I am 
also discovering for the first time that computers really can be useful. 

Obviously computers can play an important everyday role in a 
business. But it was one of the fanciful fallacies of what the popular press 
called 'the computer boom' - the flurry of home-computer-buying that 
has slowed down because most people who want one have now got one 
- that a home computer could work the same kind of labour-saving 
wonders. One heard stories of somebody's friend who had 
'computerised his home' or ran his central heating with the computer. 
Parents bought computers in the firm belief that a Spectrum or 
Commodore would give their child an education in the modem and 
apparently all-important mystery of the computer, hoping that once 
they'd got tired of the games that came with it- Horace Goes Skiing, 
Scrabble, the immortal Radar Rat Race - they would start to put their 
machines to 'proper' use. 

But what really happened was that the Child, having got tired of Horace 
Goes Skiing and perhaps found that BASIC could make the border go a 
funny colour or print 'Dundee United Rules' thousands of times on the 
screen, would proceed to more sophisticated game software. Parental 
scorn would start: 'You've not bought another stupid game, have you? I 
didn't buy that computer so you could spend time playing silly games on 
it. Why don't you do something useful? Why don't you learn to program?' 

Some young computer-owners did indeed learn to program. But what 

did they program? What was the only thing there was any point in 
programming? Games! 

Perhaps you could run the central heating from a Spectrum, but 
modem heating systems have perfectly adequate control systems of 
their own. The contents of the freezer can be monitored by opening the 
door and looking In. The small memory of home computers, and the 
tacky keyboards of earty Spectrum models, preclude serious word 
processing. In fact, the home computer has only one nongaming 
function: it provides a kind of familiarisation course for the few 
schoolchildren who do go on to commercial programming. Whatever 
uncomprehending parents may believe, a home computer is nothing 
more than a flexible, fascinating games machine. 

And we should not be ashamed of that. 11 can be frustratingly difficult 
to convince those who have never come across a good computer game 
that they can be as valid an intellectual pastime as traditional board 
games and puzzles; they lack the social aspect of group gaming, but 
properly used they offer the solo player a wealth of entertainment at his 
convenience. 

It's only prejudice that compartmentalises entertainment, finding live 
theatre and reading thoroughly good, television dubious, and computer 
games a mind-rotting invention of the devil. There are bad and good 
plays and bad and good computer games. 

And it is only a more specialised prejudice that considers a poky little 
home computer - with what is, these days, a tiny memory - wasted on 
games. Though my gleaming new word processor is a great 
convenience, and invaluable for processing PBM turns, nothing will 
convince me to write my novels on it. 

SORCERER LORD 
Producer: PSS 
Retail price: £12.99 (cassette), £17.99 (disk) 

Fantasy games always provide a 
refreshing alternative to the 
interminable mud and metal of the 
Second World War. but it's 
unusual for a fantasy war game to 
be as complex as a simulation of a 
histoncal battle. It's probably not 
that authors are incapable of 
making up detailed statistics, 
landscapes and backgrounds -
more likely they believe that 
people who want to play fantasy 
games are less concerned with 
such fiddly details and want 
simple combat, tots of DSD-
inspired races, and the chance to 
throw fireballs around. 

But I for one would love to see a 
fully-fledged war-gamer's fantasy 
war game - and with Sorcerer 
Lord the ever-enterprising PSS 
makes a gallant though flawed 
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attempt. 
So don't be put off by the box, 

which declares that Sorcerer Lord 
is by the author of PSS's 
Battlefield Germany, a game I 
found almost unplayable (it was 
credited to Cybercon Enterprises). 

Inside the box is a player's 
manual, a glossy PSS catalogue 
almost as large as the ruiebook, a 
reference card listing the control 
keys and the meanings of the 
symbols, and an extremely well-
drawn map of the Lands Of 
Galanor on sepia fake parchment. 

The detailed ruiebook opens 
with The Scenario. And, naturally, 
sinister and evil twisted ghostie 
things from the north are marching 
southward from their wastelands 
to do battle with the clean-limbed, 
upstanding, civilised races in the 

south. It's one of the great 
mythological patterns of computer 
war-gaming that the enemy 
marches from the east if it's 
historical and the north if it's 
fantasy. 

The citizens of a mystenous 
region called the Shadowlands 
have, after several unexciting 
millennia, acquired a new 
Shadowlord. His predecessor was 
a peace-loving sod. but the 
newcomer wants to stir things up. 

The ambitious new Shadowlord 
has sent his Shadow Legions - not 
people, bul magically-engineered 
Wolf riders and warriors 
commanded by misguided 
humans - to invade the Lands Of 
Galanor and recapture the 
enchanted rune rings which were 
created there by the magic people 
of the Shadowlands long ago. 

The player's task - as the clean-
shaven men of Galanor, of course 
- is to repel the Shadow Legions, 
preventing them from capturing 
and holding fortresses and rune 
rings for more than 12 consecutive 

days. (If they manage to, they 
achieve victory.) The fortresses 
are also the player's only sources 
of reinforcements, so the more 
that are in the power of the 
Shadowlord the less chance 
Galanor will have to raise troops to 
recapture them. 

There are five different races in 
Galanor, and all have special 
characteristics. Fives move and 
fight well in woodland, of course; 
the Men Of Rovanium (the most 
southerly and so naturally the 
most civilised nation) are skilled in 
sorcery; and the Mountain 
Warriors Of Morgaiion are adept at 
fighting in mountainous terrain. 

After the opening menu (where 
you choose one of three skill 
levels, and can load a previously-
saved game). Sorcerer Lord 
launches abruptly into the 
Shadowlord's first movement 
phase. In fact, three phases 
quickly tumble across the screen 
and the Shadow Legions are 
already streaming southward 
before the players gets a chance 



(o intervene. 
Anyone who has played 

Battlefield Germany will recall 
waiting (or 15 minutes while the 
computer plodded through its 
turn. I lavished scorn on this 
appalling piece of programming (it 
got 42% Overall in Issue 40). and 
so I'm almost ashamed to admit 
that Sorcerer Lord goes to the 
opposite extreme with an effect 
almost as damaging to payability. 

The Shadowlord whizzes 
through his movement phase like 
Battlefield Germany 20 times 
faster and then - which is more 
serious - resolves battles so 
quickly that it's extremely difficult 
to follow what's going on. A 
summary of the riders ana warriors 
lost by each side is flashed on the 
message area for just a few 
moments. 

But most maddening of all is the 
war report, a full screen of detailed 
and interesting information about 
the state of each army and the 
ownership of the many fortresses 
and rune rings. This is the sort of 
thing that one would wish to study 
at leisure, and frequently. On some 
versions of Sorcerer Lord you can 
summon it with a keypress at any 
time; but on the Spectrum, it 
appears for two seconds - literally 

- at the end of each combat phase. 
It's as if the author realised that 
Battlefield Germany is too stow, 
changed a few variables to a lower 
value picked at random, and never 
checked whether the new speed 
is any more convenient. 

The screen map is hexagonal, 
as in Battlefield Germany, The 
Sorcerer Lord map is a little more 
attractive, though the ragged 
edges made inevitable by the 
hexagonal layout are untidy and 
the contours of the land are 
blocky. The fortresses, citadels 
and rune rings are set in a varied 
landscape of forest, mountains, 
plains, deserts and the occasional 
patches of wasteland. 

Though there are several 
hundred riders and warriors 
stationed in every fortress, they 
cannot be mobilised without a 
leader (here Sorcerer Lord 
resembles Lords Of Midnight). As 
the player starts off with about 20 
unmanned fortresses and just 
three leaders under his command, 
things are rather discouraging. But 
fortunately, every turn there is a 
Galanor Alliance phase, when new 
leaders wake up to the imminent 
danger and materialise for use in 
their own fortresses. 

Fortresses also generate extra 

troops at random. And any leader 
can build up a huge army simply 
by going round the map recruiting 
warrior and riders, but this takes 
time - and meanwhile the Shadow 
Legions will have taken over the 
undefended fortresses and rune 
rings. 

The abilities of each army are 
defined by four factors: the value 
of its leader, its leader's skill in 
sorcery, its fatigue level, and its 
movement rate. Combat between 
adjacent enemy units is not 
inevitable; the player can decide 
to attack by moving onto the 
enemy's square, which is then 
marked with a battle sign. 

Combat is resolved after the 
player ends the movement phase, 
and various factors, including 
leadership values and terrain type, 
determine the result. 

The most novel factor is 
Sorcery. If the battle takes place 
near a rune ring - and the nearer 
the better - the side which controls 
the rune ring can take power from 
it to summon Sorcery. The 
strength of the Sorcery cannot be 
predicted, but is affected by the 
leader's Sorcery skill and distance 
from the rune ring. 

Weak Sorcery merely alters the 
weather conditions in the caster's 

favour (perhaps it only rains on half 
the battlefield . . . ) . but 
Devastating Sorcery brings down 
a whole host of screaming demons 
on the enemy. 

Despite all the imagination that 
has gone into Sorcerer Lord. and 
the obvious potential for varied 
and thoughtful tactics, the 
gameplay is awkward and dull 
(though technically it's a great 
improvement on Battlefield 
Germany). The game lacks 
atmosphere, for all the care that 
has been put into the packaging. 

But some people will find a lot to 
enjoy in Sorcerer Lord, and It's 
encouraging to see this sort of 
fantasy war game released at all. 

Presentation 80% 
The packaging is superb, the 
programming gauche 
Graphics 75% 
Attractive. though rather 
characterless 
Payability 64% 
Difficult to enjoy 
O V E R A L L 7 0 % 
Interesting aspects, but try it out 
before investing 

BLITZKRIEG 
Producer: CCS 
Author: K Wright 
Retail price: £9.95 

Blitzkrieg is a large-scale 
simulation of the German invasion 
of France in May 1940. It comes 
from CCS's increasingly reputable 
designer K Wright, whose 
previous credits for the company 
include Yankee and the Smash 
Napoleon At War (they earned 
87% and 95% Overall respectively 
in Issues 42 and 34); and don't 
worry, this well-presented and 
playable game is nothing to do 
with Ariolasoft's terrible 
Commodore 64 Blitzkrieg. 

A centre-spread map in the 
nicely-produced rulebook shows 
the historical plan of attack by the 
Axis powers, which was of course 
successful. A diversionary attack 
was launched from the German 
border Into central Belgium, and 
while the Allied defences were 
engaged there two Axis armies got 
underneath the line to the south, 
dashed through Switzerland, and 
made it Into France. The campaign 
forces included armoured 
divisions, parachute regiments 
and substantial air support. 

Blitzkrieg doesn't let the player 
manipulate all aspects ot the Axis 
invasion - you can't even 
distribute those charmingly 
abstract air-support points 
common in games of this type -
but concentrates on the large-
scale movement of the six-division 
armies. 

It bears a strong visual 
resemblance to programmer 
Wright's previous games Waterloo 
(from Lothlorien; 92% in Issue 23) 
and Yankee. A clear, attractive 
map fills the screen without clutter 
in the margins, and a narrow strip 
along the bottom contains a menu. 
Because the menu is squeezed 
untidily into such a small space. 

most ol the Spectrum's limited 
display can be given over to the 
map: the entire play area fills about 
four screens, scrolls without fuss, 
and covers the eastern part of 
France, all of Belgium and 
Switzerland, most of Holland, and 
the western extremity of Germany. 
All are clearly marked onscreen so 
you don't need the map and can 
stay glued to the set. 

There are seven different types 
of terrain, including country 
borders. Units appear as the 
traditional squares. 

This innocuously traditional 
appearance hides an innovative 
and unexpected system of play. 
The player commands the 4th, 6th, 
12th and 16th armies, and the 
Panzergruppe Kleist, and though 
each army is divided into Six units 
(infantry, armoured or 
mechanised) it can only be given 
orders as a whole. 

And unlike Wright's earlier 
games, Blitzkrieg does not offer 
the easy option of overriding the 
artificial intelligence and placing 
units individually. The intention is 
to simulate the uncertainty of a real 
campaign, where decisions made 
by commanders pushing counters 
across boardroom maps cannot 
always be implemented in real life. 

Yet it's not as frustrating as one 
might imagine . . . 

Though units cannot be 
controlled individually, they fight 
separately. The strength of a unit 
is expressed in a rough 
percentage figure, chipped away 
5% at a time, and - as in Yankee -
morale also affects a unit's 
performance. The stages of 
morale range from Excellent, 
which adds 30% to the unit's 
effectiveness, to Abysmal; it goes 
steadily down depending on the 
unit's losses. It seems morale 
never improves, so I expect most 
of the army is extremely 
depressed by the end of the game. 

Movement is unusual: the player 
can try to form lines of units 
without having control over the 
individual units. You set the central 
position for which the army will 
aim, and can mark right and left 
flanks to determine how far north 
and south the units will go. 

If the central position is used on 
its own without a nght and left 
flank, all units will commit 
themselves to a long narrow front 
line against the enemy. If. on the 
other hand, the player sets all three 
markers as close together as 
possible, three of the army's six 
units will hustle tightly forward and 
three will hang back in reserve. 

But everything is very 
indeterminate. The player can only 
give orders for the advance and 
hope that the front-line units will 
manage to stay roughly together; 
because terrain takes its toll on 
movement points, some get on 
considerably faster than others. 

The movement orders are used 
to dictate the whole army's 
general intentions. The ATTACK 
order means every unit will attack 
every enemy unit it comes within 
range of. and should be used only 
when you're convinced that an all-
out assault will noi be too 
damaging. DISCRETION is the 
standard order; the army's 
commander will weigh up the 
factors and decide whether to 

attack an adjacent unit. RETREAT, 
not a very useful order, limits 
combat to defence. 

Because the armies should be 
on DISCRETION most of the time, 
attack decisions are usually out of 
the player's hands. Once the 
movement orders have been 
given, you can just sit back and 
watch while your side advances 
and attacks. Movement and 
combat are displayed in separate 
phases, at a brisk pace which 
demands attention. There's no 
chance to get up and make a cup 
of coffee or turn over a record, 
unless you don't mind missing 
some of the action. 

The map scrolls to where 
movement or combat is taking 
place and shows each step 
separately. Even if a unit is 
attacked by three adjacent units, It 
defends itself against each in turn, 
and units don't combine attacks 
as effectively as in many games. 

Terrain modifies the 
effectiveness of an attack, usually 
to the disadvantage of the 
attacker: trying to launch an 
offensive from the middle of a 
major river not unsurprisingly puts 
a unit at a 40% disadvantage. But 
these terrain effects would be 
more interesting if you could 
determine more exactly where 
units are going to end up. 

After a particularly successful 
combat, a unit may advance into a 
space left by a retreating or routed 
enemy. Or at the end of the 
combat phase a unit may disband 
and redistribute its strength 
automatically to other units. 

There are various victory 
conditions - or, rather, conditions 
which will end the game. Ray is 
terminated if the effectiveness of 
either army falls too low, if the 
Germans make it to the key city ot 
Amiens near Paris, if even a single 
Allied unit gets through the 
German lines, or if the German 
armies don't get far enough west. 
Victory is then decided simply on 
the effectiveness of the two 
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armies, and the Axis side wins if it 
seems France is likely to fall in the 
circumstances. This abrupt cutoff 
can be frustrating, but you can 
choose to cany on 

On my first attempt at Blitzkrieg 
1 made the same mistake as the 

Allies did in committing myself to a 
static war of attrition. But the way 
to be successful is to advance as 
quickly and aggressively as you 
can. and I found to my satisfaction 
that the Allies shrank back readily 
in the face of a forward thrust. On 

• Terrain, morale and unit strength can win or lose the day on this clear, well • 
scrolling screen 

my third game I got a 'substantial 
German victory', but that was only 
on the first level; there are three. 

Though there are many 
restrictions-you can only play the 
Axis side, there's no two-player 
option and you can't position units 
exactly - the quality and payability 
of Blitzkrieg make the lack of frills 
irrelevant. It's fascinating, 
compulsive and so 
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straightforward to control that 
nothing interrupts the flow of 
gameplay. The game only drags in 
the earliest movement phases, 
where - as in Yankee - one has to 
watch the map scrolling around 
blank expanses while invisible 
enemy units move. 

The substantial rulebook gives 
historical background and a clear 
description of the game's 
mechanics - and, as is becoming 
standard, the programmer pleads 
his cause and anticipates criticism 
by defending the idiosyncrasies of 
his game. 

Blitzkrieg is thoroughly 
recommended to everyone, 
whatever their preference in 
games. Its straightforward 
operation won't bewilder 
someone unused to wargames, 
yet its possibilities are complex 
enough to challenge experienced 
strategists. Most important of all, 
it's fun to play. 

Presentation 89% 
Almost immaculate 
Graphics 90% 
Minimalist and extremely 
effective, with space used well and 
the onscreen map clearly marked 
Rules 85% 
Thorough and well-presented 
Authenticity 80% 
Unusually fast-moving and 
atmospheric for a traditional game 
Payability 93% 
Compelling and absorbing 
OVERALL 9 0 % 
Definitely worth buying 

BY KEN WRIGHT 

Blitzkrieg simulates the German attack in May 
1940 when the Low Countries and France were 
overrun. The French Magmot Line was by-passed 
by the mighty German army spearheaded by 
Kleist's crack Panzergruppe 

GAME FEATURES: You command 5 German 
armies by a unique system ol 3 cursors which 
enable you to set up a line ol advance. The Allies 
defence is master-minded by the computer Large 
scrolling map on varied terrain, hidden movement 
and 3 levels of difficulty For 1 player. 

GC SPECTRUM 48K & 1 2 8 K - E 9 9 5 
Available Mail Order by return from 
Cases Computer Simulat ions Ltd., 
14 Langton Way. London SE3 7TL 
Tel: 01-858 0763 
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DON'T MISS ISSUE 3 OF - 38 PACKED PAGES OF THE LATEST GAMES 
REVIEWS FOR AMIGA, ATARI ST, 

COMMODORE 64/128, SPECTRUM 48/128, 
AMSTRAD CPC/PCW, SEGA CONSOLE and PC 

COMPATIBLES 
PLUS 

COIN-OP CONFRONTATION 
RACIAL DISCRIMINATION IN COMPUTER GAMES 

(Mel Croucher) 
GAMES CENSORSHIP (John Gilbert) 

TOWARDS A TAPELESS STUDIO (Jon Bates) 
ON SALE NOW - THE PERFECT COMPLEMENT TO 

YOUR MONTHLY CRASH! 

AND ISSUE 4, ON SALE FEBRUARY 18 . . . 

THE BIGGEST EXCLUSIVE OF OUR TIME - AT LAST THE 

STORY 
A mammoth event featuring Interviews with the people who were Ultimate. They tell the 
story of their success and why they disappeared, with some startling facts never before 

heard. This issue's a must! 

7 SPECTRUM UPGRADE/ 
LOAD 48K PROGRAMS IN ONLY2A SECS!* 

WITH THE PLUS D DISC/PRINTER 
INTERFACE 

• Up to 780K storage with 3-5 or 5-25 discs. Add the power 
• Instant transfer from cassette or disc with snapshot and speed of 

button - up to 16 48K games or 6 128K games per disc, a DISC DRIVE 
• Load/Save in an amazing 3-5 seconds (128K In 10 sees.) to your SPECTRUM 
• Print screen at anytime with unique snapshot print. (any model except +3) 

Single or Double size. m j 11. i ITTTTTT 1 W ' r 1 
•k Compatible with a wide range of serious 

and most games software. Can use Disciple discs. 
• From MGT... the designers of the Disciple - Supported 

by INDUG - The Disciple Users Group. 

l \ ^ n C 

\ FOR FULL DETAILS BY RETURN POST, PLEASE SEND SAE 
MGT, Unit 4, Chesterton Mill, 
French s Road, Cambridge 

i CB4 3IMP or call 0223-311665 

.95 
INC. VAT 

Public Fran̂ als 
«Francophone contactei " f M 
Oochet +44-291 257 SO ^ 

MILES GORDON TECHNOLOGY ^ — "Timings are approximate, d e p e n d n g o n drive 
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CRASH & SPECTR UM SOFTWARE HIS TOR Y BINDERS 
Lloyd Mangram's successful CRASH & Spectrum Software History, which 
was concludcd last issue, adds up io 96 pages: pages telling the four-year 
story of CRASH magazine and the Spcctnun software world, and 48 full-
colour reproductions of CRASH coven by artists Oliver Prey and Ian Craig. 

Rather than leaving the CRASH & Spectrum Software History in several 
separate issues, many readers will want to keep the collection together. 

And so CRASH & Spectrum Software History binders are now available 
by mail order for £4.50 each (£6.50 outside mainland UK), postage and 
packing included. 

That price includes reprints of Lloyd Mangram's Lookbacks for the years 
1984, 1985, 1986 and 1987, and a selection of special articles on the 
development of the Spectrum and its software. 

These, together with other recently-published material designed for the 
binder, form a unique CRASH book of over 150 pages (complete with title 
and contents pages). 

The firm blue binders, similar to the annual CRASH magazine binders 
(which are available through the Hypermarket on page 82) and subdivided 
into sections with sturdy plastic rods, have room for: 
• Ou 96 pages of ihe CRASH History 
9 the compUu index of CRASH reviews 
• the complete index of CRASH playing tips and maps fin this issue) 
• the complete index of CRASH features (in this issue) 
• Lloyd Mangram's four Lookbacks at the years 1984, I98S, 1986 and 1987 
• special articles on the Spectrum, only available ttnth this binder 

The CRASH St Spectrum Software History binder is available now with the 
form below (or a copy of it). Please allow the usual 28 days for delivery. 

[please send me a CRASH & SpectnimSoftwaj^-Iisto^^nder with reprints | 
of three Lloyd Mangram Lookbacks and special articles. I enclose £4.50 

I (£6.50 if the delivery address is outside the mainland UK). 

I Name .. 
Address 

Postcode 
PLEASE DEBIT MY VISA/ACCESS ACCOUNT £ I 

| I wish to pay by Visa/Access (delete as applicable) 

Signature Expiry Oate 

Please Charge My Account No: I | 
| Cardholder addrcw, if different from delivery addrru above: 

I Poncodc 

— rrm ( 
i 

We name the guilty men: this month's King Grub was written by Richard Burton 
of Hetston, Cornwall TR126RB, who won the CRASH King Grub comp in Issue 46, 
and drawn by our resident Grubster Markie Kendrick 
Winners in full page 114 

ft 

I 



The CRASH & Sj 
T H E C R A S H D I R E C T O R Y 
P L A Y I N G T I P S A N D M A P S 
This index lists all the playing tips and maps published in CRASH in 
Issues 1 to 48 inclusive. The following Information is given: 

title description of tip Issue/page 

The symbol « , which is the mathematical symbol for infinity, denotes 
'infinite'. (Thus' » lives' means that the tip gives you infinite lives.) 

The letter L before a figure means' Level': thus' L1 solution' means that 
the tip is a solution to Level One of the game. 

1942 «lives 
2! 12AD tips 

map 
3D Ait Attack tips 

escape tip 
tip 
tip 

3D Deathchase invincible 
30 Lunattack 255 lives 
3DC »oxygen 
Abu Stmbel <*>lives 
Academy ® all 

tips 
tips 
tips 

Ace cheat 
»fuel 
immortality 

Action Biker tip 
tips 

Action Reflex »lives 
map 

Ad Astra tip 
»lives 
« power 
»lives 

Agent X oe lives 
Agent XII POKE 

passwords 
Ah Diddums 250 lives 

255 lives 
Airwolf » lives 

tip 
t'P 
map 

Airwotfll lives 
Alchemist tips 
Alien 8 map 

ao lives 
header 
tips 
«lives 

Alien Highway » lives 
Aliens map 

tip 
Amaurote solution 

»lives 
Android 2 cheat 

UP 
Android One «lives 

® lives 
Anfractuos cheat 

* all 
Antics cheat 

map 
Antinad map 
Arc Of Yesod « lives 
Arcadia «lives 

»lives 
«lives 

Archon DarksJde tips 
Arkano/d cheat 

bats 
Army Moves = lives 

code for second part 

36/96 28'68 
28/68 
10/77 

9/87 
8/84 
5/52 40 70 

20/64 
47/61 

27/v 
42/54 
40/60 
39'63 
37/69 
34/86 
46/47 
46/47 
20/69 
20/69 
32/54 
32/54 

9/86 
24/104 

40/65 
40/65 
39/68 
46/51 
48/52 

12/147 
40/65 
20/64 
19/64 
14/61 
14/60 
45/56 

8/83 
20/62 
15/62 
15/62 
15/62 
40/82 
30/61 
40/90 
42/53 
46/43 
41/54 
6/100 

12/143 
15/61 
40/65 
42/52 
40/85 

8/84 
8/82 

40/66 
27/xi 

12/147 
41/51 
40/65 
23/82 
40/83 
40/83 
42/57 
41/48 

map 

map 
Astroid Belt tips 
Astro Blaster tip 
Astroctone tips 

tips 
solution 
story 
on Itves 

Athena tips 
POKE 

AticAtac map2 
map] 
tips 
ACG key 
doors open 
»lives 
solution 
»lives 
» energy 

ATVSimulator POKE 
Auf Wiedersehen Monty 

oo lives 
Automania ® lives 
Avaton tips 

tips 
tips 
tip 
« energy 

Avenger « time 
map 

Back To Skool tips 
answers 
POKEs 
solution 

Backpackers Guide To The Universe (Part 1/ 
tips 

Ball Crazy immortality 
Barbarian « energy 

solution 
Barry McGuigan Wodd Championship Boxing 
Baseball tip 
Batman solution 

high jumps 
a> lives 
* jumps 

Battle Of The Planets ® lives 
Battlecars make mega car 
Batty POKE 

lives 
Beach Head tip 
Birds And The Bees The « lives 
Biz variables 
Black Crystal map references 

tip 
Bobby Bearing map 

tip 
»time 

Bomb/ack »lives 
Bombjack II ® lives 
Bombscare map 

teleport codes 
objects to find 

Booty diver game 
Boulder dash tip 

® lives 
Bounder cheat 

»lives 
Breakthru cheat 

cheat 
Brian Bloodaxe seat power 

Holy Grail 
«lives 
tips 
tips 

Brian Qough's Football Fortunes save 

map 

cheat 

40/88 
40/88 
40/88 
35/79 

8/82 
23/80 
27/xw 

26/110 
24/118 27/xv 

46/46 
47/134 

7/56 
6/56 
5/52 
5/52 

12/146 
12/146 
24/117 

40/80 
12/146 

46/51 
42/54 
41/48 
20/64 
16/71 
14/60 
13/86 

12/143 
24/103 

38/66 
37/69 

26/111 
24/120 

40/90 
40/89 
15/64 
15/62 
46/47 
44/54 
43/59 
28/65 
17/72 
32/43 
32/43 
30/68 
30/68 
27/xl 

14/59 
48/51 
48/52 

12/143 
41/51 
21/78 

9/88 
9/87 

32/53 
32/44 
37/63 
29/68 
40/84 
35/80 
35/81 
35/81 
15/62 
14/61 
40/89 
32/43 
30/67 
40/79 

36/103 
19/60 
19/60 
17/74 
16/72 
15/62 
40/73 

XIII 



Broad Street solution 
game finish 

Bruce Lee tip 
map 

Bubble Bobble lives 
Bubbler »lives 
Butch Hard Guy * lives 
Cauldron II <*> irves 

map 
Cavelon screen choice 
Cavern Fighter »lives 
Chequered Flag tip 
Chiller * lives 
Chimera »lives 

» Time 
Chronos tip 
Chuckle Egg tip 

® lives 
oc lives 

Chuckie Egg 2 tips 
Classic Muncher »lives 
Clrffhanger 100 lives 
Cobra slow game 

cheat 
« lives 
solution 
map 
» lives 

Code Name Mat no fire power 
Commando »lives 

tip 
Conquest «lives 

map 
Contact Sam Cruise cheat 

» cash 
solution 

Cookie tips 
w lives 
tip 
® lives 

Core map L2 
mapU 

Corridors Of Genon tips 
Critical Mass « lives 
Crypf level Codes 
Curse Of Sherwood map 

clues 
no energy 

Cybenm map 
tips 
oc lives 
•» lives 

Cyclone oc lives 
tip 
tip 
»lives 

Cyki map 
» lives 
tips 
»lives 

Cyrot * lives 
Daley Thompson's Decathlon track cheat 

tip 
tip 
tip 
high-jump cheat 

Dan Dare solution 
free from prison 
free fall 
® ammo 
»time 
oo energy 
map 
oo lives 

Dandy v> time 
tip 
map 

Deathstar Interceptor 
oo lives 
* lives 
tip 

Death Wish 3 tips 
Deathchase tip 
Deathwake cheat 
Defends °° bombs 

» bombs 
® lives 
»lives 

Dizzy map 

immortal 

20.69 
20 69 
19/64 
16/76 
47/59 
43/56 
40 84 
34/85 
33/66 10/77 

24/103 
6/100 
40 65 4 0 6 5 
27/xvi 
43/58 
9 /86 

14/59 
40/70 
18/78 42/53 
37/70 
46/44 
45/61 
40/85 
40/85 
38/60 
37/63 
21/82 
27/xi 

26/116 
33/71 
40/68 
43/58 
39/71 
38/67 
5 /52 12'147 

12/143 
40/80 
33/72 
32/48 
5 /53 
27/v 8/84 

44/56 
41/51 
41/51 
32/44 
29/68 
29/68 
40/82 
21/82 
20/68 
20/68 

27/v 
29/69 

27/xxm 
26/110 
24/108 
42/52 

11/133 
19/64 
14/6C 

12/144 
11/133 
34/86 
33/72 
33/72 
33/72 
33/72 
33/72 
33/62 
40/83 
37/70 
36/93 
37/70 

22/100 
22/100 

27/xvi 
18/77 
46/45 

9/86 
28/65 

12/147 
40/65 

12/147 
40/65 
47/60 

tips 
immortal 

Dizzy Dice tips 
Domesday Castle solution 
Doomdark's Revenge tip 

map 
tips 

Double Take map 
Down To Earth oc bombs 

« steps 
oe time 
* lives 
cheat 
cheat 

Dragons Lair easy 
solution 
»lives 
cheat 

Dragons Lair II map 
Dragontorc solution 

tips 
tips 
tips 
oo energy 
tips 
tips 
tips 
solution 
tips 

Druid tips 
map 
cheat 
<* all 

Duet »health 
Dun Darach solution 

tips 
tips 
map 
tips 
Hp 
solution 

Dynamite Dan tips 
map 
oe lives 
no enemy 

Dynamite Dan II map 
oc all 
tips 
map of first island 

Eidolon no enemy 
Elevator Action immortal 
Elite tips 

cheats 
Enduro Racer cheats 

map 

Enigma force solution 
Equinox 17 map 

L6map 
cheat 
L5 map 
L1 and L4 maps 
11 solution 
= lives 
L2 solution/4 
L7 solut ton/8 

Eskimo Eddie * lives 
Everyone 's A Watty map 

* energy 
solution 
tip 

Exolon map 
cheat 
» grenades 
» bullets 
»Iwes 
weapon details 
oo lives 

Express Raider cheat 
Factory Breakout tips 

32767 lives 
oc lives 

Fairlight solution 
«lives 
solution 
codes 
oc fives 

Fanlight II map 

46/45 
46/44 
39/67 
20 59 
19/64 
14/90 
13/86 
39/64 
47/59 
47/59 
47/59 
47/59 
4645 
43/60 
4077 
38 67 
38 67 
• 0 7 6 
40/74 
22/98 
21/77 
20'68 
20/68 
18/78 
17/73 
16/72 
15/70 
27/xii 
18/78 

36/103 
36-103 
36.103 

39/61 
42/52 
21/84 
20 68 
20 68 
20'66 
19/68 
18/78 

27/xxii 
21/78 
19/58 

27 v 
24 110 
34/80 
33/71 
33/68 
33/68 
39 68 
39/68 
25/58 

26'109 
47/55 
43/57 
41/51 
27/iv 

35/80 
34/83 
34/81 
34/81 
33/68 
31'65 
31/65 
32/44 
3 3 7 0 
40'65 
16/80 
17/71 
17/71 
15/61 
46'46 
45/61 
45'59 
45'59 
45'59 
46/47 
48'51 
43/58 

8/84 
22/100 

27/xvi 
23/84 
27/w 
27/nr 

24/120 
24/108 
38/64 

i 



4 

»lives 
map 
solution 

Fantastic Voyage sub bits 
Fat Worm Blows A Sparky map 
Feud ® lives 

<* spells 
solution 
map 

Fighting Warrior tips 
«• energy 

Finders Keepers »lives 
tips 
lives 
«lives 

Firebird loader 
Firebirds 255 lives 
Firelord immortal 

» lives 
map 

Fist It route 
Rash Gordon map 

«time 
Footballer Of The Year tip 
Fourth Protocol tips 

tips 
Frank Bruno's Boxing codes 

boxer codes 
winning hints 
boxing codes 

Frank N. Stein <* lives 
tip 
»lives 
100 lives 

Frankie Goes To Hollywood tips 
tips 

Fred tip 
Freddy Hardest code 
Freez Bees »lives 

so lives 
Frost Byte «lives 

37/63 
37/63 
37/63 
21/78 
40/79 
41/49 
39/69 
39/69 
39/69 
23/82 

24/110 
16/81 
19/58 
41/51 
40/65 
47/58 

7/81 
38/66 
38/66 
37/66 
39/67 
43/59 
43/59 
39/60 
20/59 

24, 117 
20/68 
21/82 
21/82 
20/68 

12/146 
12/144 
41/51 
40/65 

22/100 
21/84 

12/144 
48/44 

12/147 
40/65 

36/105 

Full Throttle 
no slow 
pass riders 

Future Kntght 
map 
solution 
tips 
map 
editor 

Game Over tips 
map 
L2 code 

Gauntlet »health 
cheat 

Ghost N Goblins 
® time 
»lives 
hps 
solution 

Ghost Hunters 
cheat 
« lives 

Ghostbusters 
tips 
Gift From The Gods tips 
Gi/ligan 's Gold *> itves 
Glider Rider map 

no lasers 
»time 
® energy 
» bombs 
slower time 

Great Escape The solution 
bps 
no guards 
map 
solution 

Great Guhanos «lives 
Green Beret tips 

»lives 
tip 

Greyfell « lives 
Gunfnght easier 

gun draw 
women 
map 
tips 

Gunrunner »lives 
Gyron cheat 

map 
towers of fire 

Gyroscope no nasties 
«lives 

Hacker tips 
Hades Nebula °° lives 
Halls Of The Things tip 

cheat 
» magic 
» arrows 
w energy 
»lives 
« energy 

Handball Maradona codes 
He-Man »time 
Head Over Heels cheat 

oc lives 
solution 
map 

Heartland « energy 
«time 
tips 
map 

Heavy On The Magick ® stamina 
become a Practicus 
map 
tip 

Helichopper passwords 
Herbert s Dummy Run solution 

solution 
tip 
tips 
cheat 

9/86 
24/103 
24/103 
41/48 
40/63 
40/62 
39/67 
39/66 
43/56 
45/59 
45/58 
44/59 
39/60 
38/59 
32/50 
31/68 
31/68 
31/58 
32/48 
44/59 
44/59 
42/53 
17/74 
14/61 
15/62 
40/65 
35/82 
35/81 
35/81 
35/81 
35/81 
35/81 
43/58 
37/64 
37/64 

36/100 
36/100 
45/56 
31/68 
29/69 
29/69 

42/57 40/82 27/v 
27/v 

26/111 
26/111 43/58 22/104 

18/80 
26/112 
26/112 
26/112 23/81 44/60 5/52 14/60 24/110 24/103 24/103 24/103 40/65 39/69 39/69 45/61 45/61 41/51 41/52 34/79 34/79 37/61 36/98 33/65 30/62 31/64 32/64 21/78 
20/68 20/68 18/78 
2 7/xxi 40/85 

XIII 



to life 
Hijack tips 

map 
Highlander « energy 

cheat 
HobMThe tip 

t'P 
transfer to mtcrodnve 

Horace Goes Skimg no cars 
How To Be A Complete Bastard 
Hunchback »lives 

* lives 
® lives 
« lives 
» lives 

Hydrofool map 
Hyperaction «lives 

POKE 

Hyperblaster 
Hypersports 

®lives 
tips 
tips 
tips 
tips 

I Ball tip 
tip 
»lives 
* time 

I Of The Mask » lives 
l.CU.P.S.no nasties on first stage 
/Dsolution 

keywords 
Impossaball map 
Incredible Shnnbng Freman map 

no monster 
oo live 
solution 
solution 

Indiana Jones And The Temple Of Doom 
tips 
map 

Infiltrator map 
tip 

Into The Eagle s Nest no enemy 
map mode 
» hits 
tips 
map 
«lives 

International Karate cheat 
Invasion Of The Body Snatchers tip 
Jack And The Beanstalk tips 

<x> lives 
»lives 

Jack The Nipper » lives 
map 
solution 
cheat 

Jack The Nipper II In Coconut Capers 
«lives 
immortality 

Jackie And Wide » lives 
Jail Break * lives 
Jet Set Willy three more screens 

screen codes 
high tumps 
map 
no Martha 
finale 
number of objects 
items given 
rid of attic bug 
rid of attic bug 
any sheet 
«lives 
no monsters 
no monsters 
all POKEs 
bndges 
miss nasties 
no moving 
stops death 
loader 
banyan tree 
right side of banyan 
conservatory roof 
free rail 
Interface 2 
magnetic head 

XIII 

cheat 

objects 

19/68 
35/79 
34/86 
39/71 
41/51 

8/84 
5/52 
8/82 

40/65 
48/52 
10/78 

9/86 
12/147 
41/51 
40/65 
42/56 

27v 21 82 
10/77 
21/78 
20/69 
20/69 
44/54 
44/54 
47/59 
47/59 
40/70 
34/86 
30/68 
29/68 
38/61 
34/85 
30/67 
30 '67 
29/64 

36/100 
47/56 
47/56 
47/56 
36 -'94 
36/94 
46/44 
46/44 
42/52 
40/71 
40/71 
46/44 

26/116 
26/116 

8/82 
41/51 
40'65 
32/54 
31/60 
31 '60 
45/61 
47/55 
47/55 
47/55 
42/57 
39/69 

9/87 
7/81 

6/101 
5/50 

12/146 
12/146 
12/146 
12/146 
6/100 

12/146 
12/146 
12/146 

6/100 
12/146 
40/89 
6/100 
8/82 

10/77 
10/77 

12/146 
12/146 

8/83 
7/81 

12/146 
12/146 

5/53 

put screens on tape 11/138 
Jet Set Willy II tip 21/78 

* lives 24/103 
Jetpac cheat 7/80 

tips 5/52 
tip 5/49 
hp 22/104 
no fire 13/86 
oo lives 12/146 
«lives 40/80 

Jock And The Time Rings « power 42/54 
«(ryes 42/54 

Judge Dredd <* lives 39/60 K 
Jumbty titles 6/100 P 
Jungle Planet tips 35/80 1 Kat Trap <*lives 39/61 1 
Kick Boxing ® endurance 47/59 
Killed Until Dead answers 44/57 
Kmetik « lives 47/59 
Kings Keep solution 39/71 
Kirel »fives 34/85 
Knight Lore » days 15/71 

»lives 15/71 
• time 24 110 
<* time 40/81 
tip 12/143 
tip 19/64 
tips 13/85 

Knight Tyme cheat 32/43 
solution 31/68 
hps 30/66 
tips 29/73 

Knight's Quest room POKE 9/87 
Knucklebusters ® lives 42/53 
Kokotom Wilt w lives 14/59 

255 fives 40/65 
Kosmic Kanga » lives 10/78 

*lives 12/147 
* lives 40/65 

Krakout number choice 41/49 
level choice 41/49 
*lives 41/49 



Hung Fu tip 
Lap Of The Gods ® lives 

cheat 
Lazy Jones ® lives 

«lives 
Leaderboard tips 
Lt&itforce map 

tips 
tips 
no enemy hits 

Living Daylights The cheat 
tips 
level Cheat 

lords Of Midnight solution 
walk through dragons etc 

Lunar Jetman 255 lives 
HP 
« lives 
»lives 
® lives 
fill holes 

Magic Mountain room POKE 
Manic Miner choose number of lives 

* lives 
»lives 
(Bug Byte version) tips 
(Software Proiects version) tips 

Marble Madness »time 
Mano Bros cheat 
Marsport tip 

solution 
«lives 
solution 
map 
solution 
tips 

Marttanoids 127 lives 
Match Day «time 

t»P 
Match Fishing bps 
Match Point cheat 
Max Headroom access tape Side Two 

codes 
tips 

Mega Bucks solution 
Mercenary tips 

map 
Metabohs tips 
Micronaut One tips 
Mikie ® tives 
Winder times dealers visit lockups 
Mission Jupiter 255 lives 

autofire 
fire speed 
® shots 
«fuel 
x lives 
invulnerable 
invulnerable aliens 
move anywhere 
no aliens 
stops aliens' fire 

Molecule Man » All 
map 

Monty Mole tip 
HP 
tips 
® lives 
® lives 
fall without dying 

Monty On The Run map 
items in freedom kit 
255 lives 
no killers 
® lives 

Monty 1$ Innocent tips 
Moon Alert never killed 

»lives 
100 lives 
100 lives 

Motos ® all 

Mountie Mick's Deathride cheat 
MOVI.E. tips 

tips 

20/60 
34/88 
34/85 
14/60 
40/65 
40/86 
35/86 
35/79 

36 105 
35/86 
45 57 
44/56 
45/57 

9/86 
22.100 

8/82 
5/52 

13/85 
12/146 
40/80 

5/52 
9/87 

4/102 
4/102 
40/65 
4/102 
7/81 

39/69 
42/52 

22/104 
27/xv 
27/xv 

26/116 
26 114 
25/58 

24.120 
41/48 
14/59 
32/44 

22/103 
9/87 

29/64 
29/64 
29/64 
42/52 
47/60 
48/45 
21/85 
45/56 
28/67 
19/64 
47/55 
47/55 
47/55 
47/55 
47/55 
47/55 
47/55 
47/55 
47/55 
47/55 
47/55 
34/85 
31/65 

11/133 
11/132 

9/87 
17/74 
40/65 
40/65 
27/xrv 

26' 116 
24104 
34/85 
34'85 
15/62 

12/147 
12/147 
41/51 
40/65 
46/42 
45/61 
29/65 

28C/65 

Mugsy «lives 40/65 
Mutant Monty 256 hves 15/70 

256 lives 40/65 
Mutants ® lives 47/58 

tip 46/44 
Nemesis «lives 40/79 
Nether Earth solution 41/51 
Nifrtmare Rally no crash 34/79 

full speed 46/44 
Nightshade tips 22/104 

no nasties 24/104 
»lives 24/104 
no nasties 40'8l 
® lives 40/80 

Nodes Of Yesod map 21/80 
255 lives 19/68 
® lives 19/68 
® lives 27/xi 

Nomad tips 28/68 
* lives 28 '68 

Nonterraqueous cheat 46/43 
Nosferatu map 39/63 

® time 39 63 
cheat 38/66 

OKiAndLtssa tips 35/85 
cheat 36/105 
® lives 36/105 

Ore Attack tips 13/86 
Orion 255 lives 2064 
Panzadrome map 46/43 
Paper Boy tips 34/88 

«lives 34/88 
Parabola » lives 47/59 
Penetrator tips 11/131 

tip 7/81 
Pentagram huge leaps 34/88 

map 31/82 
® lives 30/61 
® lives 40/82 

Pharoahs Tomb room POKE 9/87 
Pi-Balled ® lives 12/147 

® lives 41/51 
Planets The codes 30/61 
Pole Position tip 21/78 
Popeye tips 23/82 
Project Future no aliens 40/65 
Psi-Spy game objectives 8/82 
Pssst tip 5/52 
Psytraxx map 13/63 
Psytron tip 9/87 

® oxygen 40/65 
»fuel 40/65 

Pud Pud « puds 40/65 
Push Off loading help 6/101 
Pyjamarama tips 11/138 

map 11/134 
® lives 16/72 
header 16/72 
solution 13/86 
solution 27/xx 

Pyracurse tips 33/66 
tips 32/47 
® lives 32/43 
tips 31/59 

Pyramid The « energy 12/147 
999 energy 24 104 
® energy 40/65 

Quartet ® power 
Quazatron help POKE 

46/45 
32/44 

tips 30/64 
Quill The microdrtve 27/xxiv 
Raid Over Moscow no hangar 22/100 

® discs 22/100 
® planes 22/210 
hps 20/64 

Rambo map 30/68 
solution 36/96 

Rapscallion tip 12/144 
Rasterscan no problems 43/35 

extra time 43/55 
® lives 42/54 
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oo lives 
map 

Redhawh solution 
hints 

Red LIDMps 
Renegade ® lives 
Riddler's Den tips 

tips 
River Rescue «lives 

next screen 
p*ck up nine men 

Road Runner no reload 
cheat 

Rob/n Of The Wood <* lives 
Rockman codes 

«lives 
Rocky tips 
Rocky Horror Show The tips 
Roller Coaster bug 

x lives 
Saboteur map 

solution 
w lives 
solution 
oo lives 
dock stops 

Saboteur II ® energy 
«time 
level code 
map 
level codes 
tips 
LI solution 

Sabre WuH indestructible 
tips 
better control keys 
finding amulet 
tip 
map 
loader 
no monsters 
rid ol everything 

Sai Combat 255 lives 
oo lives 

Samurai buying 
Satcom solution 
Sceptre Of Bagdad solution 

solution 
oo fives 
map 
hints 

ScoobyDoo »lives 
map 

Scuba Dive 255 lives 
Sentinel The access codes 

«lives 
level codes 

Shadow Of The Unicom tips 
Shadowfire map 

tip 
tips 
strategy 

Shadow Skimmer map 
Shao-Lin's Road screen choice 

cheat 
Shockway Rider »lives 
Short Circuit map 

solution 
Short Fuse sc reen codes 
Sidewize «lives 
Sigma Seven «lives 
Sir Fred map 

tips 
cheat 

Skod Daze tips 
tips 
tips 
battle dates 
® itves 

Skyranger tips 
level codes 

Snooker cheat 
Snowman The tip 
Solomon 's Key 00 lives 
Soul Of A Robot oo lives 

« lives 
Space Hamer cheat 

oo lives 
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42/53 
42/53 
31/59 
30 61 
48/44 
47/58 
23/8! 

22/104 
40 65 
4/102 
4/102 
46/45 
45/61 
36/94 

26'116 
45/57 

22/104 
19/60 

26/116 
28/67 
29/72 
28/65 

27/v 
26/109 
41/51 
41/51 
42/52 
42/52 
42/52 
41/50 
41/50 
41/50 
41/50 

11/133 
11/131 
10/77 

9/87 
7/80 

16/78 
12/146 
12/146 
12/146 
29/65 
41/51 
42/52 
45/60 
45/60 
44/58 
40/78 
40/72 
40/72 
38/67 
36/96 
40/65 
43/60 
43/55 
42/54 
23/82 
19/62 
18/77 
17/75 
27/iv 

40/86 
41/48 
39/68 
40/78 
40/64 
40/64 
19/64 
47/59 
40/78 
29/65 

26/110 
40/79 
20/69 
20/69 
13/85 
13/85 

27/v 
14/59 
14/59 
15/61 
6 100 
48/51 
29/65 
41/48 
41/51 
40/72 

SflfCMCtfpassword 
Spectral Invaders 254 Itves 
Speedlock loader 
Spellbound tip 

solution 
»time 
« eneryg 
tips 
map 
solution 

Spiky Harold 128 lives 
Spindizzy chest 

oe time 
Splat cheat 
Split Personalities « lives 
Spy Vs Spy tips 
Spy l/s Spy The Island Caper « lives 
Spy Hunter tip 

Up 
«lives 

Stainless Steel cheat 
oo shields 
oo in/es 
»fuel 

Star Firebirds 00 lives 
Star Raiders «> lives 
Star Runner w time 
Starfox ® fuel 

«fuel 
Starglider tips 

tip 
Stahon Block 2 Grids 2-9 

Block 1 Grids 2-9 
Block 1 Grid 1 

14/62 
20 64 

47/134 
33/72 
31/65 
29/68 
29/68 
29'68 
28/66 28/66 
31/58 
33/66 
30/67 
30'68 
33/65 
20/60 
42/57 
19/64 
17/73 

26/112 
33/65 
33/65 
33/65 
33/65 
34/79 
42/53 
41/54 
47/59 
45/57 
41/54 
40/73 
20/60 
19/60 
17/72 



Block 3 Grids 1-9 
Blocks 1.2 and 3 

Starquake <x lives 
codes 
map 

Starstrike cheat 
tips 
tips 

Starstrike II cheat 
» all 

Stop The Express tip 
Stormbnnger solution 

»lives 
tips 

Strangeloop * lives 
Streaker lives 
Super Soccer cheat 
Supernova tip 
Superspnnt POKE48/52 
Siveevo's World » lives 

editor 
tips 
so lives 

Swords And Sorcery solution 
System 15000 tips 
rat-Pan tips 

map 
Tank Duel lives 

lives 
Tantalus Part One map 

21/76 
27/vi 

27/xxlii 
24/120 
24/106 

19/64 
14/62 
15/61 
31/59 
29/73 

11/132 
46/42 
43/55 
43/55 
21/82 
46/42 
39/69 
34/85 

27/xi 
27/viii 

26 116 
41/51 
29/73 
16/65 
48/48 
46/48 

22/100 
27/xxii 
29/66 

Part Two map 
Part Three map 

Tapper map 
Tau Ceti ® fuel 

shields 
« flares 

Technician Ted «lives 
tips 
map 
order of tasks 

Tempest » lives 
Terminus * energy 
Terra Cognita »lives 

lives 
Terra Cresta «lives 
Thanatos tips 
That's The Spirit tips 
They Stole A Million money 
Thing Bounces Back » lives 

06 oil 
Three Weeks In Paradise rescue Wilma 
Thrust tip 

map 
«lives 

Thrust II ® lives 
bug 
map 

Time Flight »lives 
Timebomb «P 
Vr Na Nog tip 

map 
solution 
no Sldhe 
map 
find sword 
activate Seal Of Calum 
Cuchulamn 
get cauldron 
get Stone Of Fat 
microdrive transfer 

Til tip 
»time 
»lives 

Tomahawk tips 
Transputer »all 
Tram Am «lives 

»fives 
»lives 
»lives 
tips 
tip 

Trap »lives 
Trapdoor tips 

tips 
Trashman tips 

«tries 
»tries 
bonus 9999 
bonus loops back from 0 to 9999 
to next screen If hit by by car 
just get lump if hit by car 
to next screen when energy runs out 
walk through moving objects 

Turbo Espnt »lives 
Tutankamun 
Undewurlde 

lives 
map 
map 
«lives 
tips 
tip 
»lives 

Universal Hero map 
tips 
« lives 
solution 
«lives 

Uridium map 
«lives 
map 
utilities merge POKEs 
merge POKEs 

29/70 
30/62 
40/87 
27/xi 
27/xi 
27/xi 

19/68 
16/81 
15/70 
18/78 
39/61 
38/67 
39/69 
36/93 
36/66 

36/103 
21/78 
43/60 
44/60 
44/60 

26/110 
35/85 
35/85 
34/88 
47/59 
40/76 
40/76 
44/60 

11/132 
12/144 
27/xxii 
27/xxn 
40/65 
14/66 
14/59 
17/72 
20/64 
16/72 
16/72 
14/59 
9/87 

12/147 
12/147 
28/65 
40/86 

12/147 
31/58 
40/80 

8/84 
5/52 
5/49 

40/78 
35/79 

36 104 
8/82 

22/100 
26/112 
26/112 
22/100 
22/100 
22/100 
22/100 
22/100 
30/68 

12/147 
17/66 
16/74 
15/71 
13/85 

12/143 
40/81 
34/82 
33/71 
43'56 
39/68 

36/100 
38/62 
36/93 
37/64 

12/145 
16/76 
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stop BASIC 
14 blue shades 

Hips 
cheat 

Vampire map 
cheat 

View To A Kill Acode 
passwords 

Voidrunner ® lives 
Wanted: Monty Mole map 

«lives 
War *>|jves 
Way Ot The Exploding Fist The 
Way Of The Tiger tips 

tips 
West Bank 255 lives 
Wheehe codes 1-8 

codes 1-8 
codes 
« lives 

Wild West Hero 22 lives 
30 lives 

Wimpy «> lives 
Winter Games tip 
Wa ® lives and runes 
Wizard's Lair » weapons 

oc energy 
255 lives 
tips 
new level 

Wizball immortality 
* l ives 

Wolfan oo itves 

tips 

17/74 
7 /81 

35 /79 
34 /79 
44/55 
43 /58 

22/104 
20 64 
44 /59 

11/132 
27/xv 
37 /64 
22 /96 
31 /68 
30 /68 
28 /67 

7/81 
6/100 

5/49 
26/112 
12/147 

40/65 
4 0 / 7 0 
29 /73 
48 /44 
18/77 
18/77 
18/77 
16/72 
19/64 

47/134 
47/134 

44 /60 

Immortality 
Wonder Boy cheat 
Worse Things Happen At Sea 

no sinking 
oc energy 
=c droids 
no sinking 
OC energy 
oc droids 
tips 

Wriggler tips 
Xevious oo Uves 
Yabba Dabba Doo » lives 
Yogi Bear map 
Zaxxon tips 

w lives 
255 lives 

Zip Zap » energy 
oc lives 

Zoids hints 
Zombie Zombie cheat 

tip 
Zorro solution 1 
Zub no enemy 

solution 
Zynaps 1-255 lives 

oc lives 
invincibility 

Zzoom 255 lives 
oo lives 

debt bug 

44 /60 
44/54 

9/86 
19/86 
19/68 
19/68 

24/103 
24/103 
24/103 

9 /86 
19/58 
39 /68 
46 /47 
46 /46 
14/60 
41/51 
40/65 

12/147 
40/65 

26 /116 
19/64 

12/144 
25/109 

39/67 
37 /70 
45 /61 
44 /58 
45 /61 

11/131 
40/65 

T H E C R A S H D I R E C T O R Y 
M A J O R F E A T U R E S 

This section ot The CRASH Directory lists all the major features -
programmer interviews, profiles of software houses etc - published in 
CRASH Issues 1 to 48 inclusive. {It doesn't include regular sections such 
as Tech Niche. Run It Again and The CRASH Challenge.) 
The following information Is given: 

subject of article issue/page 

2000AD 47/87 
3-Dpmes « V 3 

6/17 
3-0 drawing 46/56 
Aclnrrsion 21/30 
Adams Scotl 15/93 
Adventure international »/93 
advertising software 35/114 
Andre* tan 16/110 
Andnesr Hike 12/56 
Aubrey Jones Dawd 44/48 
BeesonDave 23/168 
Slaby 1/70 
Sreybrook Andrew 2/85 
budget business 45/45 
Bug ft* 43/11 
C5 19/80 
cassette-duplication 47/45 
computer graphics 23/165 
computer paptws on TV 23/166 
Cod* Metiers fVs 46/185 
Consumer Electronics Stow 1986 29'12 
CousensRod 20/104 
Craig Ian 21/136 
CRASH 46,26 

12/148 
CRASH reviewers 37/14 
C«t 19/30 
(voucher Mel 27/88 
CRUNCH - Ihe CRASH latum 46/175 
Crystal 6/88 
DtCTromcs 9/52 
Data Deŝ jn Systems 26/74 
Denton Deagns 36' 125 

17/30 
Des«n Design 6/88 

20/10? 
21/86 

22/40 
23/144 

Destiny Software 46/185 
Dawson Godfrey 16/144 
Dtummond Bemie 36' 116 
Owl 25/38 
Electnc Dreams 20/104 
Electric Pencil Company The 20/30 
Electronic Arts 4616 
Eytes Mart 21/36 
fantasy game books 22/7? 

Fantasy 31/46 
Firebird 16/106 
Fischbach Greg 21/30 
Freescape 46.55 
FreyOU 24/188 
Games Workshop 9/30 
Gargoyle Games 24/88 
Graphic Adventure Creator The 32/84 
graphics specialist Dan Malone 35 62 
graphics specialists 46/114 
Gremkn Graphics 25/63 

16/28 
Hawkyis Trip 4617 
Heyon Caroline 21 36 
Hewson Consultants 24/174 
holograms 21/36 
homegrown software 44/96 
Hotline Chart all-time Top 30 46,' 139 
Hughes Stuart 20/128 
Imagme 27/117 
Imagine collapse 12/60 
incentive Soflwaie 16 110 
UM 36 184 
Last Starfghter The - (Im animation 11/156 
Legend 19/74 
tenure Electronics Trade show 1985 15/57 

Ovmg Dayhghts The - Wm FX 42 Sb Rowe Susan 22 152 
lothlonen 6/50 RPGs on computer 31/46 
Lund Sterne* 14/128 32/76 
Maguire Alison 3/35 sales charts 45'46 
Malone Dan 35/6? Sega Master System 44'78 
Martech 28/48 Senhnef chess set 46/162 
Melbourne House 39/88 Sheffield Rich 19 128 

23/43 Sinclair Research 3/35 
Mcnttet 26/10? Snclan Research bought by Amstrad 26/12 
Microsphere 25.7 3 SncljirSirdtve 15/86 
M*/o-Plus 20 14 

19/20 
16 126 
17/56 

MrrorsoN 19/113 16/66 
19'80 
41/44 Maar 15/104 Stfî etcm H>t 

16/66 
19'80 
41/44 New Concepts 23/60 

Stfî etcm H>t 
14'86 

New Generation Sottwatt S/21 software combines 41/92 
Nintendo 42/10? Software Protects 31'90 
Odm 20/42 sound specialists 46 115 
On*'com* 42/76 Spectrum I28K 26/12 
PCW Show The 1987 46/11 Spectrum 128K games 27,34 
PCIf Show hrstory 44/18 Spectrum I28K music 27/36 
Palace Software 27/60 Speculator (Syntaxsoft) 36'86 
Panayi Costa 33/110 St Bride's 26 66 
Peel John 19'74 Slircone 2/85 
Perry Om 12/73 tape magazines 16 100 
piracy questionnaire restAs 11/130 Taylor Stive 39 88 
Platinum Productions 21/124 terminal Man Th* - 12 episode summary 40 135 
Play By Mad Convention 1986 27/S7 The Edge 20/36 
+3 43/106 Thorpe David 17/128 
PR lot software 34'65 tie-ms 46.38 
Priestley Don 34 107 47,34 
professional programming 45/53 Tigress 30/86 
publishng software 34/64 Titan Books 47/87 
Rabbit 1/70 Turner Steve 2'85 
Realtime Games Software 29 54 Vortex 33 110 
tepans lo Spectrum* 17/114 Wakelm Bob 18/126 
retailing software 2'94 wheeler Martin 6/19 
Richardson John Uetman artist) 37/74 White lightning development system 6/38 
Richardson John (him fx man) 42/86 WH Smith 2/94 
Fbtrr-en Jon 33'84 Wortdmakei development system 20.36 
Ran* U'56 788 39 48 
Row* Davtd 15/128 

YOU'LL WANT TO READ THEM ALL . . . 
Past issues of CRASH are available from the back-numbers service 
advertised in the CRASH Hypermarket, which details the contents of 
each available issue 
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JON BATES talks to 
himself about Casio's 
favourite synth 

OVER I he past tew months a steady 
tnckie of mail has plopped over the 
threshold ot the Bates Motel. Much of 
it hjii referred to a series of syntns thai 
seem tailor-made tor low-budget music 
setups. I refer ot course to the CZ series 
from Casio 

Casio has always made its mar* in 
the low budget end of the music market 
Airth some notable successes, such as 
She 'VL tone' keyboard, and one or two 
clangers-the keyboard that combined 
with a ghetto blaster, for ^stance 
Anyway. Casio signed up the revered 
classical synthesist IsaoTomitn a few 
years back as design consultant 

Whether this had any effect I don't 
know, but m any case a 49-notv 
mmikeyed synth. the CZ-101, was 
launched at the beginning of 1985 after 
a (ew rumblings and sneak previews in 
the music press With it was the 
discovery that Casto was using an 
entirely new form of sound-generation 
- phase distortion 

FANCY MATHS 

DTECHONICHEC 

m 

i g r m m m 

R lAf&f 1 W mm 

that it can only accommodate 16 
voices. The factory presets don't help 
either - they're a pretty weedy bunch 

There is a cartridge you can insert 
that adds another J 6 voices to your CZ-
101. but realty this is where it talis m the 
face the competition; the Yamaha 
DX100 offers 256 voices without so 
much as an external source ms'ght. But 
the DX range will not respond to more 
than one MIOl channel at a time 

rhe original price forthe CZ 101 was 
1395. but this was soon undercut and 
nowadays you can pick one upat a real 
bargain prices-£150 or less The 
cheap and simple short cut to the 
indifferent sounds ts to buy them. A 
quick flip through the ads of any higtv 
tech music magazine will reveal quite a 
few companies marketing books ot 
patches (as synth voices are termed). 

But where does the Spectrum come 
tnto this? The application of a computer 
to a MIDI instrument should put us m 
control of the whole instrument and all 
its secrets - but It depends how 
generous t h e manufacturers have been 
in allocating MIDI codes The CZ series 
(101,1000, 3000,1) allows us to 
control musical peripherals quite well, 
though velocity sensing (touch 
sensitivity) is only available on the more 
expensive models It will also allow us 
access to the Exclusive part of MID) and 
allow you to program and store vo ces 
from any suitable input device, in this 
case the Spectrum. 

INTERFACES 

The principle of phase distortion s that 
the angle of the original waveform can 
be distorted by some fancy maths 
applied to the wave table as it streams 
out of the ROM. The beauty of the 
system is that the level of induced 
distortion can be governed to a user-
preset level set in a manner not unlike 
the wilog synthesizer 's filter envelope 

Casio earned this a little further and 
offered a choice of waveforms to be 
distorted and combined, plus other 
goodies like selectable envelopes with 
up to eight stages if you wish, ring-
modulation, noise and two sound 
sources that can be combined or tuned 
ig înst one another In short, there's an 
awful iot in the CZ-101. 

More Importantly, the MIDI specs 
we very favourable The CZ-101 has a 
mono mode that allows you to play four 
different sounds monophonically over 
four different channels It's excellent for 
cheapo MIDI sequencing and 
multilracking, but its tug drawback ts 

Obviously to write music into the 
computer and to have the CZ play it 
back is the first function of a Spectrum/ 
CZ setup. H you have a Spectrum 128K 
it's not so much of a problem - the 
RS232 socket can serve as a MIDI OUT 
port Bui rf you have only 48K under 
your fingers there is only really one way 
out - to purchase a bespoke Interface 
and program. 

Really there are several paths with 
MIDI and the CZ. It depends on your 
particular needs, the state of your piggy 
bank, and what Spectrum you have 

If you want to write and record music 
and program the voices from the 48K 
Speccy, you have a choice of either the 
Micon interface fiom XRI systems or 
the Ram/Flare Music Machine. These 
voice-edit programs have been 
reviewed in full in CRASH Issues 38 and 
34 respectively; the gist ot it isthat the 
programming penpherals are displayed 
onscreen in lull instead of on LCD m 
part, and it's very easy to see what 
you've done and need to do 

There is also a very useful voice-
storage feature which gives you a 
greatly enhanced voice bank and 
instant access to the voices in it. 

Both interfaces support quite a 
wealth ot software, including a CZ 
program is one of them: indeed, the 
Micon interface and Music Machine are 
very similar m approach. An added 
bonus is that the Music Machine 
samples sounds as well, and there s lots 
of software springing up to auppo rt this 
well-designed interface, including an 
eight track MIDI recorder (see Issue 
45). (All addresses for information 
appear at the end of the article) 

INTERFACELESS 

It goes without saying I hat all 48K 
programs will run on the 128K. though 
they rarely use the full memory 
<-apac ity. But what if you don't have an 
Interface7 Well, there are still a couple 
of options left. Life is a little more 
difficult with a 48K and no MIDI 
interface but not impossible - that is, if 
you have an Interface 1 at your 
disposal 
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Tailor-made tor a tow budget: Casio's CZ-101 synth 

Gary Chambers, late of Newport. 
Gwent. devised a voice-programming 
program for such a setup. You can wnte 
to him for delate of his new CZ editing 
program. He has sent me details of a 
basic MIDI OUT routine for the 
interlace 1 which is as follows: 

CLEAR 65199 
FOR f=65200 TO 
65275: READ a: 
POKE f.a: NEXTf 
SAVE "midiout" 
CODE 65200,76 
DATA 14, 144, 243, 
38.1,62,0,211, 
247,12,205,241, 
24.211,247 
DATA 15, 205, 241, 
254,211,247 
DATA 15, 205, 241, 
254,211,247 
DATA 15, 205, 241, 
254,211,247 
DATA 15. 205,241, 
254,211,247 
DATA 15. 205,241, 
254,211,247 
DATA 15,205,241, 
254,211,247 
DATA 15,205, 241, 
254,211.247 
DATA 124,205, 
241,254.211,247, 
251,201.6. 3,16, 
254,214,0, 0. 0. 0, 
0. 201 
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^TECHBNICHEUTECHUNICHEUTECHNNI: 
To use the program POKE 
65201+n. wtiere n is the value to be 
sent through MIDI. Then 
RANDOMIZL USR 65200 to actually 
send the value Using this it is possible 
to send MIDI commands for notes, and 
any other Systems Common 
commands. 

If typed in as printed, it will save to 
tape (Remember to CLEAR 65199 
when reloading.) The diagram shows 
how to connect the MIDI plug to either 
of the NEI ports. 

With luck we 11 see the full 
programming version, which works on 
both MIDI IN and MIDI OUT. in the 
lullness of time. And the old game 
Zombie Zombie from Quicksilva will 
also emit MIDI from the NET port, so it 

may be worth looking for as a cheap 
alternative 

THE 128 CONNECTION 
Over to the 128 department there's 
sno voice-programming available here 
yet from the MIDI output, but quite a lot 
of useful stuff lor the Z codes 

Your fnendly 128 handbook is quite 
helpful when you're trying to access 
MIDI You can either solder the ends of 
your fingers off and connect pins 1 and 
5 on the RS232 port to pirts 4 and 5 on 
the MIDI DIN plug, or you can spend just 
under a tenner on a lead made up by 
Cheetah 

• j m x s v r t x 

t jPlM t>M 
PUAW 

-1M4U2.PIN 
uflDMOfaAXTHE 
l A ^ O ^ P u X x -

MIDI CONTROL CODES 

IN MIDI codes, the prefix Y sets the MIDI channel. V is velocity (not much use on 
a CZ-101), and Z prefixes the all-important control codes. 

Most of the codes here are fairly short and most consist of three bytes 
The first byte gives the type of command and channel number (MIDI code 176 

for channel 1,177 for channel 2 etc). 
The second byte says what the command is for - vibrato, portamento, etc. For 

instance. 1 Indicates vibrato 
The third byte is used to turn a function on or off or to set a range in between 

0 turns off, 127 turns on, 
Thus to set vibrato on channel 1 is: Z176Z1 Z127 

And to turn it off again is: Z176Z1 Z0 

Considering the first byte: 
Program (voice) change: Z192 (can be 193.194 etc) 
Pitch bend Z224 

Considering the second byte: 
To change portamento time; Z5 
To change the master tune: Z6 
To turn portamento on or off Z65 
To turn on mono mode: Z 126 (the third byte in this case is 1,2, 3 or 4. defining 
the number of channels to follow) 

Program (voice) numbers start at ZOO so: 
Presets areZ015 
Internal vo«ces are 232 47 
Cartridge voices are Z64-79 

Degree of pitch bend Z0-Z127 
(Beware of this one. though - it's usually sent in great streams of data and not as 
a single control: you can reset to central position with a code of 64.) 

Syttems-exduslve messages 
These need up to eight bytes 

begin system exclusive: Z240 
Casio ID code: Z68 
sub status: Z0 
sub status: Z0 
data command: first byte 
data command: second byte 
data command: third byte 
end of exclusive: Z247 

Within the systems-exclusive area 
Tone mix is controlled by Z112 (tone mix on). Z65-Z73 (mixing level), and Z1-Z9 
(tone mix off) 

Transpose is Z112, Z65 Z (new key) 
(G to B: 69 to 65 
CtoF#:0to6) 

By putting the mono mode code in your 128 program you can give four music 
lines individual channel numbers and play them on the CZ simultaneously from the 
128. But mono mode Is a little peculiar: though you can have four channels 
simultaneously, you have to have them consecutively numbered and the starting 
channel will be the lowest. 

(Thanks to Mark Roberts of Dover for supplying some codes) 

NEXT MONTH 
In next month's Tech Niche special I'll 
be considering lots of extras for the 
Spectrum, answering yet more of your 
enquiries, and revealing the secret 
behind all these stuffed birds, old ladies 
and Bates Motels thai creep into the 

column. It's on sale February 25. 
Write to me with your 

Spectrumusical problems at CRASH, 
POBox 10, Ludlow, Shropshire 
SY8IDB (Of course, I can't give 
individual replies by post.) 

CONTACTS 

Casio provides a super comprehensive Guidebook For MIDI which includes all the 
codes for talking directly to the CZ - and runs a Casio MIOI club. Unit 6,1000 North 
Circular Road, London NW2 7JD & (01) 450 9131 

Ram Music Machine Owners Club Al Straker, 1 Hillcrest Court Shoot-Up-Hilt, 
London NW2 3PGH (01) 452 1916 

Gary Chambers 4 Survtycroft. Portskewett. Newport, Gwerrt NP6 4RY 

XRI Systems lOSunnybank Road. Wylde Green. Sutton Coldfield. West Midlands 
B73 5RE S (021) 382 6048 

ANOTHER 
AMSTRAD 
-CRUSHER 

I 
F YOU'RE planning to 
upgrade your Spectrum, the 
new Plus D interface from 
Miles Gordon Technology -
MGT - Is definitely worth a 

SIMON N GOODWIN 
finds another fine 
disk interface in 
MGT's Plus D and 
gets rhythm with the 
SpecDrum System 
Two 

look. It's well-designed and 
amazing value for money. 

For £50 you get a disk Interface, 
parallel printer port, sophisticated 
software to control both these 
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and a simple snapshot device that 
lets you pnnt screens or save 
programs of any size to disk. 

A 780K 3.5-inch disk drive costs 
an extra £80 if you buy it at the 
same time as the Interface. You 
can use any standard 40-track or 
80-track drive, but you'd have to 
be very well- con nected to beat the 
price of the MGT drive. 

The Plus D was designed by 
Bruce Gordon, who invented the 
popular Disciple interlace two 
years ago. That was a competitor 
for the grandfather of all Spectrum 
interfaces, Sinclair's aptly-named 
Interface One. The £90 Disciple is 
still available from Rocktort 
Products. 

The Plus D might be viewed as a 
cut-down version of the Disciple, 
but that would be unjust. The 
Plus D is a complete, coherent 
product. It lacks the Disciple's 
through-port, joystick and 
network connections, but still 
works with the many programs 
that have been converted to use 
the Disciple's disk and printer 
interfaces. 

FITS ANY 
SPECTRUM 

£49.95 buys you a plain black 
metal box. not much bigger than a 
single cassette case. An edge 
connector protrudes from one end 
of the box. and plugs into the bac k 
of your computer Two IDC (bed-
of-nails) sockets are flush with the 
other end of the box: one connects 
to the printer, the other to one or 
two disk drives. A red light and a 
small reassuringly rubbery button 
garnish the top of the box. That's 
it. 

The Plus D frts any type of 
Spectrum, as it pokes out from the 
back of the computer rather than 
vertically upwards. You need 
about 12cm of clearance at the 
back of the computer; it's best not 
to use the legs at the back of a 
Spectrum + or 128K, as they 
would leave the Plus D hanging 
precariously by its connections. 

The metal box isn't just there to 
make the unit feel chunky - It also 
acts as a heat sink, keeping the 
Plus D cool and shielding it from 
radiated interference. 

Inside, there's a neat double-
sided circuit board holding a 
custom PAL chip, a standard 1772 
disk controller. 8K of ROM and 8K 
of RAM. a latch for data being sent 
to the printer, and eight 'glue' 
chips to tie the rest together. Two 
of these chips have been soldered 
piggy-bank style on top of other 
components - this looks ugly but 
shouldn't cause any problems. 

The RAM holds part of the disk-
control and printer-control code, 
and is loaded from disk or cassette 
when you turn on the system and 
type RUN. This arrangement 
makes the Plus D flexible, though 
arguably it's unnecessary. You 
don't need to reload after a reset, 
unless the system has crashed or 
been turned off since the last load. 
Clever hackers can even run short 
routines in the Plus D's Internal 

memory without disturbing the 
main programs. 

MANUAL AND 
MAGAZINE 

The Plus D comes with two A5 
leaflets - a user's manual and a 
"free introductory issue' of 
FORMAT, the magazine Of the 
Disciple and Plus D users' group. 
The main manual is 24 pages of 
daisywheet type, stuffed with 
useful information, readable but 
very dense. There's no Index, 

This manual is filled with useful 
practical tips that stem from 
experience, but it does not 
documentthe Plus D completely -
some of the error messages are 
not listed, and several technical 
features are only mentioned in 
passing. It's a good manual, but 
would nevertheless benefit from a 
rewrite. 

The magazine FORMAT is a gas. 
with a great mixture of technical 
articles, advice and gossip. 
Subscnptionscost£10ayear, and 
if I were buying a Plus D as a 
present I'd be sure to include a 
subscription. User groups like this 
one make the purchase of add-
ons fun, rather than a risk. 

GETTING STARTED 
WITH 

CLIFF RICHARD 
When you first get your Plus D you 
must load a cassette to tell the 
interface about your set-up. The 
program loads after about three 
minutes, displays a neat animated 
screen and BEEPs out Cliff 
Richard's sixties Eurovision hit 
Congratulations*. Three tidy 
screens of text follow, and you're 
then asked to specify the details of 
your disk drive and printer, in a 
nonthreatening question-and-
answer sequence. 

There are some memorable 
printer options, like a facility to 
print Spectrum user-defined and 
block graphics. There's a fast 
screen COPY option. and a slower 
shaded printout. The program 
initially assumes you've got an 
Epson printer; it's easy to 
customise the control codes sent, 
as long as you've got something 
similar and can find your way 
around its manual. 

When all the questions have 
been answered you are invited to 
put a blank disk in the drive so that 
the machine can format it and 
stash away the system details. 
After making extremely sure 
you've put the right disk in. the tittle 
light on top of the Plus D goes out. 
to show that the disk is busy. It 
takes about a minute and 40 
seconds to initialise a 780K disk. 

THE MAGIC BUTTON 

The easiest way to use the Plus D 
is via the magic button on the top, 
You can load games or other 
programs as normal, and then 

press the button at the point at 
which you want to SAVE them. The 
button freezes ihe program 
temporarily and tills the border 
with a pattern, while the system 
warts for you to press a key. 

The digits 1 and 2 print the 
screen out, in either format. Key 3 
saves the screen as a disk file. 4 
saves an entire 48K program, 
including the screen. 5 saves 
128K. and X restarts the program. 

This snapshot mode is relatively 
simple. You can't choose file 
names, enter POKEs or check if a 
disk is full. Beware, even H you 
think there's enough free storage 
to hold a program - the Plus D can 
fit no more than 80 files on a disk, 
and if this limit is exceeded 
attempts to save will fail and give 
no message. 

When saving a 128K program, 
you must tell the Interface which of 
the two possible screen displays 
the program was using, so the 
right one is picked when the 
snapshot reloads. If the picture 
changes part way through the 
SAVE, you must enter Y to tell the 
Plus D to choose the other screen; 
otherwise, type N. 

The manual says that a 48K 
program saves in 'just over three 
seconds' - in fact I measured the 
time, including a period of 
directory-searching that precedes 
most file actions, at about eight 
seconds, or 16 for a 128K file. 
Loading takes about half this time. 
Speeds vary a bit depending upon 
your drive and what's already on 
the disk, but Plus D Snapshots 
should be fast enough for almost 
anyone! 

Snapshot tiles are not 
compressed as they would be by 
the Muttiface. but you can still fit 16 
48K snapshots, or six 128K ones, 
on a single disk. I couldn't find Bny 
programs that could not be saved 
at the press of the button, but 
programmers and hardware-
designers compete constantly in 
this area, so there are probably 
one or two resistant games 
around. 

The Plus D is fairly compatible 
with programs designed to work 
with microdrives. it recognises the 
same BASIC commands as 
Sinclair's Interface 1 and also 
handles the hook codes that 
machine-code programmers are 
supposed to use. 

Sadly Sinclair made rather a 
mess of these codes, so many 

existing programs jump straight 
into the microdrive code. This 
works OK with Interface 1. or with 
a Swift Disc as long as you've got 
their Emulator loaded so the disk 
code mimics the microdrive very 
accurately. Unfortunately such 
jumps usually crash the Plus D. 

Beta BASIC and all the HiSoft 
compilers are among the 
programs which work without 
problems. I found that Laser 
Genius and Cheetah's Sound 
Sampler were painlessly 
converted to run from disk by their 
microdrive loaders, but the Sound 
Sampler couldn't LOAD or SAVE 
to disk. Laser Genius wouid SAVE 
and LOAD files, but the CAT 
command crashed the system, as 
did references to microdrive 2. 

If you want to use software 
designed to work from microdrive 
with a Plus D you ought to ask 
MGT or the user group about it 
first. 

DISK BASIC 

The Plus D recognises Interface 1 
commands, and many useful 
variations of Its own. ft allows 
microdrive syntax, to suit existing 
microdrives and the Plus D at the 
same time. Alternatively, you can 
use MGT's own simplified syntax. 

LOAD and SAVE work with all 
the usual file types, and SAVE D1 
"namel " TO D1 "name2" lets 
you copy files around a disk, or 
from one drive to another. 
Unfortunately this won't copy 
snapshots or files created with the 
OPEN command. Copying is quite 
fast, even with a single drive, but >t 
overwrites the program in 
memory, so you should SAVE that 
first 

There are two types of 
CATalogue: one lists disk 
filenames In three columns, while 
the other gives full details of each 
file, including its number, size and 
location, line by line. 

If you're after a quick getaway 
you can load any snapshot by just 
typing LOAD, followed by P, 
followed bythe catalogue number 
of the file. This trick doesn't work 
for ERASE, the command to delete 
a file, because that would make it 
too easy to delete a file by 
accident. 

You don't have to supply full 
filenames, even so. Most 
commands work with wild-card 

V 

A 48)Cf 28K chord tutor/reference (or keyboards. 
Instant Access to over 1000 chord/scales. 

WHATA PERFORMER!!! {Renewed crash Oct 87) 
Availabte with sound ...vl.1 £B.99mcp&p 
Or sound via MIDI vt.3 £13.99 mc p&p 

IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFT FOR ALL MUSICIANS 
Send cheque or P.O. to tectncs (Oopt 003 
17, Whrttmgton Road. Tilgate, CRAWLEY, 

West Sussex . RH10 SAN 
WHERE MUSIC AND COMPUTERS COMBINE 

I 
003 
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symbols - tor instance, a question 
mark stands for any letter, and an 
asterisk stands for any sequence 
of character, so 

ERASE 02 "Snap*" 
erases all the files with names 
starting'Snap* on drive 2. This will 
include all the snapshot files, 
which are given arbitrary names 
when the system creates them. 
Later you should rename them 
with a command like 
ERASE 01 "SnapCIA" TO 

"TsctiTips" 
OPEN and CLOSE set up files, 

accessed with PRINT and INPUT 
or INKEYS. The normal microdrlve 
syntax is extended so you can 
explicitly say whether you want to 
read or write a file, but you can't 
use random access to skip around 
a file at will unless you're also 
using the latesl version of Beta 
BASIC - a fine add-on tor serious 
BASIC programmers, but £16 
extra. 

As compensation, everyone 
gets direct access to the disk 
surface, in 510-byte lumps, via the 
hacking commands LOAD (<> and 
SAVE (". POKE (» commands let 
you change the system 
configuration as a BASIC program 
runs. LLIST and LPRINT send 
programs and data to the printer 
port of your choice, and 
SAVE SCREENS copies the 
display to the printer. 

MOVE transfers data from one 
stream to another. 128 BASIC 
crashes if you try to MOVE a file to 
the screen, but 48K BASIC lets 
you MOVE data to any device. 

STRONGLY 
RECOMMENDED 

At its £129.95 total price (including 
the 780K-capacity 3.5-inch disk 
drive), the Plus 0 system is 
strongly recommended to anyone 
frustrated by cassette loading. It's 
even worth considering just as a 
printer interface, if there s a 
possibility you'll want disks in 
future. 

Sixword's £150 Swift Disc 
system (reviewed in CRASH Issue 
44) is still competitive, particularly 
if you're Interested in upgrading 
from a microdrive system. Both 
the Swift and the Plus D have 
unique features, and they 're much 
closer in price than any 
competitors. 

Amstrad's Spec t aim +3 has 
serious compatibility problems 
and needs a £45 Multiface 3 
before it can even approximate to 
the performance of an older 
Spectrum with a third-party disk. 

Post-Chrislmas trade rumour 
has it that the + 2 sold quite well 
but the +-3 bombed, in the 
absence of much software on the 
slow and pricy three-inch disk 
format. It won't be surprising if 
there's a furt her big cut in the price 
of the + 3 soon, following the £50 
cut to £199 in September. Even so. 
I don't think it will tempt many 
people who already own 
Spectrums - in particular 128Ks -
away from the Plus D or Swift 
systems, which are superior 
upgrades. 
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SPECDRUM 
I TWO 

CHEETAH'S SpecDrum package is one of the 
most versatile and successful add-ons ytxj can 
get fw the Spectrum, as more than40,000 users 
have already discovered. Two years after the 
launch of the product its st ill selling, and Cheetah 
has just released an adckm package, 
unimaginatively called the SpecOrum System 
Two, for owners of the original device. 

The SpecDrwn produces very authentic drum 
and rhyttim sounds by replaying samples - Urge 
tables o< numbers that describe sound waves 
through a ttack box that p»ogs into the back ol 
arry Spectrum 

The pnncipte s smular to that used m a 
compact-disc-ptayer. and though the Spec Drum 
isn't as accurate as a CD machine it's shi a very 
convincing waylo replay short percussive sounds 
under computer control SpecDromsotMishave 
been heard on TV and «k> programs, and even 
in adverts 
The basic SpecDrum costs £30and consists of 
an interface to M on the back of the computer, 
with a trailing pĥ no lead to convey sounds to an 
amplifier. The cassette software lets you play 
around with a 'kit' of up to eight short sounds at 
a time, the sounds are arranged m three groups, 
and you can play any one sound from a ffoup at 
anytime 

If you use sounds from several groups at once 
the SpecOrum automatically mures the sounds 
together Most other devices - notably the RAM 
Music Machine - play short snatches of each 
sound m turn, giving a less convincing effect 

the ongjnsi SpecOrum software lets you stnng 
together patterns on the screen and replay 
them at any tempo. Alternativê , you can enter 
the rhythm for each drum mdMduaty, by tapping 
a computer key as the rest of the pattern plays. 

The System Two wiB suit real drummers better, 
as it lets you control afle#t sounds directly from 
adjacent keys on the keyboard. 

SOUND CONTROL 

The ma«n advantage of System Two over the 
ortpui SpecOrum software ts that rt aSows more 
control over the drun sounds. You can tune them 
up and down in pitch by up to two octaves-the 
equivalent of a range of 49 notes on a piano. You 
can also play them backwards, or look at the 
paph of a sound and adjust the vofcfne of the 
whole or any part. Thus you can make your own 
dnjm sounds subtle, distinctive or (with a bit of 

effort) both1 

At first you can only edit and replay the 
sounds that are dtgiWfy recorded on the other 
side of the propam tape. The supplied samples 
include bass andsnare drum sounds, electric and 
acoustic torMoms, open and closed high hat 
cymbals, handclaps and a daw 

These raw recording use the maximum 
dynamic range of the syslem. so they can be 
tuned and edited with very little deterioration in 
quaWy. You can then assemble the sounds 'lo 
lots that can be used with the standard SpecDrun 
program, imung In original soiAis if you wish. 

FREE SAMPLES 

To get best results from the System Two you need 
Cheetah'ssound sampler -a£45 gismo that lets 
you record your own sounds in the computer 
memory. 

Much of the SpecDmm System Two software 
is devoted to sampling The principle is the same 
as that for the Cheetah sound-sampler program, 
reviewed m CRASH last year, but System Two 
improves upon some of its best features and 
those of the RAM Muse Machine software 

The mam difficulty in recording good drum 
sounds at home is that the SpecOnim can only 
cope with very short noses, the longest sound it 
canhandie is only about a sixth of a second The 
Syslem Two Sampler has the same restriction, 
and doesn't let you edrt the desired part out of a 
longer recording, son can take quite a fewtnes 
to record a sound without losing the start or the 
end. Another display option, VIEW, shows you a 
soW graph of the whole reconingWl you release 
theVkey 

The restricted sample length means that you 
can fit the program alut of ti^il sounds, and the 
drom pattern or sample besrg edited into 48K 
Unlike the sound sampler's own software, but like 
the RAM Music Machme and the first SpecDrum 
propam. System Two ignores the extra memory 
on a Spectrum 128 

RWkes about 20 seconds to toad or save a 
sample on cassette, and two minutes to save a 
complete kit of eight drums Microdrive filing is 
supported, and I had no trouble loading and 
sawrg samples on the Swift Disk using Swworrfs 
rracrodrve emulator Mes loaded and saved m a 
few seconds, regardless of size. The program ts 
supplied as a headertess tape file, so it is not easy 
lo transfer it to <hk without a magic-button 
device like a Multiface 

WAVE EDITING 

The System Two's wave editor displays the 
detailed graph of a sample, spread over 12 
display pages, with one dot representing the le vel 

Of each individual sample. A recording is made up 
of 3072 separate sampled levels You can move 
about rfi steps of ha# a page very quickly, and can 
position a cursor at any point on the wave 

You can edit the sample the hard way. by 
moving each dot on the gaph Kyoujustwantto 
adjust the level of ail or part of a sample you can 
draw a line or ENVELOPE Ihe volume S 
automatically adjusied, throughout the sample, 
to correspond to the shape of the hne 

TUNE lets you shfl the pitch of the sample up 
or down by a semitone, over a range of phis or 
mmis t » octaves. 

Reduwg the pitch of a wave makes it tongs: 
the extra -tformation s lost 

The ENVELOPE and TUNE options degrade the 
quality of the recorttng slightly, but they're stifi 
useful 

REVERSE turns the sample around so that it 
plays backwards The CUP optwn just cuts off 
troughs and peaks outside certain boundaries, 
generally causog distortion 

If you don't l*e the result of a change you can 
UNDO it to recover the previous sound. N and 0 
play the new' a n d W versions, soyou can easily 
compare the sounds before and alter editing 

LIMITATIONS 

In the last couple ot years much space in this 
cokjmn has been devoted to editing and 
converting the sounds supplied with the ongmal 
SpecDrum. and Cheetah's foBowup cassette tats 
of prerecorded sounds 

The System Two lets you change the pitch of 
those sounds, but it w* only let you adjust the 
volume of homemade samples and the e<ght 
sounds supplied wth System Two 

Cheetah justifies this in the pounds that the tot 
souxJs haw already been balanced md attempts 
to change their volume may lead to extra noise 
or distortion. 

THE VERDICT 

The SpecDtum System Two works wei and wtfl 
be useful to keen SpecOrunmeis, but it s a 
shame that it has limrtabons that reduce the 
scope for experimentation (I hope to remove 
these it future CRASHesJ 

Still, it's a two-year old product and the tad 
that ft can be extended at a»s a tribute to the 
original desi^ 

If you already own the Cheetah sound sampler 
the SpecDrum System Two is excellent value. and 
provides a roch sicker Imfc between the sampler 
and the SpecDrum than I have been able to 
senakse m these pages. But dont expect me to 
stop now, just vrtwi things are getting 
interesting 

NEXT MONTH: 
SUPPLEMENT AND 
TECH TAPE 
TECH TIPS is finally joining 
Playing Tips and Adventure Trail in 
the big league - next month's 
Crash will feature a 16-page Tech 
Tips special packed with 
interesting reading, including new 
tips and comprehensive 
comparative reviews of most 
things good and technical. 

There will also be full details of a 
Tech Tape, available direct from 
CRASH at a small charge. The 
Tech Tape is a compendium of 

useful and interesting utilities, and 
should be incredible value tor 
money, whether you're a 
computer-user or a programmer. 

The tape includes a fast, 
concise turbo loader and 
protection routines, which you can 
use in your own cassette 
programs; a complete compiler 
which translates ZX BASIC into 
very fast machine code; a real-
time sound processor for anyone 
with a Sampler or RAM Music 

Machine, plus new siudio-
recorded drum sounds; a sample 
editor; and sample-conversion 
routines. There's even a graphics 
game in there, to demonstrate how 
well the BASIC compiler works! 

Issue 50 of CRASH goes on sale 
February 25. 

In the meantime, if you'd like to 
pass on an original tip and win £30 
worth of software, if you've got a 
(new) technical problem, or if you 
want me to review something, 
please wnte to: 
Simon N Goodwin, Tech Tips, 
PO Box 10, Ludlow, Shropshire 
SY8 1DB 

I can't answer letters personally, 
even if you enclose an SAE, but will 
tackle previously unsolved tech 
teasers in Tech Tips. 



S I N C L A I R 'POUTER 
QUALITY APPROVED REPAIR CENTRE DrflKCD 
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HOW TO GET YOUR SPECTRUM REPAIRED FOR ONLY £19.95 \ 
SPECIAL OFFER! 

trw O* t'Omt* fvu»»ntr» ivypojrq 
'Of ar»» 131 50 nttiî  v*i 

r*tym ew me 
'K Itlil (KXt 

CM Tfco<% k*. 

MCĈ I) 

Update Your Rubber 
Keyboard to a 

New Spectrum + 
For only £24.95 +£1 50 pSp 

orcanbef i t tedforoniy£31.90*£ i SO 
postage & packing 

LIMITED OFFER 

SPECIAL OFFER! 
am «ok>r i«e ieerttvmie#«ei 

0 f C M If* H ft* 
HW^/flfWdftC1 t 

«OuM* ftrtf* 101 Q**r 
* f "CW f̂l 

nut ] m I ant 

T E N • R E P A I R S E R V I C E 
wnile vou wait Spectrum repairs £22 50 
Also ware p i r n over the counter 
AII computers fully overturned ana fully 
tested before return 
Fuiiy insured for the return journey 
Fixed low price of CM 50 including post 
patting and VAT < Not a between price 
of reaiiy up to £30 00 which some of our 
competitors are Quoting) iMa>i order only) 
Discounts for schools and coi leges 

BEST SERVICE -

> Six top games worth £19 00 for you to 
enjoy and oiav with every spectrum repair 

• We repair Commodore 64's. Vic 70 s 
Commodore 16'S and Pius 4 s 

> The most up to date test equipment 
developed by us to fuity test and find ai i 
faults within your computer 

i Keyboard repairs Spectrum rubber Key 
boards only £1000 

i J month written guarantee on all repairs 

BEST PRICES! bk 

ARE YOU ANOTHER CUSTOMER - fed up 
waiting weeks for your estimate? 
Need your computer repaired fast ' Tnen send it now to the Number One Repair 
Company in the UK or can in and see us at our fully equipped 2 S00 square foot worksnop 
with an me latest test equipment available vou are more than welcome 
We WW repair your computer while you wan and neip vou with any of your technical problems 
Commodore computers repaired for only CSS 00 Piease note we gove you a 100'-= low fixed 
price ot £19 9S which inc udes return post and packing VAT not a between price ime some 
other Repair Companies offer We don t as* vou to send a cneoue in for the maximum amount and 
shock you with repair bins CS0 upwards Don t forget we are Amsuad aproved for Quality and 
speed don t risk your computer to any other unauthorised repair centre we oont lust repair the 
faun and send your computer pac* we give your computer a 

I OVERHAUL WITH EVERY REPAIR WE DO - | 
we correct Colour sound Keyboard Check the loading and saving chip Put new feet on 

""the case if required Check for fun memory cneck an sockets including ear mike and replace 
where needed AI for an inclusive price of £19 9S including VAT all parts insurance and post 
and packing no hidden extras whatsoever we don t have to boast too much about our 
service as we nave thousands of customers from an over the world mgniy deiignted with our 
service A first class reputation for speed and accuracy Don t forget we also now nave 
Service Branch m Manchester city centre for while you wait service , 

TtwCneetaniM- ia&OF.'f Kronen ino t*n Dual Pert Turtio irrt*ii»f» 
»«omnwiK>*OrM»« Eflcr£i090 
Special off once £18 95 Item can Bepurcnavrt » w i i r v Dual po t Turtto 
INTERFACE£12.95 • DMPLU 
i » . TTYIT«£7 9S [ISOdl 

Spectrum keyboard 
membranes 
£5 50 plus £1 SOP ( b 
Spec I rum Pius spare 
k eytioara membranes 
£12 90cnust1 SO P i p 
IX 81 membranes 
£5 00otus£i SOoio 

Commodore reoucement oowf i r i m i c m n II I 00 plus (I SO D t p 

U R G E N T NOTICE Don t t>e misled Dy adverts snowing Detween prices A recen 
complaint against a Manchester repair firm Mancomp was upneid Oy the Advertising 
Standards Authority on two counts it had stated BBC repairs between £14 and £45 
tnen charged tne customer £85 ' Their guarantee policy was misleading as it did not 

^ ^ ^ • m a k e dear mat all repairs were not covered 

THE VIDEOVAULTCOMPUT 
COMPANION [EDITION NOW »OTROFFS 

" 3 CASSETTE 
LEADS 

SAVE YOUR CASSETTE 
SOFTWARE TO DISK 

-.USING THESE LEADS 

ONLV 

£4.50 
£1 5 0 P & P 

O N - O F F S W I T C H E S 
FOR THE SPECTRUM _ 
AND SPECTRUM + 
ORDER No 
1067 SPECTRUM 
1067A SPECTRUM + 

£4 95 * I 50 p -f p 

USE ANY ^ 
JOYSTICK WI1 
YOUR SPECTRUM + 
SINCLAIR LOYSNCR ADAPTOR I 
CONNECTING SPECTRUM +2 
COMPUTERS TO HOST JOYSTICKS' 

New bigger catalogue now available containing over 2.500 items including stffware for ail computers, joysticks, 
pare parts Business software, books, plus many more Just send 2* 1 Bp stamps for vow free copy Over 20 pages 

of top quality products delivered to your door by return post — • , 
POST + PACKINC I 
CHARGES UK ONLY 
OVERSEAS 
POST + PACKINC 
CHARGES PLEASE 
WRITE FOR 
QUOTE 

140 High Street West Clossop Derbyshire SK1J 8HJ 
Tel: 04574-66555/67761 Head Office & Access ordere, queries 
Manchester 061 2S6 0376 while you wait repair centre only 

COPYRIGHT VIDEOVAULT LTD NO 78900S FAX NO. 04574 68946 
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It's 7.00 in the evening. You've just finished 
another meal. You should do your homework but 
something is calling you from the garage. Some-
thing that would terrify the neighbours. Something 
agile, fast and deadly. Pegasus the Patrol Hydro-
foil Missilecraft. The temptation is just too much. 

the authentic handling of NATO ally 
hydrofoils. US. Italian and Israeli. 
7 6 m m water cooled naval gun, 
Harpoon and Gabriel missiles. 

• 0 
LA 

EMI ' S „ Jll il III i >:Mli I to MM 171 
[MK 'i iin si AH H I Of HMrtWISIS HIIIMt 1*1 SS *KY HV >0 1QM11WXJE 

8 real life missions and 
on-screen maps. 

&©198? Lu'JdSlilm lid (LFL) All iighis reser.rt Screen stats repreynl C64 version 
Others may vary 
Elecl«mic Ails software is available on a wide range ol nome umiwws including 
Commodore C64, Commotfuie Amiga. Atari SI IBM, Spectium and Amsirad 
Electronic Arts 1 1 4 9 Station Rd Langley Slough. Berkshwe S L 3 8 Y N England 



p ALT011 Tnstar 
flight simulator with 6 
degrees ol freedom 
motion 

Towards the future. A Boeing 737 
flight simulator with Novovtew 
SP3 visual system and WIDE 
display 

BA's newest 
facility - B737 No 2 
simulator. The 
machine ts 
approved to 
FA A Phase 
2 standard 

B737 fto 2 flight 
simulator panel 
configuration 
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Julian Rignall and Steve Jarratt visit British Airways' Flight Crew Training Centre 
and speak to Chris Barnes, Senior Principal Engineer (simulators) and John 
Silver, Public Affairs Manager (flight operations and technical) about the state-
of-the-art flight simulators used at Heathrow, and the increasing importance of 
advanced technology in aeronautics. 

BRITISH AIRWAYS 

Amongst the mass of buildings on the southwest 
side of Heathrow Airport lies British Airways' 
Flight C rew Training Centre at Cranebank Here, 
pilots and navigators are taken through their 
paces on one of 1! flight simulators currently 
noused there. There is also a Concorde simulator 
at Fillon in Bristol. 

All 11 simulators are on a constant 24 hour 
standby, and are used for between lb to 22 hours 
aday. Pilotson type-conversion training or those 
being given their mandatory bi-annual 
proficiency check assure the simulators' high 
utilisation. The simulators ensure that their skills 
meet ihe high standard required by British 
Airways. 

THE SIMULATOR 
lulian and Steve looked at a Boeing 737-200 
simulator, and were taken through take-off and 
landing procedures by Chris Barnes. 

The main cockpit and display is housed in a 
largecabinet supported by a bed of six hydraulic 
rams. Access to ihe cockpit is via a small 
drawbridge, which is removed during the 
'flight', to leave the simulator free standing. 

The cockpit area is a perfect representation of 
that encountered on the actual plane, with the 
exception of a small area to the rear of the pilot 
and co-pilot's seats which contains equipment 
necessary to Ihe running of the simulator and for 
(he information of the training instructor 
overseeing the crew. 

The term 'simulator' is complete in every 
sense of the word, since the hardware and 
software work in conjunction to create a totally 
convincing and physically realistic flying 
environment. Every facet of the aeroplane and its 
flight characteristics are reproduced to within an 
extensive series of stringent operating limits set 
by the CAA - the Civil Airlines Authority. 

The actual impression of flight is achieved by 
ihe realistic image system ana the three 
dimensional cockpit movement. The hydrostatic 
suspension allows six axes of movement and can 
pull ± 1.0 G in Ihe vertical axis and ± O.tt G in 
the lateral and longitudinal axes, effectively 
simulating acceleration and deceleration in all 

directions. 
The two forward and two side views from Ihe 

cockpit are provided by four monitors, whose 
image is projec ted into the window area by a 
beam splitter/collimaling mirror system. 

The Boeing 737 has a dusk/nigni lime visual 
syslem which accurately provides all ground 
lights and airport buildings as reference for Ihe 
pilot. 

The high contrast/high resolulion/fast update 
needed to create an authentic visual display 
makes ordinary TV screens redundant - the 
normal high persistence cathode ray tube creates 
glare and comet-tailing' from the individual 
poinls of light To relieve this problem, each 
monitor employs a Beam Penetration display 
and uses a single electron gun lo draw the whole 
image on the phosphor-coated screen. 

Colour is determined by the 'depth' to which 
Ihe Phosphor atoms are penetrated by the stream 
of electrons: ihe more penelration accorded a 
Phosphor atom, the higher the excitation level of 
its electrons, effectively altering the wavelength 
of the emitted light. All points of one colour are 
displayed, then the voltage of the gun and its 
focal length are altered and all the points of a 
differing colour are plotted and so on. The 
refresh rate of the screen is as high as 30 Hz-or 
once every 33 milliseconds - so the lapse 
between scans is totally undetectable. 

With this system, resolution is limited only to 
the point size of ihe beam and the extent of Ihe 
available X and Y co-ordinates of the electron 
gun. 

The hardware employed in creating and 
updating the three-dimensional model of each 
airport is based around a Rediffusion SP1 system 
using a 16-Bit Texas Instruments 980B. The 
Boeing 737 visual system can generate displays 
of about 20 actual airports used on British 
Airways short-haul routes and the data required 
for each airport and its surroundings is stored on 
a 500K eignt-inch disk, with each one taking up 
a mere 64K. 

Although the image system plays an important 
roleincreatingaconvincingflyingenvironmenl, 
Ihe bulk of the simulation is concerned with 
controlling the interaction between control 

¥ Instruction Facility Training captain controls exercise VDU screen whilst upper screen shows area maps 

inputs and the spatial characteristics of ihe 
aeroplane, its trim and theconsequent feedback 
to Ihe pilot via controls, instruments and the 
exterior view. 

The main system boasts a Gould J2/8705 with 
a 32-Bit high speed floatingpoint processor, wilh 
four Mb physical memory backed up by two 
internal 160 Mb Winchester hard drives and an 
external magnetic lape drive. A good idea of the 
Capabilities of the hardware are seen when you 
consider thai the bus hand width is about 27Mb 
per second, which means lhat data istransfcrred 
at around 27,OOOK every second! 

The computer constantly scans the whole 
operations deck, includingevery physical input 
It must then decide what effect this has on Ihe 
plane's overall Irim, how the flight path has been 
altered, and finally how the plane's new spatial 
position relates lo the view from the cockpit and 
the numerous displays and readouts available. 
To create the correct feedback through Ihe 
controls, a separate processor is employed 
based around a Gould SEL 32/37 wilh 
Rediffusion microcode and high speed parallel 
multiplier. This applies ihe correct amouni of 
pressure on the control column, rudder pedals 
and so on, depending upon the current Irim of 
ihe plane (for instance, pulling back on ihe 
joystick is harder while in a dive, than in level 
flighti. 

Suffice to say, I he cumulative effect of motion, 
visuals and control feedback provides a totally 
authentic experience of flight. 

TO THE FUTURE 
The training centre is about to take delivery of a 
new Vax-based Boeing 747-200 combi series 
tlighi simulator with full daylight visuals, and a 
747-400 series full flight and fixed base simulator 
later in the year Both systems cost about f I0M 
each (the avionics systems alone cost £2M>, 
increasing the value of the entire equipment 
within the complex to around £130M. 

Chris Barnes sums up by voicing opinions on 
the way ahead, * We only upgrade where we feel 
necessary. The simulators we use are the latest 
state-of-tne-art but there is, of course, a 
requirement to keep up wilh technology. The 
growth area now is visuals: more processing 
power will be used on the image systems than 
anything else. We're gelling digitally modelled 
JD graphics in lull daylight, wilh the ability to 
provide lull ground based air traffic and different 
weather conditions, improved sound systems 
are surtacingand new languages are being use to 
run the data. The future of simulators now 
depends a lot on the military, who can now 
create a complete combat experience, from mid-
air refuelling to dogfights and bombing runs 
without ever leaving Ihe ground". 

Indeed, simulators have reached such a peak 
of realism that BA has approval for zero flight-
time for its Boeing 737 and 757 simulators -
pilots may soon become fully qualified without 
flying the actual aircraft. 

As computer technology advances, we may 
even see pilolless airliners, where a skeleton 
crew of engineers mere) y oversee the runn i ng of 
Ihe aeroplane while computers do all the flying. 
Science fiction, it seems, is very quickly 
becoming science fact. 
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SCHWARZENEGGER 

Nothing like it has ever 
been on Earth before. 
It came for the thrill 
of the hunt 
It picked the wrong 
person to hunt YOU! 

48TiTa°K
dore 6 4 ^ a c 
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TM GOING TO happen 
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MIKE DUNN faces murder and Madonna in a 
search through your Spectrum SCREENS 

I H E M R N OF VDUR » R E f t H 5 15 R I C I L . 

™ f E s R s . i i - f c « « I* fiV*f*v>re 
M U t e t f ' ON E L M S T R E E T - 2 

M 
o FREDDYS REVENGE 

f . -i t •;> ;Arv: 

m & V 

W H A T H A V E I 
D O N E T O 
D E S E R V E T H I S ? ' 

P E T S H O P B O / S 
W I T H D U S T K 
S P R I N G F I E L D 

• This one had all the surviving LM 
staff crowding round my Spectrum 
and lecturing me about the good 
old days - thanks to long-
estabtished On The Screen 
contributor Matthew Arnold, from 
Newport Pagnell in 
Buckinghamshire 

M A nightmare in the CRASH office: 
this screen depicting no-one's 
favourite film murdt er Freddy 
Krueger arrives from Aian Grier of 
Saltcoats in Ayrshire. Colour is 
used to powerful effect in Alan's 
picture, based on the character 
Irom the Nightmare On Elm St series 
of movies. 

T It's those Communards in lull, 
again from Matthew Arnold 

MATTHEW ARNOLD 

M More music from M Pearson: the 
Pet Shop Boys make it onto the 
Spectrum screen. What have we 
done to deserve them? 

1 < » 7 M P 



A The sleeve artwork ot megastar 
Madonna's True Blue album was 
adapted by M Pearson, from 
Wombourne in the West Midlands, 
with nice shading and an effective 
blue monochrome. Please address 
all Mary Whitehouse-type letters 
about Madonna and the 
immorality of young people these 
days to Paul 'let's see how many 
pictures of Madonna I can fit 
around my Apricot' Sumner . . . 

• Matthew Arnold takes to the screen again with this shot from his impressive 
demo - a nice, colourful, and amusing new angle on Mastertronic's Feud. 
with pretty cartoon characters 

' * 

A Varoom! This Lamborghini 
Contach is just the sort of thing I 
need to match my Filofax - it I ever 
get paid for On The Screen. Martin 
Stevenson's excellent detail 
makes up tor the lack ot colour. 

lots an 
ar Man 
atted s 

The standard of 
SCREENS is rising all 
the time, and it gets 
ever harder to select 
the best ones, but I'm 
not complaining (for 
a change!). 

Send yours to 
MIKE D, ON THE 
SCREEN, CRASH, PO 
Box 10, Ludlow, 
Shropshire SY8 1DB, 
and remember that if 
your work is printed 
you'll get a full-colour 
framed 'n' mounted 
screen dump of the 
masterpiece, 
courtesy of Rainbird. 
(Sorry to all those 
who've been waiting 
for their screen 
dumps-I 'm on the 
case.) 



GET INTO CRIME! 
In the late 1990's the streets of New York are a Jungle. 
You are the Ice cool leader of a gang of drug crazed 
terrorists. Your main goal Is to become the richest, 

toughest and most notorious gang In the city. 

SEND YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS TODAY FOR YOUR FREE TRIAL OF 
IT'S A CRIME THE WORLDS MOST POPULAR PLAY-BY-MAIL GAME 

Write to : -
KJC GAMES, PO BOX 11, CLEVELEYS. BLACKPOOL LANCS FYS 2UL. 
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THE Third Bntish Play By Mail 
convention will be held on 
February 20 at the Porchester 
Centre in London. It will include 
game launches, competitions, live 
role-playing demonstrations, SF/ 
fantasy stalls, a swap shop (bring 
any complete board games, D&D 
pieces, ORIGINAL software etc to 
sell or swap), lectures, a bar and 
myself. As ever, the last two 
features will be found quite close 
together... 

Most major PBM companies will 
be attending the convention, and 
there are always a fair few 
newcomers there. 

The convention is always worth 
visiting, with many bargains to be 
grabbed and players to meet. It's 
a good idea to wear a badge to say 
who you are in whatever ga me you 
play. 

HI, STANDARD 

One of the major displays at the 
convention will probably be the 
launch of Standard Games's first 
PBM game (the company is well 
known for its successful board 
games). David Norton of Standard 
Games says a PBM version of 

BRENDON 
KAVANAGH 

CONVENTION 
COMING SOON 
Dark Blades is imminent, and 
though Standard Games's 
designers haven't yet perfected 
the version to be marketed. Norton 
hopes the display at the 
convention will give a good idea of 
Dark Blades. 

Dark Blades is a fantasy game 
for up to 100 players where the 
players are split first into races and 
then character types. There are 
two types of race and two types ot 
character; in both cases the 
choice is the player's. 

Each player is set several quests 
to complete before going for the 
big one - - a quest to find a mystical 
object. The first player to complete 
all the quests arid to find the object 
wins the game. Players interact as 
the game progresses - there'll be 
more details next issue. I hope. 

MEGALOMANIA 
CURED? 

Rumour has it that problems with 
the software governing Phoenix 
Games's Megalomania, one of the 
most enjoyable games of 1987. 
have been overcome (famous last 
wordsl) and that Game Three is 
soon to be launched. 

Meanwhile, the man 
responsible for the Megalomania 
idea, Andrew Dodd, has another 
game up his sleeve - to be run 
separately from the Phoenix 
house. It's called The Order Of 
Chaos and Dodd's idea is a novel 
one. 

You, the player, are a World 
Shaper. Bible-readers will know 
Genesis, and that's basically the 
book of the game. Against al f sorts 
of demonic opposition and 
irritation you must shape the River 
Of Life to 'create a suitable 
environment for Civilisation'. It's a 
cracking idea (interestingly 
paralleled by Ocean's new 
Atari ST/Amiga game Eco), so 
more details after the official 
launch. 

CHEAP 
INTERPLANETARY 

WARFARE 
Harrow Postal Games 
(moderator of The Weapon) has 
recently launched a new game. 
The Omega Victor This is 
another game of interstellar (well, 
interplanetary according to the 

ruiebook) diplomacy and 
wargaming. The player's goal is 
simply survival: you are one of 20 
planetary rulers wishing to control 
all the planets of the Omega 
cluster. In the beginning you have 
a homeworld, a few flagships and 
some starfighters. And away you 
go 

The company claims The 
Omega Victor is simple but fun to 
play, and it looks interesting 
though maybe not very different 
from a handful of other games. It's 
cheap, too - only 50p per turn for 
British players. Harrow Postal 
Games's manager, Jim Gibson, 
will attend the convention with 
more information. 

The Porchester Centre is just up 
the road from Royal Oak 
underground station (near 
Paddington on the Metropolitan 
line), 

Doors at the Third British Play 
By Mail Convention open at 
10.30am and will close at about 
5.00pm. 

Tickets cost £2 at the door or 
£1.50 if bought in advance from 
Mike McGarry. 2 David Court. 200 
Lansdowne Road, London N17 
9XW 



GAMES 
NOVA PRODUCTIONS, which 
runs Conquest, is promising two 
new games for the summer. 
Ancient Empires and Conquest 
Of The Stars are being imported 
from the USA by Nova 
Productions, which has made a 
deal for the UK rights with the 
games' American owners, 
Schubel And Son Inc. 

Ancient Empires is an 
established American game for 40 
players set on a mythical planet. 
Players rule empires which, while 
producing some goods, are still 
dependent upon each other for 
survival. Trade is necessary, but 
war and blockades are not 
uncommon. The game seems to 
have some interesting military, 
naval and economic features, so I 
await the rulebook with bated 
breath. 

Conquest Ol The Stars is, as 
Nova honestly admits, 'the usual 
type of space PBM game'. 60 
players battle it out over the same 

galaxy with a multitude of 
spacecraft and military units 
fighting over the ever-popular 
ultimate fuel source etc etc. 
There's a promise of alien life 
forms as well. If Conquest Of The 
Stars is priced low it could be in 
fierce competition with other new 
budget games, such as Edipse 
and The Omega Victor, 

There's a new idea from 
Blitzkrieg Games - a comic-book 
superhero PBM game. 
Destructor The multicoloured 
rulebook for this imaginative new 
hand-moderated launch details 
pages and pages of superpowers. 
body parts, terrain types and so 
on. 

And for sports fanatics there's a 
new American-football PBM 
game which looks like a good 
simulation, though it's not as 
cheap as some other amateur 
games. Write to SEP Games. PO 
Box 12, Eccles. Manchester M30 
7BP. 

PBM FANZINE FILE 
AM ATEU R SPORT games are the 
subject of Top Of The Pile, an 
easy-to-read fanzine offenng a fair 
few positions in football and 
motor-racing games, among 
others. It's on its third issue: for a 
copy send an SAE to Dave 
Brennan, 4 The Poplars. Biddick, 
Washington. Tyne And Wear NE38 

7DR- and ask Dave how much it 
costs to join, because he didn't tell 
me! 

Also on its third issue, PBM 
Scroll ts 16 pages in a new A5 
format. The pncehiketoCt is a bit 
too much, but it's worth a look -
contact John Woods. 91 Wandle 
Road, Morden, Surrey SM4 6AD. 

Hove you ever been 

IN DUBIOUS BATTLE ? 
THE DIFFERENT PLAY -BY-MAIL GAME 

Well, now't your chancel IN DUBIOUS BATTIC ii a unique computer 
moderated strategy/war gome quite unlike anything you hove ever 
played before m which each player take* on the ro'« of O warring god 
Unique because you' struggle for supremacy take* place in two totally 
separate arenas. One is the dimension in which the god* dwell named 
Elysium, the other is a world ol over 500 region* with over 100 nations To 
win you must bottle your way to dominion over your fellow gods On the 
polh to this goal you will wield powerful magic m individual combat, hurt 
armies of elemental* agomsi enemy hosts on the plain* of Elysium, vie for 
control of malevolent daemon* ond meddle in the destinies of tribes and 
empires - roising up those who worship you and costing down those who 
pay homage to your enemie* IN DUBIOUS BATTLC ha* ail this ond 
morel I N DUBIOUS BATTLC can be played as a simulation or a* a 
tactical/siroteg<c war gome. Feature* include 

Startup costs C6 lor rulebook. A3 map. attributes chart and TWO free turns. 
Each turn costs Ct .50 thereafter including postage 

Nome POST NOW TO: 

Address PANDEM GAMES 
PO BOX 127 
BELFAST BT9 SO 

Poitcode N IRELAND 
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VOTE FOR 
THE CHARTS 
HOW TO VOTE FOR YOUR FAVOURITE GAMES: give each 
of your top five games for the HOTLINE, ADVENTURE 
and STRATEGY chart* a mark out of ten - the better the 
game, the higher the mark. 

ADVENTURE CHART 
TITLE MARK OUT OF TEN 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Name .. 
Address 

Postcode 

T-shirt size | "| 
This is the £40 of software I'd like if I win first prize, but I know some 
games are unavailable and CRASH can't promise anything 

Send this vot ing form to: C R A S H A D V E N T U R E C H A R T , 
PO Box 10, Ludlow, Shropshire SY8 1DB 

HOTLINE CHART 
TITLE MARK OUT OF TEN 

Name .. 
Address 

Postcode 

T-shirt size £ 
This is the £40 of software I'd like if I win first prize, but I know some 
games are unavailable and CRASH can't promise anything 

Send this vot ing form to: C R A S H H O T L I N E C H A R T , PO 
Box 10, Ludlow, Shropshire SY8 IDS 

STRATEGY CHART 
TITLE MARK OUT OF TEN 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

Name 
Address .... 

Postcode 

T-shirt size | 1 
This is the £40 of software I'd like if I win first prize, but I know some 
games are unavailable and CRASH can't promise anything 

Send this vot ing form to: CRASH STRATEGY C H A R T , 
PO Box 10, Ludlow, Shropshire SYS 1DB 
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OPPORTUNITIES 
In-House and Free-Lance Technical Staff 
Having established the key elements of a well organised and equipped in-house' 
software development team, the company has the following opportunities to 
offer in Entertainment Software Development. 
Senior Programmers - O.T.E. £25K 
Having been responsible for at (east one technically excellent (though not necessarily commercially successful! 
entertainment software product you will be experienced in Z80.6502 and/or 68000 assembler you will be looking 
for an opportuni ty to join an i n house environment committed to the development of original products and 
conversions of the very highest quality and will expect to call on graphics, music and other support functions 

, of me highest calibre 

Programmers - O.T.E. £15K 
Though not necessanly able to show direct involvement in any commercially available entertainment 
software products, you will be awe to demonstrate through specific routines and demo programs, a 
high degree of technical ability In 280 6502 or 68000 assembler YOU will be looking for an 
opportunity to realise your ambition to be responsible for the development of technically 
excellent entertainment software products and win expect to call on graphics, music and other 
support functions of the highest calibre 

Graphic Artlsts/Musldans/Came Designer-O.T.E. C10-E15K 
With or without formal qualifications you will already be working in a free-lance or m 
nouse capacity supporting programmers in your specialist discipline In the 
development of commercially available/to be pubiisned entertainment 
software products. Vou will be able to demonstrate a number of different 
examples of your work and will be looking to put your experience to use 
whilst developing it further in the production of commercially available 
products 

AII appointees to me above positions win oe offered an attractive worwng 
environment substantial basic salary and an opportunity to develop meir amott>ons 
with tne full support of the company s management and financial strength 
in addition to tne above opportunities the company has a regular flow of program 
conversion contracts available at attractive rates to free lancers and is oartlcularty 
neen to s upport proven programmers ana development houses wisning to write and 
nave published by a major brand name original games for an popular macnines 
if you would like to arrange an interview to discuss any of me aoove opportunities 
please write giving full details of your relevant enpenence to 
Steve Wilcox - Director 
Elite Systems Ltd. Anchor House, Anchor Road, Aldrtdge, Walsall wss BPW 

L M 
I NOW AVAILABLE - the official Spectrum Upgrade! 

jTurn your Spectrum intd 
la Spectrum + for lust £24.95 

• Profesyonaifuii-suekeyboard 
-includes 17 extra keys 

• Resoonsive typewriter style action 
• Accepts ancurrent spectrum 

software ana peripherals 

Here's some exciting news for Spectrum owners 
me official Spectrum upgrade lot The upgrade has everything you 
need to turn your spectrum into the stylish new Spectrum + You don't even 
need an understanding of electronics, lust the ability to solder a few wires together1 The 
leaflet in the kit gives clear, step by step instructions if you re not sure about doing it 
yourself don't worry Simply return your 48K spectrum to us and for £31j90 + £150 
p + p we'll upgrade it for you 
The bigger, better Spectrum keyboard 
The Spectrum + measures XZW x 6" it has a large typewriter style keyboard 
with hard, moulded keys YOU II find the new keyboard has a smooth positive 
action - ideal for touch-typing, word processing, simulation programs and 
extended programming sessions Two retractable legs give a perfect typing position 
There are S8 keys in all. including 17 new keys Programmers will be pleased 
to see dedicated punctuation keys, a space bar. and separate shift keys for graphics 
and extended modes And a reset button allows you to dear a program from your 
computer $ memory without disconnecting the power supply 

invtrtcd comma Cunc coneofc 
The official Spectrum Upgrade. Naturally your upgraded 
computer win accept atl the peripherals in your Sinclair system 

interface i Microdrives and so on • as wen as an Spectrum software 
Just as important, new spectrum software and penpherais win be designed I 

with the Spectrum + in mind So the Sinclair upgrade adds ftyllsti looln. n#w | 
capabilities and new potential for the future 

HOW TO ORDER BY MAIL 
1. if you require us to do the upgrade for you please send £J1.90 + £1 SO p+p Total C$3.40 
2. Should vou require the do-it-yourself kit)ust send £24.95 - £ t.50 p + p. Total £24.43. 
S. if you require your spectrum to be repaired and upg raoeo to a Spectrum Plus we nave a 
special offer price of lust £30.00 complete 
Orders can be placed by using your Access Card on the numbers below 

upgrade Depr 140 High street west Glossop. Derbyshire SKI3 8HJ 
Tel 04574-66S55/67761 Head Office & access orders 

Manchester 061 • 236 0376 while you wait repair centre only 
c Copyright Videovauit Ltd No 789003 
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THE STATE OF THE MARTIAL ARTS 
COMING SOON FOR SPECTRUM. 
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Actual Spectrum screens 

ZX Speclrum 48K 128K' * £9 99 
Commodore 64 128 Cassette £9 99 and disk £14 99 

Soon to be available for Atari ST and 
Amstrad home computers 

Mail order Activision (UK) Ltd 
Units 3&4 Lloyds Close. Finedon Road, 

Industrial Estate. Wellingborough, 
Northampton NN8 4SR 

Tel(0933)76768 
Access. American Express and Visa cards welcome 



HYPERMARKET/ 
ASHES TO 
ASHES, DUST 
T O . . . 
SPECCY? 
Franco Frey'S First Law Of 7?>e 
Impermeabih ty Of Materials states 
that a specially-designed double-
seamed dust cover will, when 
placed over a Spectrum, inhibit its 
tendency toward dust equilibrium 
with its environment. In other 
words, these jobs keep your 
computer clean, right? 

The CRASH Spectrum dust 
covers, which are by a curious 
coincidence emblazoned with the 
name CRASH, have been made to 
four different sets of 
measurements, to precisely Fit four 
different kinds ot Spectrums: the 
early rubber-keyed model, the 
Spectrum +, the Spectrum 128 
and the Spectrum +2. 

And seriously, now. remember 
this small investment COULDsave 
you big repair bills . 

C3.00-C4.00 

CRASH HISTORY BINDERS 
Lloyd Mmigrant't four-port CRASH 
History, which continue! in this issue, 
trill add up to 96 pages • 48 CRASH 
covert and 4H pages of text. A special 
hinder tail he available in December 
to keep the CRASH History 
pcrmantntly together, 

The binder is designed to also 
accomodate the complete CRASH 
indexes to reviews, tips and features, 
which tail be published in the 
Christmas Special, 

.-IriJ each hinder will come with 

ARMLESS FUN 
WITH THE 
CRASH 
T-SHIRTS 
FOUR styles! Three of them 
feature OH Frey's most famous 
CRASH paintings in full colour and 
one T-shirt depicts a monster from 
your worst nightmares - King 
Grub. Wear it if you can stand the 
slime. 

repnnts of all Lloyd Mangram's 
CRASH Lookbacks 'excluding 1987, 
because that's in the ChnstmatSpecial 
anytiiqy) and some special articles and 
archival material on the histon of the 
Sptetrum. With the CRASH History 
it will fam a unique CRASH bwk of 
oivr 120 pages. 

Vou can order the binder now, but 
please be prepared to wait longer than 
the usual 28 daxs! 

£4.50 

The three covers are: Head Over 
Heels's Evil Emperor (Issue 39), a 
monster from Oli's interpretation 
of the Level 9 adventure Red Moon 
(Issue 20), and the CRASH surfer-
the ultimate Spectrum sports 
simulator, still wet from the waves 
of Issue 19! 

The T-shirts are 50% cotton and 
50% polyester, so everyone's 
happy, and they're all available in 
two dramatically different sizes: 
medium (M on the form) and 
Grubbish, ie extra extra large 
(XXL). 

ARE YOU 
IN A BIND? 
If not, you could be - just wait tilt 
your CRASHes start njnning away! 
Now you can keep them bound up 
in a friendly but firm blue binder 
embossed with the CRASH crest. 
Each binder holds 12 CRASHes, 
and comes complete with a little 
rub-on thingummywotsit which 
you, um, rub on and then the 
binder says '1987' on the spine, 
do you follow? You have to be 
there, really. 

We could go on about f/wl 
handsome tooling, the embossed 
title page and the rare art prints 
which will make this a collector's 
edition, but it'd all be fibbing. The 
CRASH binder is, however, very 
useful for making shelves collapse 
when overloaded with 164-page 
editions of the magazine! 

C4.50 

These T-shirts are 
ONLY available from CRASH 
and you won't find the distinctive 
artwork on T-shirts anywhere else. 
CS JJO each 

ITEM 

T-SHIRTS 
£5.50 e a c h 

RfDMOON M 
XXL 

EVIL EMPEROR M 
XXL 

SUftFtfl M 
XXI 

KING GRUB M 
XXL 

CAPS 
£3.95 each 

BINDERS 
£4.50 each 

SPECTRUM DUST COVERS 
HUMER-WYEO SPECTRUM 

STCCTFUM + 
C3.25 each 

SPECTRUM 128 
C3.75 (rtch 

SPECTRUM f 2 
,.»«««». C4.00oach 

CRASH HISTORY BINDERS 
£4.50 each 

QUANTITY 

POSTAGE AND PACKING A* p>w nciuda VAT. poaupa and packing tor ordart «pthn ma mainland UK. Por MntHwnial lm>i tm*  
PIMM ttom 28 Otyt tor (Mttvaty. and rmnmrtmr irar M m Rams arflva warMtfy CRASH Honor, tmdar* ** not ba mlaM M DaoanCar Bui Da iMwltM *a toon «a poaaibto 

CONTINENTAL EUROPE/ 
OVERSEAS ORDERS ONLY: I AM 
ENCLOSING P&P PAYMENT 
FOR ITEMS AT E2.00 EACH. 

P&P TOTAL: £ 

PRICE 

TOTAL PAYMENT ENCLOSED: £ 

ONE LITTLE v 
FORM GOES > 
TO MARKET 
Buy ANYTHING from the CRASH range 
of designer doobries with this single 
form! Please fill out the whole thing 
using BLOCK CAPITALS and 
remembering to enclose payment 

NAME 
ADDRESS 

POSTCODE 
PLEASE DEBIT MY VISA/ACCESS ACCOUNT £ 
CttrJhoOtr t Ad&tM ft dritnnr from 9bo*Q) 
NAME 
ADDRESS 

POSTCODE 
SIGNATURE . 
EXPIRY DATE 
PLEASE CHARGE MY ACCOUNT NO: 

I 
SEND THIS FORM TO 
THE CRASH HYPERMARKET, PO 
BOX 20, LUDLOW, SHROPSHIRE 
SY8 1DB 
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CAP THAT! 

This baseball-style headgear is 
especially designed to protect the 
wearer in the event of (a) King Grub 
or (b)a shelf overladen with 
CRASHes falling on his/her head. 

However, the blue-and-white 
CRASH cap (which comes 
complete with an adjustable strap 
so one size fits all humans) is also 
useful for carrying water through 
deserts. taking charitable 
collections at ThePCW Show, 

stones out of horses' 
ves and. In extreme cases, 

wearing on your head. 

£ 3 . 9 5 

MULTIPLE 
ORDERS 

You can send mail-order. 
Hypermarket and back-number 
orders in the same envelope to 
save postage. Just address it to 
M U L T I P L E O R D E R , C R A S H , 
PO Box 20, Ludlow, 
Shropshire SY8 1DB. 

Please remember you CANNOT 
send competition or charts 
entries, letters to the Forum or 
Playing Tips, or any other 
correspondence to the editorial 
and subscriptions departments in 
these Multiple Order envelopes. 
They're going to a different side of 
Ludlow! 

BACK NUMBERS 
Don't miss out! 
1 8 8 4 

3 A M Sinclair talks to CRASH • Stack Light Rifle • Run n Again Missile Command 
games • CRASHtlonnaire results • me earliest sixwing back number" 

4MAT The Quill analysed*me tabled ZX Microdrive appears• Run It Again- Pengo 
games • graphics utilities • Living Guide boardgames, simulations, strategy, 
adventure • the second-earliest surviving back numberll ithats enough earty bat* 
numbers~Ed) 

1880 

17 AM Denton Designs • Sinclair Story 3 • Maps. KMgftf Lore, UnderwurWe • Leonardo 
Graphics* Datel sound sampler • Artist. 0»W Thorpe 

It JUL Gremk] Graphics prohte • Artist Bob Waketin • Map Gyrorr Atrium 
18 AIM CRL profile • Oliposter • roundup of BASIC compilers • Artist Rich ShenfiekJ • Maps: 

Dynamite Dan, Shadowfire 
Electronic 20 St? Electronic Pencil Company profile • Maps: AHen 8. Dun Darach 

21 OCT Hotograhx profile • Holograms • Map: Nodes Of Yesod • Platinum Productions profile 
22 NOV Fanzine File • Microdrive dps • Artist Susan Rowe • Fantasy Gamebooks 
23 DEC Melbourne House • Computer graphics • Artist: Daw Beeson 
24XMAS I M M A f t t t Oliver Frey • Gargoyle Games profile • Lloyd's Lookback • Hewson 

profile 

28 K B DureH profile • Microsphere • FORTH and extensions to ZX BASIC 
26 MAR St Bride's profile • Spectrum 128 • Micronet 800 • Muluface 1 
27 AHt Playing Tips supplement • Mel Croucher • Imagine profile • PflM convention 
28 MAY Faiutnes • Martech profile • Composite VMM interlace • SpecOrum 
29 JUK First PBM Mailbox • Homegrown software • Realtime profile • Maps Cykj, Sir Fred, 

Saboteur, Tantalus 
30 JUL Birth of a game • Laser Genius • Maps Tantalus, Movk 
31 AUG Software Protects • Word processing * Maps: Pentagram. Heavy On The Magick 
32 SEP Programmer: Dave Perry • GAC • Maps Core. Ghosts n Goblins. BobbyBeanng • Echo 

Synthesizer 
33 OCT Programmers Jon Rrtman, Costa Panayi • Map! Dan Dare, Cauldron t • SpecOrumming 
34 NOV Programmer Don Priestley • Genesis Update • Maps Dynamite Dan f, Equtocot, 

Universal Hero • Music Machine 
35 DEC Designer Dan Malone • Computer Advertising • Maps Glider toder, Thrust, 

Lighttorce • MIDI 
SfSMAS 1888/87 Lloyd's Lookback• Spectrum MUSK* Maps: Scooby Doo, Heartland, 

Druid 
1 8 8 7 ••••... 
37 F I I John Richardson Jetman"* CRASH Reviewers revealed • Match Day Change • Maps. 

Fanlight It, firetorti. Avenger, Dandy 
38 MAR Fanzines • Designer: Berme Drummond • Maps: Cobra, impossabaii, Uridum • MIDI 
38 AMI Arcades update • The Z88 • Programmer: Steve Taylor • Maps: Nosteratu. Double Take, 

Future Knight. Feud 
40 MAT Terminal Man returns • Ptaying Tips Supplement • Maps. Short Circuit, Antmad. Con-

Quest. Into The Eagle's Nest. Sceptre Of Bagdad. Dragon's Lair It, Thrust It. Fat Worm Blow 
A Sparky, Tarzan, Aliens 
Programmer: Mike Singleton • Industry today • Adventure Trail Supplement • Maps 
Saboteur II, Head Over Heels • Multitrackere • 128 bugs 
16-page 0tNK> pull-out • Living Daylights Mm FX • Programmer: Pete Cooke • Maps 
Auf Wiedersehen Monty. Hydrofool, Rasterscan 

43 AUG The +3 arrives• Run It Again runs the Gauntlet clones*Big trouble at The 
Bug • CRASHtionnaire results • CRL's 3D Gamemaker • Maps: Endun Racer. Flash 
Gordon 

44SEP Programmer David Aubrey-Jones on Mercenary• The Sega Master System*Is 
homegrown software heafthy • Tech Tips: that Swift Disc • Forum: Barbanan backlash 
continues • The CRASH Challenge • Maps- Vampire. The Curse Of Sherwood • tips 
galore kx Killed Until Deac 

45 OCT Run It Agam the klck-'em-ups • The CRASH Hi«ory Pan One • m the 
arcades • The budget MOOCXXN • How stars are bom: selling your games • On The 
Screen logo winners *Maps: Game Over. Wonder Boy 

Issues 1, 2 and 5-16 now out of stock. SORRY! 

41 Jim 
42 JUL 

SPECIAL 
BACK NUMBERS 
OFFERS 
• Order any three or four issues at 
the same time - we knock 40p off 
the total cost 
• Order any rive or more issues a t 
the same time - we knock 20p off 
each item 

PRICES 
All back issues are now £1.20 
including p&p 
except CHRISTMAS SPECIALS 
which are £1.95 including p&p, 
for orders within the mainland 
UK. 
CONTINENTAL EUROPE/ 
OVERSEAS ORDERS: £2.00 par 
magazine including p&p 

Place a cross over the box containing the number(s) of the back issuefs) 

3 4 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44[45 

NUMBER OF ISSUES ORDERED:. 
COST: £ 

DISCOUNT (IF APPLICABLE): £! 
TOTAL PAYMENT ENCLOSED: £. 

(cheque or money order made payable to CRASH or 
Visa/Access credit card debit - form below) 

DON'T FORGET TO TICK THE ISSUES YOU WANT ON THE GRID! 

NAME 
ADDRESS 

POSTCODE 
PLEASE DEBIT MY VISA/ACCESS ACCOUNT £ 

(delete as applicable) 
Cardholder s Address fit rtllennttrom above) 

ADDRESS 
POSTCODE 

SIGNATURE 
EXPIRY DATE 
PLEASE CHARGE MY ACCOUNT NO: 

Please allow 28 days tor delivery 
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TOP GAMES 
FEBRUARY 

Z Z — 

The three charts compiled from the votes of CRASH readers is the 
most real ist ic chart for gauging the popu I arity of Spectrum games -
it is the games that are being played that get the votes. not the 
games that are in the shops this week or month. 

And the votes are important. It's up to you to let us know what you 
feel, so fill in the voting forms which live on the results pages and 
in FRONTLINE to make your voice heard. 

If you don't want to carve up your issue of CRASH. we understand. 
Use a photocopy if you like, or copy the details from the voting forms 
onto a postcard, or the back of a sealed envelope, and send that to 
us instead. 

Apart from the satisfaction of registering your vote, there's always 
the chance of winning a prize. Each month we draw 15 winners from 
all the voting forms received - five for the HOTLINE, five for the 
AO VENTURE and five for the STRATEGY chart. 

A top prize of £40 worth of software (your choice, not ours) and a 
CRASH T-shirt is awarded to the first slip drawn from the HOTLINE 
votes, and another £40 of goodies and a shirt goes to the 
ADVENTURE and £20 of goodies and a shirt goes to the STRATEGY 

Four runners up from each ballot box collect a CRASH T-shirt and 
a CRASH Hat.Soget those votes m tothe CRASH HOTLINE CHART, 
CRASH ADVENTURE CHART and CRASH STRATEGY CHART: 
PO Box 10, Ludlow, Shropshire SYS 1DB 

Hewson holds the top two spots and still at Number Two is 
Zynaps; Exolon stops last month's Number One Enduro Racer In 
Its dirty tracks, jumping up from Number Five. Elsewhere 
Barbarian drops down to Number 15 and another beat-'em-up. 
Renegade, looks threatening as It goes up five places to Number 
Five. At the other end of the chart, oldies Bombjack and Quazatron 
make a reappearance with The Sentinel. 
Even as you reed this, the lucky winner of this month's £40 worth 
of software and CRASH T-shirt will be opening his brown paper 
package - Evan Wolllston of London has asked for such delights 
as Starglider, Driller and 720Also out of the hat came David 
Haffner from Redditch In Worcestershire, Barry Smith from 
Ipswich, Dewi Aled Jones (a name fo leave our sentimental 
mothers dewi-eyed) from Gwynedd, and Peter Hutchinson from 
Heben Bridge in West Yorkshire. 

Strategy Top 10 
1 (1) VULCAN CCS 

Perhaps we should rename this the Static Chart Yet again the 
well-known Vulcan holds the hardly-jousted-for-at-all Number 
One spot, and most games move only a few places this month, 
with Tobruk and Their Finest Hour re-entering the chart . . . yet 
again. 
Top prize goes to Dangermouse and his sidekick Simon Penfold 
from Blackwood In QwenL Strange to see Simon voting for Vulcan 
and also asking for it as a prize... Runners-up come from all 
comers of the Isles; they're Tleman McGuigan from County 
Tyrone in Northern Ireland, Mike Cooney from Roscommon In 
Eire, Scott Bruce from the fair town of Cheltenham in 
Gloucestershire, and Andrew Murray from West Wickham In 
Kent 

2 (3) ARNHEM CCS 
3 (4) LORDS OF MIDNIGHT BEYOND 
4 (2) DESERT RATS CCS 
S (5) REBELSTAR RAIDERS FIREBIRD 
6 (71 DOOMDARK'S REVENGE BEYOND 
7 (9) BATTLE OF BRITAIN PSS 
8 (6) THEATRE EUROPE PSS 
9 (•) TOBRUK PSS 

10 {•>) THEIR FINEST HOUR CENTURY HUTCHINSON 
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Hotline Top 20 
1 (5) EXOLON HEWSON 
2(2) ZYNAPS HEWSON 
3 (3) GAUNTLET US GOLD 
4 (1) ENDURO RACER ACTI VISION 
5 (10) RENEGADE IMAGINE 
6 (4) HEAD OVER HEELS OCEAN 
7 (8) MATCH DAY OCEAN 
8 (12) BUBBLE BOBBLE FIREBIRD 
9 (14) STARGLIDER RAINBIRD 

10(11) MERCENARY NOVAGEN 
11 (13) COBRA OCEAN 
12 (9) ELITE FIREBIRD 
13 (13) LEADERBOARD US GOLD 
14 (17) PAPERBOY ELITE 
15 (6) BARBARIAN PALACE 
16 (16) BATMAN OCEAN 
17 (7) URIDIUM HEWSON 
18 (-) BOMB JACK ELITE 
19 (•) QUAZATRON HEWSON 
20 (-) THE SENTINEL FIREBIRD 

Did anyone really expect Melbourne House's The Hobbit to be off 
Number One for more than a month? Still, at least it gives the 
other games in the chart some hope! And two adventures from 
Melbourne House's budget sister M.A.D., Stormbnnger and 
Spellbound, hold their positions above the Beyond titles Lords Of 
Midnight and Doomdark's Revenge. 
Great Barr In Birmingham brings great players and this month's 
Adventure Chart winner, A Goode, is a good one. His £40 worth 
of software includes such mind-stretchers as Driller and Colossus 
4 Chess. As far as runners-up go (which is quite far with the wind 
behind them), there's Timothy Stone from Wlnchome in 
Gloucestershire; Darren Gourley from Newtownabbey, County 
Antrim, In Northern Ireland; MrPTebbutt from Peterborough; 
and, last and biggest of all, Jonathan Lakin from Middlewich In 
Cheshire. 

Adventure Top 20 
1 (3) THE HOBBIT MELBOURNE HOUSE 
2 12) SPELLBOUND MAD. 
3 (1) STORMBRINGER MAD. 
4 (5) LORDS OF MIDNIGHT BEYOND 
5 (4) DOOMDARK'S REVENGE BEYOND 
6 (10) THE BOGGIT CRL 
7(7) KNIGHT TYME MAD, 
8 (9) LORD OF THE RINGS MELBOURNE HOUSE 
9 (6) HEAVY ON THE MAGICK GARGOYLE GAMES 

10 (12) THE BIG SLEAZE PIRANHA 
11 (11) RED MOON LEVEL 9 
12 (14) GREMLINS ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL 
13 (•) DUNDARACH GARGOYLE GAMES 
14 (20) FAIRLIGHT 2 THE EDGE 
15 (16) THE PAWN RAINBIRD 
16 (-) SHADOWFIRE BEYOND 
17 (>) CUSTERDS QUEST THE POWER HOUSE 
18 (>) EMERALD ISLE LEVEL 9 
19 HACKER ACTIVISION 
20 (13) DRACULA CRL 



DAN DARE II 
Producer: Virgin Games 
Retail price: £7.95 
Authors: Andy Green 

Dan Dare's nemesis, the 
Mekon, has returned. 
Having escaped Dan's 

earlier attempts to defeat him, the 
runaway Treen has been slaving 
away in his lab to produce a squad 
of SuperTreens who are at present 
contained within Plexiglass life-
support bubbles in the Mekon's 
battleship. 

Armed with only a blaster, Dan 
enters the vessel astride his jetbike 
and seeks to find these creations 
and destroy them. As soon as Dan 
blasts the first, however, a self-
destruct sequence begins. The 

I NATHAN I 

J MIKE L 

" Dan Dare II isn't really an 
improvement over the 
original. If anything, the 
graphics are worse: the 
colour is still pretty bright, 
but the Mekon seems to have 
lost his greenness (maybe 
he's recovered). It doesn't 
actually lack playability or 
addiction, although the 
innovation of the 
predecessor is lost in this 
latest incarnation. If you have 
Dan Dare, I would think hard 
before rushing out to buy the 
sequel. " 

64% 

" Dan Dare II is one of those games that only sees the light of day 
because the original was a hit. Fortunately there's enough 
variation In the gameplay to warrant its purchase, such as the 
option to play either character and the inclusion of some new 
hazards - being sucked into the ventilation system and so on. 
The action is a little more frenetic, and the graphics are of a 
similar standard to its predecessor. Unoriginal, but still 
enjoyable. " 

77% 
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• If It's worth making once, it's worth Mekon twice: Virgin Games's Dan Dare II 

destruction oT the battleship is 
shown at the bottom of the screen. 

To escape a fiery death, Dan 

J NICK L 

destroys ail the SuperTreens on 
the current level - only then do the 
double blast doors between levels 
open to allow progress through 
the ship, ' 

The SuperTreens and the 

" This latest offering from Virgin is very similar in presentation 
and graphics to the first There is, however, a new starting 
sequence with a well-animated space ship zooming through the 
sky, and you have the choice of playing Dan Dare or the Mekon. 
The screens themselves are very detailed and the game moves 
so quickly It's difficult to keep a track on the action. There are 
tubes that you can be sucked down and massive crushers to 
avoid so, there's no time to stop for a chat! Dan Dare II is a really 
neat follow up to a classic game - just the sort of thing you need 
to start the new year off with a swing! " 

(1% 

PSYCHO SOLDIER , 
Producer: Imagine 
Retail price: £7.95 
Authors: Source Ltd 

You can't keep a good 
goddess down - in this 
sequel to Imagine's Athena 

(75% Overall in Issue 45) the 
voluptuous Athena is once again 
battling through a dangerous six-
level world, rescuing humanity 
from a race of demons. 

The 30 screens of each level are 
inhabited by these lethal beasts 
begging for a blast from Athena's 
laser or her bombs. She gathers 
points by destroying them, and the 
power ot both laser and bombs 
can be increased by gathering 
icons which Athena reveals by 
destroying rock formations. 

But some of these rocky 
blockages hide icons that can 
quickly drain Athena's energy -
even the humble mushroom has 
its malevolent magic . . . 

PAUL 

The dashing damsel must leap 
and jump from platform to 
platform, thinking quickly when 
anything blocks her way - if she 
just stands still she'll be outrun by 
the constantly scrolling landscape 
and crushed against an 
obstruction. This goddess isn't 

JBYML 
" Why is Athena being 
chased by the Keystone 
Cops? Perhaps she's being 
hunted down for 
impersonating Slrtdy Doll. 
Whatever the crime, the slow 
scrolling screens aren't 
letting her run fast enough to 
escape the deadly touch of 
her cute pursuers. But once 
you've mastered the strange 
controls Athena is fun. " 

75% 

" Alhena was great fun but Psycho Soidier is nowhere near the 
mark. The graphics are unimaginative, the sound Is grinding, and 
playability suffers from the eponymous star's slow reactions. 
Psycho Soldier also needs much more variation: the first level is 
a terrible bore, requiring very little thought. " 

69% 
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immortal, though she can acquire 
temporary indestructibility by 
shooting the globe which hatches 
from the inside of an egg. 

And Athena must destroy the 

• It's Athena again 
- she's back, 

she's bad and 
she's Psycho Soldier 



spacefleet personnel are also 
involved in their own feud, and Dan 
can become caught in the 
crossfire. His vitality is reduced 
every time he's shot, and if his 
vitality reading goes down to zero, 
one of his six lives are lost. 

There are four levels to be 
completed, and if Dan reaches the 
last, he finds a pod which is used 
to initiate his escape. Dan Dare 
II offers the option to play the role 
of either Dan or the Mekon. in 
which case the player must find, 
activate and eject the 
SuperTreens' life support boxes 
before the ship explodes. 

COMMENTS 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: plenty of colour -
but distributed without thought 
Sound: pretty reasonable 
Options: control of either Dan 
or the Mekon 
General rating: mixed 
opinions, but generally 
considered to be a decent 
successor, if not exactly up to 
the standard of Dan Dare 

Presentation 69% 
Graphics 71% 
Payability 57% 
Addictive qualities 63% 
OVERALL 7 4 % 

building at the end of each level to 
move to the next - to face another 
monstrous army. 

J NICK L 
" Psycho Soldier has all the 
fun and frolics of Athena, 
though It's a bit too similar. 
The graphics aren't as good 
as the original's, the colour 
Is dismal and the number of 
bombs whizzing around your 
head can be confusing; but 
challenging gameplay and 
well-defined characters 
make Psycho Soldier a 
worthwhile follow-up to a 
brilliant game. " 

83% 

COMMENTS I 
Joysticks: Cursor. Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: intricately detailed 
and smoothly animated; but 
the colour is terrible 
Sound: tune and spot effects 
General rating: a playable but 
lacklustre follow-up to the 
successful Athena 

GALACTIC GAMES 
Producer: Activision 
Retail price: £9.99 

irmingham has lost its bid 
again, so on a planet far 
away from their original 

home the Olympic Games take a 
galactic turn. 

Competitors face five awesome 
events: the 100-metre slither, 
space hockey, psychic judo, 
head-throwing and the 
metamorph marathon. 

In the 100-metre slither, two 
racing worms get sel to speedily 
slide along the track, bunching 
their bodies in caterpillar motion. 

I NICK I_ 
" This is a cute little game 
with bright characters and 
some taxing events; some 
are drawn out for too long but 
you'll eventually be hooked. 
The graphics are well-
defined and the shading is 
excellent in some events. 
Galactic Games is a fun buy 
for fans of the old Daley 
Thompson's Decathlon 
days. " 

54% 

J PAUL L 
" The originality of sports 
like head-throwing is one of 
the strong points of Galactic 
Games, and the bother of 
multiloading makes them no 
less addictive or fun. All the 
galactic games are visually 
attractive, and most are very 
playable. And though none 
stands out, the range is wide, 
including very hard head-to-
head contests, fast, simple 
action and slow methodical 
events. " 

78% 

Psychic judo involves two mind-
benders who attempt to destroy 
each other with energy bolts 
squeezed from their stomachs. An 
energy bolt can be directed to 
avoid the defensive shields your 
opponent erects - the shields not 
only keep bolts at bay but also 
absorb their energy, so they're 
worth building if you can. Five 
minute-long rounds make for a 
gruelling contest. 

There's a return to new-
normality with the next event, 
head-throwing. The competitors 
here are a strange pair who enjoy 
removing their heads and throwing 
them as far as they can. They run 
down a small track and before 
reaching the foul throw line they 
must rip off their heads and pitch 
them into the distance. 

Ideally, the alien cranium should 
travel upwards at as close to 45c 

Pressing keys in the right rhythm 
keeps the intrepid invertebrates 
inching ahead, and to speed 
things up and beat the 70-second 
time limit they can go into 'super 
slither". But too much rubbing on 
the ground creates a fierce friction, 
so flame-retardant slime must be 
deployed. 

• Psychic judo stretches the mind In Activiskm's Galactic Games 

Once the worms have slimed 
their thing, space hockey starts, 
and two spheres battle over a 
living puck in four contests each a 
minute long. 

JBYML 
" Never before has such humour bounced around the Spectrum 
- or such aggravation. The graphics are bold, colourful and clear, 
but the sound is minimal (so I wonder why every event has its own 
loader - I'm sure two, at least, could share the same ROM). 
There's no way to bypass an event you don't like, and because 
all the rules are alien the controls could take some getting used 
to here on Earth. Still, It's a mixture of good clean fun and 
frustration, without the ultracompetitiveness of so many games 
today. " 

84% 

• The worms'turn 

as possible (the angle is shown 
onscreen) and extra propulsion 
can be achieved by flapping the 
ears of the head as it flies. But the 
head's nose must stick in the 
ground when it comes to rest, or 
it's a foul. 

There are three throws per 
contest and the longest throw 
wins. 

Heads are screwed on tightly for 
the final fantastic event, the 
metamorph marathon. During this 
race one of five forms - runner, 
burrower, jumper, flyer or 'rest 
state" - can be adopted to suit the 
terrain, but controlling your speed 
is crucial, particularly when you're 
a flyer. 

And after this all you'll need is a 
relaxing Radox bath. 

[COMMENTS I 
Joysticks: Sinclair 
Graphics: many onginal aliens 
with humourous animation 
Sound: limited spot effects 
and a few short tunes 
General rating: Galactic 
Games gives a clever and 
funny twist to the decathlon 
format 

Presentation 7 2 % 
Graphics 7 6 % 
Payability 6 4 % 
Addictive qualities 6 5 % 
O V E R A L L 7 1 % 
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Presentation 8 2 % 
Graphics 7 6 % 
Payabil i ty 7 7 % 
Addictive quali t ies 7 3 % 
OVERALL 76% 



bK• + 

* A sudden back flip mm wo years after the appear-
U ance of the original. a 

sequel to System 3's Inter-
national Karate {68% in Issue 24) 
has arrived. The imaginatively-
named IK+ again features a two-
player option, but this time there's 
a trio of new moves, a remixed Rob 
Hubbard soundtrack and a new 
approach to the gameplay. 

Press FIRE and the action 
begins with the appearance of 
three players - one controlled by 
the player and the other two com-
puter-controlled (or, in two-player 
mode, two controlled by players 

" IK+ is definitely the best 
fighting game on the Spec-
trum. I've been playing it for 
two days solidly without a 
sign of boredom (admit-
tedly I'm still on purple 
belt!). 

The graphics are quite 
pretty; the men are the 
same as The Way Of The 
Exploding Fist's, years ago, 
but the colours and anima-
tions of the background are 
very good. 

The music is very sub-
dued, even on the 128K 
machines, but it's an excel-
lent tune, and though the 
spot FX are somewhat 
unatmospheric (they sound 
more like slaps than flying 
double face kicks), IK+ zips 
along at a terrifically addic-
tive pace." 
MHCE 94% 

Three 

J 
win 

Producer: System 3 
Retail price: £9.99 
Author Archer Maclean 
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and one by the computer). A tree-
for-all ensues, with each combat-
ant attempting to knock down 
etther opponent. The player has 14 
different moves accessible via the 
loystick in conjunction with FIRE, 
including a double kick, head butt, 
back flip, front punch and high 
kick. 

Points are awarded to a fighter 
who knocks down an opponent 
with a successful kick or punch -
one point for a reasonable knock-
out and two for a particularly good 
job. The objective is to score five 
points before the others, or to 
score the highest within the 30-
secondtime limit. 

If a fighter scores five points, his 
time remaining is turned into 
bonus points. The second-highest 
scorer goes through to the next 
round, and for the lowest scorer 
it's game over. If no players score 
five, the two highest scorers prog-
ress. 

The action starts on white-belt 
level, and progresses through yel-
low to green, purple and linally 
black. The levels get progressively 
more difficult, with black-bett level 
requiring fast reflexes to survive. 

When every third level is com-
pleted there's a chance to increase 
score on a bonus screen. The 
fighter appears in the centre of the 

" IK+ is a vast improve-
ment on its predecessor. 
It's very professionally 
designed in ail aspects, par-
ticularly in the graphics 
department. The beauti-
fully varied rippling-water 
effects and setting sun are 
complemented by the 
smoothly-animated, fast-
moving characters, leaping 
and flipping around the 
screen In barely-restrained 
chaos. 

It is just easy enough to 
lull you into a false sense of 
security, Just difficult 
enough to reward you with 
a kick in the face. 

The onscreen presenta-
tion is clear and informa-
tive, with many lighter 
touches and a more relax-
ing (!) bonus screen to 
offset the manic kicking 
and punching. You also get 
a long list of options (the 
two-player mode is great) 
and a neat booklet. Add to 
this an extensive high-
score table, and you have 
one of the most profes-
sional and action-packed 
beat-'em-ups on the Spec-
tram. " 
KICK 90% 

You may have thought 
The Way Of The Exploding 
Fist was addictive with its 
one-on-one combat, but 
when you throw in another 
computer-controlled 
character the urge to bash 
even more people to the 
ground is immense. 

And IK+'s improvements 
on International Karate are 
obvious - gone is the flic-
kery animation, and in Its 
place is a wide range of 
well-executed moves; 
gone is the tacky speech 
synthesis, replaced with a 
superb soundtrack and 
effects. 

But where I K-t scores so 
highly over the competition 
is in the amount of action. 
You've got to keep an eye 
on two opponents, and the 
bonus screen requires 
skilled hand-eye 
coordination. This is the 
martial-arts game to go 
for. " 
PAUL 94% 

screen and is armed with a defen-
sive shield. Balls bounce into the 
screen from either side and are 
deflected to increase the score. 
100 are given for each ball 
deflected, with their speed 
increasing in velocity till one 
knocks over the combatant, 
whereupon Ihe next level is tack-
led. 

COMMENTS 

Joysticks: Cursor, 
Kempston, Sinclair 
Graphics: only one back-
ground (complete with rippl-
ing river), but the animation of 
all three participants is amaz-
ingly fast, accurate and 
smooth 
Sound: excellent Rob Hub-
bard remix on 128K; 48K 
effects also add to the atmos-
phere 
Options: one or two players 
General rating: vastly better 
than all other beat-'em-ups -
even The Way Of The Explod-
ing Fist. The one-player game 
is as addictive and playable 
as the two-player, which 
makes for long-lasting app-
eal. 

Presentation 90% 
Graphics 90% 
Payability 92% 
Addictive qualities 92% 
OVERALL 91% 
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I ENLIGHTENMENT-DRUID II 
Producer: Firebird 
Retail price: £7.95 
Authors: design by Dene Carter, Spectrum program by 

Brian Pollock 

Expelled from the land of 
Belom 103 years ago, 
Acamantor the dark mage 

has returned. And in this sequel to 
Firebird's highly-regarded chart-
topping Druid (90% Overall in 
Issue 35). the druid Hasrinaxx 
once again takes up the fight 
against the demon prince, 
travelling to Acamantor's tower to 
vanquish the nefarious 
necromancer forever. 

Hasrinaxx begins his quest near 

JBYML 
" The reduced graphics of 
Enlightenment - Druid II crowd 
the small playing area, and 
single-colour screens add to 
the confusion. There also 
seems to be some confusion 
in the inlay about drulds - the 
ancient priests weren't 
Christians, so why does this 
one have a crucifix? " 

58% 

the village of Ishmar, and must 
traverse nine multidirectionally-
scrolling lands as well as five levels 
of Acamantor's tower, threatened 
all the way by fire, water and his 
dark enemy's hordes. 

The druid's protection comes 
from power bolts and the 25 
different spelis which he can pick 
up and use against the swarming 
enemies, though their own magic 
powers can make his life difficult. 
Some spells are ineffective on 
particular demons, so it's a case 
of working out which spell to shoot 
at whom. 

If things get tough, Hashnaxx 
can create an 'elemental' to help 
influence the battle. This large and 
lumbering creature is controlled 
either by another player or with a 
key which can set it on WAIT, 
FOLLOW or SEND (to send it 
ahead of Hasrinaxx). The 
elemental protects Hasrinaxx by 
stomping on attackers till its magic 
powers are exhausted. 

Most of the screen in 
Enlightenment - Druid II is taken 
up by the scrolling display of 
Hasrinaxx's quest. A panel below 
shows incoming messages as well 
as the Druid s inventory and 
details of the elemental in use. 

When all the Druid's energy has 
disappeared and the game has 
ended, his efforts are rated 
according to how much of the 
quest was solved. Ore Breath is 
the lowest of the 14 ratings, and 

JBEML 
" This feels very similar to its 
predecessor, though it's nice 
not getting stuck in the 
playing area. Roaming 
around new territory and 
finding and casting spells is 
still great fun, and there are 
some good new features, but 
though Enlightenment - Druid 
II is well above average it 
doesn't match the original. " 

80% 

the title of Overlord is awarded 
when the wicked Acamantor is 
finally destroyed. 

• Druids aren't what they used to be 

i 
SALAMANDER 

Producer: Konami 
Retail price: £7.95 
Author: Andrew Glaister, 

from a Konami coin-op 

In this coin-op conversion 
presented as "the Nemesis 
sequel', a giant salamander has 

swallowed your minuscule 
spacecraft, sending you on a 
terrifying journey down the 
amphibian's horizontally-scrolling 
alimentary canal. 

The spaceship is directed up 
and down within the digestive 
tract, and accelerates to avoid the 
unpleasant obstructions that lie 
within this particular salamander. 

Lethal encrustations on the 
intestinal walls spit deadly 
particles, and pairs of thrashing, 
grasping giant arms accompany 
this biological arsenal. All are 

JBEML 
" As shoot 'em ups go, 
Salamander Is infuriating -
but is still very good. The 
gameplay is fast, exciting 
and addictive, and offers 
plenty of challenge. 
Salamander players might 
find that Konami have 
missed out quite a lot of the 
original arcade features, but 
if it's a good shoot 'em up 
you're after - this is a good 
one to go for. " 

84% 

blasted out of the way, before they 
block the route and force the ship 
to crash. 

The salamander's insides are 
split into several different levels, 
each guarded by a large creature 
that is destroyed to progress to the 
next. 

J ROBIN L 
" Like the arcade original, Salamander is playable from the word 
go. The graphics are colourful and detailed, and the scrolling is 
smooth - there's a decent title tune, too, although the In-game 
effects are the usual zap sounds of shoot 'em ups. However, it's 
infuriating to be forced to start a level again whenever you lose a 
life, but in a way this adds to the appeal and keeps the player 
coming back for more. If you're a shoot 'em up fan, you could well 
enjoy Salamander" 

78% 
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INSIDE OUTING /PAUL L 
" Druid was good fun 
because of its originality (on 
the Spectrum, at least), but 
sadly Enlightenment - Druid II 
doesn't expand on the 
theme. The basic graphics 
are still recognisable, but 
smaller and less 
adventurous, and boredom 
soon rears its head because 
there's so much walking 
around with very little to 
do. " 

65% 

JCOMMENTS L 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: small and 
monochromatic but neat 
Sound: minimal effects and no 
music 
Options: one or two players 
General rating: not up to the 
high Druid standard 

JBYML 
" The brilliant loading screen 
is followed by a game that's 
not so hot. It's incredibly 
frustrating having to go all 
the way back to the 
beginning of a level when you 
die, and some players might 
find this a little too much. It's 
a shame the gameplay is so 
annoying - because the 
graphics, scrolling and 
sound effects are all 
exceptionally good. Try 
before buying. " 

78% 

COMMENTS L 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: colourful, with 
smooth scrolling and vivid 
loading screen 
Sound: good title tune and 
effects 
Options: definable keys 
General rating: a swift and 
exciting shoot 'em up with one 
frustrating fault: losing a life 
returns you to the level's start 

Producer: The Edge 
Retail price: £8.99 
Author: Michael St Aubyn 

Old Mr Crutcher has, to put it 
bluntly, snuffed it. This 
puts his widowed wife in 

difficulty, because before he 
passed to a better place her 
spouse had taken it into his head 
to hide her jewels from potential 
thieves. 

So, after a bit of lateral thinking, 
she decides to employ a thief to 
find them for her. 

As The Edge's game begins, this 
tea leaf is in her spacious home, 
about to begin his search. He can 
move in all directions through the 
house, exiting through one 
doorway and appearing in the 
doorway of the adjacent room. The 
thief can also climb stairs and leap 
onto furniture. 

One room is seen at a time, in 
3-D and great detail. Each is 
furnished with such items as 
tables. chairs, telephones. 

JDAVEL 
" At first Inside Outing 
reminded me of M.O.V.I.E. -
but I was let down. This is a 
novel game with some lovely 
3-D graphics and lots of 
detail in every room, but In 
monochrome it looks very 
plain. And it soon gets boring 
just walking around a 
house. " 

76% 

J NATHANI 

bookcases and paintings. Each 
object is independent of every 
other, so a telephone that rests on 
a small table can be pushed to the 
floor. Other items can be picked 

J PAUL L 
" This 3-D arcade adventure 
surpasses even the great 
M.O.V.I.E.. It's the closest 
thing to real life on the 
Spectrum. Nearly everything 
you can do in a real house is 
possible in Inside Outing -
even down to Jumping on the 
pool table and kicking the 
balls into the pockets. And 
the superbly drawn and 
animated graphics (you 
wouldn't think you could get 
so much detail on a wine 
bottle) add to the lifelike 
effect. 

Inside Outing is set up very 
like Piranha's Nosferatu, but 
everything seems much 
more realistic - the graphics 
are more solid, and there are 
many more objects (like a 
pile of plates in the dining 
room, each one of which is 
an individual object which 
can be picked up separately). 

The jewels are also hidden 
In the most strange (but 
obvious if you've seen a lot of 
thrillers) places - I even 
found one in a wall safe 
behind a painting. It all 
makes Inside Outing a gem of 
a game. " 

94% 

" The inlay says 'never before have you seen a 3-D game as 
impressive as this!' - but The Edge produced the classic 3-D 
arcade adventures Fanlight and Fairlight II, which are far better 
than this. The objects in this 3-D house are so out of proportion 
they make the whole game look stupid (the phone is twice as big 
as the tables and chairs). Despite these faults, Inside Outing is 
quite playable and it's easy to make all the necessary moves. But 
It's all been done before much b e t t e r . . . " 

75% 

• 'The closest thing to real life' or 'just walking around a house'? 

Presentation 76% 
Graphics 79% 
Payability 83% 
Addictive qualities 60% 
OVERALL 79% 

up and dropped. 
The careful manipulation of 

these objects is important to 
solving the puzzles that will lead to 
the missing gems. There are 
numerous subproblems which 
can earn welcome points: for 
instance, pocketing the snooker 
balls or picking up a bottle when 
carry ing a glass add to your score. 

The 12 gems are hidden in a 

• A gem: Inside Outing 

variety of places, some obvious, 
others in more obscure positions. 
There are hidden passageways to 
be discovered, pictures to be 
moved and disguised wall safes to 
be uncovered before all the 
jewellery can be found. 

But it's not as simple as it 
sounds - the products of the late 
Mr Crutcher's bizarre scientific 
experiments see to that. Some of 
the rooms are patrolled by savage 
mice and budgies that can take 
down a criminal's life force faster 
than a long stretch in the nick. 

When a jewel has been picked 
up, it must be taken the bedroom 
of Lady Crutcher and dropped 
before her. 

[COMMENTS!. 
Joysticks: Kempston, Sinclair 
Graphics: superb - every 
ob|ect is individually designed 
to look as near to the real thing 
as possible 
Sound: simple, poor spot 
effects 
General rating: one of the 
greatest arcade adventures 
since M.O.V.I.E. and TheGreat 
Escape, Inside Outing is very 
Involving (though nothing new) 
and the graphics are stunningly 
detailed 

Presentation 70% 
Graphics 84% 
Playability 78% 
Addictive qualities 74% 
OVERALL 82% 
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C A S S E T T E 
SPECTRUM AMSTRAD 

EACH 

SPECTRUM 
EACH 

COMMODORE 

Infiltrate the Alien Rebels' 
headquarters in KONAMI'S 
coin-op hit. Negotiate electric 
force fields and overcome wave 
upon wave of fanatical guerillas 
An essential game for all you 
arcade addicts! 

From Denton Designs comes a 
gross reincarnation of those 
freaky head-bangers - MAD 

BALLS. With really spooky 
graphics and a game-play that 
will split your sides. Featuring 

Freaky Full Back, Slobulus, 
Screamin' Meemie and more, 

much, much more! 

Ocean Software Limited - 6 Central Street • Manchester M 2 5NS • Telepk: 0 



COMMODORE AMSTRAD 

EACH EACH 

COMMODORE SPECTRUM + 3 

Super-powers and super-
heroes make PHANTOM CLUB a 
game you must NOT miss 
Three dimensional action 
adventure with stunning 
graphics and great animation. 

Enlist to become a captain, if 
you've got the guts, in COMBAT 

S C H O O L . Work your way 
though seven gruelling events 

in this, K O N A M I S arcade 
blockbuster, and if you don't 

make the grade there's a 
penalty event or you're OUT! 

rt the registered trodetixx k of 
Ocean Software Limited 

io le 061 832 6633 • Telex: 669977 OCEANS G • Facsimile: 061 834 0650 



L 
GAUNTLET II 

Producer: US Gold 
Retail price: £7.99 
Author: Tony Porter 

This is the age of the sequel -
Gauntlet II follows 
US Gold's phenomenally 

successful Gauntlet just over a 
year after the original's release. 

Here, four brave warriors wait to 
battle against virtually 
insurmountable odds in a 
desperate bid for freedom. 

Each has different attributes 
and characteristics. Thor is well-
armoured and a fine fighter but has 

with some fighting skills, armour 
and very good magic. 

You can choose any one of 
these characters to undertake the 
dangerous course that leads them 
to ever-higher levels on a perilous 
mission beset by a myriad of 
monsters. 

Generators release the 
villainous monsters into the 
labyrinthine 100 levels of 
dungeons through which our 
heroes journey. 

The stock of devilish bogeymen 
includes disappearing ghosts, 
club-wielding grunts, fireball-
shooting demons, rock-hurling 

J NICK L 
" The small graphics and dismal tuneless sound just aren't worth 
It, and Gauntlet II Is pointlessly similar to the original Gauntlet - the 
same idea, the same graphics, but not the same CRASH 
Smash! " 

55% 

poor magic skills; Thyra has more 
magic, but is not such a strong 
fighter; the wizard Merlin has of 
course excellent magic, but 
carries no armour and cannot fight 
well either; and Questor is an elf 

lobbers, sorcerers and super 
sorcerers, floor-covering acid 
puddles and Oeath himself, who 
can only be fought with magic. 

Further evil distractions include 
the IT monster, which can 

J MIKE L 
" Hacking a path through hordes of hell-fiends should provide 
greater entertainment than this. Certainty, the potential is there: 
the instructions do much to set the grisly scene and create a 
hack'n'slay atmosphere, and the presentation Is subtly effective. 

Unfortunately, this subtlety goes too far when it comes to 
sound - bleeps and peeps simper apologetically as your 
character cuts, slashes and chops, each squeak too quiet and 
indistinguishable from the others. 

The characters and monsters are sharply drawn and move 
well, but the colour scheme is a little bland - more plain dull than 
evocatively sombre. Gauntlet II isn't much of an improvement on 
the original, just different, and the differences don't merit buying 
the sequel if you've got Gauntlet. " 

66% 

• 'The same idea, the same graphics' as Gauntlet 

• Dungeons ever deeper; Gauntlet II 

JNATHANI 
" Gauntlet was a great arcade conversion, It was expanded by 
The Deeper Dungeons (extra levels which could be bought and 
added to the basic game), and Gauntlet II will add to this elite 
group of classics. It follows the same lines as its predecessor, 
but has some original qualities too - such as the useful option to 
bring in a second fighter when you need one. And new hazards 
and foes present new problems, giving this sequel a feel of its 
own. " 

74% 

transform a warrior into IT by touch 
alone; and the THAT, which can 
deprive any warrior of his powers 
and potions as well as taking away 
100 valuable health points. 

Should a warrior choose not to 
fight against the fiendish flocks 
and dally for 30 seconds, locked 
doors are opened, and more 
monsters which lurit waiting 
behind them are released upon 
their hapless victim. 

But the flow of monsters can be 
halted by destroying the 
generators. 

Among the heroes' weapons 
are ten super shots which can take 
out any monster In their path; 
reflective shots that can be fired 
around comers; and glowing red 
transporters which take their 
occupant to the nearest location 
containing another transporter. 

And special potions found in the 
dungeons of Gauntlet II confer 
upon the user increased armour, 
magic, shot power and speed, and 
improve a warrior's ability to pick 
up items and amulets which 
temporarily give him special 
powers. Food a id cider restore a 
warrior's health. 

Sometimes potions can be 
found in the treasure chests which 
are scattered through the 
subterranean netherworld and 
which can be shot for points - but 
beware. Other caskets are 
dangerous, containing only Death. 

Keys also lie upon the dungeon 
floors, and at random moments 
treasure rooms appear. A warrior 
must then enter the treasure room 

and collect as many valuables as 
possible before time runs out. 

But there are obstacles all 
around. Walls can prove 
impenetrable, though some can 
be blasted out of existence; force 
fields, which drain health points, 
are effective periodically and 
cannot be destroyed; traps can 
make walls disappear when 
triggered; and stun tiles 
temporarily knock out those who 
step upon them. 

Some exits are easily reached, 
but others move about 
continuously, or are fake, being no 
more than painted floor tiles. 

/COMMENTS L 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: small and effective, 
but no improvement over the 
original's 
Sound: poor collision effects; 
lacks a decent tune 
Options: choice of four players 
General rating: a follow-up for 
sure, but hardly different 
enough from Gauntlet to be a 
valuable supplement 

Presentation 71% 
Graphics 61% 
Playability 62% 
Addictive qualities 63% 
OVERALL 65% 
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TERR AM EX 
Producer: Quicksilva 
Retail price: £7.95 
Authors: Shaun Hollingworth, Pete Harrap 

OK, try to remain calm when 
t tell you this. 

There's a great big 
asteroid heading towards Earth, 
it's almost here and if it hits there'll 
never be another series of 
EastEnders. 

But there's no need to panic. If 
Albert Eyestrain, the famous 
scientific misspelling, can be 
found we're in with a chance. But 
this may be easier said than done, 
for Albert's warnings of the 
impending asteroid were ignored 
many years ago and now he's 
taken himseff on to the desert in a 
fit of pique. 

Five explorers gather together 
to formulate a plan. Only one of 
them can go to locate the lost 
scientist, but who shall it be? 
Should it be Fortisque-Smithe, 
Herr Krusche, Wu Pong, Big John 
Caine or Henri Beaucoup? Each 
has different strengths and 
weaknesses befitting their 
different characters and 
nationalities. 

After one of these fine 
upstanding men has been chosen, 
he is dropped into the ruggedness 

of a mountainous chain. Now he 
must set about the task of finding 
the missing genius in the 
surrounding wilderness riddled 
with underground caverns. 

The terrain is filled with puzzles 
that can befuddle the brain of any 
explorer. But helpful items are 
scattered about the horizontally-
scrolling screens. These 
accessories include a vacuum 
cleaner, which on certain screens 
allows you to fly up into the clouds; 
a flute to charm the scales off 
certain types of reptiles; large 
bellows; and political manifestoes 
(full of hot air - literally). 

When these are gathered, they 
appear in an acquisition box at the 
bottom of the screen - and if 
they're not wanted immediately 
they can be transferred to the 
heads of an accompanying team 
of native bearers. 

Sometimes the explorer himself 
will suggest items that are needed 
to progress, but be warned - half 
the time he's mistaken. 

And there are many traps for the 
unwary explorer. He can easily fall 
foul of a venomous rock snake. 

JMIKE L 
" It's ages since we've seen a platform game as bask; as this. 
Terramex could be quite good - Ben Daglish's continuous tune Is 
excellent, making the best of the 128's sound chip - but despite 
cute and excellently-coloured graphics there's little to enjoy in 
Terramex. 

And it suffers from chronic Jet Set Willy syndrome: losing life In 
some places results in multiple deaths, which is both annoying 
and, I think, the result of dubious screen design. Terramex might 
be worth a couple of quid for the tune and graphics, but not much 
more." 

58% 

• 'Complex and involving, with excellent presentation' 

Even if the missing scientist 
discovered he must still be 
persuaded to help save the world. 
If he accepts this awesome 
challenge, all the equipment he 
needs - a large red disk, an 
antenna, a battery and an atomic 
pile - must be found. When all this 
has been collected the prof can 
construct his Positronic Asteroid 
Deflector. 

But before he can do anything 
else he must have a cup of piping 
hot tea . . . 

With the Deflector finally 
complete, our intrepid hero uses it 

JBYML 
" Certainly a case of warped humour here: using a party 
manifesto's hot air to inflate an air balloon?) Terramex has so 
many sweet touches it's unbelievable. And there's so much 
attention to fine detail, yet no clutter. A contorted mind won't go 
amiss in playing Terramex, so be prepared for some hard 
working-out. " 

80% 

'Warped humour': Terramex 

as a giant pinball machine. With a 
flip the asteroid can be flicked 
away from Earth and out into 
empty space, keeping the world 
safe and free for decent arcade 
adventures. 

NATHAN 
" There's plenty to do in 
Terramex and the hazards 
encountered are detailed 
and well-positioned. It's fun, 
too - I just love bouncing 
over things and flying around 
on vacuum cleaners and hot-
air balloons. Terramex is a 
welcome alternative to the 
usual dull arcade 
adventure. " 

92% 

I COMMENTSI 
Joysticks: Kempston. Sinclair 
Graphics: monochrome, but 
very detailed drawing and 
animation 
Sound: superb 128 tune by 
Ben Daglish throughout game 
Options: choose to play any 
one of six characters 
General rating: a complex and 
involving arcade adventure, 
with excellent presentation 

Presentation 87% 
Graphics 87% 
Playability 81% 
Addictive qualities 90% 
OVERALL 80% 
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L OUT OF THIS WORLD 
Producer: Reaktor 
Retail price: £8.99 
Authors: Bettertech; Spectrum version by Tony 

Cooper 

Propelled by his own 
arrogant search for speed. 
Chuck Harrison is 

catapulted into The Other World in 
his new jet fighter. 

There he is trapped amongst 
phalanxes of alien ships which will 
rip his ship apart with their touch. 
To avoid or destroy them, Chuck 
must skilfully manoeuvre his 
fighter above a horizontally-
scrolling landscape, without 
dropping too low and hitting the 
scenery. 

Captain Chuck's plane carries a 
fearsome array of weaponry, but 
as the game begins only his basic 
quark cannon is in service. A 
successful shot takes out enemy 
space ships and earns points, and 
as some of these enemy 
spacecraft disintegrate they 
release energy pods which 
correspond to different weapon 
types. Chuck can collect these 
and so enhance his arsenal. The 
first pod gathered energises the 

appropriate weapon, and the next 
activates it. 

Blasters (two-way, three-way, 
four-way and seven-way), a wide 
beam and a laser blaster are all 
available this way. Life and speed 
pods are also worth picking up. 

However, if the energy pod 
collected doesn't correspond to 
the type of weapon then in use, 
that weapon cuts out and its 
energy levels must be increased 
before it becomes operational 
again. And recharging becomes 
more difficult as courageous 
Chuck delves deeper into the 
wilds ot alien tenitory. 

There are eight levels and seven 
bonus levels for Harrison to fight 
his way through. After destroying 
so many enemy craft that they 
surrender, he gains access to the 
next level. 

Two former Ariolasoft technical 
consultants, Gary Yorke and 
James Poole, joined forces to form 
the design house Bettertech - and 

this is their first product, released 
by their old employers (Reaktor is 
one of those crazy, crazy 
Aholasoft labels). 

L CRITICISM l 
• " I sat patiently through a 
pointlessly complicated loading 
system waiting to be impressed by 
what the inlay boasted would be a 
'Psychedelic Experience'. I was 
greeted by a monochrome shoot-
em-up( The graphics are poorly-

designed and confusing, the 
scrolling is jerky, and the sprites 
move several character squares at 
a t ime when the action speeds up. 

Bugs abound, with bits of static 

landscape and enemy ships 
appeanng all over the screen, and 
there are virtually no sound effects 
(though the title theme is 
passable). 

If a new design house decides 
to make its debut with yet another 
Zynaps clone, the programming 
and presentation must make up 
for the clapped-out concept. In 
Out Of This World the 
implementation accentuates that 
unoriginality - it's embarrassingly 
bad. 

27% 

• " The only thing out of this world 
about this game is the setting. The 
graphics and gameplay are only 
average, and Reaktdr's attempt at 
a Defender/Nemesis-fype game 
lacks is enough variation to keep 
the playing interested for more 
than a few games. 

No matter how far you get, all 
that happens is that a few aliens 

L WINTER OLYMPIAD 88 
Producer: Tynesoft 
Retail price: £7.95 
Author Derek Brewster 

N ext month, the Canadian 
city of Calgary hosts the 
15th Winter Olympic 

Games. The competitor's 
environment is a world of snow 
and ice. in which danger and 
rivalry race hand in hand. 

In Winter Olympiad 86, written 
by former CRASH adventure 
reviewer Derek Brewster, up to 
nine players can test their nerve 
and skill to compete in some of the 
star events of this international 

extravaganza. 
The five events are downhill 

skiing, the biathlon, the bob run, 
the ski jump and the ski slalom. 
Different combinations of actual 
play and practice in events may be 
selected. 

In downhill skiing, a trip down 
the sheer face of a mountain on 
skis must be completed as quickly 
as possible. Your speed is 
controllable, and you must steer 
yourself to avoid rocky outcrops 
and lines of trees and take corners. 
You'll have to jump right over other 
hazards to complete the course 
and stand a chance Of a medal. 

• 'Jerky animation but beautiful backgrounds' in Winter Olympiad 88 

The biathlon has competitors 
pumping their legs backward and 
forward in a speedy cross-country 
ski walk. But the physical 
exhaustion generated by this 
activity must be balanced against 
the requirements of the shooting 
range, where the skier calms his 
nerves and steadies his arm to fire 
at six targets. A miss costs 
valuable time. 

On the specially-built ice chute, 
you can clamber into a bob sled 
and head towards a distant finish 
line. A speedy start is the essence 
of success, for without that initial 
momentum the craft cannot hurtle 
quickly through the bends of the 
track. To enhance your time, what 
little steering you have must be 
smooth, to take you through the 
top of the bends where maximum 
velocity is achieved. 

Go too high, however, and the 
bob can be sent oti the track, and 
your chance of a medal goes with 

You take to the air in the ski jump 
after making a death-defying 
descent down the elevated jump. 
Maximum points are awarded by 
the judges for distance and style: 
good style is keeping your skis 
snugly together while you're 
gliding through the air. 

Once this event of nerve has 
been completed the ski slalom 

gets under way. With new strips of 
waxed wood strapped to your 
boots you can begin. Wend your 
way through a succession of poles 
to reach the finish in the fastest 
time and you're a winner. 
Remember, though, to keep red 
slalom flags to the nght of you and 
blue flags to the left. 
Ocean's Olympic innovation 

page 8 

L CRITICISM l 
• " Winter Olympiad 88 is one of 
the best sports compilations 
I've seen since Epyx's Smashed 
Winter Games (reviewed in Issue 
26). It's very well-presented, 
with a great opening sequence 
and a rather good tune. 

And the actual gameplay has 
a realistic feel - for instance, the 
slalom skier's whole body 
moves appropriately to each 
different manoeuvre, especially 
when cornering. 

The backdrops are nicety 
detailed, mostly featuring snow-
capped mountain ranges and 
large pine forests. Not many 
winter-sports games come up 
to the standard of Winter 
Olympiad 88 . " 
NATHAN 64% 

• " After Epyx's Winter Games, 
this is a great letdown. 
Graphically the two games are 
pretty similar, but when it comes 



appear from out of nowhere in the 
middle of the screen, do a few 
spins, then give you their kindest 
regards and move on. 

And as if that 's not bad enough, 
when you die you don't get a great 
big explosion, or even crash to the 
ground-you disappear. It's quite 
off-putting; this can go on for two 
or three seconds and even then 
you might have just got lost in the 
scenery or had a bit of dodgy 
character- collision. 

Out Of This World is very simple, 
and certainly not effective. " 
PAUL 35% 

L COMMENTS l 
Joysticks: Cursor. Kempston. 
Sinclair 
Graphics: monochromatic and 
badly animated 
Sound: a few effects add little to 
the game 
General rating: a very 
disappointing clone, with none of 
its genre's good charactenstics 
but all the bad 

Presentation 51% 
Graphics 36% 
Playability 43% 
Addictive qualities 32% 
OVERALL 33% 

down to the nitty-gritty 
gameplay Winter Games beats 
Winter Olympiad 88 on every 
event. 

True, there's a nice opening 
sequence here, but when you 
have to go through loading 
every event separately /Winter 
Games needed only two loads, 
incidentally) things get tedious. 

And as If the dodgy animation, 
suspect collision-detection and 
simplistic sound weren't 
enough, you have to pray that 
the game won't crash - it's 
riddled with bugs. The Winter 
Olympics fheme has great 
potential, but it's wasted on 
such a mediocre (perhaps 
rushed) product. " 
PAUL 34% 

L COMMENTS J 

Joysticks: Kempston, Sinclair 
(though our copy reset back to 
keys after the first event!) 
Graphics: some jerky animation 
but some beautiful backgrounds 
Sound: a poor attempt at title 
tunes; simple collision effects 
General rating: a dismal failure 
which loses skis down to Epyx's 
two-year-old Winter Games 

Presentation 
Graphics 60% 
Playability 37% 
Addictive qualities 47% 
OVERALL 44% 

COMPENDIUM 
Producer: Gremlin Graphics 
Retail price: £7.99 

Compendium is a four-pack 
of familiar board games 
with a tiddly twist - it's 

presented as an ordinary tale of 
the everyday Wink family. Father 
Wink, a not-so-secret tippler, his 
wife Mavis, their three children 
Ralph, Victoria and Tiny Tim, and 
Sniffer the dog make up the weird 
Wink household. 

The Winks spend their time 
upon this planet playing Snakes 
And Hazards. Christmas Ludo, 
Shove-A-Sledge and Tiddly 
Drinks. 

In Snakes And Hazards, the 
children and their dog aim to get 
from the bottom left comer, square 
1, and reach the upper left square 
- number 100 on the chequered 
game board. Whoever gets there 
first is the winner. 

The players take it in turns to 
move a number of squares 
determined by the automatic 
throw of dice. A display beneath 
the main screen indicates the 
present square a character stands 
on, and the square that they 
should move to after the throw. 

If one of the characters lands on 
a square containing the foot of a 
ladder, they go to the top of it, thus 
avoiding intervening hazards. 
These include snakes which 
sprawl across the playing area - if 
a player lands on a square which 
incorporates a snake's head, the 
unlucky victim slides down the 
serpent till the end of its tail is 

J NICK L 
" Compendium was a brilliant 
game for the Christmas 
season, with snow all over 
the ground and Its of little 
festive ditties, but seems 
less interesting in the cold 
light of January. But the 
graphics are excellent 
whatever the season, with 
bright characters, detailed 
playing boards and 
background scenery. " 

83% 

reached. 
But in Snakes And Hazards 

there are more problems than you 
find in real Snakes And Ladders, 
because the nonplaying members 
of the Wink family interfere and 
attempt to push their children and 
dog on to the squares with snake 
heads. 

Still, none of the playing Winks 
are particularly interested in what 
they're doing, and this creates the 
ideal opportunity for the other 
players to distract them - by 
picking up objects they might find 
on the board and dropping them in 
the path of others. 

With luck, the wicked Winks will 
be diverted by what's dropped in 
their path. For example, Sniffer 
stops at lampposts, the baby at a 
dummy. Ralph at reference books, 
and Victoria at the telephone. 

But Shady Leaf the holly piece. 
Mean us Puddus and Sam Snake 
are further crazy creations which 
can end a player's life straight 

J PAUL L 
" Let's face it, board games are for boards, and computer games 
for computers. Sometimes they mix - but more than often the 
licence of a board game turns out as a miserable translations. 
And all the subgames in Compendium are very boring and 
repetitive. 

There's no computer opponent, which Is a major flaw - this 
always limits the life span and appeal of a game no matter what 
it's like. 

Tiddly Drinks is a strange part of Compendium because it has 
to resemblance to any board game, or even to tiddlywlnks. And 
to make Compendium even less appealing there's a decidedly 
Christmassy feel. " 

48% 
• Weak and mild; Compendium 

away if they make contact. 
After Snakes And Hazards 

comes Christmas Ludo. Again the 
Wink children and Sniffer are 
involved. Each player has four 
counters which must be moved 
from their individual bedrooms 
around a four-armed Ludo board 
to reach the safety of the HOME 
square. 

To put a counter Into play, a 6 
must be showing on the thrown 
dice. Each counter carries the 
initial of the player it belongs to. 
When a 6 is shown another go is 
allowed. If a counter lands upon 
another, the lower counter is 
removed from the board. 

This time, mum and dad Wink 
patrol the board and contact with 
them immediately ends a player's 
turn. 

At last Mavis and Tiddly, along 
with Victoria and Ralph, get in on 
the games-playing act in Shove-A-
Sledge. Snow is thick on the 
ground and Tiny Tim wants to 
sledge, but he needs some help to 
push him. 

So a grid is marked in the snow 
with ten divisions, and each of the 
Wink players has three turns in 
which to push the sledge between 
the division lines. The winner is the 
player who manages to do this 
successfully in all ten divisions. 

A good run up is needed to push 
the sledge, which can be 
positioned at the start line, but if 
the sledge is shoved too hard Tiny 
Tim may not be home from 
hospital in time for Tiddly Drinks. 

Arid Sniffer does his best to 
hinder all this by scampering 
about in the run-up area. 

Almost exhausted by so much 
activity the Winks come to their 
final game. Tiddly Drinks. Old 
Tiddly himself is down at the pub, 
rather drunk and being irritating. 
The barmaid serves Tiddly with 
between one and six pints of beer 
and after quaffing these drinks at 
the bar, a tiddly Tiddly wanders 
away throwing the empty glasses 
into the air one by one. 

Mavis, Victoria, Ralph and 
Sniffer take it in turns to position 
themselves as best they can to 
catch the arcing glassware before 
it lands upon the floor. A shadow 
upon the ground gives them some 
help in judging where the glass will 
land. 

The winner is the Wink who has 
caught most glasses by closing 
time. 

I COMMENTS I 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: festive but fun 
Sound: a wide range of 
Christmas tunes 
Options: 1 -4 players 
General rating: simple fun for 
all the family, so long as it's 
only once a year 

Presentation 70% 
Graphics 70% 
Playability 61% 
Addictive qualities 57% 
OVERALL 61% 
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BRAVESTARR 
of his adversaries, earning points 
in the process. But the adversaries 
come thick and fast, and he is 
constantly ducking, or jumping 
from one building to another to 

there for useful hints. Bravestarr 
can pay for the information with 
money gained by selling off 
objects acquired on his travels. 

By climbing aboard his rocket 
saddle, he can fly to other parts of 
New Texas. He can also enter 
caves and mines, and pick up 
more hints. But just over eight 
minutes are all that Bravestarr has 
in which to complete his mission. 

• 'Repetitive and unrewarding'? 

Producer: GO! 
Retail price: £7.99 

Tex Hex is a man of evil, living 
on the distant world New 
Texas. Though displaying 

wickedness to others, he himself 
is held in the grip of an evil spirit, 
Stampede, who has ambitions to 
dominate the planet. His intent is 
to revitalise ancient bones that can 
give him great power, but to do 
that he needs the magic of a 
captured Shamen. 

Marshall Bravestarr sets out 
alone in this tie-in with the 
Filmation toy line to rescue the 
Shamen who was his childhood 
guardian, destroy Stampede and 
overthrow Tex Hex. But the evil 
pair have friends who haunt the 
planetary landscapes. Curs 
scamper along the ground, 
winged demons flap above, and 
marshall lookalikes all pose a 
threat. Contact with some will only 
slightly impair his energy levels, 
but others can take a life with a 
single shot. Even worse, large 
bombs can go off. leaving 
BravestarT in a very shabby state. 

The marshall carries a powerful 
side arm which can destroy most 

avoid them. Bravestan's firepower 
can be increased if he gathers the 
fast disappearing amulets which 
periodically appear in the 
landscape. Other amulets buy 
time. 

There is plenty of scope for 
gathering information as he goes 
along. On entering the buildings of 
Fort Kerium he can ask the people 

I CRITICISM | 

• "* Bravestarr is a highly 
addictive cowboy/shoot-'em-up 
game with brill graphics and 
colour and plenty to do. One 
minute you're roaming around a 
Western-style town and the next 

you are flying through the air on a 
saddle rocket on your way to 
another part of New Texas. 
Getting information out of the 
residents ot the town is quite hard 
at first but after a while it gets 
easier. There is some clash now 
and then but it certainly doesn't 
spoil the enjoyment of the game. 
Bravestarr is great, watch out for 
it. " 
NICK M% 

• " Another licensing deal just 
falls to hit the mark - Bravestarr 
is essentially a very uninspiring 
horizontally scrolling shoot-
'em-up. The only positive thing 
that can be said about the 
graphics is that the animation is 
reasonably smooth; otherwise 
the use of colour is bland and 
the still shots (inside buildings) 
are very muddied. 

The scenario is pretentious: 
New Texas Is very much like the 
old Texas, with a few 
unimaginative aliens thrown in. 
The action is far too repetitive 
and the initial play very 
unrewarding - controlling your 
character, particularly, is not 
flexible enough. Presentation is 
similarly weak: there is no title 
screen and a lot more attention 
could have be*n paid to detail. 
For example, when Bravestarr 
dies a grave appears on the spot 
- even In midair! 

Fans of the toys (and everyone 

BLOCKBUSTERS 

Producer: TV Games 
Retail price: £7.95 
Authors: Oxford Digital Enterprises 

Well, what d'you know? 
Find out by testing your 
knowledge with the 

legendary Bob Holness in 
Blockbusters, the first TV release 
from Domark's label TV Games. 
The new label will specialise in 

me-show licences, and 
ountdown, Bullseye, The 

Krypton Factor and Treasure Hunt 

are planned. 
tn Blockbusters, based on a 

Central TV series, question master 
Bob smiles benignly on you from 
one side of the screen; the rest of 
the display is a pattern of coloured 
hexagons. In each hexagon is a 
letter. 

Each player chooses a hexagon 
on his turn. Bob then asks him a 

• Take a tine of hexagons to win 

BLOCKBUSTERS 
Cane r o o n HAS WON 
P r e s s R t o R e - s t a r t 
P r e s s B t o t u r n B o b o n / o f f 
P r e s s N f o r SO© new q u e s t i o n s 
PK55S RtTY KFY FOR NF XT fiRHE 

<©> What D u a s t h e 
v a n p i r e c r e a t e d by 

C a m e r o o n 
a CHOOSE fi 

QUESTION> 
famous 
Braii) s t o f c e r ? 

<R> d r a c u t a r 
^ m » m mm 

CLOSE ENOUGH 

• Blockbusters: first release 
from new TV tie-in label 

question, the conect answer to 
which will begin with the letter in 
the chosen hexagon. (The form is 
'what D is a small domestic 
animal?'. Choose an X and the 
answer is probably 'xylophone'.) 

If the player answers correctly, 
the hexagon is 'taken' and filled 
with a colour representing that 
player; to win, you must capture a 
line of hexagons from one side of 
the display to the other. 

The spelling of answers needn't 
be totally correct - and 
Blockbusters will allow some 
variations through with the 
comment 'close enough'. 

L CRITICISM i 
• " How many more 
Blockbusters-type quiz games do 
we have to suffer? This must be 
the fourth at least, and there's not 
much you can do with the theme. 
There's a nice front end and a cute 
little picture of Bob wobbling his 
head when he asks a question, but 
the game is boring and repetitive. 
There are lots of TV programmes 
that would make much better 
games. " 
PAUL 42% 

• " What F is an adjective with 
four letters and describes 
Blockbusters? Answer: FAST. 
You hardly get enough time to 



else, for that matter) should be 
careful. " 

38% 

• " You'd certainly have to be 
brave to walk into a shop and buy 
this game. The graphics are so 
small and jerky that they hurt your 
eyes. The speed at which every 
thing happens adds to the 
confusion initiated by the see-
through 'adversaries'. 

The idea of hunting out 
information in bars seems great 
fit's even better in real life), but this 
town likes to keep its secrets 
secret. " 

32% 

L COMMENTS j 
Joysticks: Sinclair 
Graphics: ranging from badly-
drawn close-ups of people to fast-
scrolling detailed town scenes 
Sound: average effects add little 
life to the game 
General rating: fans of the toys 
will not be disappointed, others 
should approach warily 

Presentation 5 5 % 
Graphics 4 9 % 
Playability 4 7 % 
Addictive qualities 4 6 % 
OVERALL 46% 

answer the question when a 
TIME OUT message appears! 
But there have been so many 
games like Blockbusters that 
bringing out another seems 
ludicrous. And most of the 
questions are too hard for me 
anyway - winning in 
Blockbusters calls for plenty of 
brains, so that counts the whole 
CRASH team out " 
NICK 47% 

• " Quiz games lose that vital 
human element when 
computerised, eliminating all 
humour and leave the room 
dreadfully quiet. Blockbusters is 
very typical of this. But it's good 
that you don't have to beat an 
opponent, and Blockbusters is 
certainly a must for those who 
can 7 resist showing off their quick 
thinking. " 

48% 

f COMMENTS 1 
Joysticks: none 
Graphics: simple but adequate: 
absurd picture of Bob Holness 
General rating: another quiz 
game, which we need like an 
empty H in the H on our shoulders 

MASTERS OF THE UNIVERSE 
Producer: Gremlin Graphics 
Retail price: £7.99 

It's yet another struggle for the 
secrets of existence in this 
official tie-in with the much-

hyped (and much-derided) 
Masters Of The Universe film -
itself a tie-in with the successful 
cartoon and Mattel toy range. 

And Gremlin Graphics hasn't 
been put off its love of licences by 
two previous Masters Of The 
Universe games: an arcade 
adventure from US Gold (28% 
Overall in CRASH Issue 38) and an 
adventure from US Gold's 
subsidiary Adventuresoft (84% in 
Issue 44). 

In Gremlin Graphics's new 
product, the eight scattered 
chords to the key that controls 
time must be found before they 
can fall into the evil grasp of 
Skeletor. He-Man is the only one 
who can avert this disaster. 

The action commences in the 
streets where our muscle pumped 
hero meets numerous creations of 
Skeletor who can fire upon him. 
Each time he is hit. they deprive 
him of valuable energy. The energy 
which remains Is shown by a 
sword at the side of the main 
screen, He-Man can restore his 
energy by gathering the discarded 
swords that lie about. If his energy 
drops to zero, one of his four lives 
is lost. 

He-Man can fight back, and 
when he hits a henchman he 
scores points. A certain score 
yields a chord, and on gaining a 
chord the next stage of the mission 
can begin. In stage two the hunk 
chunk hero begins in a scrapyard 

I NATHAN [ 

where he is confronted by two of 
Skeletons top crew, Blade and 
Karg. If they can be beaten, then 
our man, who makes a body 
builder look like a babe in arms, 
moves on to another level. 

Battle awaits him all the way 
along the line, and again those 
elusive chords remain to be 
collected. Eventually, when he h^s 
climbed a ladder reaching to the 
sky and travelled on a space-disc, 
He-Man is transported to the 
scene of a violent shoot-'em-up 
against hordes of Skeletons 
soldiers. 

Should He-Man succumb to 
these terrifying odds and be 
captured by these cohorts, then he 
is taken to the Castle of Greyskull. 

• Gremlin's graphics:'Intricately 
detailed but need more colour' 

" I am glad that Gremlin has got the Masters Of The Universe 
licence because it usually makes a first-class job of these 
' theme' games. Your first encounter with this one might lead you 
to believe that i f s just another Gauntlet clone. But It's smoother 
than Gauntlet because there are fewer characters on the screen 
and everything's much clearer. I loved the shoot-*em-up and 
thought that there were some nice little touches such as the 
energy being In the shape of a sword. The inlay card includes a 
map which is easy to understand and I think that the cemetery is 
the best combat area for graphics and gameplay. " 

78% 

• Finally mastered: the third Masters Of The Universe tie-in Is the best 

J MIKE L 
" After US Gold's depressing 
licence of the He-Man 
cartoon it is at least a relief to 
see that Gremlin has done 
rather better with the film 
and its nice to see that the 
finished game has at least 
some connection with its 
subject matter. Everything is 
pleasantly presented, with 
attractive backgrounds and 
small but adequate sprites, 
though the sound Is nothing 
to get excited about; it 
consists of distinctly 
average FX and a rather 
muted tune. The way In 
which the screen orientation 
revolves whenever you 
change screens enables all 
scrolling to be vertical {and 
hence smooth); however a 
catch is that the effect is very 
disconcerting. Yet 
everything remains playable 
enough, and the variety of 
subgames provide extra 
interest. " 

71% 

Skeletor is the victor unless He-
Man has all eight chords in his 
hands. 

During this final stage, the 
culmination of all his efforts, He-
Man must use all of his guile, 
strength and combat skill to 
overwhelm Skeletor and then 
make himself Master of the 
Universe. A countdown at the 
bottom right of the screen, shows 
the time constraint within which 
He-Man must work. 

DAVE 
" Masters Of The Universe 
presents some Interesting 
graphics though the colour 
leaves a lot to be desired. 
However, I didn't find It 
addictive. The first stage is 
better than the second, but 
walking around just shooting 
everything does get boring. ti 

64% 

I COMMENTS L 
Joysticks: Cursor, Kempston, 
Sinclair 
Graphics: well-animated and 
intricately detailed, but need 
more colour 
Sound: average spot effects 
General rating: the best all 
three attempts at the cartoon 
tie-in 

Presentation 71 % 
Graphics 74% 
Piayability 70% 
Addictive qualities 72% 
OVERALL 70% 
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Presentation 6 7 % 
Graphics 4 8 % 
Playability 5 6 % 
Addictive qualities 4 4 % 
OVERALL 46% 
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OUR issue 47 r.o vor Smash Driller may have impressed you with 
;J' i its 3 0 landscape and objects and those P0.000 billion possible 

views which took 14 months to program »>ul wait till yuu iice 
. i ' tlio pn/o» Incentive is offering in Ihis Driller competition' 

Incentive' is giving aw;ly five f ramed holograms ot Jacques 
i t t* Qllenbach compose? of thAfriitiirfns Cancan frgrn Otjihnua hi 
{ M * thn Uf* la work I - as lirst pri /es in this meffjamaihs puzzler. 
» I r« wt>y Offonbuc.h is r.Bch a fnvourtto with the hologram artibts 

we don't know, but purhaps it's Ihoir curican-do attitude to the 
' itltirnnh; challenge cmaimg 3-U pictuny on a Hat '.uriace. 

THEY DO IT WITH COHERENT LIGHT 
Fj I j j _ 
r i S J} H b ^ r a r n g art; f^oatatf by ilUfftihatlng an object (in this naee, a m p a t m F R P F C i P A P F 

* h b t k t of Offenbach) with' cotx*wr»t light' fr.iich as tf io light Iro^ri a t M I n r n t c o ^ r t r c 
• . f , t , , , t t fciitr/. J ilin ii, fc/po^d to Ihe lighl ruJIgctod Irorn theobjeU. .»itJ Tor such pri/es wrr RHJADFID as[)<jcwlpi<jbl«in-atid WJKJ 

then when you want to se« the liologram yrju simply place the bettor to devise :iucti a rnind-bendor than the man behind F-rees 
« i ! l ] ' ' I n r t txsfore a direct beam ol coherent light, &uch as a powerful cape, Ian Andrew? 

* t • : * ' t f * i ir,mp Thi«* lllummatefj the interference patUirns on the film and a ' What do you get if you add Freescape to Onilor'>' Ian asked 
I I j i ! : . 3-D imago is formed. Now you know us one day. 

Holograms are the ultimate high tech - hill you can use Ihnm . 
anywhere. 

HORRORS! 
I hat's not ill there is to Incentive's incentives 30 runners-up 
will receive holographs, winch are hoidgraNs wi sin ker tomi 
Tlwfie aptly-named Horrograms feature «' revolinKj range <>| 
gtjry pictures. 

And every winner will also receive copy ot Incentive's 3 II 
scns.ttu>n, Driller (So pkvise rortkynher lo Ifll r/s whether yoq 
w.int it on c.iaselte ot > 3 disk ) 

THE MAN BEHIND, ABOVE AND UNDER-
NEATH FREESCAPE 
For such special pri/os we needed a s[)ecwl pi<jblt*in - and wlw 
better lo devise sucti a rnind-bender than the man behind F-rees 

»l«WIWIW WiSIIII»l!ill!!ll!!!!il!illi||l!l|Dlllil J> H11;, l|„ |;..l 
i; . r w i" K- iv, 

t r i w i 

IV I'" I 

r t " I ? m r * i 
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Unini . n GRASH Smash1' someone replipd smartly 
' N o , ' r e i o r t e d Ian, y o u got 310.233.431 • 
f ip^, ' w e sa id , s o h o w did vou work that oufv 

Ian ptrkwi u p a p i e c e ot rb.ilk and stalled drawing on a Spec 
triimnionilor-

F R E E S C A P E 

D R I L L E R 

3 1 0 2 3 3 4 3 1 

The piuyie i* an oidniary acklitfon sum in disguise." he said, 
where each letter represents a digit between 0 and 9 Fot 

uislanre. E is 1;' ('E's a ione. too. that lan Andrew.) 
So nil yon have to do is woiK out which digit each letter repres-

ents, remembering that E is 1, and wntathecorrect letter naxt to 
^ach dipit on ttw lorni below. (Then till fn I tie form and send ft to 
usbv M a r c h 8 ) 

•(Jl/i. before I forget,' lar eMcd, 'there at1 1WO correct solu-
tions to tho problem,' So you 'd tetter pot both. Thanks a bunch. 
Ian' 

A,: ; : ; :» i ; : ; : ; . ?i , i i » i ; 

NAME 
ADDRESS 

POSTCODE 

IF I WIN A PRIZE I'D LIKE DRILLER ON • CASSETTE 
• +3 DISK 

Send your entry to: IT ALL ADDS UP TO A TERRIFIC 
INCENTIVE COMP, CRASH, PO Box 10, Ludlow, 
Shropshire SY8 1DB to arrive by March 8. The 
decision of CRASH'S appointed judges is final in all 
84764527. 

f l t r * ' * • ' * • • • • 



The Pro's 
Choice 

i * % 

^ * (Competition PRO 

W AW V I 

( j ( o m p e f r t j o n P R O 

A r c a d e qua l i t y joys t ick f i t t e d 
w i t h s u p e r sens i t i ve 
m i c r o s w i t c h e s for t h e u l t i m a t e 
in joys t ick cont ro l . 
F e a t u r e s i n c l u d e d u a l f ire 

b u t t o n s for left or r ight 
h a n d o p e r a t i o n ; f i r m b a s e 

' p a d s for non-s l ip c o n t r o l 
1 a n d a r o b u s t s t e e l s h a f t 
1 w i t h r u b b e r re tu rn lor a 

s m o o t h e r o p e r a t i o n . 

£14.95 

A r c a d e CLEAR 
qua l i t y j o y s t i c k w i t h al l 
f e a t u r e s of the 
C o m p e t i t i o n P r o 5 0 0 0 
but w i t h a n e x c i t i n g 
c lea r c a s e . 
S C O R E L I K E A P R O ! \ 

\ / „ 

• « 

I 

( k p 

(Competition PRO 

A b r a n d n e w ful ly micro -
s w i t c h e d a r c a d e qua l i t y 
j o y s t i c k . F e a t u r e s i n c l u d e 
R A P I D F I R E : U N I Q U E 
S L O W M O T I O N ; dua l f i re 

b u t t o n s ; f i rm b a s e p a d s , 
for n o n s l ip c o n t r o l a n d 

f a r o b u s t s t e e l s h a f t w i t h 
K r u b b e r r e t u r n for a 
' s m o o t h e r o p e r a t i o n . 

£16.49 
The Competition Pro range of joysticks carry a two year guarantee. 

The Competition Pro 5000 and Pro Extra are suitable tor use with the 
lollowing computers; 

Amstrad'Schneider ZX Spectrum (when used with an Interface); 
MSX computers; Atari; Commodore 64 and VIC 20. 

Amtlrad; ZX Spectrum; Atari; and Commodore an trad* mark* respectively ot 
Amslfad Consumer Electronic* p. i.e.. Atari International. Commodore international Ltd. 

DYNAMICS marketing Ltd 
l iura . 'ss 

COIN HOUSE NEW COIN STREET ROVTON OLDHAM OL2 6JZ ENGLAND 
TELEPHONE: 061 626 7222 TELEX 669705 COING 

Howard Kendall says... 
This must be the ultimate 

of all strategy games...Excellent 
N E V E R - E V E R • H A S a football management game Men available for 66 TEAMS 
Ol which 65 ARE COMPUTER MANAGED with GENUINE MATCH RESULTS (not random) 
using the INDIVIDUAL ABILITIES ol 1000 PLAYERS WITH AN INTELLIGENT METHOD 
OF MATCH PLAY 
N E V E R • E V E R • H A S a tootball management game allowed Ihe TRANSFER OF 1.000 
PLAYERS between 66 INDIVIDUALLY MANAGED TEAMS with INDIVIDUAL SCOUT 
REPORTS on t .000 PLAYERS and 66 CLUBS, plus squad details ot EVERY CLUB containing their 
number ot games played and goats scored ot ALL 1.000 PLAYERS 
N E V E R • E V E R - H A S a football management game allowed you the CHOICE OF 
ANY FIXTURE from ANY DIVISION with ALL goalscorers. ALL results tor ALL matches 
plus League Tables and futures tor ALL divisions with ALL gates Individually 
calculated 

P L U S Policing, Gate Income. Full administration. Staff, injuries, Physio, Crowd 
control, Match programmes. League enquiries. Ground improvements. Squad details. 
Field positions, Hotel, Travel expenses, League tines. Promotion & relegations. Banking 
with Interests. Sackings. Manager approach. Save facility. Printer option 
H O W H A V E W E D O N E I T ? By two years ol research and planning plus using 
the most sophisticated data compaction methods OUR AIM was to produce the 
ultimate in a football strategy game - we think you'll agree, we have 
W A R N I N G • This is a serious management strategy game (No skill levels, 
gimmicks, or random simulation) 

HOWARD KENDALL says "This must be the ultimMf ot til stritigy games - excellent " 
COMPUTER GAMER says. "This Is by lar me most realistic game ol Us kind I have ever 
come across." 
YOUR COMMODORE says; "On balance the game is streets ahead ol football 
Manager," 

• NOW AVAILABLE ON SPECTRUM • 

O R D E R N O W . . . O R D E R N O W . . . O R D E R N O W . . . 

£10.95 Including V.A.T. Plus 50p post & packing 
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P L E A S E S E N D C H E Q U E S / P . O . T O : -

JOHNSON 
A C C E S S R I N G : -
0 7 0 2 7 1 0 9 9 0 < 9 e m - 1 p m ) 

SCflHflTRDN 3 9 j T O T T E R D O W N R O A D 

W E S T O N - S U P E R - M A R E 

A V O N B S 2 3 4 L H 

0 9 3 4 2 2 0 4 4 

COMMODORE 64, SPECTRUM 
LIMITED 



MAN 

Eg... SO MM£ fSeiF mew.! 
UM.„ GO Pur THE. KETTLE OM.„ AND 
HAVE -rue PLURPS &4N Me. Of A 
NEW CAPfANb -7HMC. 

V&rorr. 
WfZ 

Ut 

— 
ME3&E I 3 * 4 . 0 J 

SET THE. PLH8P3 TO f r 
KNIT HMA.„, 

( f t . <5 

I'LL STftiNa AL0N6 
U'L TWef?Pt*JVL W6 &ET 

TO HIS BUR/ED Tl&ASUBE AM 
TH6N..,. SQUtT! 

SOtAHOS UKE 
PLUXP5 AXE 

JWTlHEERlNb 

(PUAt 

D)S GOOD )DEE 
•MTS GOT.... nz'5 aoK' 

atOHl (fi A 'SSAS/N 50 
DESE LOOW CANT 

HURT MS NO MO! 
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THE CLASSIFIEDS 
CRASH BACK 

NUMBERS 
CRASH BACK ISSUES numbers 1-42 all 
in good condition, will split. Otters to: 
Simon Wilson, 15 Chester Way, Boston, 
Lines PE21 7PR. Or Phone. 0205 63096. 
CRASH BACK ISSUES 14 to 44 Best otter 
secures. Tel: 07476 3282 ask tor Paul 
Harris. 
EVERY EDITION OF CRASH for sale. Yes, 
issues 1 -46 all in very good condition. To 
be sold together, £35 Phone: 01-724 
0653 evenings and ask for Chris. 
WANTED CRASH MAGS 1-1 3. Will buy or 
swap games for them all Keith Brodenck, 
74 Leonard Street, Beverley Road, Hull 
HU7 1RZ, Tel: 0482 218953. 
CRASH ISSUE 2 WANTED CRASH Issues 
10-31 for sale, or exchange Tel: Formby 
31408 
1 HAVE GOT ISSUES of CRASH 9 to the 
present day for sale. Separately they cost 
£1.50 for 9-16 and Xmas Specials, £1 tor 
the rest. Or the whole lot for £25. Tel: 
01-870 9030 ask for Rufus Grantham 

FANZINES 
ATTENTION AUSTRALIAN READERS -
for the No. 1 Australian Sinclair magazine 
contact: Auspec, 92 Irwin Street 
Wemngton, 2760. N.S.W, Australia. 
Monthly issue. Caters tor both Spectrum 
and QL users. 
REVU - ISSUE TWO out now. Send 
cheque payable to Mark Kemaghan for 
45p (issue 2) or £4 for subscription to: 
Rcvu, 44 Edwinstowe Drive. Sherwood. 
Nottingham. Free game with sub. 
SPECTRUM TAPE MAG issue two, only 
£1 48K or 128K, lots of news, reviews, 
POKEs, bps, adventure etc. Stamp and 
cheque to: M Tonks, 57 Myrtle Avenue. 
Setby. North Yorks Y08 9BG 
DROSS IS A new mixed items (amine 
and costs 50p. Send SAE. and make 
cheques or P.O. payable to Andre Paine, 
19 Mascails Park. Paddock Wood, 
Tonbridge. Kent TN126LW. 
THE MAG 16 pages, Spectrum only. Send 
ZOp plus stamp to: Paul Mugrshed, 52 
Greenways, Esher, Surrey KT10 OOD. 
Includes Exokxi Art comp, strategy, news 
and tips. Don't miss It. 
COMPUTER MAGAZINE full of reviews, 
pen pals, personal adverts, news, POKEs 
plus lots morel Send a cheque/PO for 50p 
made payable to Andrew Dungey, 
Spectrum Teiemag, 46 Green Lane, 
Penryn, Cornwall TRIO 80J. 
ONLY £1 Xmas issue of Spec tacle 
fanzine Order your copy now! Bigger, 
better, brighter and no more black blobs. 
P Bowman, 20Monins Road. Dover. Kent 
CT179NX 
A NEW FANZINE called Extra. Send 35p 
lo: Leon Isaacs. 18 Notion Crescent, 
Baldock, Herts 
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HARDWARE SALES 
Al l BOXED AS NEW Spectrum 128K, 
Joystick, Printer, Enterprise Modem, 
(various baud rates, comms. Interface 
and software) plus £150 of top games 
and nVc books All for £300 Tel Mr G 
Moore 061 7951103 
128K +2 SPECTRUM with 2 
microdrtves, interface 1 (malfunctioning), 
joystick, software, Centronics printer 
interlace, multiface 1. Worth over £450. 
For sale at ONLY £210.00 Phone: 
Richard 0372 843668 between 5-9pm 
48K SPECTRUM lightpen, Currah 
Microspeech, Kempston interface, 
Ouickshot joystick, software worth £400 
(old and new). Also books and many 
mags. The lot worth £600, sell for £150. 
Phone: 04022 20843 ask for Simon 
Wright. 
NEW HOME WANTED lor friendly lovable 
microdrive and interface one. Fully 
house-trained, make ideal family pets 
£40 ono. Phone: Vaci Koblizek on 0934 
838182 
SPECTRUM PLUS TWO joystick, 
Kempston Interface, 24 original games, 
Including over 10 Smashes All In perfect 
condition Nick Kitchen, 20 Dewi Avenue, 
Holywell, Clwyd, North Wales CH8 TUG 
Tel: Holywell 713213. £130. 
OPUS DISCOVERY DISK DRIVE works on 
48K and 128K Spectrums. Alphacom 32 
printer, cassette recorder, plus software 
on tape and disc Otters around £200 will 
split Tel: 0933 6747% after 6pm Ask 
tor Richard. 
SPECTRUM 1282 with built-in tape deck, 
joystick, guarantee, leads, mags and 
£500 worth ol original software Perfect 
condition £150 the lot Tei: Andy on 0634 
725848 
SPECTRUM 48K Epsom printer, joystick, 
interlace and 25 games. All for only £100 
ono All in good condition Tel: 01 639 
3872 after 4pm and ask for Louis. 
FOR SALE SPECTRUM 128K/2. joystick, 
thermal printer with paper, loads of 
software Including Starglider, The Great 
Escape, The Quill. GAC., 6-Pak and Ace 
Only £200. Tel: 045542145 after 4.30pm 
and ask for Gaz 
PRINTER SEIKOSHA GP-10QA Mark II for 
sale. Very good condition plus Tasman 
Centronics Interface £50 ono Phone 01 
368 7445 after 6pm. Ask for Jonathan. 
FOR SALE SPECTRUM 2 with £300 Of 
original software with joystick and 
converter, Only £150. Tet Bath 891660 
ask for Dominic Atford. 
TROJAN LIGHTPEN with battery 
included. No interface needed, hardly 
used £15 or nearest offer. Will consider 
swap for printer or microdrive. Tel; 0942 
725294 after 4 15pm as for Neil 
SPECTRUM. 23 games, tape recorder, 
interface 2. printer, Snapshot joystick, 
microdrive. interface 1 and 5 cartridges 
Contact: Christopher Barnes on 
Workington 61703 after 5pm. Must 

collect 
FOR SALE a real bargain. Spectrum . 
Multiface 1, Qulckshot joystick, data 
recorder, software titles worth over £300 
including GAC. and Revolution etc. The 
lot for £90 Phone: Chris 01 724 0653 
FREE TWO GAMES on a 64K wafa if you 
buy my wafadnve tor £60. It was £100, 
so ifs a good deal. Phone: Matthew on 
0566 84200 between 6pm and 10pm 
FOR SALE Sinclair Spectrum Plus 48K. In 
excellent condition with manual and 
packaging and latest software. Worth 
£110 will sell for £75. Tel Ferdose 01 368 
4956 
SPECTRUM 1282 five months ok). £350 
worth of new software, also two joysticks. 
Worth £515. sell for £250. Phone Mat on 
0342 25245 after 6.30pm. 
SPECTRUM 48K. Ouickshot II and 
Cheetah 125. Oual-port interface, tape 
recorder, light pen and £520 of games 
Including Barbarian, Death Wish 3 elc. 
£125 ono. Quick sale please. Tel: Adam 
01 429 0777 after 6pm 
48K SPECTRUM rubber-keyed with Ram 
Turbo Interface, joystick, several games 
including Crystal Castles, Rambo etc. 
Only £80. Phone: 01 561 6995 and ask 
for Daniel 
FOR SALE Interlace One, Microdrive, 16 
cartridges £35. Quill and Illustrator set 
unused £15. Musical keyboard software 
and book for 128K only £30 Phone: 0285 
2201 ask for James. 
EXPAND YOUR SPECTRUM mouse, 
wafadrive, 4 wafas, Alphacom 32 printer, 
£260 plus of software including The Art 
Studio and Tasword H worth £430. Sell 
for £120 ono. Phone: Kidsgrove 6430 
after 4pm and ask for Paul. Buyer 
collects 
ZX SPECTRUM 128K, joystick Interface, 
240 original games including Exolon. 
Zynaps. Joe Blade. Renegade, Wizball 
and Death Wish HI worth £400 sell for 
£300. Phone: Jon on 0329 43118 after 
6pm. 
FOR SALE SPECTRUM 128. cassette 
recorder, printer, joysticks, interface and 
software. All boxed In good condition, 
£250 ono Also SpecDrum (for 48K 
Spectrum) £15 Contact Jason after 
5.30pm on 01 803 9019 

HARDWARE SWAP 
SWAP MY Athena and £15 for Multiface 
1 or 128. Ian Knowles, 150 Grove Green 
Road. Leytonstone, London E114EL Tei: 
01 556 9147 after 4pm 
SPECCY 128 broke needs repainng Will 
swap for, wed you make an otter. Write 
to: Jimmy. J84 Armstrong Road, Benwell. 
Newcastle NE4 8QP. I'M consider anything 
at all 
SWAP TEXAS INSTRUMENTS Language 
Translator. French and Spanish speech 
chips. Battery, mains adaptor, carry case 
plus Trojan lightpen for Videoface 
Digitiser. Tel: South Shields 4544477. 
MY MULTIFACE 128 and wafadrive for 
your full size printer. Also swap Mouse 
and ZX-Printer. Offers to: Paul Cardall, 21 
Darwin House. Alder Drive, C/Wood, 
Birmingham B37 70E Mags wanted. 

HARDWARE 
WANTED 

WANTED SINCLAIR POCKET TV and 
Opus Discovery Will pay cash or swap 
Phone: 0617051271 weekends only and 
ask for Glen. 
WANTED Printer and Interface. Must be 
128K compatible Swap for software. 
Wrrte to: David Mennell, 72 Hemswell 
Avenue. Greatfieid Estate, HuUHU95JZ 
WANTED 128K SPECTRUM if possible, 
including joystick and interface and all 
your software, E90-E100. Phone: 0734 
667943 and ask for Dan. 

FREE REMOVAL OF unwanted 128K 
Spectrums. In fact I'll pay you1 £60 What 
more can I say. Humberside area 
preferred. Contact: Andy Richardson, 45 
Huntley Drive, Hull HU5 4DP Tel 0482 
442725. 

HOMEGROWN 
SOFTWARE 

FRUfT MACHINE ADDICTS save £££££s< 
Play Spectrum Cashflow, features large 
fruit sprites, nudges, holds, gamble and 
shuffle Only £1,75 50p P&P, Matthew 
Edwards, 4 Club Lane. Barrow On Trent. 
Derby DE71HP. 

FREE POKES WHEN you send for free 
details of our five new addictive Spectrum 
games on one tape Only £1 99< Robert 
Burgess, 1 Middlelield Road, Rotherham, 
S Yorks S60 3JH 
MCTR0NICS 10 SHORT GAMES for 
£1,50 inc. P&P. Send cheque or P.O for 
£1.50 made payable to Brian McMahon, 
7 Craigmore Park. Parkhaii. 3 Antrim. 
CoAntrim, N Ireland BT41 1DR. 
PLOD the fun split-screen adventure 
(48K, 128K}. Very quick dispatch, only 
99p Also Football Leaoue PBM Please 
write for details of both to: JMC. 2 Little 
Acre, Longton, Preston, Lanes PR4 SAP. 

PBM 
PBM GAME Rugby League Challenge can 
you win the league and cup double for 
more details send SAE to: Cameiot 
Games, 1 Cae Ymryson. Caernarvon. 
Gwynedd. N. Wales LL55 2LR 

FOR THE PRICE of a stamp you could 
have your own Panzer! computer 
moderated armoured warfare, in all It's 
glory. Send SAE to Panzer' 9 Huncote 
Road. Nartjorough, Leicester LE9 5GP 
QRY 
TROGON IS A fantasy/futuristic PBM 
Free start-up, further turns cost 50p If 
you are Interested then write to Rik 
Greaves, Capei Lodge. Badsell Road. Five 
Oak Green. Kent TN12 6QY 

WATCH OUT IN the coming months for 
details of Phase //and Holocaust play by 
mail games from Bntam's brightest PBM 
company. Estimated release dates:-
Phase II October 17th 1988 and 
Holocaust December 25th 1988. Tel: 
Maiden Newton 20755 
FREE PBM no money' First five players 
get an extra special planet in a super 
space conquest game. Send SAE to: 
Gary McComble. 21 Meams Drive, 
Stonehawi. Kincardineshire 

PBM GAME Street Fight, no cost apart 
from postage For a start up position, 
send a SAE 10: Mark Day, 1 Cranwood 
Road. Wensor. Stoke-0n-Trent. Staffs 
ST129JE 
PBM ADDRESSES send SAE and 18p 
stamp for A4 sheet of PBM games 
addresses and our ratings, football, 
sports, fantasy. RP. strategy etc. Patrick 
Walsh, 36 I'emey Road, Laiigley, Slough, 
Berks. SL38NX 
PBM DOMAIN W i e l d power, crush thine 
enemies, for only £3 start-up and £1 a 
turn thereafter For details send a SAE 
to: Domain, Chadwell Mill. Chadwell. Nr. 
Newport. Shropshire TFW 9BG 

PEN PALS 
WANTED: PEN PAL male or female, into 

Jet Set Willy or ladders and platform 
games. Write to: Wen Ail, 4HomshtilFarm 

Road, Stepps, Glasgow. Scotland G33 
6DE 
PEN PAL WANTED to swap games Over 

600 games to swap Write to: Craig 
Eades, 23 KHton Place. Pitsmoor, 

Sheffield S39LW 
HI I'M JUSTIN l m looking lor a pen friend 



r 

from anywhere. I have over MO games I 
am 15 Write to Justin Evans, 7A Bailey 
Bridge Road, Bramtree, Essex CM7 5TT 
FEMALE PEN FRIEND wanted Between 
14 and 16 Likes music, computers and 
Wms Ian Parkinson, 19 Hayfell Avenue. 
Westgate. Morecambe. Lanes LA4 4TS 

HUNK* 13-YEAR-OLD MALE seeks 
gorgeous female 12-14 Please include 
photo Phil Ingham, 184 Elephant Lane. 

St Helens. Merseyskle WA9 5EL All 
tetters answered Get writing girls' 
PEN PAL FROM USA wanted, over 18 I 
own a Spectrum and a Commodore 64 
Adam Perm, 81 Turnpike Drive, Luton. 

Beds LU3 3RA 

PEN PAL REQUIRED female il possible, 
aged 15/16 Would like to swap games 

POKEs, maps etc Write to Andy 
Blackburn. 37 Redmire Close, 

Brandholme. Hull. Yorks HU75AG Tel 
0482 826018 
WANTED PEN PALS from all countries I 
am 15, like playing adventures and own 
a Spectrum Mary Scott, 19 Branksome 
Road, Norwich NR4 6SN 

A THOUSAND PEN PALS needed for 
special CRASH pen-pals section in Issue 
53 (on sale May 26) Use the classifieds 
form and get your name in to PEN PALS, 
CRASH, PO Box 10. Ludlow. Shropshire 

SYS 1DB by May 3 Be there or be 
unwritten-to1 

SOFTWARE SALES 
113 TOP GAMES from Academy to 
Zynaps All originals Worth £835. sell for 
£299 ono Quick Sale needed Send a 
S AE for list to: Robin Cavill, Woodleigh. 
9 Woodwlte Road. Dewsbury. w iforks 
WF12 7BE Tel: 0924 466588 
SPECTRUM COMPUTER GAMES from 
£1.25 each Many popular titles, over 60 
10 choose from Send SAE lor list to 
Mike Stuart. 35 James Reckitt Avenue. 
Hull HU8 7TH Tel 0482 708806 
SPECTRUM 48/128 SOFTWARE for sale 
All new titles e g Bubble Bobble Pnces 
from 50p Send SAE tor tree list to R 
Dean, 49 Windmill Avenue. St Albans. 
Herts AL4 9SJ 
GAMES FOR SALE or swap Includes Sir 
Fred, Cybemn and Future Knight Want 
Sam Fox Strip Poker Antinad. Sam 

Cruise, Saboteur II. Nosferatu and Tarzan. 
Ring Ken on 0606 593985. 
OVER 90 GAMES to sell All originals 
Send tor price list (with stamp), first 
come first served New and old games 
Alan Livesey. 123 Carlton Road. Whalley 
Range. Manchester M16 88E 

FOR SALE low-priced Spectrum 
software old and new, from £1 For price 
lisl write to Mark Mottershead, 12 
Linttiurst Newtown. Blackwell, 
Bromsgrove. Worcs 860 IBP 
80 ORIGINAL SPECTRUM games 50p to 
£3 Includes Pub Games. Hard Guy, 
Miami Vice etc Or swap lor hardware 
Send SA.E to: C Crofts, 168 Stoney 
Stanton Road. Coventry CV1 4FN 

SOFTWARE SWAP 
GAMES TO SWAP including, Batman. 
Undium. Scooby Doo, Sweevo's World, 
Academy. Cobra. Bazooka Bill and others 
Your list lor mine. Howard Armitage, 11 
AshbyRoad, Breedon-on-the-Hill, Derby 
VERA CRUZ AFFAIR with solution will 
swap tor Gremlins or The Never Ending 
Story Contact Lee Pickenng, 131 
Queens Road, Blackburn, Lanes 881 
1Qf 
WILL SWAP Ghosts N Goblins. Great 
Escape, Nosteratu. Batman or 
Oragontnrr. for almosl any Smash or 
Renegade. 6-Pak 2 or Exokm. Contact: 
Daniel Andy or Jonathan 4pm to 5 30pm 
weekdays Tel 01 550 6054 
WILL SWAP Mario Bros, Aliens, Max 
Headroom. Super Bowl, Hydrofool, 
Gauntlet. Xevtous and more tor any recent 
software Please phone 01 751 4162 
after 3 30pm ask for Dean 
WILL SWAP Glider Rider, Bobby Bearing 
or Paperboy tor Top Gun, Forbidden 
Planet, ot Spmdizzy Write to: Tony 
Denny, IS Wesel Avenue. Felixstowe. 
Suffolk IPi 1 SUA 

GEOFF (THAT'S ME) will swap Elite, 
WA.R, Avenger, TT Racer, Tomahawk. 
Head Over Heels, Fat Worm and more 
For most good games Phone: 0438 
355407 
SEND YOUR LIST lor mine to swap 48K 
games I have Barbarian. Ghosts N 
Goblins. Cobra, Bombjack Just write to 

Mark Slade, 9 Sherringham Drive, 
Woodthorpe. York Y02 2SE Including 
SAE 

SWAP GREAT GAME Batty - ex Your 
Sinclair For working tape ol CRASH 
sampler issue 45. if one exists. Tel: 051 
546 8848 

STRATEGY FAN WANTED swap your 
games for mine. Have Vulcan. TFH, 
Austerlitz and more. SAE please to: P 
Regan Redcraig Place, Mundoie, Forres, 
Moray IV360JR. 
SOFTWARE EXCHANGE CLUB free 
membership Exchange your unwanted 
originals cheaply Send SAE for details 
and tree membership to: On-Spec 
Software Exchange Club, 23 Florence 
Road. West Bridgtord, Nottingham NG2 
5HR 
WANTED Chaos in good condition with 
instructions Will swap for Rebelstar or 
Winter Games Rob Palmer, 64 
Monkmoor Avenue. Shrewsbury, 
Shropshire SY2 5EB. 
WANTED PAW and GAC - swap for many 
new games like Exoion, Ranarama. Head 
Over Heels. Saboteur H. Killed Until Dead, 
Cobra, Aliens and many more Phone: 
Jason on 0762 336239 after 5pm 
SWAP ALL THREE ot my games: 
Nemesis, Jack the Nipper and Paperboy 
tor nay one of Elevator Action, Wizbali or 
Mario Bros Apply. G Berry, 3 The 
Chestnuts. Abingdon. Oxon 0X14 3YN 
I'M 14 YEAR OLD and I have over 200 
games (Spectrum 46). I want to swap 
games with anyone in the world. I'll 
answer letters Vangeiis Handanos, 19 
Patr, Loakim Str. Athens 10675. Greece 
SOFTWARE TO SWAP, all new games to 
swap Send your list for mine. Send to: 
Thomas Kartwich, Roriokken 15, 2730 
Heriev, Denmark 

SOFTWARE 
WANTED 

WANTED Formula One, The Biz will swap 
Zokts, Fourth Protocol. Finest Hour. 
Scalextric, Bailblazer and Oam Busters 
Steve Komor, 80 Graham Avenue. 
Penyfai, Bridgend, Mid Glam CF31 4NP 
WANTED ORIGINAL COPY ot Lord of the 
Rings tor Jetpac. Dictator and Hungary 

Horace (originals). If interested please 
write to: Stuart Baker. 29A Brudenell 
Drive, Stoke Manderville. Bucks HP22 
5UR 
WANTED Stack Life Rifle software Will 
pay very good prices. Wnte to: Jamie 
Malone, 43 Smeaton Road. Chigwell. 
EssexIG888D. Tel: 01 504 4231 6pm to 
10pm weekdays 
WANTED The Biz by Virgin. Please state 
total cost or will swap tor Crash No.l. 
Write to: Colin BIKon, 40 High Street, 
Misterton, Doncaster, S. Yorks DN10 4BU 
WANTED ALIEN by Argus Press's Mind 
Games. Will pay up to a liver. Must be in 
good condition Ring Oarren on 0706 
76020 alter 6pm 
WANTED Rock 'N Wrestle and other 
gaems Have Leader Board, Catch 23, 
Army Moves. Scooby and Vera Cruz 
Contact Neil Connolly, 61 Maesglas. 
Llandovery. Dyted SA20 ODN. Tel: 0650 
21003 

OTHERS 
WANTED Machine Code For The Absolute 
Beginner book by Melbourne House. Must 
have all pages Send your price, name 
and address to: Vin. 19 Croft Street, 
Morecambe. Lanes LA4 5SS. Now! 
LEGEND OF THE AMAZON WOMEN £5, 
Unplayed Hampstead £5. Wanted: 
Spectrum printer. Paul Watford. 89 
Richmond Way, Newport Pagnell, Bucks 
MK160L0 
POKES for 50 latest, greatest games. On 
the tape ready to use, only £1.99 (cover 
costs). You get 6 monthly tapes, send 
money to: SpecPOKE, 21 Chatham, 
Westwood Hill, East Kilbride. Glasgow 
I NEED HINTS and tips on Hampstead. I 
also want a pen-pal aged 14-16, to swap 
games, POKEs etc. Please write to: Chris 
Evans, 5 Northern West Cross, 
Swansea. SA3 5PT 
MAPS. POKES, HINTS and tips Pokes 
available on tape or printout. Muitrface 
booklet out soon Send a large S AE to 
Doc Maps, 385 Outfield Road. AJIestree, 
Derby DE32DN 
HELP NEEDED ON these games please. 
The Planets, JSW2 and Odd Job Eddie. 
Also has anyone got Zombie Zombie. 
Swap or cash. I really don't mind. Phone: 
01 898 3062 ask for Ant 
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If your ad isn't featured this month, don't despairl We'll do our best to get 
it m ASAP ono (as they say in classifieds), and it the worst comes to the 
worst (which it hasn't for two months now. but we>e still waiting) you can 
always send the ad in again. Don't forget to r t l i out the whole 'orm, give 
unflinching obedience to the small print below anri USE BLOCK CAP-
ITALS! (Otherwise the worst could come to the worst) 

1 mdwduals and sme» cwa«<vs«!ione such *s tan/ines ami homegrown-sot wve pot**hers are 
wetcome to use the CRASH classifieds twt protmsroral 'msinessfis cannot Pwrt-for 
d**sifM<H for businesses will probably be introduced noon 

1 Classified ads shoiAJ not be i w t than 30 word* long <rny*v*r* postcode* etc count as one 
word «*rh) and should be wntien in the box** t*rwv3ed mew f no box-number serw* so 
YOUR AO COPY MUST INCLUOE YOUR ADOBESS ANO/OP PHONE NUMBER 

3 CUowtwirt arfn must be suhmrtted on « CRASH rlasin'od* form. or • photocopy ot the form 
4 Absolutely no ads tor selling or swapping pirated software o r which encourage software piracy 

will be accepted 
5 CRASH reserves the ngh« to edit, pubfcsh and not publish CISSSI'HW arte without 'efenmceto 

the advancer »nd the magazine a not liBbte (of any loss caused tc advertisers through their 
o w wording ol ad copy or the appearance .» nonappearance i t ads 

• It yon send an aft PLEASE don't ring js jp asking when it's going to be published - we'll (u«t 
print as many m each issue as we can (the worst coming to »he worst nntw»th*fandmg) 

I W A N T A F R E E C R A S H C L A S S I F I E D ! 

i N A M E . . 

A D D R E S S 

J P O S T C O D E . . . . 

I 

l l l l l l l « I IM 

i TELEPHONE N U M B E R 

WRITE YOUR AD COPY IN THE BOXES, 
CHOOSE A HEADING, AND SEND THIS 
FORM (OR A PHOTOCOPY) TO: THE 
CLASSIFIEDS, CRASH, PO BOX 10, LUD-
LOW, SHROPSHIRE SY8 1DB 

WRITE AD COPY HERE . . . 

H E A D I N G S ( T I C K O N E ) 

CRASH BACK NUMBERS 
(OFFERED OR WANTED) 
FANZINES H 
HARDWARE SALES [ J 
HARDWARE SWAP ~J 
HARDWARE W A N T E D 

H O M E G R O W N SOFTWARE 
PBM 
PEN PALS "] 
SOFTWARE SALES 
SOFTWARE SWAP H 
SOFTWARE W A N T E D H OTHER ^ 



SIGN UP WITH 

AND EXPERIENCE 
THE AMAZING PLATOON 
FROM I 
and just £5.95 with renewed subscriptions! 

PLATOON HAS . . . 
• six different scenarios based on the chart-topping film 
• realistic puzzfes of jungle warfare 
• an exciting night battle 
• hours of challenge 
• a free audio tape and poster with every copy 

A FREE COPY WITH EVERY NEW SUBSCRIPTION 
CRASH HAS . . . 

The most UP-TO- DATE and DETAILED review section 
TIPS with everything 
fact-packed features 
strategy, adventure and PBM - MORE than any other mag 
hardware reviews from the real EXPERTS 
HUNDREDS of extras - posters and 3-D picturesonly in CRASH 

TO SUBSCRIBE, SEND 
THIS FORM TODAY . . 

Dear Guru Denise 
I want to join the army of CRASH readers and receive my free cassette 
copy of Ocean's Platoon (normally £10.95). 

So I've enclosed a cheque or postal order for £18 (£24 if I want CRASH 
sent outside the mainland UK) made payable to NEWSF1ELD LTD (I can 

SEND THIS FORM TO: 
GURU DENISE 

SPECIAL PLATOON SUBS OFFER 
CRASH 

P0B0X20 
LUDLOW 

SHROPSHIRE SY81DB 
also pay by Access or VISA). 

If I've already got a CRASH subscription, I can renew it - and stitl get 
Platoon for just £5.95 if I want. 

And now ali I have to do is wait 28 days for my Platoon pack to arrive 
- and enjoy 12 fat issues of CRASH 

Please tick the appropriate box: 

• I enclose £18 for a new CRASH subscription in the mainland UK and 
a free Platoon pack 

• I enclose £25 for a new CRASH subscription to be sent anywhere 
outside the mainland UK by surface mail and a free Platoon pack 

• I enclose £38 for a new CRASH subscription to be sent outside 
Europe by air mail and a free Platoon pack 

• I enclose £18 because my subscription in the mainland UK runs out 
soon, so please extend it starting with Issue I I I My present 
subscription number is I I I I I I I | 1 

• I enclose £24 because my subscription outside the mainland UK runs 
out soon, so please extend it starting with Issue f T l My present 
subscription number is I I I I I M t I 

O I enclose £38 because my subscription outside Europe runs out soon 
and I'd like to carry on receiving CRASH by air mail. Please extend my 
subscription starting with Issue |~T~] My present subscription 
numberisl I I I I I I I ! 

Q I enclose £5.95 in addition to my resubscription payment because I'd 
like to carry on reading CRASH and receive my Platoon pack at the 
special £5 reduction 

Please fill in your name and the address to which your CRASH 
subscription and free Platoon pack should be sent 

PLEASE USE BLOCK CAPITALS! 

NAME 
ADDRESS 

POSTCODE 

This offer Is subject to availability and dotes on February 27 
1988. Subscriptions ordered by February 3 will start with Issue 
50. Subscriptions ordered between February 3 and February 27 
will start with Issue 51. 

P L E A S E D E B I T M Y V I S A / A C C E S S A C C O U N T £ 
N A M E A N D A D D R E S S O F C A R D H O L D E R 0 F 
D I F F E R E N T F R O M D E L I V E R Y A D D R E S S A B O V E ) : 

NAME 
ADDRESS 

POSTCODE 
PLEASE CHARGE MY ACCOUNT NUMBER 
[ ] 
EXPIRY DATE 
SIGNATURE ... 
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SPEEDKING 
I WITH FREE GAME 

SPEEDKING 
WITH AUTOFIRE 

t 
A 

i f i a - T i 
For use with the. 
Spectrum and Spectrum Plus. 
Spectrum Plus 2 and 3. 
Commodore 64 and 128. 
Amstrad CPC. MSX. 

• The only joystick that 
actually fits your hand. 
• Fire button positioned 
right under your trigger finger. 
• Solid steel shaft and robust 
construction. 
• 12 month guarantee. 

For use with the 
Spectrum and Spectrum Plus. 
Spectrum Plus 2 and 3. 
Commodore 64, 128 and VIC20. 
All Atari Computers (inc ST) 
Amiga. Amstrad. MSX. 

• Auto-fire to give instant 
and even firepower (Auto-
fire only). 
• Micro-switches allow you 
to not only feel, but hear 
each move of the stick. 

SEGA® 
MASTER SYSTEM 

NINTENDO® 
ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM 

£L2.Ti 
M 
2 - T J 

A nly the Konix Speedking joysticks can give 
v you the power you need to take on the 

unknown - and win. 
Ultra fast responses to every command, 

unbeatable autofire power and complete control. 
Right where you need it - in the palm of your hand. 

Trade or export enquiries welcome on 
049525 5913. 

IsLI i tLUlL* >*Vii«iTJ»i '»j i 

The fastest reactions in the business 



R O B l N C A N D Y ' S 
S C O R E S 

IT'S finally arrived. The health inspectors have finally closed down Lloyd 
Manqram's notorious *wii Of Mint, and here's ROBIN CANDY with 
SCORES - a monthly game-by-game list showing the whole range of 
scores on the very latest games (so Jet Set Willy record -breakers are out from 
the word go I) 

Each month there'll be the top score so far received for each game - first 
under the game heading - and then a couple of others so you can measure 
yourself against not only interface-burners but ordinary mortals too 

And each month there'll be five winners picked at random (insofar as 
anything in the universe Is truly 'random' - our every action affects the 
structure' of being' with a concatenation of 'cause', effect', 'cause', 
effect' which some are pleased to call cotntidence) from all the entries 

received, regardless of whether they're printed or not. 
The first entry drawn each month will win £40 of software of the winner's 

choice plus a CRASH cap and T-shirt, and four runners-up will receive CRASH 
caps and T-shirts too; so don't forget to tell us on the form what software 
and T-shirt you'd like if you do win 

Finally, the management apologise for the extremely confusing SCORES 
entry form in issue 46, which was the result of that endless cosmic 
concatenation of cause', 'effect', cause', effect' we call technical 
reasons' 

Now read on. . 

BATTY 
Simon A u g e r Canvey Island, Essex 
Tommy Green. Mitcham 
A n d r e w Mcmurdo. Ashington, Northumberland 

BOMBJACK 
Jonathan Rldehalgh Markfield 
Paul Morris. Southport 
Jason Guest. Dudley 

BUBBLE BOBBLE 
Jake Flewln, London NW 
Paul Reeves, Bournemouth 
Daniel Goulden Reading 

Elite 
I6S4075 

51180 
117350 

Elite 
625950 
203790 
500290 

Firebird 
1500000 

587000 
211000 

DEATH WISH 3 
Tommy Green. Mitcham 
D a w n Metis. Sidcup 
S D King. Wlncanton 
Paul Morris. Southport 

Gremlin Graphics 
187000 
99730 
48905 

117300 

ENDURO RACER 
Philip Rees. Chipping Norton 
Stuart Whapples, Harrogate 
Sam Spundlow. Worksop 

EXOLON 
Paul Tlnsley Pill 
Ian Reld. Reigate 
Michael Turner. Stoke Gabriel, Devon 

FREDDY HARDEST 
Derek Henny, Fife 
Paul Calvert. Peterlee, Durham 

GAUNTLET 
Miguel Nunes. Torquay 
Paul Morris. Southport 
David Port, Uversedge, West Yorkshire 

RENEGADE 
Nlal l Lecoustre. Preston 
Daniel Mattsson Bornholm, Denmark 
lain Rlgby. Blackburn 

WIZBALL 
Paul Rooks. Washington 
A lan Mcgroajy. Doune. Perthshire 
Nicholas Tellls Harrow 

ZYNAPS 
David Fort, Uversedge 
Dave Mort imer, Bnstoi 
Michael Wright. Walsall 

Activision 
2224458 
1795068 

21)00 

Hewson 
943200 

55470 
558100 

Ocean 
568200 
153400 

US Gold 
12497494 

101990 
936822 

Ocean 
1111187 

45960 
139250 

Ocean 
238920 

12480 
8320 

Hewson 
163725 
87950 
41900 

SEND ME YOUR SCORES 
Send this form (or a copy) with your scores for up to three games to ROBIN 
CANDY'S SCORES, CRASH, P O Box 10. Ludlow. Shropshire SYS 
1DB Only genuine scores will be accepted, any improbably huge scores 
(68715290 in Exolon. hal| will be immediately binned and the sender will be 
forced to listen to The Art Of Noise - a fate worse than sharing a desk with 
Uoyd Mangram 

NAME IF A WIN TOP PRIZE I WOULD LIKE THIS £40 
ADDRESS WORTH OF SOFTWARE: 

POSTCODE 

MY SCORES ARE: 
GAME SCORE DATE ACHIEVED 

1 

2 

3 

AND IF I WIN ANY PRIZE I WOULD LIKE THIS 
CRASH T-SHIRT, CHOSEN FROM THOSE 
ADVERTISED ON PAGE 82: 

The decision of CRASH'S appointed judges is absolutely final in all respects, 
insofar as anything in an expanding universe can be' final' 



VY ON THE 
IF arcade tie-ins are what you 
remember 1987 for. get ready for 
another similar year. US Gold's 
new and innovative GO! label, 
launched last summer, starts the 
year where it left off, announcing a 
major new licensing deal with 
arcade giant Capcom. This means 
ten new Capcom games on your 
Spectrum over the next 15 
months. 

The first halt of 88 will see 
Spectrum releases of the violent 
arcade games Street Fighter. 
Tiger Road, Black Tiger and 
1943 

And despite GOI's arcade 
prominence US Gold hasn't 
forgotten the street games itself. 
The latest Data East conversion, 
Shackled, gives you 112 levels of 
shoot-'em-up fun. Rescue your 
mates from the depths of the 
dungeons, and then use them to 
get you out! Should be out mid-
February . . , 

Also from US Gold is Lazer Tag. 
set 1,022 years In the future. Six 
levels of (more) action-packed 
shoot-'em-up fun. Tag your 
opponents before they get you. 
Definitely for those with a sharp 
eye and fast reflexes. Lazer Tag is 
set for release a while after 
Shackled. 

Further In the Mure are 
Infiltrator II (the original Infiltrator 
was reviewed in CRASH Issue 35, 
earning 72% Overall) and Gun 
Smoke 

ARNIE MOVES 

Film tie-ins became bigger and 
better in 1987, and Actlvision 
intends to continue this trend in 88. 
Predator, based on the film 
starring Arnold Schwarzenegger, 
should be available now. 

Game follows film closely. You 
take Amie's part - you're a 
member of a crack commando 
unit and you're sent out to rescue 
allies captured by Latin American 
guerrillas. Sadly by the time you 
get there they've all been given the 
chop. Understandably you feel a 
bit narked and set out to avenge 

Musical Marvel: GO I commissioned rock band Resistor to pnrvtde new tracks 
for five of the US Gold offshoot's games. 

Captain America In The Doom Tube 01 Dr Megalomann (whewl) features Who's 
Crying Now - and there'II be tears all round If you cant detest the evil Or 
Megalomann in this far-fetched arcade adventure based on the Marvel comic 
character. 

the killings. And just as in the film 
you are kitted out with all sorts of 
deadly weapons to complete your 
£9.99 mission. 

Also coming from Activision for 
the same price is (another) board-
game tie-In, September Get from 
one end of the board to the other, 
using a whole variety of shapes -
if you must! 

M-M-M-M-M-M-
MISSED 
POINT 

Cascade Games has two 
interesting releases up its 
collective sleeve, and first off is 
another tie-in. 19 Part 1 - Boot 
Camp ties in with the popular Paul 
Hardcastle Number One chart hit. 
Ignoring the point of the song 
(which was to shock everyone at 
how young the American combat 

though, you have none of your 
MASK vehicles - you must steal a 
rocket and penetrate the VENOM 
base to rescue your son, Scott 
Tracker. And don't forget to 
eradicate the evil Miles Mayhem 
who kidnapped him in the first 
place. 

soldiers were in the Vietnam war-
the average age was 19), Cascade 
has based the first part of the 
game on the training of a young 
recruit. 

The programmers even went to 
a training camp on the Yorkshire 
moors to see what a 'grunt' (foot 
soldier) has to go through. 

And then there's, dare we say it, 
another in the long line of Breakout 
clones - Trax. For those that get 
bored quickly Trax includes a 
screen-construction set for that 
extra bit of fun. 

Gremlin Graphics has three 
little beauties waiting to be 
unleashed upon an unsuspecting 
public (so we'll warn you about 
them first). First off we have the 
strategy adventure. Blood Valley, 
based on the Duelmaster series of 
fantasy books. 

Then, following smartly in Its 
footsteps at the end Of February, 
comes VENOM Strikes Beck, the 
third in the MASK series. This time, 

Lastly from Gremtin Graphics 
comes Northstar. You know that 
highly-classified operation that 
went completely wrong and 
overpopuiated the world, and then 
the space station that was built by 
the four Earthlords? Well, there's a 
bit of a problem. 

The space station has been 
Invaded by aliens and the life-
support systems have been turned 
oft (thus killing a few thousand 
people). 

Now it's up to you and your 
robotic implants to jolty well go 
and turn them back on again. You 
have till March to get yourself 
together. 

Whispers of Mickey Mouse 
have also been heard from the 
Gremlin Graphics offices... 

HALLO HALO 

Halo Jones, that SOth-century 
women on the Hoop fit's where all 
American's unemployed live then), 
is the subject of Piranha's next 
2000ADgame. As you can imagine 
the Hoop is full of all kinds of 
dangerous, desperate, deformed, 
delirious and disillusioned down-
and-outs,and even the most 
innocent shopping trip can turn 
into a battle for survival. 
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» Dangerous delirium: 2000AD fantasy In Piranha's Halo Jones 

So get your armour-plated 
carder bags ready for the March 
release of Halo Jones 

Also to watch out for from 
Piranha, but much later in the year, 
is a story of witches and the 
darkest evil, Coven The Arcade 
Computer Game {Long Pointless 
Tiles Of Our Time: 17 In a series of 
2.5 million). 

And there's still Roy Of The 
Rovers, based on the escapades 
of the well-known real-life (they 
say . . . ) Melchester football star 

As if Freoscape and cola weren't 
enough. Digital Integration is 
always trying to give us 'the real 
thing*. So the company's next two 
releases are both simulations. 

In fact. ATF(it stands for 
Advanced Tactical Fighter) 
simulates 'the real thing' before 
it's even been designed and built. 
If you thought you had your hands 
full in Digital Integration's 
Tomahawk (Issue 23.93%) just 
wait till you see the baby you'll be 
handling (or trying to handle) in 
ATF. The Lockheed YF-22A is one 
of the most advanced planes you 
could want to load into your 
computer. 

The screen In Digital 
Integration's computer cockpit 
shows a much more realistic 
landscape than previous flight 
simulators, enhanced by solid 3-D 
display. You travel over land and 
sea, using your onboard radar to 

; 0 O 
c : 

• Platoon 

licence, a Vietnam game). 
By the end of February Ocean 

should be ready with Arkanokf -
Revenge Of Doh, another (I) 
Breakout clone from the arcade 

machine; and Victory Road, very 
much In the Ikari Warriors vein. 

But we still haven't seen Ikari 
Warriors from Elite, which also 
promises Buggy Boy' soon*. 

pinpoint likely 
ATF \TF should be flying Into your 

area in the next couple of weeks, 
so keep your heads down I 

Rumour has it that 7TRacer llis 
also being planned by Digital 
Integration (7T Racer earned 78% 
in Issue 34), but no firm release 
date has been set. 

ARKANOID 
SEQUEL 

Ocean starts the new year where 
it left the old one - with another 
bunch of interesting licences 
ready for release. Coin-op and f ilm 
tie-ins are set for the end of 
January - Rastan Saga and 
Platoon (like Cascade's 19 
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• Maple in Cametot: simple collecting-'em-up and an indent Arthurian setting 
in Firebird's budget Merlin 

I I it ! B 

i i l l 

11 
I HI 
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Electronic Arts is planning to 
start releasing Spectrum titles 
soon - none have been seen yet. 
but this month's promises are Sky 
Fox II, Power At Sea and Strike 
Fleet 

Those who've already 
completed Mercenary (issue 44. 
96%) will be glad to hear that 
Damocles - Mercenary II Is being 
converted to the not-so-humble 
Spectrum. And if you saw 
Mercenary you'll know that the 
Spectrum will probably have the 
best B-bit version of the sequel 
too. But don't expect it soon - they 
take things pretty easy down at 
Novagen's base in Brum. 

If you like the look of this issue's 
Adventure Trail Smash Knight Ore 
(92% on page 4 5%), watch out for 
Ralnblrd's next three releases. 
Jlnxter and Legend Of The 
Sword are the next two 
adventures to be let out of the 
Telecomsoft dungeons. 

And Rainbird hasn't forgotten its 
Issue 36 Smash Starglider either -
coming soon is Carrier 
Command, a sort of Starglider 
sea. 

OUTRUN 
RIVAL 

As the new year gets on its way. so 
do the new software houses, and 
the well-known French 
programming team TKus has now 
set up its own publishing house. 
Titus's first game, Crazy Cars, is 
already selling surprisingly well in 
16-bit formats, and indeed it's 
along the same lines as US Gold's 
sales star Out Run. 

Ever fancied owning a 
Mercedes, a Porsche 911, 
perhaps Lamborghini Countach or 
even a Ferrari? In Crazy Cars 
you're racing between Florida and 
Malibu In a selection of high-
performance cars, all for just C9.95 
including delivery and number 
plates. The first Spectrum copies 
should arrive mid-February. 
Another French connection 

pages 
Platoon subscription offer 

page 106 



DON'T END UP 
EMPTY-HANDED 

WIN A SUPER 
MATSUI VX 735 

VIDEO RECORDER 
FROM 

S Y S t f M J 

AND 
ii 

ANEW KARATE GAME 

a7S c i f w ^ ' T O * S t b " " " ton » M t a 
recorder you V need to be 'pretty ^Tr^L your mum could operate 

^buttons that needpreZl° o / * * thatnSdSSSr 

s g a r - * 

LITERALLY, 'karate' means empty hand' - but thanks to 
System 3 and its karate-choppin' Smash IK+ we've got a 
smart Matsui VX 735 video recorder and 21 games to hand to 
you. 

All you have to do (as they say in all good comps) is make as 
many words of seven letters of more as you can out of the 
game's name - 'International Karate Plus'. 

In each word you can only use each letter as many times as It 
actually appears in that phrase. 

The winner will be the person who sends in the longest list of 
words which are. in the opinion of CRASH'S judges, genuine 
words (names of people, places etc will not be counted). He'll 
receive the Matsui video recorder and a copy of /K+. 

The 20 runners-up will be those who submitted the 20 next-
longest lists, and will each receive a copy of IK+. 

Send your answers on a sheet of paper with your name and 
address to A SMASHING COMP WITH SYSTEM 3, CRASH, PO 
Box 10, Ludlow, Shropshire SY8 1DB. 

Entries must be received by March 8 and the decision of 
CRASH'S appointed judges is final in all respects. 
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GOGGLE! 
NEW 
YEAR, 
NEW 
VIDEOS 
AFTER last month's pessmsbc w w of the 
Christmas TV sdiedJes it was good to see the 
BBC do renins ol some great black-and-white film 
classics, albett at r*gh on midnight-films like 12 
Angry Mem And the crying shame 5 rtvat most of 
them are very hard to get on video! 

But don't despair - the video companies are 
promsing more titles and a queker transition 
from film to video for ths year 

Ready and waftnglor release on February 4 It 
U . I . . . TV.LIFL I,IF,  NClSOfl CJIIBIullUMm S la§ ffnlfae tMOWtr 
Starring Michael C a n and Nigel Havers[Chanots 
Offing this story about the government's real-
life secret comnvncations centre m Cheltenham 
proved surpnsMgty successful m the cinemas, 
especially in the States. 

RCA/CofcimM* has an exciting fcne-up for the 
end of February - Blind Date ar j Haunttd 

The former stars Bruce Willis\MoonfigMtn&. in 
h« first b^screen stamng rote, wrth the bubbly 
and uncontrollable Kim Basmger Weeks. No 
Mercy) m a story where everything that can go 
wrong does. 

Haunted Honeymoon is cowntt en and directed 
by its star. Gene Wilder, and puts a whole 
cotection of wetrd and possessed people m the 
same house for the night. Wilder and companion 
G4da Rattier (who appeared with hmi n The 
Woman In Reiti have to last the nght of terror -
they're getting married it the morning! Also 
stamngthe Manous Dom Deluise [The 
CarmtaH Run I and Hi. it looks like one of the 
fumest fins of the February releases. 

On the shelves now sfxxid be MGM/UA s 
Walk Like A Man a madcap adventure starring 
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Christopher Lloyd (Back To The FiAurj and 
Howie Mandel. All good clean fun.. 

Bui if all you want s good clean fun be sure to 
avoid New World Video s nert release. 
He/loser It's a good old-fashioned Brush honor 
Am, but with amazingly advanced make-up and 
visual effects. Tins was one ol the most popiiar 
Bnteh Hms tn the US last year, so be sure not to 
mssit. 

Another gory one. Friday The 13th Part IV: 
Jaton Um. comes out on February 19. You've 
got CIC Video to thank for that' 

Amok) Schwarzenegger's ftedatorhas been a 
huge box-office hit (and wi* be an Activision 
game) - and the first weekof February brings hs 
next video, few Otaf from CBS/Fox Nobody 
gives Arrw a raw deal, so you'd better pop out for 
it now. 

Rank Video releases Finwalkar the latest 
from Chuck Noms [Missing In Actiorf). but it's 
probably not worth walking over hot coals for that 
one. 

The second of Steven Sp*fcerg s Amaiing 
Stories should be out on February 5 from CtC 
Video This one has Danny De Vitolas cbrector 
and actor) and Gregory Hmes (The Cotton Out. 
Whte Nights. Running Scared 

Abo from ( X Video comes the impressive 
ChildrM OfALessar Goda story of the 
relationship between the hearmg William Hurt 
and the deaf (in the film AND offscreen) Marlee 
Matlin (who won an Oscar for her performance) 
It's a romantic, sensitrve story not to be missed 
by the discerning film buff 

Ocean video move. page 8 

PLATOON 
RCA/Columbia Pictures 
A VIETNAM VETERAN and winner of the Bronze Star himself, Platoon director 
Oliver Stone (who also directed Salvador) had no problems conveying the horror 
and heartache of the war the America could never win. Platoon is Stone's own story 
of his life m the war told through the eyes of foot soldier Chris Taylor, played by 
Charlie Sheen {Lucas, The Wraith}. 

In a series of letters to his grandmother Taylor tells of his term in the platoon. 
A new guy's life isn't worth so much, he hasn't put his time irt,' he scrawls on a 
rain-sodden piece of paper If you're gonna get killed in the Nam, it's better to get 
it in the first few weeks, the logic being you don't suffer so much." 

The platoon in which this raw recruit is placed has two leaders. On the one hand 
you have the relaxed pot-smoking clan under the leadership of Sergeant Elias 
(Willem Dafoe), with whom Taylor creates a strong relationship, and on the opposite 
side (but fighting the same enemy) Barnes, an aggressive and hard-headed 
Sergeant who stands for no nonsense, especially not from some rich new boy. 

Nobody knows the real point of the war - "it's all politics, man, politics' - and all 
that's sure is that rfthey get out of this mess they'll never forget it. 

Platoon follows this group of men through their times in the war - storming 
villages, lulling innocent civilians ('Did you see that head come apart? I ain't seen 
brains like that before...') and, of course, always plodding through the muddy, 
overgrown jungle. And the constant fighting between Ellas and Barnes continues 
Will the soldiers survive their own rivalries, more destructive than their enemies? 

Platoon scooped the top prizes at last year's Academy Award ceremony winning 
Best Future, Best Director, Best Editing and Best Sound. And in Oliver Stone's next 
film, Wall Street. Charlie Sheen returns with Michael Douglas in a tough and timely 
story of insider dealing - set miles from Vietnam, but exposing the dark side of 
human nature in the same way as Platoon. 
DOMINIC HANDY _ 94% 

Platoon'! been overrated - it's beautifully shot and impressively 
atmospheric, with some disturbing scenes of violence against the 
Innocent, but suffers from a surfeit of obvious philosophising. Barnes is a 
monster, Charlie Sheen's character an angel; and director Stone veers 
dangerously dose to giving us Tom Grunt'* Schooldays. 

It's not as If we need to be TOLD that war Is dehumanising - what we 
need now is a new way of saying it, a way that will reach the generation 
to which most CRASH readers belong. We were still toddling when the 
Americans abandoned Vietnam. 

Oliver Stone's Impeccable self-indulgence is an enjoyable film, but 
don't let diem tell you It's the ultimate statement on anything but the way 
20-year-old passions can deteriorate Into all the dichis of the antiwar 
genre. 
^ ^ ^ r^i A B Y P A G E I IIIIIMWIIIWIIHI>MtmilllHWH»IHIIIIIIlWlllllllm 



• More than fust Madonna: Who's That Girl 

WHO'S THAT GIRL 
Warner Home Video PG 

SHE'S BACK! Forget that miscast in 
Shanghai Surprise - the lady of the 
Eighties. Madonna, is back to her old 
tncks. Playing general tun-lovmg and 
wacky youngster Nikki Finn in Who's 
That Girt. she gets into the worst trouble 
imaginable - she gets framed for 
murder 

Not surprisingly, when the spnghtly 
rrnte gets out after four years in the 
slammer {the onginal title of the film 
was The Slammer, incidentally), the first 
thing she sets out to do is to dear her 
name and catch the real murderer of 
her ex-boyfriend. 

But it's not that easy - she doesn't 
know where to start looking, and some 
Filofax-toting businessman has come 
to escort her from prison to her home. 
Young attorney Loudon Trott, played 
by the talented Griffin Dunne {An 
American Werewolf In London. After 
Hours), has his day all set out and 
nobody's going to put him off his 
timetable - or are they? 

After all. he's not dealing with any old 
dumb blonde here. Nikki Finn's on a 
mission - 'together,' she exclaims, 
we're a lean, mean fighting machine'. 
But the last thing Trott wants is to be 
DOMINIC HANDY 

dragged around the city on the day 
before his wedding! 

Nikki finally persuades him to give 
her a few lifts {in his future mother-in-
law's Rolls Royce) here and there, but 
unfortunately he doesn't know what 
he's letting himself in for - Nikki's on no 
Christmas shopping trip, she's after 
murderers. 

If I mention that on their travels they 
encounter a rare cougar named 
Murray, wreck a jewellery shop and (ol 
course) smash up the Rolls you 
understand that this is going to be quite 
a change in the lifestyle of Loudon 
Trott. And there's that wedding to 
attend! 

I can't understand why there was 
such criticism of this when it was 
released in the USA. What you've got 
here is one of the wackiest and funniest 
comedies of the year, bringing back 
memories of the Dons Day/Cary Grant 
days. And. as in all his previous films. 
Griffin Dunne looks suitably bemused 
by the whole situation. 

Anybody who expects to see more 
than a light-hearted screwball comedy 
will be disappointed - but you'll be 
surprised how good Who 's That Girt is. 

_ 75% 

Most people who watch Who's That Girl 
are going to do so because of Madonna 
- but there's a good deal more to it 
than that. It's much more enjoyable 
than Shanghai Surprise, and there are 
MIKE DUNN 

good performances all round. It 's a pity 
Gnffin Dunne is so overshadowed by 
the superstar, because he does an 
excellent job - Who's That Girl has 
more than Madonna cult appeal. 

78% 

STREET JUSTICE 
Guild Home Video 18 

AMERICAN AGENT Curt Flynn (Michael Ontkean - Death Wish II, Slap Shot) is 
thought to have been shot down behind the Iron Curtain The State Department 
quickly buries' him and destroy all evidence of his existence, but 12 years later he 
eventually escapes from the Eastern-bloc prison where he has been held and 
returns to the States. 

As soon as he arrives he's thrown into a maximum-security pnson {not a very 
warm welcome tor a dead man1), But even this tough jail cannot hold him and he 
escapes in great style with the help of a stolen helicopter and many special effects. 

Government agents are hot on his tail so Flynn dumps the helicopter and heads 
for his home town - to find that the last 12 years have changed the place, his wife 
(Joanna Kern - TV's Hill Street Blues) has remarried and his old neighbourhood is 
now a shopping centre. 

This ts where the story line flops: Flynn just goes around the town helping out 
people who are getting beaten up by the police and generally being very hard. 
Sfreef Justice starts well, but eventually you're begging for the end. 
NICK ROBERTS — 78 

Michael Ontkean portrays Curt Flynn superbly - he 's the sort of guy who could 
squash the A-Team with one hand, but doesn't want to be so violent And that's 
where the film scores so highly Flynn s predicament is so well expressed that you 
feel like kicking in every punk that appears onscreen The only problem with this 
very involving film is the very abrupt ending 
DOMINIC HANDY 73% 
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COMMUNICATION 
PROBLEMS 
Some 'netters still 
write letters . . . 

PAUL EVANS 
answers your comms 
questions 

LOOKING FOR 
A DUTCH 
TREAT 
Dear Paul 
I "ma new CRASH subscriber, and 
my lirsl subscription issue 
fealured your new column about 
Micronettmg. I still have my 48K 
Spectrum, but I also have a 126K 
machine. 

Encouraged by a colleague, I 
purchased a VTX 5000 for 95 
guilders (less than £30) including 
user-to-user software, only to find 
that my 128K Spectrum would not 
initialise as they are not 
compatible I got my money back 
without any trouble and set about 
finding a modem thai would work. 
I was able to find a shop that sold 
a modem that plugs into the built-
in RS232 socket on the Spectrum 
and Prestel-type software to go 
with it. 

It's a Miracle systems autodial 
modem with 1200/75 and 1200/ 
1200 options. It can also be 
plugged into a QL with which ii 
does autodial, it should be 
possible to autodial by toggling 
DTR at 10Hz to simulate the pulses 
ot a telephone dialling, but the 
software does not provide lor this 
facility. 

Do you have a routine for doing 
this, and could you give more 
information about the Spectre 
Comms ROM for the VTX? What 
does it do thai the VTX ROM 
doesn't? 

As il happens I wrote to 
Ceefax's NEXT department last 
week asking tor tips on making my 
modem autodial, but I don't know 
whether they'll be able to publish a 
solution 

I subscribe to Viditel, the Dutch 
equivalent of Prestel, and regularly 
log-in to a number of other data 
banks which work with the Prestel 
protocol. As yet I have not been 
able to communicate user-to-user 
lor lack of a suitable program. 

I am rel uctant to go out and buy 
one at my local shop (Spectrum 
software stockists are few and far 
between over here) as the 
programs are too expensive to 
experiment with My Prestel 
software cost me £20' And I'm 
sure there must be better 
programs available with off-line 
editing of pages etc. Can you 
publish a list ol programs, 
facilities, prices and suppliers'7 

One interesting data bank is run 
by a schoolboy in Rotterdam, who 
turned his VTX 5000 into an 
autoanswer modem and runs the 
bank on a microdrive cartridge1 

The online times are rather erratic, 
but are published in another 
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databank in Rotterdam. 
Philip Green, Rotterdam, 
Holland 
It's a shame you didn't pursue a 
solution to the 128K/VTX problem 
(see CRASH Issue 45) - C30 is 
quite cheap for a new VTX You 
have not mentioned the Miracle 
modem model but it sounds like a 
WS2000. I haven't a clue how to 
program the RS232port of the 128 
to autodial through the modem, 
but maybe Simon N Goodwin can 
help there. 

See my article in Issue 46 for 
details on the Spectre Comms 
ROM. Its software is a great deal 
better than the VTX's and it makes 
the VTX compatible with the 128 
as well' 

As tor software, very cheap U2U 
software and enhanced terminal 
software is available on Micronet 
as telesoftware for the VTX only. If 
you can't log-on to Micronet, 
contact the people there and ask if 
you can purchase the software 
through snail-mail Their address 
is Micronet 800. Telemap Ltd. 
Dunanl House. 8 Herbal Hill, 
London EC1R 5EJ. 

Trying to get comms software 
commercially for the Spectrum is 
VERY difficult and I wouldn't 
bother trying! But a feature on the 
amazing software extras for tne 
VTX is coming soon and will put 
the Beeb owners to shame.., 
PE 

TELEX TALK 
Dear Paul 
Can I use telex numbers on a VTX 
5000 modem or do I need add-
ons, where can I get them from and 
how much will they cost me? 

And can you please give me a 
tew addresses so I can get more 
information about modems, 
telexes and networks Also, is 
there a mail-order company I can 
get them Irom"' 

It would be nice to know a few 
things about programming 
techniques, but all the manuals 
and books I've seen are all lar too 
technical for me. They just go on 
about atl these weird things and 
ask you to do exercises thai thoy 
don'l tell you how to do or how it 
works and I'm usually completely 
lost after ten or 15 pages 

Is there a clear programming 
guide you know of that even a 
complete moron (me'') could 
follow easily? 
Tony Redmond. Milton Keynes, 
Buckinghamshire 
If you are a member of Prestel you 
have access to its much-improved 
telex service. You type in your 
message as you would a mailbox, 
enter the telex number etc. and the 
message is delivered in as little as 
three minutes' The cosf is only 50p 
per telex. 

There's no other way ol 
converting a VTX to a telex 
machine 

If you need more information on 
the world of modems, contact 
Micronet at the address in my 
answer to Philip Green's letter 
PE 

PRIZES 

DRILLER 
THRILLER 
THE Incentive/CRASH Driller 
competition run in Issue 42 had a 
few interesting entries. Best of the 

effects came from Andrew Will-
iams of Solihull near Birmingham. 
He's already spent his C300 on a 
colour telly and a couple ol micro-
drives. The lucky runner-up who, 
like Andrew, receives a credit In 
last issue's Smash Driller was 
(Jegh Haynes of Scartho, 
Grimsby. Now back to the usual 
dimensions... 

STRANGE BUT 
DISGUSTINGLY 
TRUE! 
THE smelliest, dirtiest, most dis- Richard will also receive the 
ousting competition ever run by 
CRASH appeared a couple ot 
issues back, All you had to do was 
create a story line for the famous 
King Grub and his faithful flies, to 
appear in artist Markie Kendrick's 
monthly CRASH cartoon strip. 
Markie picked out Richard Bur-
ton of Heist on, Cornwall TR12 
6RB, who'll get his script used in 
King Grub. 

artwork of his idea and, like the five 
runners-up, a King Grub T-shirt. 
Those runners-up are: Mark 
Soutar, Angus, Scotland DD8 
4HS; David Qamett. Finedon,. 
NorthantsNN9 5GH: Stuart HI 
ley, Keyworth, Notts NG12 5L< 
Pierre Scotney, Portishead, Bris-
tol BS20 SOB: and Glen Parson. 
Southsea, Hants, P05 4JE. 

LIGHT ENTERTAINMENT 
Issue 47 
First prize in Gremlin Graphics's 
Deflektor/MASK II competition is 
UN's Photon Double Warrior Set. 
Graeme Hansford of Broadstone, 
Dorset BH18 8LP tracked a laser 
beam accurately around the 
Deflektor diagram and wins that 
classy light-tag system plus 
copies of the two Gremlin 
Graphics games. 

45 runners-up each receive 
copies of the games and a MASK 
ring binder . . . 
Thomas Hayes, HaWax, West Yorkshire 
HX3 0MZ; Paul Otaon, Bamsley, South 
Yorkshire S73 APT; W P Edwards, London 
SW16 8CZ; R Powell, Pool*. Dorset; Martin 
Graham, Glasgow. Scotland OH SHS; 
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twaran rranctft, w (Xve-rnampton, weft t 
Midlands WV6 SAL; Paul Rob son. 
M*n«fi«Jd. Nottin^hinvthif• NG2Q 0HX; 
N#H Pwfttt, Norwich, NR10 3HF; ltd 
Ovens Ion*. Godeton, Norfolk NR31 8TW; 
Michael Cleaver. Bristol, Avon B&5 ftQfl; 
Paul Kirk wood, Glasgow G43 1SX; Jerome Cheat**, Cheshire SK8 1U; 

Glamorgan 
CFB 7NU; James Green, Ipswich, Suffolk 
Krtnglo, 
Stephen Re**. Barry, South 
IP1 SHS; Chostoph*r Jones, Coventry, CV4 
SOW: Sam Morgan, Pontcarm*. Cardiff CF1 

9J8; Thomas Hoefcm. Lechlade, Qloa GL7 
3DL; Daniel Houghton, Bolton. Lanes BLt 
4LW; Robert Sheppard, Ashteed, Surrey 
KT21 1QY; WINiam Anthes, Weymouth, 
Dorset 0T3 4EH; John Lewis, Swansea, 
W.Glamorgan SA2 9LU; Nicholas White, 
Tonbrtdg*, Kent TN10 3HA; Warren Camm. 
K*ight*y, West Yorka BD22 BOY; Mark 
Jones, Gosport, Hants POU 9SB. Joel 
Byrne, Shipley, West Yorkshire BD17 6HW; 
William Masters. CNvyd. North Wale* LL21 
ORW; Stuart Moody, Southampton, SOI 
3RA; David Robson. Wetherfey, West 
Yorkshire LS22 4LF; Mark «mn»r, 
Southport. Mersey side PRS 4RE; Anthony 
Royl*. Trafford, Cheshire M13 2Sf; Peter 
Wheierton, MkM**brough, Cleveland TS8 
0EW; Simon Bennett. Stokes Bishop, 
Bristol BS0 t AO; Mikhail Polshaw, n —a n^ > *•'-»-• m —si  
rOnOwOUiy, MinCnvlitr, AHfiVi TV B*IJ*C n. 
sorting, Scotland FK7 7PM; Matthew 
A/mitaqo, HuckJer*fmld, W#*t VOfklhifi uric OCT ***»— l. Uii.-U r» i 
nwo oc i, unniiopnw womi Mito, 
Wokingham, Berk* RG11 IPS: Nils 
Anden***, London SW15 6HJ; David 
Hutchinson, Cartn How, Cleveland TS13 
40 Z; Paul Phythian, Lavenshuime, 
Manchester M10 2SU; Cart Vlckers, 
Qwynedd LL31 9LP; Gary Monber, London 
SK17 2RT; Heath Gre>nSe, Ivybridge. South 
West Devon PL21 OTP; Robert Kemp, 
Ryton, Newcastle Upon Tyite NE40 J€P. 
Paul ntchardeon. Hebbum, Tyne And Wear 
NE31 2UQ; Dominic Carter, Cteethorpes. 
South Humb«rBki« OM36 OOP. 

EXCLUSIVE PAPER BAG OFFER 
I s s u e 4 7 
No. there's no solution to this 
puzzler - your guess is as good as 
a Comps Minion's when it comes 
to why Uoyd Mangram wears that 
paper bag. But five winners came 
up with convincing answers and 
each receive a hand-crafted 

replica of Lloyd's paper bag 
signed by the CRASH team. 
John Alexander, Mortfrwich. Cheshire CW8 
tIZ; Darren Hewett, Horsham, West Susaei 
RH12 4FS; Robert Lines, Qoaport, Hants 
P012 ?QW; Ian Watts, near Banbury, On on 
OX1T 2NP; Peter Young. Sadtfleworth. 
Lanes OL3 5EG 
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The story so far, . . 
The Mckon has returned, cunning as ever, to take revenge on 
the Planet Earth In this bid to become ruler of earth the Mekon 
has developed a new genetically engineered race . . . the 
SUPERTREENS! 
To save the earth someone must destroy the Mekon space ship 
before the Supertreens con be launched. There is only one way to 
defeat the Mekon -face to face. There is only one man for this 
mission.. DAN DARE! 
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